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Abstract

In this dissertation, I develop and defend a model of causation that allows for

dualist mental causation in worlds where the physical domain is physically

complete.

In Part I, I present the dualist ontology that will be assumed through-

out the thesis and identify two challenges for models of mental causation

within such an ontology: the exclusion worry and the common cause worry.

I also argue that a proper response to these challenges requires a thoroughly

lightweight account of causation, i.e. an account that allows for causes to

be metaphysically distinct from the phenomena that produce or physically

necessitate their effects.

In Part II, I critically evaluate contemporary responses to these challenges

from the philosophical literature. In particular, I discuss (i) List and Stoljar’s

criticism of exclusion worries, (ii) Kroedel’s alternative dualist ontology, (iii)

concerns about the notion of causal sufficiency, and (iv) Lowe’s models of

dualist mental causation. I argue that none of these proposals provide in-

dependent motivation for a thoroughly lightweight account of causation and

therefore leave room for improvement.

In the first four chapters of Part III, I develop my thoroughly lightweight

model of causation, which builds on interventionist approaches to causation.

First, I explain how so-called ‘holding fixed’-requirements in standard inter-

ventionist accounts stand in the way of dualist mental causation. I then

argue that interventionist accounts should impose a robustness condition on

causal correlations and that, with this condition in place, the ‘holding fixed’-

requirements can be weakened such that they do allow for dualist mental

causation. I dub the interventionist model with such weakened ‘holding

fixed’-requirements ‘insensitive interventionism’, argue that it can counter

the exclusion argument as well as the common cause worry, and explain un-

der which circumstances it would predict there to be dualist mental causation.

Importantly, these circumstances might, for all we know, hold in the actual

world.

In the final three chapters of Part III, I defend insensitive interventionism

against some objections. I consider the objection that causation must be pro-

ductive, the objection that causes must (in some sense) physically necessitate
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their effects, and the objection that insensitive interventionism is too permis-

sive. I respond by drawing from the literature on causation by absences and

on the relation between causation and fundamental physics. Overall, insen-

sitive interventionism performs as well as standard interventionist accounts.

I conclude that insensitive interventionism is a credible model of causation.

The upshot is that the standard position that dualists cannot have mental

causation in worlds where the physical domain is complete is undermotivated,

and perhaps even false.

Keywords: Mental Causation, Dualism, Non-Reductionism, Causal Ex-

clusion, Causation, Interventionism, Negative Causation, Omissions, Neo-

Russellianism, Causation and Physics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In our everyday life, we take it as a given that mental phenomena can cause

our behaviour. You eat because you feel hungry. I wince because I am in

pain. Such cases of mental causation provide us with common sense expla-

nations of ordinary behaviour. In scientific research as well, the possibility of

mental phenomena causing our behaviour is widely accepted. Developmental

psychologists might say that an infant’s belief that the ball is in the red box

causes it to crawl towards it. Economists might say that distrust in the gov-

ernment will cause tax evasion. In this dissertation, I will provide a model of

mental causation.

More specifically, I will provide a model of causation that allows mental

phenomena to be causes even if mental phenomena turn out to be distinct

from physical phenomena. Philosophical theories according to which (at least

some) mental phenomena are distinct from physical phenomena are tradition-

ally called ‘dualist’ theories of the mental. Such theories typically posit two

fundamental kinds of phenomena: mental phenomena and physical phenom-

ena. According to the dualist, these two kinds of phenomena are radically

different in nature and make up the fundamental building blocks of the uni-

verse. I will assume such a dualist theory for the better part of what follows.

This dissertation will thus provide a model of dualist mental causation.

It is taken to be a substantial challenge for dualists to explain how mental

phenomena can be causes of our behaviour if they are distinct from physical

1
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phenomena. An early formulation of this challenge is due to Elisabeth of

Bohemia, who argued that it is unclear how mental phenomena can interact

with physical phenomena if they are so radically different in nature. Elisa-

beth’s specific inquiries were directed to Descartes, whose dualist theory lies

at the origin of contemporary dualism (Robinson, 2017, Sect. 1.2). According

to Descartes, the mental and the physical are two different substances with

radically different natures. The nature of the former is thinking, whereas

the nature of the latter is extension. Elisabeth maintained that it is utterly

mysterious how these two substances interact. She states (Descartes, 1970,

p. 140):

I must admit that it would be easier for me to attribute matter

and extension to the soul, than to attribute to an immaterial

being the capacity to move and be moved by a body. (Elisabeth

to Descartes, June 20, 1643)

Elisabeth’s concern seemed to be mostly with how non-extended substances

can bring about changes in extended substances. Descartes responded that

it is a mistake to assume that causal interactions between the mental and the

physical should happen in the same way as causal interactions between two

physical substances (Descartes, 1970, p. 138). That is to say, it is wrong to

conclude from familiar cases of causation between physical phenomena that

all causation happens through local contact.

Descartes’s conjecture that non-local causation is possible was soon re-

deemed. With the arrival of Newtonian physics, the idea that causation re-

quires contact lost its credibility. Newtonian physics posits forces that could

act at a distance, and therefore without requiring contact. However, further

developments in physics posed a new challenge for dualist mental causation.

These developments indicated that the physical domain is, in a significant

sense, complete: the occurrence of any physical phenomenon is fully deter-

mined by its physical history (Papineau, 2001, p. 8–26). Even if we set aside

worries of the kind proposed by Elisabeth of Bohemia, a proper understand-

ing of physical phenomena appears to leave no room for their being caused

by non-physical phenomena. The dualist is thus, once again, posed with a

serious challenge. We take mental phenomena to cause our behaviour, and

causing our behaviour appears to require causing changes in the physical do-
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main (cf. Kim, 2005, Ch. 2): causing my wincing requires causing a change in

the physical particles that make up my facial muscles, causing my reaching

requires causing a change in the physical particles that make up my arm,

etc. If dualists cannot allow for mental-to-physical causation, their position

cannot accommodate the seemingly obvious fact that our mental life affects

our behaviour.

Dualists have adjusted their theory accordingly. There is a variety of non-

interactionist dualisms, according to which mental phenomena do not cause

physical phenomena. The pervasive regularities between mental phenomena

and behavioural phenomena are then explained without relying on mental

causation. For example, Malebranche propounded an occasionalist explana-

tion. He maintained that God creates the universe anew at every moment

and, when doing so, ensures that the occurrences of mental phenomena are

in harmony with the occurrences of physical phenomena.1 Leibniz proposed

instead that the harmony between physical and mental phenomena is pre-

established. God created the universe such that phenomena in the mental

domain and the physical domain would run in parallel with one another

(Leibniz, 1898, (1714 )); (Woolhouse, 1985). According to both views, there

is no causal interaction between the mental and the physical. Instead, the

regularities between mental and physical phenomena are God-given.

During the past few decades, a secular variety of non-interactionist du-

alism has been on the rise. Many contemporary dualists explain the psy-

chophysical regularities by positing a one-way causal relation from the phys-

ical to the mental. Physical phenomena cause mental phenomena, but not

the other way around. On such a view, mental phenomena are epiphenom-

ena: they are caused, but they do not cause. In response to Elisabeth’s

inquiry, epiphenomenalists maintain that it is a brute fact of nature that

physical phenomena cause mental phenomena. In response to the complete-

ness of the physical, epiphenomenalists maintain that mental phenomena do

not interfere with physical phenomena, and the completeness of the physi-

cal domain therefore remains unviolated. Such a picture has become quite

popular among dualist philosophers, and defenses of epiphenomenalism can

1In fact, occasionalism was thought to solve a variety of problems, but the mental
causation problem for dualists was one of them. See Lee (2016).
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be found in Huxley (1874), K. Campbell (1970), Jackson (1982),2 Chalmers

(1996, Sect. 4.4), Kim (2005), and Robinson (1982, 1988, 2006, 2015, 2018).

Today, it still is standardly accepted that, if the physical domain is com-

plete, dualists cannot allow for mental causation. Here is an incomplete list

of philosophers who have claimed this to be the case, or are otherwise com-

mitted to its being the case:

Armstrong (1968); Bieri (1992); Bennett (2007, 2008); Chalmers

(2010, 2013); Dennett (1978, 1991a); Gibb (2014); Goff (2017a);

Horgan (1987); Kim (1989, 1998, 2003, 2007); Lepore and Loewer

(2011); Levine (2001); Lewis (1966); Loewer (2001, 2007b, 2015);

McLaughlin (2015); Ney (2009, 2012); Peacocke (1979); Papineau

(2002, 2013); Smart (1959) and Woodward (2015).3

Given that the completeness of the physical domain is standardly accepted

as well, the default position on dualism is that it will entail the denial of

mental causation.

Denying mental causation elicits some strong reactions. For example,

Fodor formulates his view on the matter as follows (1989, p. 156):

if it isn’t literally true that my wanting is causally responsible

for my reaching, and my itching is causally responsible for my

scratching, and my believing is causally responsible for my say-

ing. . . If none of that is literally true, then practically everything

I believe about anything is false and it’s the end of the world.

Even if most philosophers express their views more temperately in print,

many tend to agree with Fodor’s underlying point. Not allowing for mental

causation is taken to be a major strike against any theory of the mental

(Bennett, 2007, p. 316); (Bontly, 2005, p. 331); (McLaughlin, 2015, p. 83);

(Stoljar, 2008a, p. 271). Consequently, the reigning conviction that dualism

cannot allow for mental causation incites many to reject dualism out of hand.

2Although Jackson famously switched camps and defended a non-dualist position later
on (Jackson, 2006).

3Some of these authors, like Ney (2009, 2012), are committed to this claim in virtue
of endorsing a similar claim about non-reductionist physicalism. Based on interactions
about my dissertation project, I have some anecdotical evidence that this conviction about
dualism is widespread among philosophers who do not write on the topic as well.
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For example, Goff (2017a), spends around 100 pages diligently providing

arguments against the view that all mental phenomena are at bottom physical

(p. 23–135), but devotes only two paragraphs to his rejection of dualism on

the basis of mental causation worries (p. 158). With these two alternatives

out of the way, he goes on to defend the view that all physical phenomena

are at bottom mental — a view that he elsewhere labels ‘crazy’ (2017b).

Levine (2001, p. 16) acknowledges the pull of dualism, but, with an alacrity

similar to Goff’s, concludes that mental causation worries exert a stronger

pull towards non-dualism. Its difficulties in allowing for mental causation

appear to impair the dualist position considerably.

Given that the situation is so pressing, remarkably little attention has

been paid to the question what causation actually is in these debates. For

example, Goff does not discuss what it requires for a phenomenon to be a

cause. Similarly, those dualists who accept that their view results in epiphe-

nomenalism rarely dig very deep into the question what it means to be a

cause.4 It is typically accepted that, whatever the requirements on causes

are, dualist mental phenomena will not meet them. If the arguments and

considerations put forward in this dissertation are adequate, this assumption

is undermotivated and perhaps even false.

The central thesis of this dissertation is that there is a credible model of

causation according to which dualist mental phenomena can be causes in a

world where the physical domain is complete. I dub this model insensitive

interventionism. Very roughly, it states that what it is for phenomenon A

to cause phenomenon B is for it to be possible to manipulate the occurrence

of B by manipulating the occurrence of A in a wide variety of natural sce-

narios. This model allows for dualist mental causation. In a wide variety of

natural scenarios, I can make you wear a coat by making you believe that it

is raining. In a wide variety of natural scenarios, you can make me wince by

making me experience pain. Consequently, if insensitive interventionism is an

adequate account of causation, it is plausible that there is mental causation,

regardless of whether or not mental phenomena are distinct from physical

4One could be tempted to call Kim an exception, as he is the driving force behind the
so-called causal exclusion arguments (Kim, 1989, 1998, 2003, 2005, 2007). For all that,
Kim has had very little to say about the nature of causation, except that it is productive
and that counterfactual dependence or any other ‘lightweight’ definition of causation is
unsatisfactory (Kim, 2005, p. 17–18); (Kim, 2007, p. 235–236).
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phenomena. If this insensitive interventionism is a credible account of cau-

sation, the assumption that dualists cannot allow for mental causation in

a physically complete world would indeed be undermotivated, and perhaps

even false.

I will argue for the credibility of insensitive interventionism by drawing

on recent developments in philosophy of causation. The model builds on

the increasingly popular interventionist models of (mental) causation (e.g.

Campbell, 2008, 2010; List and Menzies, 2009; Woodward, 2008, 2015), as

well as investigations into the relation between causation and physics (e.g.

Albert, 2000, 2015), and investigations into the causal role of absences (e.g.

Schaffer, 2004; Russo, 2016). I will argue that these developments contravene

the reigning conviction that the completeness of the physical domain excludes

the possibility of dualist mental causes. This reigning conviction is rooted

in more heavyweight notions of causation, according to which causes must

be tightly related to either physically sufficient conditions of their effect or

to phenomena that transfer energy on their effect. A proper investigation

into the nature of causation casts doubt on such requirements and can thus

vindicate dualist mental causation by motivating insensitive interventionism.

Or so I will argue.

Perhaps the resulting model of dualist mental causation is still flawed.

It might be the case that, even given the increasing tendencies towards

lightweight accounts of causation, dualist mental phenomena simply can-

not be causes in a world where the physical domain is complete. I am not

wedded to the idea that there is dualist mental causation. (I am not, in

fact, a dualist). My efforts to provide a dualist model of mental causation

are driven by the conviction that such a model deserves an honest attempt

and that the outstanding models can be improved upon. Borrowing a phrase

from Lycan (2009), one could say that I aim to give dualism its due. I aim

to do so by developing the most promising model of dualist mental causation

that is currently available. Even if this model fails, it is instructive to see why

it fails, and to understand whether or not its failure is as dramatic as some

make it out to be. I think a proper investigation into the nature of causation

indicates that the failure of mental causation would not mean the end of the

world. However, I postpone that worry until the very end of the dissertation
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(i.e. Chapter 16). First, let us investigate whether there is a plausible model

of dualist mental causation in a world where the physical domain is complete.

Afterwards, we can briefly look at what it would mean if there isn’t.

Aim and Outline of the Dissertation

The central thesis of this dissertation is that there is a credible model of

causation according to which dualist mental phenomena can be causes in a

world where the physical domain is complete. I will develop and defend such

a model of causation in what follows. I maintain that this model is credible in

the sense that it is worth taking seriously; there are no strong reasons to reject

it and it is as plausible as some of the models that are currently popular in

the literature on causation and mental causation. Dualist mental phenomena

can be causes according to this model in the sense that, if the sufficient

conditions on causation provided by this model are adequate, dualist mental

phenomena are causes of physical effects in worlds where dualism is true,

the physical domain in physically complete, and the correlational facts are

in a way that I will spell out. Importantly, these correlational facts might,

for all we know, hold in the actual world. If my central thesis is correct,

the standard position that dualists cannot have mental causation in worlds

where the physical domain is complete is undermotivated, and perhaps even

false.

In order to support my central thesis, I will (i) present a dualist ontology

and identify the challenges for models of mental causation within such an

ontology, (ii) critically evaluate responses to these challenges from the philo-

sophical literature, and (iii) present and defend a model of causation based

on recent developments in philosophy of causation that allows for mental

causation within the dualist ontology we started from. The dissertation is

divided into three parts, each of which addresses one of these points.

In Part I of this dissertation, I set up the mental causation problem as it

arises for a popular variety of dualism. First, I define the dualist theory of

mind that will be assumed throughout this dissertation (Chapter 2). Second,

I provide a more precise account of what I mean by ‘mental causation’, and

explain why it poses a problem for this dualist theory of mind (Chapter 3).

I do so by distinguishing two worries for dualist models of mental causation:
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the exclusion worry and the common cause worry. According to the exclusion

worry, the conjunction of dualism and some well-accepted theses about cau-

sation logically entails that there is no mental causation. According to the

common cause worry, models of causation that allow for dualist mental cau-

sation will fail to distinguish between correlations that are merely due to two

phenomena having a cause in common on the one hand, and genuine causal

relations on the other. Finally, I provide a brief preview of my preferred solu-

tion (Chapter 4). I distinguish between heavyweight and lightweight accounts

of causation and propose to solve the dualist’s mental causation problem by

adhering to a thoroughly lightweight account of causation.

In Part II, I investigate recent proposals to solve the daulist’s mental cau-

sation problem. In Chapter 5, I discuss List and Stoljar’s (2017) objections

to the exclusion principle in exclusion arguments that target dualism. In

Chapter 6, I discuss Kroedel’s (2015; 2020) proposal to avoid mental causa-

tion problems by adopting supernomological dualism. In Chapter 7, I discuss

the recent criticism on the notion of causal sufficiency at work in the causal

exclusion argument. In Chapter 8, I discuss Lowe’s three models of dualist

mental causation (Lowe, 1992, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2008). I argue that all of

these proposals fail to provide a non-ad hoc solution to the problems faced

by dualist mental causation, and hence there is still room for improvement.

In Part III, I present and defend my own model of dualist mental causa-

tion, which builds on interventionist accounts of causation. First, I present

a minimal version of interventionism based on the standard interventionist

definitions provided in Woodward (2003) (Chapter 9). I then investigate how

this minimal interventionism interacts with the question of non-reductionist

mental causation (Chapter 10). It will appear that, according to this mini-

mal model, so-called ‘holding fixed’-requirements on the physical phenomena

underlying mental phenomena stand in the way of dualist mental causation.

In Chapter 11, I present a problem for the minimal interventionist model: it

allows for too much higher-level causation. I propose to solve this problem

by restricting causal correlations to robust correlations and briefly compare

this solution to other solutions from the literature.

In Chapter 12, I present my model for dualist mental causation. I argue

that the robustness condition added in the previous chapter renders the ‘hold-
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ing fixed’-requirements on the physical phenomena underlying dualist mental

phenomena redundant. Hence, an interventionist account that includes a ro-

bustness condition can let go of those specific ‘holding fixed’-requirements.

I dub the resulting account of causation ‘insensitive interventionism’ and

demonstrate how it allows for dualist mental causation and provides a prin-

cipled reply to both the exclusion worry and the common cause worry. The

three remaining chapters of Part III are dedicated to anticipating and coun-

tering some objections to insensitive interventionism.

In Chapter 13, I rely on causation by absences to respond to the objection

that causation must be productive. I also consider whether or not such cases

require us to adjust insensitive interventionism further. In Chapter 14, I

rely on recent developments in the literature on causation and fundamental

physics to respond to the objection that causes must physically necessitate

their effects. I also consider the problem of spurious backwards causation

and survey some replies from the literature. In Chapter 15, I briefly reply to

some remaining objections. Finally, I will make some concluding remarks in

Chapter 16.

Notes on terminology

In order to avoid strain in the following expositions and arguments, I have

made some simplifying terminological choices. It is worth making note of

these in advance.

First of all, I will refer to causal relata as ‘phenomena’. Philosophers dis-

agree on the nature of causal relata. Some philosophers follow Lewis (1973a)

and hold that causal relata are events,5 others propose to think of them as

facts (e.g. Mellor, 1995; Bennett, 1988), states of affairs (Armstrong, 1996),

or aspects (Paul, 2000). The recent rise of interventionist theories of causa-

tion comes with a tendency to use the term ‘variables’ in the case of type

causation, and ‘values’ in the case of token causation (see for example Wood-

ward (2003) and Section 9.1). I will not engage with debates on the nature

of causal relata. I take it that the term ‘phenomena’ is sufficiently generic

to act as a placeholder. I thereby assume that the outcome of these debates

5Although Lewis does not claim that only events can be causes, but rather delimits his
account of causation to causation by events (Lewis, 1973a, p. 558).
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will not affect the plausibility of what follows.

Second, in the interest of continuity, I will characterize theories about

the mental, like dualism and physicalism, in terms of ‘phenomena’ as well.

Philosophers use different terms when formulating their theories of the men-

tal. For example, Chalmers (1996) talks of mental ‘properties’, whereas Lowe

(1996) follows Descartes (2003, (1643)) by talking of ‘substances’. Others talk

of ‘events’ (e.g. Davidson, 1970), ‘states’ (e.g. Putnam, 1975), or ‘processes’

(e.g. Smart, 2017). Given that we are interested here in the causal status

of the mental, and we decided to name causal relata ‘phenomena’, I will use

the same term when characterizing the central positions on the ontological

status of the mental. I assume that translations in the reader’s preferred

terminology are straightforward.

Third, my use of the word ‘mental’ will be somewhat atypical. In philos-

ophy of mind, there is a popular distinction between phenomenally conscious

mental phenomena and intentional mental phenomena. Phenomenally con-

scious mental phenomena are those mental phenomena that constitute what

it is like to be for someone (cf. Nagel, 1974). Pain is a prime example of such

a phenomenally conscious phenomenon. If pain occurs, it constitutes what

it is like to be the person that is in pain. Intentional mental phenomena are

those mental phenomena that are about something. For example, my belief

that I am in pain is a belief about my pain. To use another popular formu-

lation, that belief ‘represents’ my pain to me and is therefore ‘directed at’

my pain. The categories of phenomenally conscious and intentional are by

no means mutually exclusive. Just like an object can be spherical and red,

a phenomenon can be phenomenally conscious and intentional. For exam-

ple, my desire to get rid of my pain is about my pain and there is plausibly

something it is like to have that desire. However, many think we can still

distinguish between my desire qua phenomenally conscious phenomenon, i.e.

its being like thus and so to have that desire, and that desire qua intentional

phenomenon, i.e. its being about my pain. It is therefore customary in de-

bates on the mind to clearly distinguish between those two kinds of mental

phenomena.6

In this text we will take Chalmers’s (1996) dualism as a starting point,

6Though many oppose to the distinction as well. See for example Horgan and Tienson
(2002).
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and this dualism is a position on the relation between phenomenally conscious

mental phenomena and physical phenomena. This position thus maintains

that all mental phenomena, in as far as they are phenomenally conscious,

are distinct from physical phenomena. Consequently, mental causation prob-

lems, as they pertain to dualism specifically, are problems about the causal

status of mental phenomena in as far as they are phenomenally conscious.

It will be easier to drop the explicit ‘in as far as they are phenomenally

conscious’-qualifier and assume it as implied throughout the text. Therefore,

I will stipulate that ‘mental’ means phenomenally conscious in this text. For

similar reasons, I will assume that phenomenally conscious mental phenom-

ena are homogeneous in their relation to the physical: either all are distinct

from the physical, or none are. This assumption too, is not essential to my

arguments and expositions.

Moreover, note that the general question we are investigating is whether

or not something that is distinct from the physical can be a cause in a world

where the physical domain is complete. Whether this concerns an intentional

phenomenon, a phenomenally conscious phenomenon or something entirely

non-mental, is of no essential concern. We can consider phenomenally con-

scious mental phenomena as conceived of by the dualist as a case-study, and

in order to make that case study run smoothly, we restrict the meaning of

‘mental’ to phenomenally conscious. This is, of course, not to recommend

this use more generally. I leave conceptual engineering to the Norwegians.

With these remarks taken care of, we can turn to the set-up of the mental

causation problem for dualists.
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Chapter 2

Nomic Naturalist Dualism

In the first part of this dissertation, I expound the mental causation problem

as it arises for a popular variety of dualism. In this chapter, I define the

dualist theory of mind that will be assumed throughout this dissertation. I

define dualism as the ontological position that denies physicalism about the

mental. I add two further qualifications. First, I qualify the dualism we

will consider as naturalist, because it maintains that all non-mental phenom-

ena are metaphysically necessitated by the physical and because it respects

the completeness of the physical domain. Second, I qualify the dualism we

will consider here as nomic, because it explains psychophysical regularities

by positing nomic necessitation relations between physical phenomena and

mental phenomena. This nomic naturalist dualism will serve as a starting

point for the dissertation.

In the next chapter, I provide a more precise account of what I mean

by ‘mental causation’, and explain why it poses a problem for this dualist

theory of mind. In the final chapter of this set-up, I provide a glimpse of my

proposed solution to the mental causation problem for dualists.

2.1 Dualism

Dualism is an ontological position. It is a philosophical position on which

fundamental phenomena make up reality. According to dualism, there are at

15
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least two fundamental kinds of phenomena in our world: mental phenomena

and physical phenomena. Physical phenomena are those phenomena that

can be exhaustively described in a complete theory of physics, like leptons

and quarks having mass and spin.1 Mental phenomena are those phenomena

that are phenomenally conscious, like pains and depressions. According to

dualism, the fundamental building blocks of the universe consist at least of

physical phenomena and mental phenomena. In this section, I give a more

precise characterization of dualism by distinguishing it from its main opposing

view: physicalism about the mental.

To be a physicalist about X is to maintain that X is at bottom physical.

Physicalism about the mental is driven by the idea that all mental phenomena

in the actual world are at bottom physical. For example, my pain when I stub

my toe is, in a significant sense, nothing over and above a certain physical

phenomenon. We can give this idea a more precise formulation by saying that

such mental phenomena are metaphysically necessitated by actual physical

phenomena, where metaphysical necessitation is understood as follows:

Metaphysical Necessitation For any two phenomena A and

B, A metaphysically necessitates B if and only if all possible

worlds that contain A also contain B.

For example, a piece of cloth being auburn metaphysically necessitates its

being red, because there is no possible world in which the piece of cloth

is auburn but not red. Similarly, according to the physicalist, all actual

mental phenomena are metaphysically necessitated by some actual physical

phenomenon or by a collection of actual physical phenomena. For conve-

nience, let us call the collection of physical phenomena that metaphysically

necessitates a given mental phenomenon the metaphysical base of that mental

phenomenon. Physicalism about the mental is the thesis that, for any mental

phenomenon in the actual world, there is a physical phenomenon or collec-

tion of physical phenomena that metaphysically necessitates the occurrence

of that phenomenon.

Building on a definition provided by Stoljar (2010, p. 57), we can charac-

terize the physicalist position on the mental as follows:

1There are further difficulties with defining ‘physical’ that I will not go into here. See
Ney (2008) and Stoljar (2010) for comprehensive discussions of these issues.
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Physicalism about the Mental In the actual world, all men-

tal facts are metaphysically necessitated by physical facts.2

Here, physical facts are understood to be facts about which physical phenom-

ena occur when and where.3 Correspondingly, mental facts are those facts

about which mental phenomena occur when and where. Given that we are

mostly interested in the ontological status of the mental in what follows, we

will use ‘physicalism’ as a shorthand for ‘Physicalism about the Mental ’ from

here on.

Physicalists disagree on why this metaphysical necessitation relation holds.

Reductionist physicalists maintain that it holds because mental phenomena

are identical to physical phenomena. One can be a reductionist physicalist

in two ways. One can maintain that all types of mental phenomena are iden-

tical to types of physical phenomena. Just like water is identical to H2O,

so pain is identical to a certain physical type (e.g. Gozzano and Hill, 2015;

McLaughlin, 2010; Smart, 1959). Alternatively, one can maintain that all

tokens of mental phenomena are identical to tokens of physical phenomena.

Just like Clark Kent is identical to Superman, so my pain is identical to a cer-

tain token physical phenomenon (e.g. Fodor, 1974; Peacocke, 1979). Needless

to say, either identity claim is compatible with physicalism.4 If all mental

phenomena are identical to physical phenomena, then all mental phenomena

are metaphysically necessitated by physical phenomena.

Other physicalists deny the identity of physical phenomena and mental

phenomena. Such non-reductionist physicalists maintain that the metaphys-

ical necessitation relation between the mental phenomena and physical phe-

nomena holds in virtue of another kind of intimate relation. Some hold that

mental phenomena are realized by physical phenomena (e.g. Shoemaker, 2007;

2There are without a doubt problems with this definition, as defining the physicalist po-
sition has proven to be quite challenging (cf. Stoljar, 2010). However, most of the challenges
appear to concern the sufficiency of the imposed requirements (cf. Stoljar, 2016, Section
9). For our purposes the necessity of these requirements are more important. Even though
some would deny that the above definition imposes adequate necessary requirements (e.g.
Montero and Brown, 2018), such views have yet to gain traction in the debate. Overall, I
take the above definition to be sufficiently clear and precise for our current project.

3Depending on one’s conceptions of laws, one might want to include facts about the
fundamental laws of physics as well. For simplicity’s sake, I ignore that issue here.

4Stoljar (2010, Ch. 2) argues that token identity does not suffice for physicalism. Ei-
ther way those who maintain a token identity of mental and physical phenomena tend to
embrace physicalism as well.
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Wilson, 2009), others hold that mental phenomena are grounded in physical

phenomena (e.g. Kroedel and Schulz, 2016), and still others propose that a

‘determinate-determinable’ relation holds between the two (e.g. Yablo, 1992).

For our purposes, we can ignore the differences between these varieties. The

crucial point is that all these views entail that all the mental phenomena in

the actual world are metaphysically necessitated by the physical phenomena

in the actual world. On that point, all physicalists are in agreement.

By contrast, the dualist denies physicalism. According to dualism, there

is a possible world that contains the same physical phenomena as the actual

world, but lacks mental phenomena altogether. Following Chalmers (1996,

p. 94–99), we can call such worlds lacking mental phenomena ‘zombie worlds’.

A zombie world that is identical in physical facts to the actual world would

contain human-like bodies, or ‘zombies’, that behave exactly like we do when

we are in pain, at exactly the times and places where there are humans in pain

in our world. However, these zombies do not have pain experiences. There

is nothing it is like to be such a zombie. Very much like there is nothing it

is like to be a carburetor or a rock in our world.

The dualist thus maintains that for any collection of physical facts about

the actual world, i.e. facts about the distribution of purely physical phe-

nomena in the actual world, there is a possible world where all these facts

hold and there are no mental phenomena whatsoever. In other words, no

physical fact or collection of physical facts can metaphysically necessitate a

mental phenomenon. Using the terminology introduced above, we can say

that mental phenomena lack physical metaphysical bases: there are no phys-

ical phenomena that metaphysically necessitate mental phenomena.

It will simplify the following discussions if we assume that this lack of

metaphysical necessitation holds in both directions. By doing so, we can

follow List and Stoljar (2017, p. 103) and characterize dualism as follows:

Dualism For any mental phenomenon M and any purely phys-

ical phenomenon or any collection of purely physical phe-

nomena P , it is the case that M is metaphysically distinct

from P .

Here, metaphysical distinctness is understood as follows (cf. List and Stoljar

(2017, p. 98) and Stoljar (2008a, p. 266)):
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Metaphysical Distinctness For any two phenomena A and B,

A and B are metaphysically distinct if and only if it is meta-

physically possible for A to occur without B occurring, and

vice versa.

For example, a piece of cloth being red and its being square are metaphysically

distinct, because it is metaphysically possible for a piece of cloth to be red

but not square, and vice versa. That is to say, there are possible worlds

in which the piece of cloth is red without its being square and there are

possible worlds in which the piece of cloth is square without its being red.

By contrast, that same piece of cloth being red and its being auburn are not

metaphysically distinct, because it is not metaphysically possible for it to be

auburn but not red. According to the dualist, mental phenomena stand to

physical phenomena as the cloth’s being red stands to its being square: they

are metaphysically distinct.

Some may find our simplifying assumption controversial. Indeed, there

are reasons to believe that some mental phenomena metaphysically necessi-

tate physical phenomena. For example, some philosophers maintain that my

believing that there is water in the well requires that I stand in the right

kind of causal connection to H2O (e.g. Putnam, 1973; Burge, 1979, 1986).

Consequently, my believing that there is water in the well metaphysically

necessitates my having been in contact with water, a phenomenon that at

least requires some physical phenomena to have occurred. Moreover, it has

recently been argued that knowledge is a mental phenomenon (Williamson,

2000, Ch. 1), and, given that knowledge is factive, knowledge of physical phe-

nomena certainly metaphysically necessitates those phenomena. Allow me to

make two notes in response to these worries.

First, recall that we stipulated ‘the mental’ to mean the mental in as far

as it is phenomenally conscious. The externalist considerations that lead us

to believe that mental phenomena can metaphysically necessitate physical

phenomena are considerations about representation and factivity, and these

are typically not individuated in terms of phenomenal consciousness.5 I take

5Though see Kriegel (2013); Mendelovici (2018) and Montague (2016) for proposals to
ground representation in phenomenality. See Clutton and Sandgren (2019) for criticism on
such proposals. Note also that most of those who ground intentionality in phenomenality
tend not to be externalists about content.
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it that it is less plausible that mental phenomena qua being phenomenally

conscious metaphysically necessitate physical phenomena.

Second, defining dualism in terms of distinctness as done above allows

for a cleaner formulation of the upcoming exclusion argument against dualist

mental causation. The exclusion argument is often the focal point of discus-

sions on mental causation, and it frequently relies on a notion of distinctness

that is analogous to our Metaphysical Distinctness (e.g. Bennett, 2008; List

and Stoljar, 2017; Stoljar, 2008a). It is thus in the interest of continuity with

the ongoing mental causation debates to use this distinctness definition of

dualism. If worst comes to worst, and the definition turns out to be un-

tenable, I am confident that the expositions and arguments in this text can

straightforwardly be translated into a more precise vocabulary.

With these notes taken care of, we can summarize our characterization

of dualism as follows: mental phenomena are metaphysically distinct from

physical phenomena. Given that we are looking for a model of dualist mental

causation, I will consider this a non-negotiable part of our starting position.

Note however, that not everyone agrees with this characterization of dual-

ism. Some philosophers use the term ‘dualism’ to denote a position that

is not committed to the metaphysical distinctness of mental and physical

phenomena, but instead is closer to the non-reductionist physicalist position

discussed above. Examples of such uses can be found in Bogardus (2013);

Garrett (2000); Pietroski (1994); White (2018) and Yablo (1992). Brown

(forthcoming) explicitly argues that such a theory of mind deserves to be

called ‘dualism’ and can respond to at least some versions of the causal ex-

clusion argument. Even so, I stick to my characterization in terms of meta-

physical distinctness. It is far less controversial that theories of mind that

do not posit such a distinctness between the mental and the physical can

have mental causation (e.g. Bennett, 2008; Stoljar, 2008a). If we give up on

the metaphysical distinctness of the mental and the physical, we risk getting

involved in a different debate altogether.

In order to understand why Dualism has such problems allowing for men-

tal causation, we need to understand some further assumptions that are stan-

dard in contemporary philosophy of mind.
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2.2 Naturalist Dualism

There are two central assumptions about the physical that dualists and phys-

icalists tend to agree upon. First, they tend to agree that all non-mental

phenomena are metaphysically necessitated by physical phenomena. Second,

they tend to agree that the physical domain is, in a significant sense, complete.

The second assumption plays an important role in our current investigation

and, like Dualism, it will be granted a non-negotiable status within the con-

fines of this project. The first assumption is not central to our project, but

it will simplify our discussions considerably if we assume it nonetheless. By

adopting these assumptions, the dualist can brand her position as naturalist

in that it respects current advances in science. I discuss these assumptions

in the named order.

The dualism that we will be considering here assumes that mental phe-

nomena are unique in their independence from physical phenomena.6 That

is to say, all actual non-mental phenomena are metaphysically necessitated

by the totality of actual physical phenomena according to this dualism. This

holds for biological phenomena, economical phenomena, meteorological phe-

nomena, political phenomena, medical phenomena, etc. Such a physicalism

about the non-mental seems plausible. Try imagining a world that is phys-

ically identical to ours, but where the 2008 banking crisis did not occur,

where napping cures cancer, or where global warming has not taken place.

It is highly implausible that such worlds exist. It thus follows that all of

these non-mental phenomena are metaphysically necessitated by the totality

of physical phenomena.

We can give a more precise formulation of this idea as follows:

Physicalism about the Non-Mental In the actual world, all

non-mental facts are metaphysically necessitated by physical

facts.

If we add this claim to our current definition of dualism, we arrive at the

following position:

Naturalist Dualism–I For any mental phenomenon M and any

6See for example Chalmers (1996, Section 2.5) and Stoljar (2010, p. 45).
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purely physical phenomenon or any collection of purely phys-

ical phenomena P , it is the case that M is metaphysically

distinct from P . Moreover, in the actual world, all non-

mental facts are metaphysically necessitated by physical facts.

According to the naturalist dualist, a world that is identical to the actual

world in all its physical facts must contain the same non-mental phenomena

as the actual world, but might lack mental phenomena.

Physicalism about the Non-Mental is not essential to dualism. In prin-

ciple, the dualist could maintain that some non-mental phenomena in our

world are metaphysically distinct from the physical as well. Moreover, some

philosophers hold that this is indeed the case. For example, Hattiangadi

(2018) maintains that moral phenomena are not metaphysically necessitated

by physical phenomena. One might worry that, by adding Physicalism about

the Non-Mental to our theory of mind, we are needlessly burdening it with

extra commitments.

However, it is worth it to assume the more demanding Naturalist Dualism-

I in the context of our project. Suppose that it is demonstrated that men-

tal phenomena cannot be causes on the assumption that they are the only

phenomena in our world that are not metaphysically necessitated by physical

phenomena. If there should then turn out to be another exception, like moral

phenomena, it will indeed be the case that we cannot conclude that conscious

phenomena cannot cause moral phenomena. However, it would still be the

case that conscious phenomena can only cause moral phenomena, and this

is still a significant consequence of our theory. In everyday life, we certainly

assume that conscious phenomena can cause non-moral phenomena, like my

wincing or your wearing a coat. More generally, the phenomena we typically

take to be caused by mental phenomena, like behavioural phenomena, do

appear to be metaphysically necessitated by the physical. I therefore ignore

possible exceptions to Physicalism about the Non-Mental. Let us now turn

to the second aspect of the naturalism we will assume.

Advances in science indicate that the physical domain is physically com-

plete.7 That is to say, advances in science indicate that every occurrence of a

7See Papineau (2001) for a concise summary of the improvements in science that moti-
vate this thesis.
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physical phenomenon is fully determined by its physical history.8 For exam-

ple, my wincing is fully determined by the physical phenomena that precede

it. We can give the completeness of the physical as it is assumed in these

debates a more precise formulation as follows:

Physical Completeness For any actual physical phenomenon

P and any time t, there is a purely physical phenomenon

that occurs at t and physically necessitates the occurrence

of P .

where physical necessitation is understood as follows:

Physical Necessitation For any two phenomena A and B, A

physically necessitates B if and only if all physically possible

worlds that contain A also contain B.

By ‘physically possible world’, I mean any possible world in which the same

fundamental laws of physics as in our world hold. This necessitation rela-

tion is thus modally weaker than the metaphysical necessitation relation, as

that relation applied to all possible worlds, even those with different laws of

physics than ours. For example, even in worlds where particles can accelerate

from a speed below the speed of light to a speed above the speed of light —

something that our laws of physics do not allow9 — all red pieces of cloth

are coloured pieces of cloth. That is why we can say that a cloth’s being

red metaphysically necessitates the cloth’s being coloured. By contrast, a

physical phenomenon that physically necessitates my wincing might occur in

a world with different laws of nature without my wincing. (Perhaps a rogue

particle accelerates above the speed of light threshold and kills me right be-

fore I get a chance to wince.) Such physical phenomena are only sufficient

for my wincing on the assumption that the laws of physics remain constant.

8This is only true on the assumption of determinism in the physical domain. It is
customary to assume this in debates on mental causation and physical completeness, be-
cause it simplifies formulations and translations to indeterministic-friendly formulations
are straightforward (e.g. Bennett, 2003; Loewer, 2001; Papineau, 2001). I will follow suit
here and assume determinism as well. See Bourget (2019) for an argument to the extent
that indeterminism does make difference for mental causation debates.

9I found mention of this point in Fernandes (2016, p. 8), who refers to Maudlin (2002,
Ch. 4).
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Even so, Physical Necessitation delivers a significant completeness claim.

Physical Completeness entails that any change in a physical phenomenon

requires a change in its physical history. For example, to bring about a change

in my wincing, one needs to bring about a change in the physical history of my

wincing. After all, this physical history physically necessitates my wincing

and the laws of physics remain constant in our world, and therefore there is a

physically sufficient phenomenon for my wincing at any time in its history.10

By adding Physical Completeness to our current definition of dualism we

arrive at the following dualist position:

Naturalist Dualism–II For any mental phenomenon M and

any purely physical phenomenon or any collection of purely

physical phenomena P , it is the case that M is metaphysi-

cally distinct from P . Moreover,

(i) In the actual world, all non-mental facts are

metaphysically necessitated by physical facts.

(ii) The physical domain is physically complete.

We now start to see how mental causation worries are bound to arise

for this position. According to (i), any non-mental change metaphysically

requires a change in the physical domain, and according to (ii), the physical

domain appears to leave no room for non-physical causes. After all, all phys-

ical phenomena are already necessitated by their physical histories and the

fundamental laws that hold in our world.

Indeed, Chalmers (2010, p. 130–133) even equates the combination of

dualism and Physical Completeness with a denial of mental causation, and

Bennett (2007, p. 328) states that whether or not dualists should worry

about mental causation “ [. . . ] depends entirely on whether or not they

are obligated to accept the completeness of physics.”11 One of the central

10In fact, Physical Completeness entails more than that. It entails that there is a phys-
ical phenomenon that physically necessitates my wincing at any time. This means that
changing my wincing requires a change in physical phenomena at any point in time, both
before and after my wincing. We will address the time-symmetry of physical necessitation
more elaborately in Chapter 14.

11To be more precise, she states that the dualist should only be bothered by the exclusion
argument if she is obligated to accept the completeness of physics. Given that Bennett
does not seem impressed by other arguments against dualist mental causation, I take it
this amounts to the same thing for her.
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aims of this dissertation is to investigate whether or not the dualists can have

mental causation and adhere to Physical Completeness. Consequently, I will

treat the acceptance of Physical Completeness as non-negotiable.

This is not to say that Physical Completeness is in fact true. Indeed, some

philosophers cast doubt on Physical Completeness for reasons that have noth-

ing to do with mental causation (e.g. Cartwright, 2010).12 However, those

dualists who deny Physical Completeness, tend to avoid mental causation

problems. The main challenge for such positions is to motivate the denial of

Physical Completeness. This makes for an entirely different project. Propos-

als for such a view can be found in Chalmers and McQueen (2014); Foster

(1991); Hasker (2010); Hodgson (1991); Molenaar (2006); O’Connor (2000);

Popper and Eccles (1977); Sellars (1981); Stapp (1993, 2001, 2013, 2014) and

Swinburne (1986).13 Before providing a more precise formulation of why ac-

cepting Physical Completeness creates such pressing mental causation worries

for the dualist, we add one more qualification to our dualist position.

2.3 Nomic Naturalist Dualism

Our current dualist position leaves a striking fact about our world unex-

plained. There are pervasive correlations between mental phenomena and

physical phenomena: pains are often followed by wincings, beliefs and de-

sires often precede actions, some neural disorders come with mental disorders,

etc. If there is no modal connection between mental phenomena and physical

phenomena, these psychophysical correlations have the status of a massive

coincidence. The dualist can solve this lack of explanation by positing a

weaker modal relation than metaphysical necessitation between the mental

and the physical.

According to some contemporary dualists, psychophysical correlations are

explained by psychophysical laws. Psychophysical laws state that certain

occurrences of physical phenomena give rise to certain occurrences of mental

12See also Lycan (2009, p. 559), who cautiously suggests that the relevant conservation
laws might allow for the kind of interactionism that Descartes had in mind.

13See also Gibb (2013a,b, 2014, 2015a,b) for a view that denies Physical Completeness
but according to which there is no mental causation either. She argues that the incom-
pleteness of the physical allows for mental phenomena to be causally relevant in some
significant sense, without their being proper causes.
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phenomena. For example, there could be some physical phenomenon, call it

‘phys’, such that all occurrences of phys give rise to pain. It is thus no surprise

that there are pervasive correlations between pain and physical phenomena.

All actual occurrences of phys are accompanied by occurrences of pain. So if

it is the case that occurrences of phys tend to be followed by wincings, it will

also be the case that occurrences of pain tend to be followed by wincings, and

if scorching my thumb is bound to result in phys, it is bound to be followed

by pain. Similar explanations will be available for other correlations between

mental phenomena and physical phenomena.

It is important to qualify the psychophysical laws carefully. The exis-

tence of these laws should not interfere with the metaphysical distinctness of

mental and physical phenomena, but they should still be able to explain the

psychophysical correlations. Here I outline what I take to be the standard

dualist characterization of psychophysical laws and add this characterization

to our dualist starting position.

Dualists can explain psychophysical correlations without interfering with

the metaphysical distinctness of the mental and the physical by modelling

psychophysical laws on the fundamental laws of physics. Typically, dualist

psychophysical laws are put on a par with the fundamental laws of physics in

two significant ways. They are taken to be on a par in modal status, because

they are contingent, and in ontological status, because they are fundamental.

I discuss these two features in the named order.

First, the psychophysical laws are contingent. That is to say, there is at

least one possible world where these laws fail to hold. After all, the dualist

maintains that there are possible worlds where phys does not give rise to

pain — zombie worlds being the prime example. If she were to maintain

that these laws hold in all possible worlds, like the law that all red things

are coloured things and the law that all squares are rectangles, she would

be committed to physicalism. It is therefore essential to the dualist position

that psychophysical laws are not laws that hold in all possible worlds.

Psychophysical laws share this feature with the fundamental laws of physics.

These laws too, fail to hold in other possible worlds. For example, there are

possible worlds where particles accelerate above the speed of light threshold.

Such worlds are not physically possible, but they are metaphysically possi-
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ble. Qua modal status, the psychophysical laws are thus on a par with the

fundamental laws of physics.

Second, psychophysical laws are fundamental. They are fundamental in

the sense that they are not explained by any further laws or facts, but rather

explain other facts, like the fact that I am in pain when phys occurs in my

body, and plausibly some ceteris paribus laws, like the law that states that,

all else equal, scorching your thumb results in pain. The psychophysical

laws are thus granted the same status as the physical laws: they are part

of the fundamental laws that govern the universe. Qua ontological status,

psychophysical laws are on a par with the fundamental laws of physics as

well.14

From now on, I shall refer to such fundamental, contingent laws as nomic

laws. Consequently, we can characterize the modal relation between the

mental and the physical as a relation of nomic necessitation, where nomic

necessitation is understood in analogy with metaphysical necessitation, but

the metaphysical modality involved is replaced with a nomic modality:15

Nomic Necessitation For any two phenomena A and B, A

nomically necessitates B if and only if all nomically possible

worlds that contain A also contain B.

For example, it might be nomically impossible for a certain physical phe-

nomenon phys to occur without pain occurring. Just like it is nomically

impossible for a particle to accelerate across the speed of light threshold. Ex-

tending on our terminology, we can say that phys is the nomic base for pain in

such cases: it underlies the mental phenomenon and nomically necessitates its

occurrence. To simplify discussions, we will assume that mental phenomena

and their physical bases occur simultaneously in what follows. Consequently,

the nomic necessitation that holds between them can be called ‘synchronic’ or

14The above paragraph makes some non-trivial assumptions about laws governing mat-
ters of fact, rather than laws merely metaphysically supervening on, and being derived
from, the matters of fact (cf. Loewer, 1996). I see no reason why the dualist could not
adopt the latter, Humean view as well, but discussing the metaphysics of laws would take
us too far afield. I take translations into a more Humean-friendly dualism to be straight-
forward.

15See also Chalmers (1996, Ch. 4 & Ch. 6), who speaks of ‘nomological supervenience’
to denote the modal relation between the mental and the physical. Talk of supervenience
has lost some of its popularity since then, and I avoid using the term here. However, I
take my characterization to capture the position he presents.
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‘vertical’. Unless stated otherwise, I have such synchronic nomic necessitation

in mind when talking of nomic necessitation. In semi-formal environments

like definitions or arguments, I will use the relevant reminder.

As opposed to the adherence to Physical Completeness, I take this char-

acterization of psychophysical laws to be a negotiable aspect of the dualist

position in the current context. Some dualists argue that the psychophysical

laws could be modally weaker than nomic laws (e.g. Lavazza and Robinson,

2014, p. 3–4). Others propose to stipulate that they are modally stronger

than nomic laws (e.g. Kroedel, 2015, 2020). I am open to revising the charac-

terization of psychophysical laws — and will explicitly discuss this possibility

in Chapter 6 — as long as it does not threaten Dualism. The nomic charac-

terization serves mostly as a placeholder in the dualist position that we take

as a starting point here.

If we add this final qualification to our current definition, we arrive at the

following characterization of dualism:

Nomic Naturalist Dualism For any mental phenomenon M

and any purely physical phenomenon or any collection of

purely physical phenomena P , it is the case that M is meta-

physically distinct from P . Moreover,

(i) In the actual world, all non-mental facts are

metaphysically necessitated by physical facts.

(ii) The physical domain is physically complete.

(iii) For any occurrence of a mental phenomenon M

in the actual world, there is a physical phe-

nomenon or set of physical phenomena P such

that the occurrence of P synchronically nomi-

cally necessitates the occurrence M .

We can can summarize the current dualist ontology as follows. There are

physical phenomena and there are mental phenomena. There are psychophys-

ical laws that govern the correlations between these two, and there are phys-

ical laws that govern the correlations between physical phenomena in such a

way that the physical domain is physically complete. And that’s it. All the

rest is a ‘free lunch’ in the sense that it is metaphysically necessitated by the
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physical and the mental.

I take this to be a relatively standard dualist ontology. Chalmers (1996,

ch. 4), Koons and Bealer (2010, p. xvi), and Pautz (2010, Section 12) pro-

vide a similar ontology.16 Stoljar considers such an ontology the ‘standard

dualism’ (Stoljar, 2008a, p. 270), and it appears to be the default dualist

position in debates on dualism and mental causation (e.g. Bennett, 2008;

Kroedel, 2015, 2020; Woodward, 2015). It is also this position that is typi-

cally denominated as ‘epiphenomenalism’ by its own proponents (e.g. Huxley,

1874; Campbell, 1970; Jackson, 1982; Robinson, 1982, 1988, 2006, 2015, 2018;

Chalmers, 1996; Kim, 2005). This denomination is based on the common as-

sumption that, by combining Physical Completeness and Dualism, such a

view can only allow for mental phenomena to be caused by physical phe-

nomena, but can never allow for mental phenomena to be causes themselves

(e.g. Chalmers (2010, p. 230–233) and Bennett (2008, p. 283)). Hence, such

a view is taken to entail that mental phenomena are epiphenomena.

I aim to challenge that common assumption in this dissertation. I will

thus take Nomic Naturalist Dualism as a starting point and argue for a model

of causation according to which that ontology can allow for mental causation.

With that purpose in mind, I will use ‘dualism’ as a shorthand for Nomic

Naturalist Dualism. Now we can take a look at why allowing for mental

causation is taken to be such a challenge for this brand of dualism.

16See also Hasker (2014, p. 215—216), who seems to propose a similar view when he
states that the mind ‘naturally emerges’ from the brain and when he talks of the brain as
‘generating’ the mind (Hasker, 2010). However, Hasker does not embrace the completeness
of the physical.
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Chapter 3

Mental Causation

What would it mean for a model of causation to allow for (dualist) mental

causation? We can get a grip on the answer by looking at what philosophers

take to have lost if there were no mental causation. Here again is Fodor’s

inspiring quote (1989, p. 156, italics added):

if it isn’t literally true that my wanting is causally responsible

for my reaching, and my itching is causally responsible for my

scratching, and my believing is causally responsible for my say-

ing. . . If none of that is literally true, then practically everything

I believe about anything is false and it’s the end of the world.

If mental phenomena cannot be causes, a substantial subset of our causal

judgments are false. This subset is substantial both in the sense that it is

sizeable and in the sense that it is important. It is not just once in a while

that we take mental phenomena to be causes. We rely on this possibility

of mental causation all the time. Moreover, we rely on that possibility in

crucial situations. We try to keep our superiors from feeling angry and take

care not to cause distress or pain in our loved ones. Similarly, doctors and

psychiatrists prescribe anaesthetics and antidepressants to minimize unpleas-

ant experiences in their patients. Such practices presuppose that experiences

have effects. In legal contexts, it matters whether the crime was commit-

ted due to an irresistible urge or as a result of a premeditated plan. This

31
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distinction too assumes that urges can cause behaviour.1 Contradicting this

subset of causal judgments would contradict leading theories in psychology,

as well as most legal systems. This might not be the end of the world, but

it would mean that both our common sense causal judgments and plenty of

special science judgments about mental phenomena are systematically mis-

taken. That subset is too central to our understanding of the world to let go

off. So the main line of argument against denying mental causation goes.

What it means to allow for mental causation is thus to allow for that

subset of causal judgments to be true. We can give a rough characterization

of these causal judgments as follows:

Mental Causation Mental phenomena systematically cause phys-

ical phenomena.

We thus need a plausible account of causation according to which mental

phenomena can systematically cause physical phenomena. In particular, we

require an account of causation according to which mental phenomena can

cause our behaviour. The goal of this dissertation is to provide a model of

mental causation according to which both Nomic Naturalist Dualism and

Mental Causation can be true.

There are two central challenges for such a model. First, many philoso-

phers agree that the combination of Nomic Naturalist Dualism and Mental

Causation will, together with some further plausible propositions, result in

contradiction. That is the challenge posed by so-called ‘exclusion arguments’

(e.g. Bennett, 2008; Kim, 2005). Second, it is sometimes suggested that any

account of causation that does allow for both Nomic Naturalist Dualism and

Mental Causation to be true, will have implausible consequences (e.g. Ben-

nett, 2008; Kim, 2007; Lewis, 1966). More specifically, such an account runs

the risk of predicting that two phenomena stand in a genuine causal relation

merely in virtue of their having a cause in common. I will call this second

challenge the ‘common cause worry’.

Before addressing these two particular challenges to dualist mental causa-

tion, we should distinguish mental causation problems from a closely related

1Note that urges are distinctively phenomenal; consider the absurdity of saying ‘I felt
an irresistible urge to strike the referee, but it was not like anything to have that urge’.
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objection to dualism. Many object to dualism because it threatens to re-

duce mental phenomena to nomic danglers: they are nomically necessitated,

but do not nomically necessitate. The mental and the physical would there-

fore be very poorly integrated with one another and the resulting ontological

pictures seems, in a word, inelegant. Even though these complaints are of-

ten mixed with complaints about the counterintuitiveness of not allowing

for mental causation,2 it is important to keep them separate. Our model

of dualist mental causation is supposed to solve the mental causation prob-

lem, not the nomic danglers problem. This should absolve dualism from its

counterintuitiveness, but it is unlikely to help against its inelegance.

3.1 The exclusion worry

The exclusion worry is by far the most discussed challenge to dualist mental

causation in the contemporary literature. This is in a large part because

the underlying exclusion argument was developed to affect non-reductionist

physicalism as well as dualism at a time when non-reductionist physicalism

had become a popular view on the mental. The argument originates in work

by Malcolm (1968) and was further developed by Peacocke (1979), Kim (1989,

1998, 2005, 2007), Ney (2009, 2012), Papineau (2002), and others. In this

section, I provide a formulation of the argument that specifically targets

dualism and discuss the motivations of its premises. This exclusion argument

will serve as a touchstone for accounts of dualist mental causation throughout

the rest of the dissertation.

Causal exclusion arguments have many formulations. All of them consist

of an inconsistent set of propositions. One proposition states the targeted

non-reductionist position, one states some variation of Mental Causation and

the other three state supposed truisms about causation. We can take the

following formulation, loosely based on Bennett (2008), as a starting point:

Mental Causation Mental phenomena systematically cause phys-

ical phenomena.

2See for example, Smart (1959, p. 155–156), Dennett (1991a, p. 402), and Papineau
(2002, p. 23).
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Dualism Mental phenomena are metaphysically distinct from

physical phenomena.

Causal Closure Every physical phenomenon has a sufficient phys-

ical cause at any given time t (if it has a cause at all at t).

Causal Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if A

occurs at t and is a sufficient cause for B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is metaphysi-

cally distinct from A and is metaphysically distinct from all

of A’s parts is a cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine

overdetermination.3

Non-Overdetermination There is no systematic genuine overde-

termination of physical effects with mental causes.

Mental Causation and Dualism together entail that physical phenomena are

systematically caused by phenomena that are metaphysically distinct from

physical phenomena. Causal Closure and Causal Exclusion together entail

that there are no phenomena that are metaphysically distinct from physi-

cal phenomena and cause physical phenomena, unless it is a case of gen-

uine overdetermination. Finally, Non-Overdetermination states that genuine

overdetermination is not an option. One of these five has to go.

Exclusionists can exploit the internal inconsistency of this set of proposi-

tions to devise an argument against dualist mental causation. In particular,

one can use the inconsistency to argue that the denial of Mental Causation

logically follows from the assumption of Dualism in conjunction with the

three truisms about causation.

Dualism Mental phenomena are metaphysically distinct from

physical phenomena.

Causal Closure Every physical phenomenon has a sufficient phys-

ical cause at any given time t (if it has a cause at all at t).

Causal Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if A

occurs at t and is a sufficient cause for B’s occurrence at
3For the sake of simplicity, I assume throughout the rest of the text that, for any phe-

nomenon X, being metaphysically distinct from X requires being metaphysically distinct
from all of X’s parts. I will use reminders like ‘and is distinct from all of X’s parts’ in
definitions.
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t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is metaphysi-

cally distinct from A and is metaphysically distinct from all

of A’s parts is a cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine

overdetermination.

Non-Overdetermination There is no systematic genuine overde-

termination of physical effects with mental causes.

No Mental Causation Mental phenomena do not systemati-

cally cause physical phenomena in the actual world.

The argument is valid. It follows from Causal Closure and Causal Exclusion

that no cause of a physical effect can be metaphysically distinct from its

sufficient physical cause, unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination.

Dualism states that mental phenomena are metaphysically distinct from all

physical phenomena. It follows that they can only cause physical effects in

cases of genuine overdetermination. Non-Overdermination states that it is

not the case that physical effects are systematically genuinely overdetermined

by mental causes. It follows that mental phenomena do not systematically

cause physical phenomena in the actual world. If the four premises are true,

No Mental Causation must be true as well. The four premises thus provide

a valid argument that straightforwardly contradicts the possibility of dualist

mental causation. In order for our project to succeed, we will thus have to

deny one of the (supposed) truisms about causation.

In the previous chapter, we gave a precise characterization of Dualism. In

the rest of this section, I take a closer look at the other four propositions in

the exclusion argument. Afterwards, I turn to another worry for models of

dualist mental causation: the common cause worry.

Mental Causation

Mental Causation is essential to our current project. We will thus not be

interested in responses to the exclusion arguments that require a flat-out

denial of Mental Causation. Even so, it is important to be clear on the

motivation for Mental Causation, as this motivation forms the demands on

admissible models of (mental) causation.
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Mental Causation is motivated by our causal judgments. As discussed

earlier, denying Mental Causation is tantamount to denying a substantial

subset of our common sense causal judgments, as well as plenty of causal

judgments in respected special sciences like psychology. More specifically, it

is tantamount to denying a substantial subset of our judgments about what

causes what. These can be judgments about specific instances, like when

my pain causes my wincing, or causal generalizations, like when fear causes

trembling. I take such judgments to be the primary motivation of Mental

Causation.

We should distinguish these causal judgments about what causes what

from intuitions about the nature of causation. Just like we have strong in-

tuitions about what causes what, we have some strong intuitions about the

nature of causation. For example, Hall (2004) remarks that we strongly feel

that causation is transitive: we readily accept that, if A causes B and B

causes C, then A causes C. For example, if a hurricane causes a the crops

to fail and the failure of the crops causes a famine, the hurricane causes a

famine. It is important to distinguish such intuitions about the nature of

causation from our causal judgments about what causes what because the

latter, but not the former, motivate Mental Causation. We do not think, for

example, that mental phenomena systematically cause physical phenomena

because we think that causation is transitive, intrinsic, or local. Instead, we

are convinced that Mental Causation is true because we take ourselves to

know of many important instances of mental phenomena causing physical

phenomena. Consequently, I will reserve the term ‘causal judgments’ for our

judgments about what causes what in the rest of the dissertation.

The central role of such causal judgments forms the demands on responses

to the exclusion argument in two important ways. First, responses to the ar-

gument should not rely on models of mental causation that systematically

contradict our causal judgments. If we were to rely on such a model, we

would, at the very least, require an explanation of why our causal judgments

in cases of mental causation should take precedence over the causal judg-

ments that the model systematically contradicts. It would be particularly

problematic if our model contradicted our causal judgments by systemati-

cally overascribing causation. For example, a model that counts tar-stained
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teeth as a cause of lung cancer or smoke as a cause of fire cannot be trusted

to deliver the right result in cases of pains and winces. As we shall see later

in this chapter and in Chapters 13 and 14, there is a real risk that models of

dualist mental causation spuriously ascribe causation and this restriction on

models of causation will pose a recalcitrant challenge throughout our project.

Second, demands on causation that systematically contradict our causal

judgments are of only limited concern. This is because such demands would

undercut our motivation for maintaining that there is mental causation. If

our causal judgments are systematically unreliable, it is at least less clear

what motivates Mental Causation, and it is therefore at least less clear why

it would be such a decisive blow against dualism if it cannot allow for mental

causation. Our opponent would owe us an explanation for why we should still

believe there is mental causation if our causal judgments are systematically

mistaken.4 As we shall see in Chapters 13 and 14 these considerations will

be of central importance for our defense of dualist mental causation.

With these remarks on Mental Causation taken care of, we can turn to

the first truism about causation: Non-Overdetermination.

Non-Overdetermination

Non-Overdetermination is perhaps the least controversial of the premises

in the exclusion argument. Or at least, it is fairly uncontroversial if one

distinguishes genuine overdetermination from trivial overdetermination.

By genuine overdetermination, I mean a situation where one effect has

two simultaneously occurring causes which cause the effect independently of

one another. That is to say both of these causes could have occurred in the

absence of the other and, in such a case, would still have caused the same

effect. For example, two bullets simultaneously piercing a victim’s heart is

a case of genuine overdetermination. Both Bullet 1 piercing the heart and

Bullet 2 piercing the heart are causes of the victim’s death, and both Bullet

1 piercing the heart and Bullet 2 piercing the heart would have caused his

4This is not to say that requirements on causation that systematically contradict our
causal judgments do not have a place in philosophy of causation. As noted by Ney (2009)
and others, there are several goals worth pursuing with a model of causation. However,
such requirements would not pick out the relation that is at issue in the mental causation
debate.
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death in the absence of the other phenomenon’s occurrence. I call this form

of overdetermination ‘genuine’, because in such cases the effect is genuinely

overdetermined in the sense that each of the two causes is redundant given

the occurrence of the other. There is one cause too many. This distinguishes

genuine overdetermination from trivial overdetermination.5

By trivial overdetermination, I mean a situation where one effect has two

simultaneously occurring causes but one of these causes could not have oc-

curred in the absence of the other because these causes stand in a metaphys-

ically intimate relation to one another. For example, the hurricane occurring

and the microphysical phenomenon underlying the hurricane occurring both

destroying my lemon tree is a case of trivial overdetermination. Both of these

phenomena caused the destruction of my lemon tree, and the hurricane is ar-

guably non-identical to the underlying physical phenomenon. After all, the

hurricane could have occurred even if the underlying phenomenon had been

different by containing a few electrons more or a few electrons less. But it

is not the case that the microphysical phenomenon underlying the hurricane

could have occurred in the absence of the hurricane. The hurricane is meta-

physically necessitated by the the underlying microphysical phenomenon.6

I call this form of overdetermination ‘trivial’, because it appears to be om-

nipresent (cf. Sider, 2003; Schaffer, 2003). A traffic light’s being scarlet and

its being red can cause me to hit the brake, a painting’s having certain mi-

crophysical features and its having certain aesthetic features can cause me

to like it, etc.7 Consequently, there seems to be nothing objectionable or

suspicious about such overdetermination.

Many philosophers maintain that physical effects with mental causes are

systematically trivially overdetermined. In fact, most non-reductionist phys-

icalists endorse a model of mental causation that relies on trivial overdeter-

mination (see Chapters 5 and 10).8 To my knowledge, nobody maintains

5This is without a doubt a defective characterization of what I mean by ‘genuine overde-
termination’. As is demonstrated in Won (2014), it is particularly difficult to provide a
good characterization of the phenomenon. However, I take the difference with trivial
overdetermination to be sufficiently clear for our purposes.

6Try conceiving of a world where that same microphysical phenomenon occurs but there
is no hurricane.

7There are also cases of trivial overdetermination were the two causes stand in a meta-
physically intimate relation that is modally weaker than metaphysical necessitation. I
reserve discussion of such cases for Chapter 5.

8Though see also Bernstein (2016), who argues that trivial overdetermination cannot
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that they are systematically genuinely overdetermined.9 The consensus is

that positions that deny Non-Overdetermination would be both ad hoc and

unparsimonious (e.g. Papineau, 2002, section 1.5). They would be ad hoc

because we do not appear to have any reason for believing that these ef-

fects are genuinely overdetermined apart from an inclination to safeguard

dualist mental causation. They would be unparsimonious because they posit

a redundant causal relation for any effect of a mental phenomenon. The

resulting ontological picture is not inconsistent, but is bound to offend the

naturalist sensibilities of the dualism we are currently considering. All else

equal, one would prefer an answer to the exclusion argument that does not

require such an ad hoc and unparsimonious component as the denial of Non-

Overdetermination.

The main motivations for Non-Overdetermination thus appear to be (i)

a total lack of non-ad hoc reasons to deny it and (ii) the unparsimonious

picture that results from denying it. Consequently, Non-Overdetermination

is not incontestable, but we still require independent motivation to contest

it. I follow the consensus in the literature by ignoring blank denials of Non-

Overdetermination.

Closure and exclusion

The two remaining truisms about causation are Causal Closure and Causal

Exclusion.

Proponents of exclusion arguments take Causal Exclusion to be an a

priori principle about causation (e.g. Kim, 2005, p. 17–18).10 The underlying

idea is that once an effect is ‘sufficiently caused’ by a certain phenomenon,

there is no causing left to do by another phenomenon that is metaphysically

distinct from that sufficient cause — unless the effect is caused twice over.

deliver the solution sought by the non-reductionist.
9The closest example I came across in the literature is Meixner (2004). See also Lowe’s

(2005) discussion of that text. Note however, that it is unclear whether or not Meixner is
a dualist according to our use of the term, as he takes the claim that there are no token-
identities between the mental and the physical to suffice for the denial of physicalism
(Meixner, 2014, p. 18). Consequently, it is unclear whether the overdetermination he has
in mind in cases of mental causation is a brand of genuine overdetermination according to
our categorization.

10In fact, Kim defends an even stronger exclusion principle than the one currently under
consideration. Given that he takes this stronger principle to be a priori true, it is safe to
assume that he takes Causal Exclusion to be so as well.
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The upshot is that all non-overdetermining causes of any given effect must

be metaphysically necessitated by the sufficient cause of that effect.

Causal Closure states that there are sufficient physical causes for any

physical effect. This proposition is taken to follow directly from Physical

Completeness, which states that for any physical phenomenon P , there is

a physical phenomenon at any time t that is physically sufficient for the

occurrence of P . Prima facie, these physically sufficient physical phenomena

mentioned in Physical Completeness will qualify as sufficient causes for E

as well. Consequently, Physical Completeness and Causal Closure are often

used interchangeably, and arguments to support the one are often assumed

to directly support the other (e.g. Papineau, 2002; Chalmers, 2010). As we

shall see in Chapter 7, matters are not quite as simple, but for now we will

follow suit. Given that we committed ourselves to Physical Completeness, it

is prima facie plausible that we are committed to Causal Closure as well.

Together, Causal Closure and Causal Sufficiency entail that all causes

are metaphysically necessitated by the sufficient physical causes of their tar-

get effects (unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination). With Non-

Overdetermination tentatively out of bounds, it seems that the dualist has

no place left to go. After all, the two remaining truisms about causation are

a principle that is taken to be a priori true and a principle that is taken to

follow directly from one of her central commitments. Denying any of these

three truisms seems like a hopeless task. The situation is that bad. Even so,

I believe there is room for dualist mental causation. My reasons for believing

so will have to wait for now. Let us first turn to another worry.

3.2 The common cause worry

According to the dualist picture, it seems plausible that mental phenomena

and their purported effects always have a cause in common: the physical

nomic base of the mental phenomenon. This poses an extra worry for du-

alist mental causation. Correlations between effects of the same cause are

often due to their relation to that common cause, rather than due to a causal

relation between the two effects. A proper model of dualist mental causa-

tion has to motivate treating dualist mental phenomena as causes of their
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target effects, despite their exhibiting such a common cause structure. This

constitutes the common cause worry.

The correlation between phenomena with a common cause is often due to

this common cause playing the role of confounder. For example, there is a

strong correlation between the occurrences of tar-stained teeth and the occur-

rences of lung cancer in most populations, because both of these phenomena

are caused by smoking behaviour. In such cases, it can often seem that two

phenomena are causally related due to the strong correlation, when in fact

this strong correlation is fully explained by the presence of the confounder, as

is represented in Figure 3.1. Consequently, the effects have no causal role left

S

L

T

Figure 3.1: Smoking (S) causes both tar-stained teeth (T ) and
lung cancer (L).

to play relative to one another. Tar-stained teeth do not cause lung cancer,

nor does lung cancer cause tar-stained teeth.

However, it is not excluded that effects of a common cause stand in a gen-

uine causal relation. For example, it could be the case that going to a private

school causes academic success, even though both going to private school and

academic success are caused by the financial status of one’s parents. The sit-

uation would thus look as depicted in Figure 3.2. Both the financial situation

of one’s parents and private school attendance cause academic success, even

though the financial situation also causes private school attendance. In prac-

tice, this would mean two things. First, private school attendance will affect

one’s chances of academic success, even if one attends private school despite

the family’s poor financial situation — perhaps by means of a stipend or ex-

treme frugality on part of the parents. Second, the financial situation of the

parents will affect one’s academic success, even if one does not attend private
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F A

P

Figure 3.2: The financial situation (F ) causes both private school
attendance (P ) and academic success (A). P also causes A.

school. In such a case, effects of a common cause do stand in a genuinely

causal relation.

The challenge for the dualist is to argue that the case of dualist mental

phenomena and their target effects is (in the relevant sense) like the second

case rather than the first. Prima facie, this seems unlikely. It seems plau-

sible that the correlation between conscious phenomena and their purported

effects is fully explained by the presence of a confounding cause; namely the

physical nomic base of the conscious phenomenon. The appearance of mental

causation would thus be explained by a common cause structure, and adding

extra causal relations from the mental phenomenon to the purported effect

would be unwarranted. Our eventual model of dualist mental causation must

motivate treating the correlation between mental phenomena and their target

effects as causal despite these appearances. That is the first task imposed by

the common cause worry.

Common cause scenarios pose a further challenge for models of dualist

mental causation. If one attempts to adjust an account of causation such

that it allows for dualist mental causation, one runs the risk of making it

consider confounded common cause correlations as genuinely causal as well.

Consequently, the resulting account of causation will be inadmissable. Sim-

ilar challenges for accounts of dualist mental causation can be found in the

literature. For example, when considering a proposal for dualist mental cau-

sation in terms of a mere regularity theory of causation, Lewis objects (1966,

p. 25):

The position exploits a flaw in the standard regularity theory of

cause. We know on other grounds that the theory must be cor-
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rected to discriminate between genuine causes and the spurious

causes which are their epiphenomenal correlates. (The “power

on” light does not cause the motor to go, even if it is a law-

fully perfect correlate of the electric current that really causes

the motor to go.) Given a satisfactory correction, the nonphysi-

cal correlate will be evicted from its spurious causal role [. . . ]

If a theory of causation counts confounded correlations, like the one between

“power on” lights and revving engines, as causal, we should not trust that

theory to deliver the right result in purported cases of mental causation ei-

ther. In a similar vein, Kim (2007) and Bennett (2008, sect. 6.2) argue

that accounts of causation that allow for dualist mental causation will count

confounded correlations as causal. If the dualist is to provide a convincing

account of mental causation, that model should provide a principled distinc-

tion between such cases of confounding and cases of dualist mental causation.

That is the second task imposed by the common cause worry.

It is worth noting that the common cause worry does not rely on the

same assumptions as the exclusion argument. Even if Physical Complete-

ness, Nomic Exclusion and Non-Overdetermination turn out to be false, it

might still be the case that the correlations between mental phenomena and

their target effects are confounded by the nomic bases of mental phenomena.

Common cause worries thus constitute a separate worry for dualist men-

tal causation. A successful model of mental causation must strike the right

balance in treating dualist mental phenomena as causes whilst still treat-

ing confounded correlations as non-causal. By properly motivating such a

balance, one can respond to the common cause worry.

3.3 The set-up

The past two chapters presented the set-up of the mental causation problem

for dualists.

We characterized the dualist position that is standard in mental causa-

tion debates, i.e. Nomic Naturalist Dualism. This position is dualist in that

it states that the mental and the physical are metaphysically distinct. It is

naturalist in that it states that the physical domain is complete and all non-
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mental phenomena are metaphysically necessitated by physical phenomena.

It is nomic in that it explains the pervasive psychophysical regularities cor-

relations by positing fundamental laws of nature that relate occurrences of

mental phenomena to occurrences with physical phenomena. For the purpose

our investigation, we decided to treat the completeness of physics and the

metaphysical distinctness of the mental and the physical as non-negotiable.

Once one considers these two features as non-negotiable, there appears to

be no room for mental causation. In order for there to be mental causation

in such an ontology, we require an account of causation according to which

at least one of the following alleged truisms about causation is false: Causal

Closure, Causal Exclusion, and Non-Overdetermination. Moreover, this ac-

count of causation should be able to provide a principled distinction between

mental-to-physical correlations and spurious correlations that are confounded

by a common cause, like the correlation between tar-stained teeth and lung

cancer. Given this set-up the prospects look bleak.

In the next part of the dissertation, I will make matters worse. In partic-

ular, I will argue that the recent attempts to secure dualist mental causation

against the backdrop of these assumptions are unconvincing. If prospects

look bleak now, they should thus look worse at the end of Part II. Even so,

I think there is still hope for dualist mental causation. To keep this hope

alive, I will spend the final chapter of Part I providing a brief glimpse of my

proposed solution. Afterwards, we will turn to Part II, in which we critically

evaluate alternative proposals.



Chapter 4

A Glimpse of an Answer

My proposal is to argue for dualist mental causation by turning our attention

to the notion of causation. When doing so, we should bear in mind that the

notion of causation that is relevant to the mental causation debate must

be one that respects our causal judgments (cf. Section 3.1). I will argue

that a proper study of some of the problems facing general philosophy of

causation indicates that the relevant notion of causation must therefore be

lightweight, in that it does not impose a production or physical necessitation

requirement on causation. Further, I will argue that such a study even allows

for a notion of causation that is thoroughly lightweight, in that it does not

even require causes to be tightly related to the phenomena that do produce

or physically necessitate their target effects. This thoroughly lightweight

account of causation provides an answer to the exclusion worry as well as the

common cause worry, and thereby allows for dualist mental causation. In

Part III of this dissertation, I will argue that objections to such a thoroughly

lightweight account are undermotivated. Consequently, the dualist has a

safe haven to retreat to in the mental causation debate. She can adopt

this thoroughly lightweight account of causation and claim that her ontology

allows for mental causation as well.

In this chapter, I draw some important distinctions between accounts of

causation and provide a rough characterization of my eventual thoroughly

lightweight model of dualist mental causation. First, I provide three indi-

vidually sufficient conditions for an account of causation to be substantive

45
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or heavyweight. Second, I qualify as lightweight those accounts of causation

that are not heavyweight and remark that there are gradations in how an

account of causation can be lightweight. Third, I provide a rough outline

of how a thoroughly lightweight account of causation can solve the mental

causation problems for dualism.

4.1 Heavyweight causation

Borrowing a metaphor from Hume, Mackie named his influential book on

causation: ‘The Cement of the Universe’ (1974). I think the popularity of

this metaphor is due to our deep-rooted conviction that causation plays a

substantive role in the universe. Causation, it seems, holds the universe to-

gether across time. At the same time, we take causation to be the driving

force of the universe: causes make their effects happen. If causation would

stop working today, there would be no tomorrow. Or at least, the occurrence

of tomorrow would have to be due to some cosmic coincidence, rather than

being a natural consequence of today’s occurrence. All in all, causation plays

a substantive role in our intuitive picture of the world: it drives one phe-

nomenon to follow from the other, and it thereby holds the universe together

across time.

The philosophical literature is rich in formulations that express this intu-

itive picture. Terms like ‘oomph’ (e.g. Schaffer, 2016, Section 1.1), ‘meaty’

(e.g. Baron and Miller, 2014, fn. 2), and ‘biff’ (e.g. Handfield et al., 2008) are

used to characterize causation as we conceive of it pre-theoretically.1 Less

colloquial terms like ‘causal process’ (e.g. Dowe, 2009), ‘causal contribution’

(e.g. Ney, 2012) and ‘causal power’ (e.g. Harré and Madden, 1975), bear a

similar connotation among those familiar with the literature. Furthermore,

philosophers will often say that effects ‘derive their existence’ from their

causes (e.g. Anscombe, 1993, p. 92), or that causes ‘produce’, ‘generate’ or

‘determine’ their effects (e.g. Kim, 2005, p. 18). I take all of these formula-

tions to express the intuition that causation is a substantive or heavyweight

relation that holds the universe together.

1As it happens, Oumph — pronounced as one would pronounce ‘oomph’ — is a popular
brand of vegan meat substitutes in Sweden. I take it this is a coincidence.
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Proponents of what I will call ‘heavyweight’ accounts of causation aim

to respect these deep-rooted intuitions. I will not canvas the philosophical

work on substantive notions of causation here. Instead, I would like to distin-

guish three ways in which an account of causation can characterize causation

as a substantive relation. One way is to focus on the locutions in terms of

‘production’ and ‘generation’ and subsequently require that causation is pro-

ductive. Another way is to focus on locutions in terms of ‘determination’ and

subsequently require that causes, in some sense, physically necessitate their

effects. A third way is to require that causes either produce or physically

necessitate their effects. In order for our project to succeed, it is important

that none of these three characterizations is correct. Let us take a brief look

at these options.

First, one can require that causes produce their effects. Here, produc-

tion is understood as a transfer of physical energy or a physical quantity,

as proposed by Dowe (2000, 2001), Fair (1979) and Salmon (1984).2 If one

imposes such a requirement on causation, it should come as no surprise that

there can be no dualist mental causation. As Bennett notes (2008, fn. 19),

Princess Elisabeth’s objection to dualism seems to have real bite if one as-

sumes such a view of causation: it is very hard to see how dualist mental

phenomena could transfer energy onto physical phenomena (cf. Chapter 1).3

Furthermore, the exclusion premise in exclusion arguments seems particularly

convincing if one assumes such an account of causation. To see this, suppose

that effect E is sufficiently caused (and thus sufficiently produced) by cause

C1. Now suppose that C2 also causes E. Whatever energy C2 transfers onto

E in order to cause it, would have to be energy that is redundant for E to

come about. At least in as far as producing the effect goes, it seems that

whatever causal work C2 does is redundant for the occurrence of E.

Second, one can require that causes, in some sense, physically necessitate

their effects. One straightforward way of doing so is by imposing the following

2Terms like ‘production’ and ‘produce’ are used liberally in the causation literature to
denote relations that do not require any transfer of energy (e.g. Andreas and Günther,
2019; Woodward, 2015). It should be clear that this is not how the term is used in this
text.

3However, the objection still loses some of its appeal if one is forced to accept action
at a distance, as one would if Newtonian physics were true. The earth transferring energy
onto the moon from a distance seems as mysterious to me as my dualist mental phenomena
transferring energy onto my brain cells.
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requirement on causation:

The Physical Necessitation Requirement For any two phe-

nomena A and B, A causes B only if all physically possible

worlds that contain A also contain B.

This is, in effect, to demand that causes physically necessitate their effects

in the sense that we have outlined in Section 2.2.

Such requirements on causation were predominant for quite some time.

In her 1970 inaugural lecture at the university of Cambridge, Anscombe

reports that, since Hume’s work on causation, nobody (with the exception

of C.S. Peirce) “ [. . . ] called into question the equation of causality with

necessitation” (1993, p. 90). The relevant notion of necessitation is typically

taken to be underpinned by the fundamental laws of nature that govern

the past-to-future development of the universe — i.e. those laws that we

have assumed to be the fundamental laws of physics (cf. Chapter 2). Some

notable philosophers who thought of causation in roughly these terms are Mill

(1843), Russell (1912),4 Davidson (1967, 1970),5 and Armstrong (1996, 1999).

However, much has changed since 1970. For one thing, Anscombe herself

denounced such a view of causation in the very same lecture. Moreover,

Lewis presented his influential counterfactual account of causation, which also

entails a rejection of the physical necessitation view, only three years later

(1973a). Both events have been critical to the development of philosophy of

causation. By now there are many accounts of causation that do not impose

such a physical necessitation requirement.

Even so, claims about causation often assume something in the neigh-

bourhood. For example, the idea that causes must determine their effects

(e.g. Kim, 2005, p. 18), or that causes are sufficient for their effects, seems

to require that causation and necessitation are closely related. Moreover, the

notions of necessitation and sufficiency are central to exclusion arguments.

4Russell went on to conclude that there is no such thing as causation. See Chapter 14
for a discussion.

5Although Heil (2013) argues that this reading of Davidson relies on a crucial mis-
understanding. He states that Davidson required there to be some necessitation relation
supporting every causal relation. In order for A to cause B, there must be some necessi-
tation relation underlying the relation between A and B, but this does not require that
A necessitates B. I am in no place to answer exegetical questions about Davidson’s work,
but I do not think it matters much here.
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We will discuss the notions of sufficiency that are relevant to the exclusion

argument at length in Chapter 7, but it is easy to see how it plays an im-

portant role in standard formulations of the argument. Recall the exclusion

principle in our formulation:

Causal Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if A

occurs at t and is a sufficient cause for B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is metaphysi-

cally distinct from A and is metaphysically distinct from all

of A’s parts is a cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine

overdetermination.

In order for this principle to have any credibility, the cause that does the

excluding must be sufficient for the effect in some important sense. Otherwise,

how is its mere presence going to render any further cause an overdetermining

cause? And if a cause is sufficient for an effect, it must, in some sense,

necessitate that effect.

One way to hold on to this underlying idea that causes are sufficient for

their effects without imposing a full-blown physical necessitation requirement

on causation is to impose the following, more permissive, requirement on

causation:6

The Sophisticated Physical Necessitation Requirement For

any two phenomena A and B, A causes B only if there is

some set of background conditions c that includes neither B

nor anything that physically necessitates B, such that A and

c together physically necessitate B.

The sophisticated physical necessitation requirement does not require that

causes on their own physically suffice for their effects, but does require that

they do so together with some fixed set of background conditions.

It should be clear that such a requirement on causation would exclude

dualist mental phenomena from causing physical phenomena in worlds where

Causal Completeness is true. According to nomic naturalist dualism, all

6I base this principle on Bennett’s (2017, p. 60) ‘necessitating-in-the-circumstance’-
condition on building relations. Note that Bennett takes causation to be a building relation
as well, I thus take it that she adheres to something that is at least close to this requirement
on causation.
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the sets of background conditions that, together with a given mental phe-

nomenon, physically necessitate a physical effect also physically necessitate

that physical effect in the absence of that mental phenomenon. For exam-

ple, if nomic naturalist dualism is true, any set of physical phenomena that,

together with my pain, physically necessitates my wincing, physically neces-

sitates my wincing in the absence of my pain as well. Consequently, there is

no set of background conditions such that it does not physically necessitate

my wincing on its own and physically necessitates my wincing when com-

bined with my pain. Dualist mental phenomena therefore cannot meet the

sophisticated physical necessitation requirement on causation. We shall con-

sider accounts of causation that require causes to physically necessitate their

effects, against background conditions or not, to be heavyweight accounts of

causation.

The third way for an account to be heavyweight is to impose the follow-

ing disjunctive requirement on causation: every cause must either produce

or physically necessitate its effect (against background conditions). I do not

know of anyone who defends such a disjunctive view. Nonetheless, it is im-

portant for our project that this view is mistaken as well. Given that du-

alist mental phenomena cannot meet either the production criterion or the

physical necessitation criterion for causation, there can be no dualist mental

causation according to this disjunctive heavyweight account. I will argue

against these heavyweight requirements on causation in Chapters 13 and 14.

By lumping together production and physical necessitation accounts of

causation under the same denominator, I do not mean to suggest that pro-

duction and physical necessitation are in some sense intimately related. Per-

haps phenomenon A could produce phenomenon B indeterministically. Con-

versely, it might be possible that phenomena can physically necessitate other

phenomena without producing them; it is up to the physicists to figure out

whether or not this is actually possible.7 However, I take both the production

requirement and the physical necessitation requirement to give voice to our

conviction that causation is an ‘oomphy’, ‘biffy’, or ‘meaty’ relation. In fact,

both requirements are often imposed with that motivation. For example,

7If I understand Ney (2009, 2012) correctly, the entirety of the productive causes will
in fact be physically sufficient for their effects, and physically sufficient causes will also
produce their effects. However, I do not want to put weight on this being the case here.
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Strawson (1987, p. 255) takes both of them to be necessary conditions on

any relation that deserves to be called Causation with a capital ‘C’. More-

over, exclusion arguments are often said to rely on either or both of these

requirements on causation.8

Even so, I do not want to put much weight on the viability of this classifi-

cation here. My main motivation to carve up accounts of causation as either

heavyweight or non-heavyweight is ease of exposition. A significant part of

our project will be to reject these heavyweight accounts of causation. In or-

der to secure dualist mental causation one has to go lightweight on causation.

However, just going lightweight will not do. As it turns out, we will have to

go thoroughly lightweight.

4.2 (Thoroughly) lightweight causation

Lightweight accounts of causation are those accounts of causation that are

not heavyweight. Rejecting heavyweight accounts of causation still allows

for a variety of views on causation, and most of these still pay lip service

to heavyweight accounts of causation — and thereby to the beefy intuitions

underlying those accounts. In order to secure dualist mental causation, we

have to distance ourselves from heavyweight accounts further than most stan-

dard lightweight accounts do. The subsequent account of causation will thus

have to be thoroughly lightweight. In this section, I explain what I mean by

‘thoroughly lightweight’, as opposed to ‘just’ lightweight.

Lightweight accounts of causation do not impose a production or neces-

sitation requirement on causation. Instead, lightweight accounts typically

take causation to consist of the patterns of regularities or correlations them-

selves, rather than whatever process underlies it. A central challenge for such

lightweight accounts of causation is to isolate those correlations that are in

fact causal, like the correlation between smoking and lung cancer, from those

that are spurious or non-causal, like the correlation between tar-stained teeth

8For some critical remarks on the exclusion argument’s reliance on productive accounts
of causation, see Crane (1995, p. 18), List and Menzies (2009, p. 489), Kroedel (2020),
Loewer (2002), Russo (2016), Woodward (2008, p. 264) and Chapter 13 in this dissertation.
Kim explicitly acknowledges that he relies on a productive account of causation for his
exclusion argument (e.g. Kim, 2002, p. 675). For a discussion on the exclusion argument’s
reliance on the physical necessitation account, see Chapter 7.
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and lung cancer. Heavyweight accounts can maintain that in the former case,

but not in the latter case, there is a production or physical necessitation rela-

tion between the two phenomena. Lightweight accounts cannot. Or at least,

they cannot maintain that this explains the difference between causation and

spurious correlation in every possible case. They require a different explana-

tion for the difference between causal correlations and spurious correlations.

I would like to make three further remarks on the current way of draw-

ing the line between lightweight and heavyweight accounts of causation in

this way. First, although standard lightweight accounts analyze causation in

terms of patterns of correlation, it is not essential to lightweight accounts that

they do so. Recall that we called all non-heavyweight accounts lightweight.

One can therefore cook up views of causation that are lightweight but do not

analyze causation in patterns of correlation. For example, if my view says

that A causes B if and only if the common French word for A, starts with a

‘c’ and the common French word for B starts with an ‘e’, that view qualifies

as lightweight. However, the view says nothing about patterns of correla-

tions between occurrences of A and occurrences of B. The common French

word account of causation is lightweight, but it does not analyze causation

in patterns of correlation. Having said that, we will focus on more standard

lightweight views on causation, and those do analyze causation in terms of

patterns of correlation.

Second, lightweight accounts can allow for production or physical ne-

cessitation to be sufficient for causation. According to my categorization,

lightweight accounts are only required to deny that production or necessi-

tation is necessary for causation. One could for example maintain that a

cause must either exhibit the right pattern of correlations with its effect or

produce its effect.9 My motivation for allowing such sufficiency conditions in

lightweight accounts of causation is mostly strategic. What is at issue in this

project is whether or not dualist mental phenomena can be causes. Conse-

quently, we should scrutinize the necessary conditions imposed by accounts

of causation, but we can be liberal about sufficiency conditions. As long as

9Hall (2004) can be read as suggesting such an account of causation. However, note
that his main aim in that paper is to distinguish two concepts of causation, rather than
proposing a full-blown account of causation. Other proposals in this neighbourhood are
made by Schaffer (2001b) and Loew (2019).
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causation does not require production or physical necessitation, there is still

hope for dualist mental phenomena to qualify as causes in virtue of standing

in some other relation to the target effect.

Third, lightweight views do not entail that nothing holds the universe

together. The lightweight theorist about causation is plausibly committed

to saying that A causing B does not require that A is related to B by the

cement-like relation that holds the universe together, if there is such a re-

lation.10 However, this is equally compatible with there being a cement of

the universe as with there not being a cement of the universe. In fact, for

reasons addressed in the previous remark, the lightweight theorist can even

allow that the cement of the universe is causal. She just has to allow that

there can be other causal relations as well. To put it another way, the typical

lightweight theorist is not committed to the universe consisting of patterns

of correlations all the way down. She is just committed to causal relations

being able to hold in virtue of some particular kind of correlation pattern

holding, regardless of what is going on all the way down (cf. Beebee, 2006,

p. 518).11

There are several popular lightweight accounts of causation: counter-

factual accounts (e.g. Lewis, 1973a, 1979, 2000), probability raising accounts

(e.g. Mellor, 1995), agency accounts (e.g. Price and Weslake, 2009; von Wright,

1971), interventionist accounts (e.g. Woodward, 2003), etc. What unifies

these theories is that they all take causation to be some pattern of correla-

tions, rather than production or physical necessitation. What distinguishes

them is what they consider to be the right kind of patterns of correlations.

Each account imposes different requirements on causal correlations to distin-

guish them from spurious correlations. For example, counterfactual accounts

are driven by the idea that causes make a difference to their effects. That

is to say, if phenomenon A is a cause of phenomenon B, it has to be the

case that, in nearby scenarios were A is lacking, B is lacking as well. Con-

10‘Plausibly’, because one could maintain that the cement of the universe consists of
patterns of correlation. However, let us assume that this would not qualify as cement.

11Opinions differ on what lightweight theorists should commit themselves to when it
comes to cement. Beebee (2006, Section 2.3) argues that they should deny the existence of
a fundamental cement even though their position on causation does not entail its absence.
Demarest (2015, Section 1.2) emphasizes that questions about causation and what holds
the universe together should be held separate. My sympathies happen to lie with the latter
view, but I cannot argue for this here.
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sequently, causation is analyzed in terms of patterns of correlations across

scenarios that are very much like the actual one, but where the purported

cause is lacking. The hallmark of counterfactual accounts is that exhibiting

such a pattern of correlations suffices for causation.12 Causation does not re-

quire that there is something over and above this pattern, like production or

physical necessitation, in virtue of which the pattern holds. Similarly, other

popular lightweight accounts of causation will maintain that phenomenon

A’s causing phenomenon B does not require anything over and above their

exhibiting the pattern of correlations that these accounts propose to pick out.

We can thus characterize the central tenet of the typical lightweight ac-

counts as follows: exhibiting the right kind of correlation patterns is sufficient

for causation. This characterization might instill some hope for the dualist.

Certainly, mental phenomena exhibit patterns of correlations with physical

phenomena. In particular, our mental phenomena exhibit patterns of correla-

tions with our behaviour. Given that we are mostly interested in establishing

that mental phenomena cause behavioural phenomena, the popularity of the

lightweight accounts of causation must be good news for the dualist.

This hope will be short-lived for most standard lightweight accounts of

causation. When specifying what it means for a correlation pattern to be “of

the right kind”, standard lightweight accounts of causation build in require-

ments that effectively eliminate the possibility of dualist mental causation.

In particular, these accounts de facto require that causes stand in a tight

relation, such as metaphysical necessitation or some slightly weaker variety

thereof, to physical phenomena. Or at least, they do so in worlds where

Physical Completeness is true. In Chapters 5 and 10, I will argue at length

that two prominent lightweight accounts of causation, counterfactualism and

interventionism, impose such a requirement. Given that dualists cannot al-

low mental phenomena to stand in a metaphysical necessitation relation to

physical phenomena, and on the plausible assumption — to be motivated in

Chapter 5 as well — that they cannot allow for them to stand in the relevant

slightly weaker varieties of that relation to physical phenomena either, these

standard lightweight accounts of causation do not allow for mental causa-

tion in a nomic naturalist dualist ontology. More detailed arguments will be

12They have a notoriously hard time providing necessary conditions in terms of such
patterns. See for example Lewis (2000) and Schaffer (2001a,b).
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provided (relatively) soon. For now, this summary will have to do.

If this summary is correct, just adhering to such standard lightweight

accounts of causation will not do. In order to provide a credible model of

dualist mental causation, we require an account of causation that can con-

vincingly characterize “the right kind” of correlations without relying on re-

quirements to the effect that causes must be tightly related to the phenomena

that heavyweight accounts would deem causes. I will call such accounts of

causation thoroughly lightweight accounts of causation, because they do not

even require that causes stand in tight relations to phenomena that produce

or physically necessitate their effects. Such thoroughly lightweight accounts

of causation are not popular in mental causation debates, but they can be

motivated by findings in recent philosophy of causation. That is what I argue

in Part III of this dissertation. In the final section of this chapter, I provide

a rough outline of how this proposal works.

4.3 Dualist mental causation

Here is how I propose to think of causation. Those correlations that can be

exploited to reliably manipulate future phenomena are causal. That is to

say, manipulations of causes reliably result in changes in their effects. On

such a view, it seems plausible that dualist mental phenomena can be causes

in a world where Physical Completeness is true. At the very least, we have

some prima facie evidence that we can reliably manipulate behaviour by ma-

nipulating mental phenomena, regardless of whether or not nomic naturalist

dualism is true. That is, more or less, what incites us to believe that mental

phenomena are causes in the first place.

This line of defense has not been properly tested by the dualist. Perhaps

somewhat surprisingly, the clearest summary and defense of this strategy

against epiphenomenalism objections in philosophy of mind is by Dennett,

whose writings are oftentimes not of the dualist-friendly kind (e.g. Dennett,

1978, 1988, 1991a, 2012).13 Dennett defends his mild realism about beliefs

from the charge of epiphenomenalism by endorsing the kind of lightweight

13Perhaps Burge (1993) and Rudder Baker (1993) come close to suggesting a similarly
lightweight view in response to mental causation worries, but they are less explicit about
the importance of patterns of correlations and manipulability.
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view I have in mind. According to Dennett, beliefs should be considered

real only in virtue of exhibiting pervasive patterns of correlation with other

phenomena, such as behaviour. Because these patterns are available for re-

liable manipulation across a broad variety of scenarios, these patterns, and

the beliefs that feature in them, deserve to be called ‘real’. Faced with the

objection that just exhibiting such a pattern with their targets effects would

amount to to an epiphenomenalism about beliefs, Dennett states that ex-

hibiting such real patterns with the target effects just is being a cause of

these effects (1991b, fn. 22):

Several interpreters of a draft of this article have supposed that

the conclusion I am urging here is that beliefs (or their contents)

are epiphenomena having no causal powers, but this is a misinter-

pretation traceable to a simplistic notion of causation. If one finds

a predictive pattern of the sort just described one has ipso facto

discovered a causal power: a difference in the world that makes a

subsequent difference testable by standard empirical methods of

variable manipulation.14

I propose that the dualist takes a similar line of defense. She should maintain

that, if we are right that we can reliably manipulate physical phenomena by

manipulating mental phenomena, we are ipso facto right about there being

mental causation, regardless of the status of dualism or physicalism. Pre-

theoretically, one might have thought that there must be more to causation

than just exhibiting such a pattern. For example, one might have thought

that causation is the productive relation that drives these patterns, rather

than consisting of the patterns themselves. However, a proper philosophical

study of causation shows that these pre-theoretic intuitions are mistaken. Or

so the dualist should argue.

The bulk of Part III will be dedicated to developing and defending such a

thoroughly lightweight account of causation. In particular, I will motivate my

proposed account with considerations about higher-level causation (Chapter

11), causation by omissions (Chapter 13) and the relation between causation

and physics (Chapter 14). Once such an account of causation is defended,

14Ladyman and Ross (2007) further develop such a ‘real patterns’ account of causation,
but it has yet to gain traction in either philosophy of mind or philosophy of causation.
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the dualist can provide a powerful response to the mental causation worries.

I will flesh out this response in Chapter 12, but one can see the rough outlines

of such a proposal without too much effort. If it suffices that I can reliably

manipulate B by manipulating A in order for A to cause B, then the exclu-

sion premise in exclusion arguments is likely to be false. For it might be the

case that A is metaphysically distinct from the co-occurent sufficient physical

cause of B and that A still causes B. Dualist mental phenomena in a physi-

cally complete world might very well be a case in point: putting me in pain

certainly seems like a reliable way to make me wince. Moreover, spurious

correlations due to a common cause are standardly not reliably exploitable

for this kind of manipulation: getting an insurance at an agency that mostly

insures healthy people is not a reliable way of increasing your life expectancy

(cf. Cartwright, 1979). So the thoroughly lightweight account does suggest

a way to distinguish between dualist mental causation and correlations that

are confounded by a common cause. If this proposal can be made to work,

the future looks brighter for the dualist.

Even so, it is important to be clear on what such an account does deliver

and what it does not deliver. The account allows for dualist mental causation

in worlds where Physical Completeness is true. By doing so, it provides a

response to the exclusion worry and to the common cause worry. Given the

current state of the debate about dualist mental causation, providing this

much is a significant assignment. As we have discussed in the introduction,

it is standardly accepted by dualists and non-dualists alike that dualism of

the kind we are considering must result in epiphenomenalism. Once this

assignment is completed, the future looks brighter for the dualist, but that

does not mean that my thoroughly lightweight account delivers dualist mental

causation.

Here is why the account does not deliver dualist mental causation. First

of all, in order for there to be dualist mental causation, dualism has to be

true. Our thoroughly lightweight account only provides a response to a cen-

tral argument against dualism, namely that it results in epiphenomenalism.

It does not provide us with a direct argument for the truth of dualism. Sec-

ond, even if dualism is true and this account of causation is adequate, the

truth of Mental Causation will still depend on how the correlation patterns
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between mental phenomena and behavioural phenomena turn out. They need

to be reliable in the right way. A central step in developing our thoroughly

lightweight account of causation will be to pin down the right kind of relia-

bility. I will dub that kind of reliability ‘robustness’, and, as we shall see in

Chapter 12, it is an open empirical question whether or not the correlations

between mental phenomena and behaviour are robust. The answer might

very well differ across different psychophysical correlations. Perhaps the cor-

relations between pains and wincings are not robust, but the correlations

between hunger and eating are. Empirical research will have to tell.

Note however, that this outstanding challenge to mental causation is not

specific to dualism. Even though the focus in mental causation debates is of-

ten on philosophical problems like the exclusion argument, it is acknowledged

that empirical results will still have bearing on the issue as well. For example,

Woodward (2008, Section 7) argues that the plausibility of non-reductionist

physicalist mental causation depends on whether or not the psychophysical

correlations are reliable in more or less the same way as my proposed ac-

count of causation requires causal correlations to be reliable.15 According to

my proposed thoroughly lightweight account of causation, the plausibility of

Mental Causation thus boils down to the same empirical issues for dualists

and non-reductionist physicalists. This would mean that the dualist recov-

ered a substantial piece of ground in the mental causation debate. If the

thoroughly lightweight account of causation can deliver that much, it is well

worth it for the dualist to investigate the viability of this account.

But first, let us take a look at some alternative approaches. If the dualist’s

mental causation problems are already convincingly solved, it is perhaps not

worth it to delve into philosophy of causation for her benefit. I will argue

that the outstanding proposals for dualist mental causation can be improved

upon.

15List and Menzies (2009) also argue that it is an empirical question whether or not there
non-reductionist physicalist mental phenomena are causally excluded by their underlying
physical phenomena.
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Chapter 5

On Causal Exclusion

In this part of the dissertation, I critically evaluate recently proposed solu-

tions to the mental causation problems for dualism. First, I discuss List and

Stoljar’s criticism on the exclusion principle in exclusion arguments that tar-

get dualism. Second, I discuss Kroedel’s proposal to avoid mental causation

problems by adopting supernomological dualism. Third, I discuss recent criti-

cism on the notion of causal sufficiency. Finally, I discuss Lowe’s three models

of dualist mental causation. These proposals share one goal: to safeguard

Mental Causation whilst respecting both Dualism and Physical Complete-

ness.1 I will argue that these proposals fail to do so convincingly. Let us

start with List and Stoljar’s proposal.

It is customary to maintain that causal exclusion worries pose a more

serious threat to dualist theories of mind than to non-reductionist physicalist

theories of mind. Some dualists oppose this custom and maintain that, in

as far as non-reductionist physicalists have a response to causal exclusion

arguments, dualists must have one as well (e.g. Koons and Bealer (2010,

p. xix–xx); Pautz (2010, p. 65)).2 Recently, List and Stoljar have provided a

concrete formulation of this contention by challenging the Causal Exclusion

premise in a way that mirrors a popular non-reductionist physicalist strat-

egy. That is to say, they argue that metaphysically distinct phenomena can

1Although, as we shall see, Lowe puts some stretch on what it means to respect Physical
Completeness.

2Horgan (2010, sect. 4) seems at least open to this possibility.
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non-overdeterministically cause the same target effect. They conclude that

dualists can convincingly respond to the exclusion argument.

In this chapter, I outline List and Stoljar’s proposal and argue that it ulti-

mately fails.3 Metaphysically distinct phenomena can non-overdeterministically

cause the same effects. However, for all List and Stoljar say, metaphysically

distinct phenomena can only do so if they stand in a sufficiently tight rela-

tion to one another. It is unlikely that nomic naturalist dualism can allow

mental phenomena to stand in such a tight relation to their physical nomic

bases. One can exploit this difference in tightness to formulate an exclusion

argument that excludes dualist mental phenomena from being causes with-

out excluding patently causal properties from being causes. I propose such a

formulation and conclude that exclusion worries for dualism persist.

5.1 Exclusion and metaphysical distinctness

Recall the exclusion argument as we presented it earlier:

Dualism Mental phenomena are metaphysically distinct from

physical phenomena.

Causal Closure Every physical phenomenon has a sufficient phys-

ical cause at any given time t (if it has a cause at all at t).

Causal Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if A

occurs at t and is a sufficient cause for B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is metaphysi-

cally distinct from A and is metaphysically distinct from all

of A’s parts is a cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine

overdetermination.

Non-Overdetermination There is no systematic genuine overde-

termination of physical effects with mental causes.

No Mental Causation Mental phenomena do not systemati-

cally cause physical phenomena in the actual world.

3My exposition and criticism here expand on my earlier discussion of List and Stoljar’s
proposal in Vaassen (2019).
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A similar exclusion argument has been taken to threaten non-reductionist

physicalist theories of the mind. As we have seen in Chapter 2, non-reductionist

physicalists maintain that mental phenomena, whilst metaphysically necessi-

tated by physical phenomena, are not identical to physical phenomena. For

any mental phenomenon and any physical phenomenon, the non-reductionist

physicalist maintains that these phenomena are numerically distinct.4 The

following exclusion argument can thus be levied against such non-reductionist

physicalism (cf. Kim, 2005; Ney, 2009, 2012; Papineau, 2002):

Non-Reductionism Mental phenomena are numerically distinct

from physical phenomena.

Causal Closure Every physical phenomenon has a sufficient phys-

ical cause at any given time t (if it has a cause at all at t).

Numeric Causal Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B

and C: if A occurs at t and is a sufficient cause for B’s

occurrence at t+x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is

numerically distinct from A and is numerically distinct from

all of A’s parts is a cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine

overdetermination.

Non-Overdetermination There is no systematic genuine overde-

termination of physical effects with mental causes.

No Mental Causation Mental phenomena do not systemati-

cally cause physical phenomena in the actual world.

In response, many non-reductionist physicalists have argued that the re-

quired exclusion premise is implausibly strong. That is to say, it excludes

patently causal phenomena from being causes. For example, phenomena like

hurricanes, terminal diseases and banking crises have wide-spread effects,

but none of these phenomena are numerically identical to their underlying

physical phenomena. After all, any hurricane, financial crisis, or terminal dis-

ease could have been metaphysically necessitated by a physical phenomenon

4I ignore here the possibility of maintaining that only some mental phenomena are
numerically distinct from any given physical phenomenon. This is merely for ease of
formulation.
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that contains some greater or fewer number of electrons in its actual physi-

cal metaphysical base. Nonetheless, these phenomena and their underlying

physical phenomena do not genuinely overdetermine their effects. Instead,

these appear to be harmless cases of trivial overdetermination. The upshot

is that in familiar cases of non-overdeterministic causation, like hurricanes

causing destruction and banking crises causing job losses, there is a suffi-

cient physical cause for the target effect, and a cause that is not numerically

identical to that sufficient physical cause. These familiar cases thus contra-

dict Numeric Causal Exclusion and non-reductionist physicalists can credibly

maintain that exclusion arguments against their position require an unrea-

sonably strong exclusion premise.

List and Stoljar argue that the dualist can make a similar case. They

maintain that Causal Exclusion is an implausibly strong premise and con-

clude that dualists can respond to exclusion arguments in the same way

as non-reductionist physicalists. I will argue that this strategy fails. Even

though Causal Exclusion is indeed implausibly strong, exclusion arguments

against dualism can rely on a weaker exclusion principle that does not en-

counter the same problems. To understand why this is the case, we can take

a look at List and Stoljar’s counterexample to Causal Exclusion.

5.2 Metaphysically distinct co-causes

Let us say that phenomena that non-overdeterministically cause the same

effect against the same background conditions ‘co-cause’ that effect. Some

cases demonstrate that metaphysically distinct phenomena can co-cause ef-

fects.

Consider the following case derived from List and Stoljar (2017, p. 105).

A certain university is organized such that the committee delegated to make

tenure decisions always consists of the most successful professors. Given this

organizational structure, these professors making a negative decision simulta-

neously makes it the case that the university made a negative decision. If, in

such a case, an applicant loses her job due to the university’s decision being

negative (UD), the most successful professors’s decision being negative (PD)

would also count as a cause, despite its being metaphysically distinct from
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UD. The example thus provides us with metaphysically distinct phenomena

that co-cause an effect and thereby disproves Causal Exclusion.

Moreover, the example lines up well with the philosophical literature on

realization. This allows us to embed the counterexample to Causal Exclusion

in an established theoretical framework and affords us a closer look at what

enables two phenomena to co-cause in such cases.

In cases of realization, one can distinguish between the realized phe-

nomenon, its total realizer and its core realizer (cf. Shoemaker, 2007, p. 21–

22).5 The realized phenomenon can be any non-fundamental phenomenon,

like UD. The total realizer of the realized phenomenon is typically a large

and complex set of phenomena that metaphysically necessitates the realized

phenomenon and is therefore not metaphysically distinct from it. The total

realizer of UD for example, will include PD as well as relatively permanent

phenomena, such as the organizational structure of the university. The core

realizer is a salient, non-redundant part of this total realizer, such as PD.

This phenomenon is metaphysically distinct from the realized phenomenon,

because its occurrence does not on its own suffice for the occurrence of the

realized phenomenon nor does the occurrence of the realized phenomenon

suffice for the occurrence of the core realizer. That is to say, there are possi-

ble worlds where the professors make the same decision, but the university is

organized differently and the university makes a different decision, and there

are worlds where the university makes the same decision, but the university

is organized differently and the professors make the same decision.

Despite this metaphysical distinctness, it appears that core realizers and

their realized phenomena can co-cause effects. This conclusion is supported

by two heuristic principles that are widely accepted in the mental causation

debate. Let p be a phenomenon and P the proposition that p occurs, and

similarly for q and Q. The first principle is that p non-overdeterministically

causes q if and only if Q counterfactually depends on P.6 The second prin-

ciple is that counterfactual dependence is defined in accordance with Lewis

(1973a):

5The realization literature tends to focus on properties rather than phenomena. Given
that we use ‘phenomenon’ merely as a place-holder, it is harmless to stick to our
‘phenomenon’-terminology.

6List and Stoljar rely on this heuristic as well (2017, p. 103–104).
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Counterfactual Dependence Q counterfactually depends on

P iff

P �→ Q and vP �→ vQ

where the semantics of �→ are such that

P �→ Q is true iff there is a possible world where P and Q hold

which is closer to the actual world than any possible world where

P and vQ hold (or there are no possible worlds where P holds).

The idea underlying these principles is that, in most normal circumstances,

causes are difference-makers for their effects, and counterfactual dependence

as captured by the above semantics serves as a reliable proxy for difference-

making.

We can tentatively rely on these heuristic principles as follows. If these

heuristic principles indicate that p causes q, that provides prima facie defeasi-

ble evidence that p causes q. Conversely, if these heuristic principles indicate

that p does not cause q, that provides prima facie defeasible evidence that p

does not cause q. If we want to maintain that p does cause q we thus require

an explanation why the case fails the counterfactual test for causation. This

explanation can take different forms. We could for example argue that the

case of p and q is a type of case where the counterfactual test systematically

delivers the wrong results. Alternatively, we could argue that the case of p

and q meets some other reliable test for causation. In the absence of such

overriding evidence, we take a failure to pass the counterfactual test for cau-

sation to indicate that there is no causal relation between the phenomena

under consideration.

In order to use this test, we need some account of what makes one possible

world closer to actuality than the other. In mental causation debates, it is

customary to adopt Lewis’s analysis of the closeness of possible worlds, which

relies on the number and size of the ‘miracles’ that separate possible worlds

from the actual world.7 Miracles are to be understood as violations of nomic

7See Bennett (2003, 2008) and Kroedel (2015). Lewis’s analysis is not uncontroversial,
as it can be difficult to assess whether one miracle creates more spatiotemporal dissimilarity
than another. However, the analysis does provide clear results in cases of dualist mental
properties and their target effects (see Section 5.3). See also Kroedel (2020) for an explicit
defense for the use of this metric in cases of mental causation. List and Stoljar do not
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laws, such as gravity locally failing to attract my body to the earth. In order

to determine what distance a miracle creates between two worlds, Lewis

proposes the following guidelines (1979, p. 472):

I. It is of the first importance to avoid big, widespread, diverse

violations of law.

II. It is of the second importance to maximize the spatio-temporal

region throughout which perfect match of particular fact pre-

vails.

III. It is of the third importance to avoid even small, localized,

simple violations of law.

IV. It is of little or no importance to secure approximate sim-

ilarity of particular fact, even in matters that concern us

greatly.

According to these guidelines, the closest possible world where a realized

property is excised is typically one where its core realizer is absent as well.

Suppose that we are looking for the closest possible world where UD did not

occur. At least some part of UD ’s total realizer will have to be absent from

that world as well. After all, its total realizer metaphysically necessitates

UD, and metaphysically impossible worlds are standardly ignored when one

evaluates counterfactual dependence.8 Therefore, this world will lack either

the core realizer, i.e. PD, or some of the more permanently ongoing phe-

nomena making up the total realizer, like the organizational structure of the

university. Prima facie, it will be easier to maintain maximum match of par-

ticular fact by excising the core realizer, because changing more permanently

ongoing phenomena, like organizational structures, is likely to result in more

extensive mismatches of particular fact. For instance, changing the organi-

zational structure of the university such that the committees are composed

differently, or their decision no longer settles the university decision, is likely

to affect several university decisions on tenure applications, rather than just

this one. All of these different decisions will spread into further differences in

indicate that their strategy requires a different analysis of counterfactuals, and such a
deviation would require a separate defense.

8See Lewis (1973b, sect. 1.6), Woodward (2008, p. 254–256) and Chapter 10.
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matter of fact: new faculty members get hired, lectures are given by different

professors, unsuccessful applicants move to other cities, etc. The resulting

world will probably be more different from ours than a world where the or-

ganizational structure remains identical, but the most successful professors

make a different decision in this specific case. Consequently, the closest pos-

sible world where the realized property is excised typically is a world where

the core realizer is absent as well.

Given that counterfactuals are evaluated by looking at the closest possible

world where the antecedent is true, this means that realized phenomena and

their core realizers will often enter into the same relations of counterfactual

dependence. For example, in the university decision case, an applicant’s job

loss will be counterfactually dependent on both UD and PD :

(i) UD �→ JOB LOSS

(ii) vUD �→ vJOB LOSS

(iii) PD �→ JOB LOSS

(iv) vPD �→ vJOB LOSS

Hence, the example not only conforms with our intuitions and the realization

literature, it is also supported by the relevant counterfactuals. Unless one

is willing to disregard this evidence and maintain that realized properties

are causally excluded by their core realizers, the current exclusion argument

has no force against the dualist. We can reasonably conclude that Dualism,

Physical Closure, Non-Overdetermination, and Causal Exclusion cannot pro-

vide a sound argument for No Mental Causation, because Causal Exclusion

is false.

5.3 Exclusion worries persist

According to our nomic naturalist dualism, mental phenomena and their

underlying physical phenomena stand in a nomic necessitation relation. List

and Stoljar maintain that, if the dualist is willing to maintain that these

psychophysical necessitation relations are reciprocal, we should expect dualist

mental phenomena and their underlying physical phenomena to co-cause their
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effects. They take this claim to be supported by the relevant counterfactuals.

Concerning cases where two phenomena F and F* nomically necessitate one

another, they say (2017, p. 104):

[. . . ] to the extent that we are prepared to say, of F, that ‘if it

were not instantiated, E would not have happened’, we should be

prepared to say exactly the same thing of F*.

However, the considerations which lead us to reject Causal Exclusion do

not support this claim. In fact, the relevant counterfactuals contradict it.

Consider the following dualist example: my pain is nomically necessitated

by the underlying physical phenomenon ‘phys’. Phys is in turn nomically

necessitated by my pain. Suppose further that phys is a necessary part of a

physically sufficient condition for my wincing a moment after phys and my

pain are instantiated.

Despite the reciprocal nomic necessitation relation between my pain and

phys, these two phenomena exhibit relevantly different patterns of counterfac-

tual dependence, because the closest possible world where my pain is absent

is not a world where phys is absent. After all, it takes but a small localized

miracle in a psychophysical law to excise my pain and hold all physical facts,

including the occurrence of phys, fixed. The resulting possible world will still

contain phys and my wincing, as it still contains a sufficient physical cause

for my wincing. Compare that possible world with the closest possible world

where both my pain and phys are absent. We can assume that both phenom-

ena can be excised with one small, localized miracle preceding the occurrence

of phys, because my pain would not have occurred in the absence of the un-

derlying physical phenomenon. Just like the possible world lacking pain, this

world only requires one small, localized miracle. Even so, the resulting world

is further removed from actuality than the world that just lacks my pain,

because it contains strictly more mismatch in particular fact. In particular,

the resulting world lacks both my pain and phys, rather than just lacking my

pain. Furthermore, the absence of phys will spread throughout this possible

world. For example, given that the occurrence of phys is a necessary part of

the sufficient condition for my wincing to occur, I will not wince in the result-

ing world, which makes for a further mismatch of particular fact. The closest

possible world lacking both phys and pain will thus also lack my wincing, but
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it is not the closest possible world where pain is lacking, as there is a closer

possible world that lacks pain but contains both phys and my wincing.

By contrast, the closest possible world where phys is absent will lack my

wincing, because phys is a necessary part of the physically sufficient condition

for my wincing.9 Consequently, my wincing counterfactually depends on

phys, but not on my pain:

(v) PAIN �→ WINCE

(vi) vPAIN �→ WINCE

(vii) PHYS �→ WINCE

(viii) vPHYS �→ vWINCE

Assuming that counterfactual dependence is a reliable test for non-overdeterministic

causation, these counterfactuals support the exclusionist conclusion that my

pain and phys do not co-cause my wincing. We are thus in need of further

support for the conclusion that my pain does cause me to wince.

5.4 Weak Exclusion

We can summarize our findings as follows. The relation between realized

properties and their core realizers is tighter than nomic necessitation in that

it puts stronger restrictions on those nearby possible worlds where the first

relatum is instantiated and the second is not. In the case of nomic neces-

sitation, these worlds are but a small localized miracle away. In the case

of realization, the miracle excising the realized property will make for some

further mismatch of particular fact in the total realizer, which increases the

departure from actuality. The counterfactuals indicate that it is exactly

this further tightness that allows the relata of realization to co-cause effects.

Given that our current dualist model does not posit such a tighter relation

between conscious properties and physical properties, the upshot appears to

be that dualist conscious properties and physical properties cannot co-cause

effects.10

9For reasons just addressed, that possible world plausibly lacks my pain as well. How-
ever, this is not essential to my argument.

10Bennett (2008) argues for a similar conclusion by relying on a counterfactual test for
genuine overdetermination. Keaton and Polger (2014) use cases of realization to demon-
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We should thus expect there to be an exclusion principle that exploits this

difference in tightness. The relevant principle would target dualist mental

phenomena, whilst allowing for standard cases of co-causing by core realizers

and their realized property. Here is one strategy for devising such a principle.

First, we can define tightness as follows:

Tightness For any two phenomena A and B, A is tightly related

to B if and only if there is some set of background conditions

c that includes neither A nor anything that metaphysically

necessitates A, such that B and c together metaphysically

necessitate A.

We can stipulate that background conditions cannot include any nomic laws,

but only particular matters of fact about which phenomena occur when and

where.11 With this definition in mind, we can say that realized phenomena

are tightly related to their core realizers. After all, the core realizer is a

salient, non-redundant part of the total realizer, and the total realizer meta-

physically necessitates the realized phenomena. This is just another way of

saying that those parts of the total realizer that are not the core realizer

do not on their own metaphysically necessitate the realized property, but do

so when taken together with the core realizer. Consequently, realized phe-

nomena, like the university decision, stand in a tight relation to their core

realizers, like the professor’s decision.

I take Tightness to carve out an important and familiar feature of some

philosophically significant relations, such as realization, partial grounding,

and part-whole relations. These relations are such that their holding entails

that one relatum metaphysically necessitates the other, given some back-

ground conditions. It is that feature that Tightness is supposed to carve out.

If we allow for the set of background conditions to be empty (and I do not

see why we should not), the following relations will turn out the be tight in

this sense as well: metaphysical necessitation, grounding, the determinate-

strate that realized properties are often still excluded by their realizers according to Ben-
nett’s proposal, which might therefore still be considered to impose too strong requirements
on co-causes. My proposal imposes weaker restrictions on co-causes and the resulting ex-
clusion argument thus relies on weaker assumptions.

11As in Chapter 2, I assume that there is a relatively straightforward way to distinguish
between laws and particular matters of fact. This might make for complications if one
assumes a broadly Humean picture of laws.
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determinable relation, supervenience, etc.12

I also take Tightness to capture the difference between realization and

nomic necessitation that was borne out in the previous section. After all,

if phenomenon B is tightly related to phenomenon A, and B occurs in the

actual world in virtue of A occurring in the actual world, then all worlds that

do not contain B but do contain A are more than a small localized miracle

removed from actuality, as these worlds require some further mismatch in

the particular facts that make up the background conditions against which

A metaphysically necessitates B.13 By contrast, in at least some cases where

A nomically necessitates B, and B occurs in the actual world in virtue of

A holding in the actual world, there is a possible world containing B but

not A that is only a small localized miracle removed from actuality. That

is what we learned from the case of pain and phys. As we have seen in the

previous section, this difference between tight relations and nomic necessi-

tation affects the truth values of the counterfactuals that are relevant when

assessing purported cases of co-causation. To mark this difference between

nomic necessitation and tight relations, we will say that one phenomenon

is merely nomically necessitated by the other if and only if it is nomically

necessitated by that phenomenon, but there are no tight relations between

these phenomena.

With these considerations in mind, we can reformulate the exclusion prin-

ciple such that it allows for co-causes that are tightly related, but not for

co-causes that stand in a mere nomic necessitation relation. We can do so as

follows:

Weak Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if A

occurs at t and is a sufficient cause for B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is not tightly

related to A and is not tightly related to any of A’s parts is a

cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination.

Weak Exclusion is supported by the relevant counterfactuals and is consis-

12See also Bennett (2017, p. 60), who imposes a ‘necessitation-given-the-circumstances’
requirement on all ‘building’ relations. My definition of tightness is loosely based on that
requirement.

13This might be true trivially. For example, if B is metaphysically necessitated by A,
there are no such worlds. Consequently, all of those worlds are trivially more than a small
localized miracle away.
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tent with realization cases. It thus remains unaffected by List and Stoljar’s

arguments against Causal Exclusion.

Plausibly, Weak Exclusion threatens nomic naturalist dualism. This is

because such a dualism is plausibly committed to there being no tight re-

lations between mental phenomena and physical phenomena. To see this,

consider the candidates for background conditions against which a physical

phenomenon could metaphysically necessitate a mental phenomenon within

such an ontology. These background conditions cannot be physical, for that

would mean that mental phenomena are metaphysically necessitated by a set

of physical phenomena and would thus contradict the metaphysical distinct-

ness of the mental and the physical. On the plausible assumption that meta-

physical necessitation is transitive, these background conditions cannot be

metaphysically necessitated by physical phenomena either, for the same rea-

sons. The only other matters of fact left in the dualist’s ontology to play the

role of background conditions are mental facts. But how would these meta-

physically necessitate other mental facts when taken together with physical

phenomena but not in the absence of these physical phenomena? It is hard

to see how physical phenomena can be allowed to play such a non-redundant

part in the metaphysical necessitation of dualist mental phenomena. Con-

sequently, proponents of dualism do not posit any of the relations that we

listed as tight between mental and physical phenomena, and quite often they

explicitly deny that such relations hold between them. Similarly, standard

treatments of dualist ontologies in the mental causation debate, like Bennett

(2008); Bourget (2019) and Kroedel (2015, 2020), assume that individual du-

alist mental phenomena like pain can be excised from their actual worlds with

merely a small localized miracle. For now, we have followed suit, and List

and Stoljar have not provided us with reasons to deviate from these standard

treatments.

Note that even if the dualist can credibly maintain that there are tight

relations between mental and physical phenomena, there would remain a

significant difference between the case of mental phenomena and cases like

the university decision. As argued above, the background conditions against

which physical phenomena would metaphysically necessitate mental phenom-

ena on such a picture cannot be physical or metaphysically necessitated by
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physical phenomena. By contrast, the university decision plausibly is meta-

physically necessitated by physical phenomena, as its total realizer is meta-

physically necessitated by physical phenomena, and metaphysical necessita-

tion is plausibly transitive.14 Consequently, the dualist would still be at peril

of exclusion arguments that exploit this difference even if she were allowed

to posit tight relations between the mental and the physical. In Chapter 7, I

briefly discuss how such an exclusion argument follows from addressing some

issues surrounding causal sufficiency. However, given that the focus in this

chapter is on List and Stoljar’s proposed response to exclusion arguments,

and they make no suggestion of deviating from the standard view that du-

alists cannot posit tight relations between the mental and the physical, I set

this issue aside for now.

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, we can tentatively state that

nomic naturalist dualism is committed to the following claim:

Nomic Dualism Mental phenomena are merely nomically ne-

cessitated by physical phenomena.

Consequently, the brand of dualism we set out to defend is threatened by the

following exclusion argument:

Nomic Dualism Mental phenomena are merely nomically ne-

cessitated by physical phenomena.

Causal Closure Every physical phenomenon has a sufficient phys-

ical cause at any given time t (if it has a cause at all at t).

Weak Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if A

occurs at t and is a sufficient cause for B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is not tightly

related to A and is not tightly related to any of A’s parts is a

cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination.

Non-Overdetermination There is no systematic genuine overde-

termination of physical effects with mental causes.

14I am assuming here that university decisions are not metaphysically dependent on
phenomenally conscious phenomena.
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No Mental Causation Mental phenomena do not systemati-

cally cause physical phenomena in the actual world.

We are therefore still in need of arguments against one the above premises.

In the next chapter, we look at a proposal recently defended by Kroedel

(2015, 2020), which denies both Nomic Dualism and Weak Exclusion. The

above discussion provided evidence that the nomic necessitation relation is

too weak to allow for co-causing. Perhaps the dualist can adjust her posi-

tion on the modal status psychophysical laws such that mental phenomena

and their nomic bases can co-cause effects, without giving up on her central

commitment that the mental and the physical are metaphysically distinct.

Kroedel proposes such a strategy.
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Chapter 6

Supernomological Dualism

Kroedel claims that “[. . . ] dualism can explain mental causation and solve

the exclusion problem” (2015, p. 357).1 He maintains that the dualist can

do so by making a slight adjustment in her ontology of the mind. According

to Kroedel, the dualist should declare psychophysical laws to be modally

stronger than other nomic laws, but still weaker than metaphysical laws. By

doing so, the dualist can allow mental phenomena to be causes according

to a counterfactual account of causation, whilst maintaining that mental

phenomena are metaphysically distinct from physical phenomena.

In this chapter, I argue that Kroedel’s proposal indeed delivers dualist

mental causation, but, as is recognized by Kroedel himself, it requires a

substantial ad hoc hypothesis. All else equal, this proposal would be improved

upon by a model that does not require such an ad hoc hypothesis.

6.1 Strengthening the laws

Kroedel (2015, 2020) maintains that counterfactual dependence, defined ac-

cording to the Lewisian framework we discussed in the previous chapter,

provides a sufficient condition for causation within the context of the mental

1Note that this is a stronger claim than List and Stoljar’s, who only maintained that
the dualist can respond to exclusion arguments in the same way as non-reductionist phys-
icalists.
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causation debate.2 If A counterfactually depends on B, then A causes B.

Starting from this posit, the task for the dualist is to argue that behavioural

phenomena counterfactually depend on mental phenomena according to her

ontology.

In the previous chapter, we discussed the problem for dualism on a coun-

terfactual account of causation. If dualism is true, my wincing is not counter-

factually dependent on my pain, as the counterfactual (vPAIN�→ vWINCE)

comes out as false. This is because there is a possible world that is physically

identical to ours, but, due to a localized lapse in the nomic psychophysical law

connecting phys and pain, my pain does not occur. Call that world WNoPain.

In WNoPain, I would still wince, given that the physical law connecting phys

(+ background conditions) and my wince is still in place. In order for my

pain to cause my wincing, there should be a possible world that contains

neither pain nor my wincing and is closer to ours than WNoPain, but it is

easy to see that this cannot be the case. The mere fact that my wince would

be absent from this world already makes it more distant than WNoPain in

virtue of the rule on spatiotemporal similarity; and then we have not even

considered the miracle it would take to make my wince disappear.

The problem clearly lies with the weakness of the modal law connecting

my pain and phys. If one could claim that cutting loose mental phenomena

requires a larger miracle than taking out both the mental phenomenon and

its purported effect, the problem would be solved. As Kroedel puts it (2015,

p. 361):

[. . . ] assuming dualism, the critical condition for establishing

that behavioural events counterfactually depend on, and hence

are caused by, mental events is that worlds where the actual psy-

chophysical laws are violated are always less similar overall to our

world than worlds without such violations, irrespective of viola-

tions of ordinary laws of nature.

Unfortunately, it is part and parcel of Nomic Naturalist Dualism that the

laws connecting mental phenomena and their underlying physical states are

of an equal modal strength as the fundamental laws of physics, which govern

2While he presents this as a working assumption in Kroedel (2015), the first two chapters
in Kroedel (2020) provide an explicit defense of this claim.
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the diachronic development of our universe. So, as the position stands, it

cannot meet this critical condition.

Kroedel proposes to avoid this problem by adopting a position he calls

‘supernomological dualism’. But for one small adjustment, supernomological

dualism is the same theory of mind as nomic naturalist dualism. Super-

nomological dualism bestows a special modal status upon psychophysical

laws. These laws should be considered as modally stronger than other nomic

laws, like the law of gravity, whilst still modally weaker than metaphysical

laws, like the law that all squares are rectangles. This would mean that there

is a world in which the physical phenomenon underlying my pain does not

give rise to my pain, but that world it is further removed from our world

than a world where a particle accelerates across the speed of light threshold.

Kroedel notes that this proposal does not interfere with the metaphysical

distinctness of the mental and the physical (Kroedel, 2020, sect. 2.5):

[. . . ] nothing forces dualists to accept that psychophysical laws

are modally on a par with ordinary laws of nature, such as the laws

of physics. They are within their rights to claim that psychophys-

ical laws could not have failed so easily as the other laws. They

can claim, in other words, that worlds where the psychophysical

laws are violated are further from actuality than any worlds where

only the ordinary laws are violated.

Kroedel’s proposed adjustment has an important impact on the relevant

counterfactuals. If the necessitation relation between mental phenomena and

their nomic bases is modally stronger than regular nomic relations, the ge-

ography of possible worlds is reorganized: worlds where psychophysical laws

miraculously lapse are more distant than worlds where other nomic laws

lapse. So a counterfactual claim like: ‘if my pain had not occurred, I would

not have winced’ comes out as true. After all, the possible world where both

phys and wince are absent due to a lapse in the physical laws is now closer

to the actual world than a world where phys is present, but pain is not.

Consequently, the following counterfactuals hold:

(i) PAIN �→ WINCE

(ii) vPAIN �→ vWINCE
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Given Kroedel’s proposed assumption that counterfactual dependence suf-

fices for causation, this means that my pain causes my wincing. These ob-

servations plausibly generalize to most purported cases of mental causation.

Consequently, supernomological dualism in conjunction with a counterfac-

tual account of causation secures Mental Causation. The dualist thus has a

model of mental causation at her disposal.

This model has one drawback. Although it delivers the right results, it

lacks independent motivation. The proposed adjustment is motivated only by

its ability to solve the causal exclusion problem for dualists. Kroedel is aware

of the ad hoc nature of his solution and makes two remarks in response (2015,

p. 372). First, he argues that proposing a special modal relation between the

mental and the physical is in line with the dualist intuition that the mental

is special. Secondly, he suggests that it might be worthwhile to posit this

special modal status without any further motivation in order to save mental

causation. However, neither of these remarks fully dissolve the worry.

Kroedel is correct in stating that dualism is motivated by the intuition

that the mental is special. However, the driving intuition is that conscious-

ness is special because it is metaphysically distinct from the physical. It is

true that this intuition is compatible with there being a special category of

supernomological laws relating the mental to the physical, but it does not mo-

tivate positing such a special category. One could equally posit nomic laws,

as we did, or even laws that are slightly weaker than nomic laws, but still

stronger than social laws (cf. Lavazza and Robinson, 2014, p. 3–4). Claiming

that the specialness of consciousness warrants positing a stronger modal link

between the mental and the physical than a mere nomic link at least requires

further arguments or a further development of what is meant by ‘special’.

When it comes to safeguarding mental causation, one could indeed argue

that some sacrifice is warranted. Even so, requiring this ad hoc posit in order

to safeguard mental causation forces the dualist in an awkward dialectical

position. Competing theories of the mind without ad hoc elements will have

an immediate advantage. All else equal, we should prefer a model of mental

causation without ad hoc elements.

It is worth noting however, that Kroedel’s proposal does improve over

other ad hoc solutions. In particular, supernomological dualism is more par-
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simonious than a blank denial of Non-Overdetermination. As we discussed,

one problem with blank denials of Non-Overdetermination is that they ap-

pear to posit more causal relations than are actually required to explain

phenomena. Kroedel avoids this problem by couching his proposal in a coun-

terfactual account of causation. According to Lewisian counterfactualism,

facts about causation are metaphysically necessitated by the distribution of

particular matters of fact across different possible worlds. Consequently, one

does not add anything to one’s ontology by claiming that one phenomenon

causes another. One merely makes a claim about the distances between cer-

tain possible worlds. It just happens to be the case that the supernomological

dualist’s claim is an ad hoc one. This is not a decisive defect, but, all else

equal, one would prefer a solution that does not require an ad hoc posit. Be-

fore turning to other solutions, we take a brief look at how supernomological

dualism answers the exclusion worry and the common cause worry.

6.2 Against Weak Exclusion

According to Kroedel’s proposal, the dualist can respond to the exclusion

argument that we are currently considering by rejecting Weak Exclusion. We

can characterize his ontology as follows:

Supernomological Dualism Mental phenomena are merely su-

pernomologically necessitated by physical phenomena.

Here, one phenomenon is taken to merely supernomologically necessitate the

other if and only if the former supernomologically necessitates the other but

there is no tight relation between the two phenomena. It is easy to see how

this ontology provides a response to the the exclusion argument.

Taken together with the counterfactual sufficiency criterion for causation

and Physical Completeness this ontology contradicts the exclusion principle

we are currently considering:

Weak Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if A

occurs at t and is a sufficient cause for B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is not tightly

related to A and is not tightly related to any of A’s parts is a
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cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination.

We can see that it contradicts this principle by focusing again on the case of

phys, pain and wince. According to Physical Completeness my wincing has a

sufficient physical cause. According to counterfactuals (i) and (ii) my pain is

a cause of my wincing. And finally, according to Supernomological Dualism

there is no tight relation between my pain and the sufficient physical cause

of my wincing. If these three claims are true, then Weak Exclusion is false,

and the dualist has a response to the exclusion argument.

6.3 The common cause worry

Kroedel does not explicitly address the common cause worry. In this section,

I argue that the common cause worry does affect his proposal. Supernomolog-

ical dualism provides a difference between standard common cause scenarios

and purported cases of dualist mental causation, but it does not provide a

principled distinction. That is to say, the provided distinction does not ex-

plain the significance of the difference between causation and correlation due

to a common cause. Overall, a solution that does provide a more illuminating

distinction between standard common cause scenarios and purported cases

of dualist mental causation would be preferable over the distinction provided

by supernomological dualism.

Kroedel’s proposal explicitly builds on Lewis’s semantics of counterfactu-

als. Part of the motivation for Lewis’s specific semantics of counterfactuals

and his rules to measure the distance between possible worlds was to avoid

that correlations between two phenomena that merely hold in virtue of their

having a cause in common come out as causal. Kroedel proposes to adjust the

rules for measuring distances between possible worlds by introducing a new

category of laws: supernomological laws. Due to this reorganization some

effects of a common cause come out as standing in a genuine causal relation

in virtue of their having a cause in common. In particular, the correlations

between mental phenomena and their target effects are considered as causal

in virtue of their having a cause in common.

Consider the case of pain, phys and wince again. On Kroedel’s view, phys
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causes wince, because the following counterfactuals hold:3

(iii) PHYS �→ WINCE

(iv) vPHYS �→ vWINCE

In the closest world where phys is absent, I would not wince.

Within this framework, phys also causes pain. That is to say, the following

counterfactuals are true as well.

(v) PHYS �→ PAIN

(vi) vPHYS �→ vPAIN

In the closest world where phys is absent, I would not be in pain.4

From (iii)–(vi), it follows that pain and wince are effects of a common

cause. In order to respond to the common cause worry, we require some prin-

cipled difference between the case of pain, phys and wince on the one hand,

and standard cases of confounders on the other. There is only one obvious

difference between the two. Standard cases of confounders, like smoking for

tar-stained teeth and cancer, do not involve supernomological laws. It may

seem unclear why this should matter to the causal status of the correlation

between tar-stained teeth and cancer, but the supernomological dualist has

her answer ready: it matters because it affects the truth value of the relevant

counterfactuals. However, it is unclear why this difference should be of signif-

icance. It is often important to know which phenomena are causally related

and which are merely correlated due to a common cause. For example, it is

important to know that smoking causes cancer, but tar-stained teeth do not.

If the only difference between standard common cause scenarios and mental

causation scenarios is this difference between supernomological necessitation

and nomic necessitation, it remains unexplained why this difference is of any

importance to us. There is still room for an improved reply to the common

cause worry for dualist mental causation.

3Kroedel explicitly recognizes this consequence of his view (2015, p. 363).
4Kroedel’s framework comes with a further quirk: pain causes phys. Given that phys

also causes pain, this means that phys and pain form a causal loop. On the assumption
that causation is transitive, this means that they are both self-causing as well. This seems
peculiar to say the least. However, I do not press this point here. Causal loops are a
controversial topic (e.g. Ismael, 2003), as is causal transitivity (e.g. Björnsson, 2007; Hall,
2000; McDonnell, 2018).
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6.4 Evaluating Kroedel’s proposal

Supernomological dualism provides an improvement over a blank denial of

Non-Overdetermination and List and Stoljar’s proposal. It provides a con-

sistent model of dualist mental causation. The model requires an ad hoc

postulate, but is not unparsimonious. It also provides a distinction between

mental causation and standard confounders, but this distinction is unillu-

minating. Perhaps this reply would do in the absence of more promising

alternatives, but I will argue that we can do better.



Chapter 7

On Causal Sufficiency

As we have discussed in Chapter 5, a variety of the exclusion argument is often

levied against non-reductionist physicalists as well. When responding, these

non-reductionists frequently remark that exclusion arguments rely on the

notion of causal sufficiency and claim that this notion is problematic. If these

objections are indeed adequate, the dualist might also be saved from exclusion

worries. After all, two central premises in the exclusion argument we are

currently considering make reference to sufficient causes: Weak Exclusion

and Causal Closure.

In this chapter, I will argue that these concerns about the role of causal

sufficiency in exclusion arguments are relatively superficial. First, I provide a

summary of the objections to causal sufficiency. Then I demonstrate how one

can reformulate the exclusion argument by relying on Physical Completeness

and adjusting the exclusion premise accordingly. The resulting exclusion

argument avoids the kind of objections that plague standard formulations

in terms of causal sufficiency. I conclude that exclusion arguments do not

crucially rely on causal sufficiency and objections to this notion therefore

pose only a superficial challenge to exclusionists. The upshot is that dualists

are still in need of a convincing response to exclusion arguments.
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7.1 Causal exclusion and sufficiency

Typical causal exclusion arguments contain two premises that make reference

to ‘sufficient causes’: the closure premise and the exclusion premise. Several

philosophers have remarked that the notion of a sufficient cause is problematic

and maintain that the reliance on this notion undermines causal exclusion

arguments. For example, Menzies claims that:

The fundamental error of this [causal exclusion] principle is that

it mistakes causal sufficiency for causation (Menzies, 2013, p. 71).

Raatikainen makes a similar claim:

[. . . ] both these assumptions [i.e. Causal Closure and Weak Ex-

clusion] involve confusing causes with sufficient conditions. There

are causes, which are difference-makers; and there are sufficient

conditions, which are wholly different issues and not causes of

any sort; there are no such things as sufficient causes. Hence, I

do not think that these two assumptions are so much false (or

true) as mongrels based on a conceptual confusion which fail to

make clear sense (Raatikainen, 2010, p. 360).

Many others make mention of the problems they find in the notion of causal

sufficiency and its role in the exclusion argument. Examples can be found

in Crane and Arnadottir (2013); Hitchcock (2012); Koons and Bealer (2010);

List and Menzies (2009); Pernu (2013, 2016); Raatikainen (2013, 2018); Wood-

ward (2008) and Zhong (2019).

Such objections to the reliance on causal sufficiency tend to be part of

more integrated responses to exclusion arguments as they are raised against

non-reductionist physicalism.1 Note however, that if these criticisms are

adequate, and causal exclusion arguments crucially rely on the problematic

notion of causal sufficiency, the dualist is safe from causal exclusion arguments

as well.2 It is therefore worth taking a closer look at this criticism on causal

sufficiency.

1In fact, these responses are quite similar to the responses I rehearse in Chapters 5 and
10).

2This point seems to have gone by unremarked by all the of the authors listed above,
except for Koons and Bealer (2010).
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7.2 Against sufficient causes

A sufficient cause of an effect can intuitively be understood to be a cause of

the effect that on its own suffices for the occurrence of that effect. Upon closer

scrutiny, it appears that any phenomenon that is sufficient for the occurrence

of an effect will have to be both enormous and maximally specific.3 This

makes any phenomenon that is sufficient for an effect an unlikely candidate

for being a cause of that effect.

It is easy to see why effects typically cannot have sufficient causes that we

are familiar with. For example, there are many familiar causes of the window

shattering after Yue threw a rock at it: Yue’s throw, the rock’s mass, the

window’s brittleness, etc. None of these familiar causes independently suffices

for the window to shatter, as its shattering requires all of these familiar causes

to occur.4 For a cause simultaneous with Yue’s throw to be sufficient for the

window shattering, its occurrence will have to fix the occurrence of all these

familiar causes.

In fact, the occurrence of an effect requires more than just the occurrence

of all its familiar causes. If these familiar causes are to give rise to the effect,

there cannot be any interference with the causal process leading up to the

effect. Consequently, the occurrence of a sufficient cause of an effect has to

make it impossible that any such interference should occur. For example, the

phenomenon simultaneous with Yue’s throw that is sufficient for the window

shattering has to make it impossible that there is interference by a meteor

knocking the rock off course. That is a drastic requirement. Physics teaches

us that an interference could travel at the speed of light. Consequently, such

an interference could be on its way from an enormous distance. In order for

the occurrence of a phenomenon to exclude that possibility, it has to span a

sufficient amount of space, such that its occurrence fixes what is occurring

at such enormous distances. Consequently, philosophers have concluded that

only phenomena that span at least the entire cross-section of the backwards

light cone of an effect can really be sufficient for the occurrence of that effect

3Alternatively, a sufficient cause could be understood to be sufficient for the effect given
an agreed upon set of background conditions. This alternative reading will plausibly avoid
the size problem, but not the specificity problem (see Chapter 14). As the aim of this
section is to rehearse the non-reductionist’s criticism on the notion, I focus on the reading
that is most susceptible to it.

4Crane and Arnadottir (2013, Section 4.3) raise this point.
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(e.g. Field, 2003; Loewer, 2007b).5 In layman’s terms, sufficient causes must

be enormous.

Once we start looking at what physics teaches us, it appears that sufficient

causes not only need to be enormous, but also maximally specific. Any non-

maximally specific phenomenon, like Yue’s throw, can be physically realized

such that it has a thermodynamically abnormal future. For example, the

fundamental particles making up the rock might be arranged such that it

suddenly emits a particle at an immense acceleration that is orthogonal to

the rock’s anticipated trajectory, causing the rock to make a sudden turn and

therefore miss the window. Most probably, none of the actual rock throws, or

enormous physical phenomena involving rock throws, will ever involve a mid-

air turn due to the immensely accelerated ejection of a fundamental particle

— that is why such a physical realization is thermodynamically abnormal.

However, such trajectories are not physically impossible.6 In order for a

phenomenon to be sufficient for an effect, its occurrence has to exclude the

possibility that any of the phenomena in the relevant cross-section of the

backwards light cone of that effect has a thermodynamically abnormal future

that interferes with the occurrence of the effect. Not only must the rock not

be poised to change its trajectory, none of the phenomena in the cross-section

of the light cone can be such that they result in the ejection of a particle that

will knock the rock off course. The safest way to ascertain that none of these

phenomena are realized in such an abnormal way, is to fix how they actually

are realized to a maximal degree of specificity. The underlying physics and

theory are no doubt mind-boggling, but the takeaway is quite simple: in

order for any phenomenon to be sufficient for any effect, it not only has to

be enormous, but also maximally specific.7

Such enormous and maximally specific phenomena would make for pecu-

liar causes to say the least. The causes we name in everyday conversations

5The cross-section of a backwards light cone of a phenomenon contains all space-time
points at a certain time in the phenomenon’s past from which a flash of light could have
reached that phenomenon. If we assume that it took one second for the rock to reach the
window in our example, the relevant cross-section is a sphere with a radius of approximately
300.000 km.

6See Albert (2015, Ch. 1) and Field (2003, p. 439) for accessible explanations.
7I assume here that disjunctions of phenomena are not phenomena. Otherwise, one

could construct less specific sufficient phenomena from the disjunction of maximally specific
phenomena that are individually sufficient for the effect.
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as well as scientific explanations, like infections and hurricanes, are signifi-

cantly more local and less specific. Critics of causal sufficiency argue that it

is doubtful that such enormous maximally specific phenomena even qualify

to be causes according to contemporary philosophical accounts of causation,

and add that accounts of causation that would treat sufficient phenomena as

causes are contentious or outdated.8

This critical attitude is not unmotivated. Many philosophers take causes

to be difference-makers of their effects and the absence of difference-makers

ought to correlate strongly with the absence of the target effect. For example,

Yue not throwing the rock correlates strongly with the window not shattering

at the time it did. In contrast, no phenomenon that is enormous and specific

enough to be sufficient for the window shattering can be a difference-maker

for its shattering. Due to its specificity and size, any change in the relevant

cross-section of the backwards light cone of the effect entails that the sufficient

phenomenon does not occur. However, there are many changes in the cross-

section of the backwards light cone of familiar effects that are irrelevant to

these effects. For example, the physical realization of Yue’s shoes or the Bel-

gian prime minister’s hairdo could have varied substantially without affecting

the shattering of the window. This means that for any phenomenon that is

sufficient for the window shattering, there are many scenarios in which that

phenomenon did not take place, but the window nonetheless shatters at the

time it did in the actual world. It therefore appears that sufficient phenomena

do not correlate strongly enough with their effects to be difference-makers.

If causes are difference-makers, it is unclear why any sufficient phenomenon

should be considered a cause — let alone why it should outcompete men-

tal phenomena that often do serve as difference-makers, like intentions and

desires.9

If the notion of a sufficient cause does not match with our everyday,

scientific or philosophical understanding of causes, it is indeed suspicious that

it features in the standard formulations of two of the central premises in the

8See Crane and Arnadottir (2013, p. 258), Koons and Bealer (2010, p. xix), List and
Menzies (2009, p. 489), Woodward (2008, p. 251) and Raatikainen (2010) as quoted above,
as well as Raatikainen (2013, p. 24) and (2018, p. 34). See also Hitchcock (2012, p. 53),
who argues that accounts that treat sufficient phenomena as causes contradict other as-
sumptions in exclusion arguments.

9This is the upshot of Hitchcock (2012, p. 53–55), List and Menzies (2009), Menzies
(2013), and Zhong (2019).
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exclusion argument: Causal Closure and Weak Exclusion. However, these

worries can be answered in a straightforward fashion. One can formulate

valid exclusion arguments that do not rely on the notion of causal sufficiency

and do not encounter such worries.

7.3 Exclusion without causal sufficiency

Getting rid of causal sufficiency is not as hard as one might expect. The

familiar notion of physical necessitation can do the work exclusionists cut

out for causal sufficiency, without inheriting its problematic consequences.

Recall that we defined physical necessitation as follows:

Physical Necessitation For any two phenomena A and B, A

physically necessitates B if and only if all physically possible

worlds that contain A also contain B.

A ‘physically possible world’ is any possible world in which the same funda-

mental laws of physics hold as in our world. If the exclusionist chooses to

rely on physical necessitation rather than causal sufficiency, she can make it

unambiguous what is meant by saying that A is ‘sufficient on its own’ for B

in the context of the exclusion argument, without making any claims about

A’s eligibility for being a cause of B: all that is required for the occurrence

of B is the occurrence of A.

Moreover, relying on physical necessitation allows us to replace Causal

Closure with Physical Completeness:

Physical Completeness For any actual physical phenomenon

P and any time t, there is a purely physical phenomemon

that occurs at t and physically necessitates the occurrence

of P .

Given that we have posited Physical Completeness at the outset of this

project, we now have a stand-in for the closure premise that is, in the current

context, non-negotiable. Note also that most of the authors listed above as

objecting to Causal Closure do accept Physical Completeness.10

10Koons and Bealer might form an exception, but they do maintain that a failure
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Now that the closure premise is reformulated in terms of physical neces-

sitation, the exclusion premise must be adjusted accordingly. The obvious

reformulation looks as follows:

Physical Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if

A occurs at t and physically necessitates B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is not tightly

related to A and is not tightly related to any of A’s parts is a

cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination.

This principle imposes a necessary condition on any non-overdetermining

cause occurring at t of an effect, namely being tightly related to the ef-

fect’s physically sufficient phenomena occurring at t. We can summarize the

intuition driving Physical Exclusion as follows: if the occurrence of a phe-

nomenon is physically necessitated, any non-overdetermining cause of that

phenomenon must be tightly related to physical history that necessitates its

occurrence. Or, to put it in a slightly different way: the occurrence of any

phenomenon that is not tightly related to a phenomenon A that physically

necessitates B, must be redundant for the occurrence of B. After all, given

the occurrence of A, the occurrence of B was already settled. So if this

second separate phenomenon were to cause B, the occurrence of B would

be overdetermined by A and the second phenomenon.11 Or so the Physical

Exclusion principle states.

Before turning to the resulting exclusion argument, it is worth setting

aside some potential worries about Physical Exclusion. First, one might

worry that this adjusted principle does not avoid all of the concerns about

causal sufficiency. It is often remarked that any effect has a potentially

infinite number of sufficient causes at any time preceding the effect. For

example, if being male is causally sufficient for not getting pregnant, so is

being male and taking birth control, being male and feeling dizzy, etc.12 In

to distinguish between Causal Closure and Physical Completeness is the source of the
widespread contention that dualists (and perhaps even non-reductionist physicalists) can-
not allow for mental causation (2010, p. xix).

11Note that the possible case of overdetermination would have to be a quite peculiar
one, as the overdetermining cause would be metaphysically distinct from any physical
phenomenon in the backwards light cone of the target effect. It would thus have to be a
case of divine or supernatural intervention of the redundant kind. Even so, I leave the non-
overdetermination caveat in, as such cases are not obviously metaphysically impossible.

12List and Menzies (2009, p. 489) and Menzies (2013, p. 72) both make this remark and
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the context of the exclusion argument, one might worry that there are too

many physically sufficient phenomena to choose from for any effect. Which

of these is to exclude phenomena from being causes?

To some extent, these remarks apply to physically sufficient phenomena as

well. There appears to be a potentially infinite number of such phenomena for

any familiar effect. Start with the maximally specific physical phenomenon

spanning the entire cross-section of the backwards light cone of the window

shattering and add any redundant phenomenon: physical goings-on outside

the backwards light cone, ectoplasmic goings-on inside that light cone, etc.

The composite of a physically sufficient phenomenon for the window shat-

tering and an irrelevant phenomenon will also be physically sufficient for the

window shattering.13

However, Physical Exclusion contains clear instructions as to which phys-

ically sufficient phenomena to select: all of them. It states that a cause

of an effect cannot be distinct from any of its strictly nomically sufficient

phenomena. Consequently, physical goings-on outside the backwards light

cone and ectoplasmic goings-on inside that light cone are excluded, because

they are metaphysically distinct from at least one physically sufficient phe-

nomenon: the maximally specific physical phenomenon spanning the relevant

cross-section of the backwards light cone.

Second, one might worry that the change to Physical Exclusion creates a

new problem. In particular, one might object that the resulting overdeter-

mination it posits is not a causal overdetermination. After all, we granted

the critics of Causal Exclusion that if A is physically sufficient for B, A is

probably not a cause of B. Consequently, we cannot conclude that, if B has

a cause that is not tightly related to A, B has one cause too many. Or, to

borrow a phrase from Papineau (2002, Section 1.2), we cannot conclude that

B is caused twice over. Standard exclusion arguments derive their thrust

from the idea that such a systematic causal overdetermination is problem-

atic. Our reformulated argument does not pose the same threat for dualists,

as the resulting overdetermination is not causal. Or so the objection would

go. I think there are two remarks to be made in response to this objection.

First, the resulting overdetermination is objectionable for the same rea-

ascribe it to Salmon (1971).
13After all, �(p→ q), entails �(p&r → q) for any p, q and r.
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son that causal overdetermination is taken to be objectionable. The thesis

that the effects of mental phenomena are causally overdetermined is taken

to be problematic because it would mean that there is a redundant cause

for each effect of a mental phenomenon. It is wildly implausible that these

effects would systematically have causes that are redundant for their occur-

rence (cf. Papineau, 2002, Section 1.5). It matters little whether these causes

are redundant because of the presence of another cause, or because of the

presence of a physically sufficient physical phenomenon that does not stand

in a tight relation to the purported cause. Either way, it would be a burden

on the dualist if her theory states that all mental causes are redundant for

the occurrence of their effects.

Second, if B is overdetermined by a physically sufficient physical phe-

nomenon A and a phenomenon that is not tightly related to A, the causal

overdetermination of B follows given a plausible further assumption. After

all, it is plausible that A contains some phenomenon a that causes B against

the background of all the rest of A — call that A−. By hypothesis, the pur-

portedly redundant cause is not tightly related to either a or A−. If that is

the case, then B is caused twice over: once by a and once by the purportedly

redundant cause. After all, both that cause and a cause B against the back-

ground of A−: B would have occurred even if the metaphysically distinct

cause were absent.

The move from Causal Closure and Causal Exclusion to Physical Com-

pleteness and Physical Exclusion does not introduce new problems, and it

avoids the kinds of objections that are raised against the notion of causal suf-

ficiency at work in Causal Closure and Causal Exclusion. So if Physical Com-

pleteness and Physical Exclusion can generate a valid exclusion argument,

we can conclude that these objections can be answered in a straightforward

fashion and therefore do not pose a serious threat to exclusion arguments. In

the next section, I provide such a valid exclusion argument and make some

notes about the reliance on Physical Exclusion and cases of realization.
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7.4 Exclusion again

We can now formulate an exclusion argument without relying on causal suf-

ficiency. The resulting exclusion argument runs as follows:

Nomic Dualism Mental phenomena are merely nomically ne-

cessitated by physical phenomena.

Physical Completeness For any actual physical phenomenon

P and any time t, there is a purely physical phenomemon

that occurs at t and physically necessitates the occurrence

of P .

Physical Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if

A occurs at t and physically necessitates B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is not tightly

related to A and is not tightly related to any of A’s parts is a

cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination.

Non-Overdetermination There is no systematic genuine overde-

termination of physical effects with mental causes.

No Mental Causation Mental phenomena cannot systemati-

cally cause physical phenomena.

The argument is valid. Nomic Dualism states that mental phenomena are

merely nomically necessitated by physical phenomena. Physical Complete-

ness and Physical Exclusion together entail that causes of physical effects

must stand in a tight relation to the co-occurrent physical phenomena that

physically necessitate the target effect. Finally, Non-Overdetermination en-

tails that purported effects of mental causes are not systematically overde-

termined. It follows that mental phenomena systematically cause physical

phenomena.

Consequently, objections to the notion of causal sufficiency cannot vindi-

cate dualist mental causation. They pose only a superficial threat to exclusion

arguments.

Before continuing, I would like to make a final note on replacing causal

sufficiency with physical necessitation. Recall that, in Chapter 5, we followed
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standard treatments of dualist ontologies in assuming that there are no tight

relations between dualist mental phenomena and physical phenomena. Re-

placing causal sufficiency with physical sufficiency holds some promise of

addressing List and Stoljar’s objections to Causal Exclusion without having

to rely on that claim. To see this, consider the following exclusion principle:

Strong Physical Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B

and C: if A occurs at t and physically necessitates B’s oc-

currence at t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is

metaphysically distinct from A is a cause of B, unless it is a

case of genuine overdetermination.

This principle relies on metaphysical distinctness instead of absence of tight

relations, and on physical necessitation instead of causal sufficiency. Prima

facie, it avoids the style of counterexamples that List and Stoljar used against

Causal Exclusion, which read as follows:

Causal Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if A

occurs at t and is a sufficient cause for B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is metaphysi-

cally distinct from A and is metaphysically distinct from all

of A’s parts is a cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine

overdetermination.

Recall the counterexample we considered against this principle: a certain

university is organized such that the committee delegated to make tenure

decisions always consists of the most successful professors. Given this orga-

nizational structure, these professors making a negative decision simultane-

ously makes it the case that the university made a negative decision. If, in

such a case, an applicant loses her job due to the university’s decision being

negative (UD), the most successful professors’ decision being negative (PD)

would also count as a cause, despite its being metaphysically distinct from

UD. The example thus provides us with metaphysically distinct phenomena

that co-cause an effect and thereby disproves Causal Exclusion.

However, it is less obvious that it also disproves Strong Physical Exclusion.

Even though UD is clearly metaphysically distinct from PD, it is less clear

that it is also metaphysically distinct from the physical phenomenon that oc-
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curs simultaneously with UD and physically necessitates the job loss. After

all, that physical phenomenon will be enormous. Consequently, it will meta-

physically necessitate an immense number of relevant phenomena. For exam-

ple, this physical phenomenon will metaphysically necessitate which words

are contained in the university protocols in which exact order. Perhaps PD in

conjunction with the contents of the university protocols does metaphysically

necessitate UD. If this were the case, the university decision example does

not contradict Strong Physical Exclusion. On the assumption that these ob-

servations generalize, one can use Strong Physical Exclusion to argue against

dualists even if they are allowed to posit tight relations between mental phe-

nomena and physical phenomena.

There are two potential complications. First, some philosophers argue

that realized phenomena are metaphysically dependent on phenomena that

precede the realized phenomena (see for example, Shoemaker (2007, p. 22)

and Bennett (2017, Section 4.3)). Recall that we too have assumed that UD’s

total realizer contained ongoing phenomena, like the organizational structure.

This would mean that some realized phenomena are not metaphyically neces-

sitated by co-occurrent enormous physical phenomena, but have diachronic

phenomena in their total realizer as well. We can adjust Strong Physical

Exclusion accordingly by focusing on the entire backwards light cone of the

effect, rather than the physically sufficient time-slice of that light cone at t.

Second, it might be the case that some phenomena are realized by phenom-

ena that are situated outside the backwards light cone of one of their effects.

Consequently, they would not be metaphysically necessitated by the physi-

cally sufficient phenomenon for the target effects. I am unable to conjure up

such examples here, but am not confident that they are impossible either.14

Defending Strong Physical Exclusion against realization cases might require

some extra work. Even so, the principle provides a promising back-up plan

for the exclusionist in the event that nomic naturalist dualists finds a way to

posit tight relations between mental and physical phenomena.

Overall, the above considerations do indicate that it is not always in-

14Clark and Wildman (2018) could be read as providing some examples, but they focus
on grounding rather than metaphysical necessitation or realization, and explicitly rely on
content externalism. As stated in Chapter 2 we are setting aside issues about content exter-
nalism here. I also think the difference between grounding and metaphysical necessitation
will make a difference, but cannot argue for it here.
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nocent to set aside worries about causal sufficiency. It appears that, all

else equal, cases of metaphysically distinct but tightly related co-causes are

less compelling against exclusion principles that do not ignore the tricky is-

sues surrounding causal sufficiency. So even though objections to the role of

causal sufficiency in exclusion arguments might pose only a superficial threat

to these arguments, ignoring the issues surrounding causal sufficiency alto-

gether might still lead us astray. I will set these issues aside here and focus

on Physical Exclusion, which sidesteps both objections to causal sufficiency

as well as objections in terms of realization or other tight relations. On the

widely accepted assumption that there can be no tight relations between

mental phenomena and physical phenomena in a nomic naturalist dualist on-

tology, Physical Exclusion provides a valid exclusion argument against nomic

naturalist dualism.
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Chapter 8

Lowe’s Models of Mental

Causation

The past three chapters discussed dualist strategies to safeguard mental cau-

sation by directly addressing one of the premises in the exclusion argument.

The objections against the sufficiency premise and the exclusion premise

posed only superficial problems for exclusion arguments against dualism.

There are straightforward fixes that avoid the objections and still serve the

purpose of such exclusion arguments. By contrast, Kroedel’s proposal to ad-

just the dualism premise does not suffer from the same defect and provides

the right result, but only does so at the cost of an ad hoc postulate. An

alternative approach is to start with a model of dualist mental causation and

work from there. If the model is credible it will provide its own motivation

to reject one of the premises. My own approach will be more of this second

kind. In this chapter, we take a look at three models proposed by Lowe.

Throughout his career, Lowe proposed several models of dualist mental

causation that were to conform with a scientifically informed world view. I

distinguish between three models and discuss them chronologically. First,

Lowe proposed to consider dualist mental causes as ‘enabling causes’ (1992;

1996). Second, he proposed to consider dualist mental causes as explanatory

causal mediators (1999). Third, he proposed to consider dualist mental causes

as simultaneously occurring causal mediators (2000; 2008). Relative to our

99
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current project, all of these proposals share the same deficiency. If they are

to secure dualist mental causation, they either require an ad hoc rejection of

Non-Overdetermination, and thereby provide no benefits over a bare overde-

termination model, or they require a rejection of Physical Completeness, and

thereby fall outside the scope of the current project. Before discussing these

proposals however, it is worth elaborating on Lowe’s ontology of the mind.

Even though Lowe explicitly brands his view as dualist, it is not entirely

clear how well Lowe’s brand of dualism fits with the dualism we have been

discussing so far. There are at least two salient differences. First, Lowe con-

siders persons to be the substance that is distinct from the physical (e.g. 1996,

Ch. 2), whereas we are assuming that only phenomenally conscious phenom-

ena are distinct from the physical. Second, Lowe is sometimes dismissive

of necessitation claims about the mental and the physical (1996, p. 44–66),

whereas we have assumed that the mental is nomically necessitated by the

physical.1 Based on these dissimilarities one might be inclined to set aside

Lowe’s proposals as irrelevant to our current endeavours.

Nevertheless, the problems facing our ontology of the mind and Lowe’s

are structurally the same: if one chooses to respect the completeness of the

physical as espoused by naturalists, how does one allow for non-physical

phenomena to cause physical phenomena? Consequently, Lowe’s proposed

answers to this challenge should interest us as well. If there is a way for

non-physical persons that are not nomically necessitated by the physical to

cause physical phenomena, there might be a very similar way for non-physical

phenomena which are nomically necessitated by the physical to cause physical

phenomena. Indeed, if Lowe’s proposals for dualist mental causation were

viable, our current investigation could reach a satisfactory result quite easily.

Conversely, if — as I will argue — Lowe’s proposals cannot secure dualist

mental causation within the boundaries of our project, it will be instructive

to see why.

1In later work however, he proposed that dualist mental phenomena are causally ne-
cessitated by the causal phenomena underlying them (2000; 2008). At the very least, this
conforms to the spirit of our own nomic necessitation characterization.
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8.1 Enabling causes

Lowe dedicates the third chapter of his Subjects of Experience (1996) to the

topic of mental causation. After ventilating some worries about the via-

bility of physical completeness principles, he goes on to argue that dualist

mental causation might be possible even if Physical Completeness is true.

His argumentation builds on the distinction between ‘initiating’ causes and

‘enabling’ causes. Lowe accepts that Physical Completeness requires all ini-

tiating causes of our behaviour to be physical. He goes on to argue that this

is compatible with there being enabling causes for our actions that are meta-

physically distinct from these initiating causes. Moreover, he maintains that

mental phenomena are well-equipped to play the role of such enabling causes

for our actions. It would therefore follow that dualist mental causation is

compatible with Physical Completeness.

Lowe proposes to accept that all our actions are physically necessitated by

chains of purely physical phenomena. Hence agreeing with the opponent of

dualist mental causation that “[. . . ] every physical event has wholly physical

antecedent causes which are are necessary and sufficient for its occurrence”

(1992, p. 69). He then remarks that these chains of physical phenomena are

likely to be interwoven in vastly complex networks of causal interactions; in

large part because the neural activation patterns that precede our actions

exhibit an intractable complexity. If one observes any intentional action and

tracks its physical causes backwards, one will be lost on an ever branching

path of physical phenomena. The chaos of these physical phenomena con-

verging on this particular action would be as mysterious as ever narrowing

circles closing in on a specific point in a pond, from which a rock is suddenly

propelled into ones hand (cf. 1996, p. 68). That is to say, even though the ac-

tion is entirely physically necessitated, it would still strike anyone observing

only its physical causes as an unexplained oddity.

The causal role of the mental phenomenon is to explain why these indi-

vidual physical phenomena converged onto this specific action. However, the

mental phenomenon cannot play this role by initiating any of the physical

phenomena leading up to the action, because all of these phenomena have

physically sufficient physical causes. Instead, the mental phenomenon ‘en-

ables’ these chains of physical phenomena to converge on the specific action
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they cause. Thereby explaining why the action, which in the absence of the

mental phenomena would appear to be caused by the physical phenomena as

an unexplained oddity, takes place.

In order to clarify this enabling causal role and to contrast it with the

initiating causal role of the physical phenomena, Lowe compares the causal

role of the mental phenomena to the causal role of a spider’s web and the

spider’s movements when moving across the web (1996, p. 82–83):

[. . . ] the web is what we might call an ‘enabling’ or ‘facilitating’

cause, rather than an ‘initiating’ cause of the spider’s movements

— it enables and constrains these movements to take place in

certain directions rather than others. Now, so too might states

of consciousness both facilitate and impose constraints upon pat-

terns of neural phenomena.

The initiating causes of the spider’s movements lie within the spider’s body,

but these movements are also governed by the web on which it moves. Due

to its enabling and constraining force, the web should be considered an ‘en-

abling’ cause of the spider’s movements. Similarly, our actions are initiated

by the intricate interaction of neural chains of phenomena, but these phe-

nomena are coordinated towards converging upon this specific action, rather

than upon any other action or perhaps upon no action at all, by the mental

cause of the action (ibid. p. 84).

Further clarification of this proposal is provided by Gibb (2015a). She

reads Lowe as claiming that the physical phenomena are sufficient event-

causes of the subsequent action, but that the mental phenomenon causes the

fact that these event causes converge on this specific action.2 Lowe should

therefore be interpreted as distinguishing between two kinds of causation

which can come apart: event causation and fact causation. In the case of

intentional action, the physical phenomena cause the action event and the

mental phenomena cause the fact that these physical phenomena cause the

action event.

However, neither this analogy nor the further distinction between fact

causation and event causation adequately explains how dualist mental phe-

2And indeed, Lowe explicitly admits that his proposal commits him to the possibility
of fact causation (1996, p. 67 fn. 19).
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nomena can be enabling causes for our actions. If we set aside the possibility

of genuine overdetermination, being an enabling cause of an effect plausibly

requires being a difference-maker of this effect. The analogy between the

spider web and dualist mental phenomena in a physically complete world

is imperfect, in that the spider web is metaphysically necessitated by the

totality of physical phenomena. This allows the spider web to make a differ-

ence to the spider’s movement; if the web had not been there, its movements

would have been different. If the spider web did not make a difference to

the movements of the spider in this minimal sense, we would certainly not

consider it an enabling cause of these movements, unless it were a case of

overdetermination.3

Correspondingly, those who have distinguished between initiating causes

and causal roles that are closer to Lowe’s notion of enabling causes restrict

their attention to phenomena that are difference-makers for the target effects.

Consider for example, the following example by Dretske (1993, p. 122–123):4

A terrorist plants a bomb in the general’s car. The bomb sits

there for days until the general gets in his car and turns the key

to start the engine. The bomb is detonated (triggered by turning

the key in the ignition) and the general is killed. Who killed him?

The terrorist, of course. How? By planting a bomb in his car.

Although the general’s own action (turning on the engine) was

the triggering cause, the terrorist’s own action is the structuring

cause, and it will be his (the terrorist’s) action, something he

did a week ago that will certainly be singled out, in both legal

and moral inquiries, as the cause of the explosion that resulted in

death.

The initiating cause of the general’s death converged on the general’s death

rather than on the general’s being in time for work because of the enabling

— or in Dretske’s words ‘structural’ — cause of the general’s death; i.e. the

3Lowe does warn the reader of the limits of this analogy, but the only disanalogy he
mentions is that the spider’s web is static whilst the mind is dynamic and it is unclear how
this has any bearing on their respective causal roles.

4Lowe acknowledges that there is some affinity between his own enabling causes and
Dretske’s structural causes, but also remarks that there are differences. He does not
elaborate on what these differences are.
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bomb being wired up to the ignition by the terrorist. It should be clear

that the bomb-planting is a difference-maker for the general’s death in this

example. Further, it should be clear that the bomb-planting only plays this

enabling causal role by dint of being a difference-maker to the general’s death.

Similarly, we should not consider mental phenomena enabling causes of

the convergence of physical causal chains on our actions unless they were

difference-makers of this convergence or it were a case of overdetermination.

As we have seen in Chapter 5, it is at the very least unclear how dualist mental

phenomena can be difference-makers if Physical Completeness is true. In the

absence of a proper account of how mental phenomena can be difference-

makers for physical effects (or, alternatively, of how they can be enabling

causes without being difference-makers) Lowe’s proposal does not address

the real question for dualist mental causation. Prima facie, a convincing

account of dualist mental phenomena as enabling causes still requires a denial

of either Physical Completeness or Non-Overdetermination.

It matters little here whether the enabling cause is to cause an event

or a fact.5 For example, it makes no difference whether one considers the

terrorist’s action as the cause of the general’s death or as the cause of the

fact that turning the ignition would detonate the bomb. In either case,

the purported enabling cause has to be a difference-maker for the target

effect, unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination. More generally, even

though the debates on how and whether facts can be causes are intricate and

ongoing, fact causation will have to exhibit relevant similarities with familiar

causal relations if it is to be counted as causation at all. Consequently, the

plausibility of most philosophical research on (mental) causation is typically

taken to be independent of the outcome of debates on the nature of its relata.6

It is thus unclear how restricting the causal role of mental phenomena to

causing facts rather than phenomena will be of help for the dualist.

Lowe claimed that one can respect the physical completeness of the phys-

ical domain whilst securing dualist mental causation by denying that mental

5See also, Engelhardt (2017, Section 2) for a similar objection. Engelhardt goes on to
defend a variation of Lowe’s position. In particular he defends the position that dualist
mental substances can have causally effective properties in as far that these properties are
reducible to physical properties.

6As is evidenced by the typical disclaimer about causal relata in philosophical papers
on causation.
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phenomena can be initiating causes of our actions and granting them the role

of enabling causes of our actions instead. In the absence of a proper account

of how dualist mental phenomena can do so without being difference-makers

for our actions, this claim is not sufficiently supported. Despite the spider

web analogy and the proposal to restrict the causal role of mental phenomena

to causing facts, it is no more clear how the mental can play this enabling

causal role than how it could play an initiating causal role. Without a proper

account of how dualist mental phenomena can be enabling causes in the face

of Physical Completeness and Non-Overdetermination, the original problem

for the dualist remains: there appears to be no room for mental causation.

8.2 Diachronic mediation

In later work, Lowe proposed to reconcile the completeness of the physi-

cal with dualist mental causation by claiming that mental phenomena are

causal mediators that have sufficient physical causes of their own. There are

two versions of this proposal. According to the first, mental phenomena di-

achronically mediate between physical phenomena. Lowe maintains that, by

doing so, mental phenomena can explain why our actions are non-coincidental

rather than coincidental. According to the second, they mediate synchron-

ically between physical phenomena and they are contributory causes on a

par with the physical causes. In the next section, we address his proposal in

terms of synchronic mediation. But first, we address his proposal in terms of

diachronic mediation.

Lowe (1999) extends on his intuition that mental phenomena have a spe-

cific causal role in bringing about our actions that allows them to explain

those actions in ways that the physical causal chains necessitating those ac-

tions cannot explain them. In particular, he maintains that mental phenom-

ena could explain why an action is non-coincidental rather than coincidental.

On Lowe’s mental model, they could explain this by virtue of causally me-

diating between different physical chains of phenomena that lead up to the

action.

Even if an action is fully necessitated by the physical chains of phenomena

converging on this action, we could still consider this action’s occurrence as
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coincidental, according to Lowe, if the physical chains of phenomena are

entirely separate before converging on this action. Two physical chains of

phenomena are to be considered separate if they have no common causes in

their history. An event is thus taken to be coincidental if the causal chains

leading up to it have no causes in common. Conversely, an event is taken

to be non-coincidental if the causal chains leading up to it have a cause in

common.

Lowe admits that this conception of coincidence and non-coincidence will

require further tinkering for general use, but maintains that it suffices to

sketch a model of mental causation according to which mental phenomena

explain why our actions are not coincidental. He illustrates this model by

considering the scenarios depicted in Figure 8.1 In both worlds the action

P11

P12

P13

P21

P22

P23

P

P11

P12

P13

P21

M

P22

P23

P

Figure 8.1: World 1 on the left, World 2 on the right

‘P ’ is necessitated by the physical phenomena P13 and P23. In World 1, but

not in World 2, the occurrence of P is coincidental, because in World 1, but

not in World 2, the two causal chains leading up to P are separate. The

presence of mental cause M , which causally mediates between P11 and P22

in World 2, thereby makes for a significant causal difference between World

1 and World 2. If mental phenomena actually operate causally according

to the above model, dualist mental causation is compatible with Physical

Completeness according to Lowe. He acknowledges that it is an empirical

question whether mental causation actually works this way, but maintains
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that we ought not to conclude that dualist mental causation is impossible

given Physical Completeness because it could operate according to this model.

Whatever the empirical adequacy of the model turns out to be, it cannot

dissolve the dualist’s mental causation worries on its own. Consider the

occurrence of P22 in World 2. Either M is causally redundant for P22’s

occurrence, or P22 is not physically necessitated by the physical phenomena

occurring at the time of M ’s occurrence. In other words, the proposed model

of mental causation either proposes that mental causation is always a case

of overdetermination, or it proposes that Physical Completeness is false. By

contrasting World 2 with World 1, Lowe appears to opt for overdetermination.

However, the contrast might be deceptive, since Lowe mentions that the

causal laws are different in these two worlds (1999, p. 199). Perhaps he means

by this that P21 is causally sufficient for P22 in World 1 but not in World

2. Either way, the proposed model provides no significant advancements for

dualist mental causation.

One could stop here to argue that the relevant difference was supposed

to be an explanatory one and that, whatever the difficulties with closure and

overdetermination turn out to be, it is the case that the occurrence of P is

a coincidence in World 1 but not in World 2 according to Lowe’s conception

of coincidence. Hence, there is a relevant difference between World 1 and

World 2, and therefore M does play an important causal role.7

Such an argument fails to resuscitate Lowe’s proposal. It is unclear how

mental phenomena could explain our actions without being difference-makers

of those actions. Or at least, that is the case if we set aside known compli-

cations such as overdetermination. The notion of explanation is itself con-

tentious, but most accounts of explanation require that explanatory phenom-

ena are difference-makers of the phenomena to be explained.8 Of course there

might be exceptions involving overdetermination, but this still puts us back

at square one: either dualist mental phenomena are difference-makers and

Physical Completeness is false, or all instances of dualist mental causation

are instances of overdetermination.

7Perhaps a similar argument could have been made about Lowe’s previous proposal as
well. Enabling causes were supposed to explain the occurrence of their effects. Mutatis
mutandis, the same two remarks apply to the case of dualist enabling causes as explainers.

8e.g. Woodward (2003, p. 157–161 and 175–181).
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Further, it is worth noting that Lowe himself is dismissive, if not down-

right contemptuous, of mental causation models which threaten to restrict

the causal role of the mental to an explanatory one. Such models amount to

admitting that the mental has no real causal role to play according to Lowe,

as he states: “This is, effectively, to take a non-realist view of the causal and

ontological states of the mental” (1996, p. 75).9

Overall, this proposal does not provide a fully developed model of dualist

mental causation. The original problem for dualist mental causation reoccurs

on this model as well. If mental phenomena are diachronic explanatory causal

mediators between the physical causal chains which necessitate our actions,

either the physical domain is not complete or our actions are overdetermined.

8.3 Synchronic mediation

Lowe provides a third model of dualist mental causation in terms of syn-

chronic mediation. When providing this model, Lowe explicitly denies Phys-

ical Completeness and replaces it with a different completeness principle.

This denial elicits two notes. First, one might take this late explicit denial

to cast some light on the previous models as well. As we have seen, these

appear to require a denial Physical Completenss or Non-Overdetermination

in the absence of further explanation. Note however, that Lowe was explicit

about granting his opponents the presence of sufficient physical causes for

behavioural effects when putting forward the previous two models. True, he

did not specify whether or not he took these causes to be sufficient in the way

typically understood by proponents of exclusion arguments,10 but it would

have been odd to say the least if he intended these causes to be sufficient in

a way that obviously differs from what his opponents have in mind.11

Second, given its denial of Physical Completeness, the third model lies

outside the scope outside of the current investigation. After all, we have set

aside varieties of dualism that deny Physical Completeness at the outset of

9He directs this criticism at Heil (1992); Mele (1992); Yablo (1992) and Dennett (1991b).
10Of course, as we have discussed in Chapter 7, this notion might be inherently prob-

lematic as well, but the further development of these two models does not suggest that
this was the weakness in exclusionist thinking he was seeking to exploit.

11Morover, the two previous models are not compatible with Lowe’s proposed brand of
completeness either.
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this problem. Even so, I will briefly discuss this third model here, if only to

set it aside. My reason for doing so is that the third model can be interpreted

as an improved version of the second model. It further explains how a model

that relies on causal mediation can be made to work whilst at least paying

lip service to principles like Causal Closure and Causal Completeness. Con-

sequently, the synchronic mediation model, while falling outside the scope of

our current investigation, provides our discussion of Lowe’s models of dualist

mental causation with a natural endpoint.

Lowe’s third model is a variation on his causal mediation proposal. This

variation does not rely on the contrast between coincidental and non-coincidental

causes. Instead, he proposes the following model of mental causation repre-

sented in Figure 8.2. As in his previous model, the mental phenomenon

P01

P11

P02

P12 M

P

Figure 8.2: Lowe’s synchronic mediation case

M is a causal mediator between two physical phenomena. However, rather

than causally mediating between two otherwise disconnected causal chains,

M mediates between its own underlying physical phenomenon (P12) and the

purported physical effect (P ). According to the above sketch, P would thus

have three distinct contributory causes: P11, P12 and M.

When presenting this model, Lowe is less ambiguous about the causal

significance of M for P . He states that “[. . . ] if M had not occurred, then

the conjunction of P11 and P12, even if it had occurred, would not have

sufficed to cause P” (2008, p. 72). He thereby confirms that M is not an

overdetermining cause in the sense that we are operating under, because its

role is by no means redundant.
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The cost of positing that M is a difference-maker for P is a breach of

Physical Completeness. Lowe accepts this and goes on to argue that there

is a significant sense in which this proposal respects the closure principles at

work in mental causation debates. The physical causes at the time of M ′s

occurrence t1 are sufficient for the occurrence of P at t2 in a non-trivial sense.

P11 and P12 will, together with the fundamental laws of nature, necessitate

the occurrence of P . It just happens to be the case that they will do so

by necessitating the simultaneous occurrence of M , which in turn will —

together with P11 and P12 — cause P . Even if the necessitation from the

physical conditions to the physical effect requires the psychophysical laws as

well as the physical laws, it is still the case that P has sufficient physical

conditions at t in the sense that these conditions nomically necessitate P .

Nevertheless, the synchronic mediation model clearly violates Physical

Completeness, as well as the spirit of the causal closure principles that are

standardly propounded in mental causation debates. These principles posit

that for every physical effect and any time t, there are physical conditions

obtaining at t that in conjunction with the laws of physics alone necessitate

the given effect. This can clearly be seen in the argumentations provided in

favour of Physical Completeness:

All physical effects have complete physical causes (‘complete’ in

the sense that those causes on their own suffice by physical law

to fix the chances of those effects). (Papineau, 1993, p. 22)

If a physicist encounters a physical event for which there is no

ready physical explanation, or physical cause, she would con-

sider that as indicating a need for further research; perhaps there

are as-yet undiscovered physical forces. At no point would she

consider the possibility that some non-physical force outside the

space-time world was the cause of this unexplained physical oc-

currence. (Kim, 2010, p. 113)

Lowe anticipates this criticism by arguing that the causal contributions

of the mental would be invisible to scientists who restrict their attention to

the physical causes of our actions. Given that one of the physical causes

of any action will cause the required mental cause in all cases that can be
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empirically studied, the scientist who focuses solely on the physical causes

will have no reason to believe that one of the causes is missing from her

causal explanation of any action. That scientists never have to look outside

the physical domain for causes should thus not move us to endorse Physical

Completeness rather than Lowe’s proposed model of mental causation.

Be that as it may, Lowe’s synchronic mediation proposal only provides

us with dualist mental causation by denying Physical Completeness. As I

have flagged in Part I of this dissertation, we will not be concerned with

the debates on Physical Completeness. Lowe’s third model of dualist mental

causation therefore lies beyond the scope of this dissertation.12

8.4 Evaluating Lowe’s models

The central defect of Lowe’s models is that they do not address a central

question for models of dualist mental causation. How can dualist mental

phenomena (non-overdeterministically) cause physical effects, if these physi-

cal effects are already physically necessitated by purely physical phenomena?

Given that these effects are necessitated it does not seem like mental phe-

nomena can make any difference to their occurrence. This question is not

answered by merely reconsidering mental phenomena as enabling or mediat-

ing causes. After all, mediating causes and enabling causes typically make

a difference to the occurrence of their effects. Without a convincing answer

to this central question, Lowe’s proposals provide little advancement for the

nomic naturalist dualist.

Lowe’s proposals share this defect with the objections raised against

Causal Exclusion and Causal Closure in Chapters 5 and 7. These objec-

tions do not explain how dualist mental phenomena can be causes and can

therefore be countered with relative ease. In order to satisfactorily address

the dualist’s mental causation problem, we require an explanation of how non-

physical phenomena can cause physical phenomena in worlds where Physical

Completeness holds. Kroedel provides such an explanation: if dualists posit

that psychophysical laws are modally stronger than regular nomic laws but

12See Robb (forthcoming) for a sympathetic yet critical discussion of Lowe’s third model
of dualist mental causation.
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weaker than metaphysical laws, then the relevant counterfactuals support the

conclusion that dualist mental phenomena cause our behaviour (Chapter 6).

However, Kroedel’s proposal requires an ad hoc posit about the relative dis-

tances between possible worlds. The dualist would be better off if she could

allow for mental causation without relying on an ad hoc posit.

This concludes my discussion of the contemporary solutions to the mental

causation problem as it arises for the nomic naturalist dualist. We now turn

to Part III of the dissertation, in which I present and defend my preferred

model of dualist mental causation. This model starts from the interventionist

account of causation, so that is where Part III starts as well.
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Dualist Mental Causation
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Chapter 9

Minimal Interventionism

As mentioned, my proposed model for dualist mental causation will build

upon an interventionist account of causation. In this chapter I present and

discuss a minimal version of this account based on its two central definitions:

the definition of causation (M) and the definition of an intervention variable

(IV). This minimal interventionism will serve as a starting point for the final

part of this dissertation, in which I discuss some problems from philosophy

of causation and develop a model of dualist mental causation. My aim is to

argue that solutions to these problems about causation motivate an interven-

tionist model of causation that allows for dualist mental causation in worlds

where Physical Completeness is true.

The overall strategy for arguing my point looks as follows. First, I present

minimal interventionism (this chapter). I then demonstrate how this model

allows for non-reductionist physicalist mental causation, but not for dual-

ist mental causation in Chapter 10. In particular, so-called ‘holding fixed’-

requirements on physical nomic bases stand in the way of dualist mental

causation according to the minimal interventionist model. In Chapter 11, I

argue that minimal interventionism allows for too much causation. In cases

where higher-level phenomena are metaphysically necessitated by their under-

lying lower-level phenomena, minimal interventionism entails that all effects

of the lower-level phenomena are effects of the higher-level phenomena as well.

Minimal interventionism therefore results in spurious higher-level causation.

I propose to solve this problem by adding a robustness requirement on causa-

115
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tion to the interventionist account of causation. In Chapter 12, I argue that,

somewhat surprisingly, adding the robustness requirement opens the door

to an interventionist model of causation that does allow for dualist mental

causation. It does so because it renders the ‘holding fixed’-requirements on

physical nomic bases, which stood in the way of dualist mental causation,

redundant. I formulate such an account of causation, which I dub ‘insen-

sitive interventionism’, and show how it allows for dualist mental causation

and how it provides principled answers to both the exclusion worry and the

common cause worry. In the remaining three chapters, I argue that objec-

tions to insensitive interventionism can be countered by relying on recent

developments in philosophy of causation.

Before doing so, one disclaimer is required. The purpose of the minimal

interventionism presented in this chapter is to illuminate the obstacles for

an interventionist model of dualist mental causation. However, this account

is not supposed to represent a fully developed account of causation that is

actively defended in the literature. (M) and (IV) are central definitions in

Woodward’s (2003) interventionist account of causation, but they are only

meant provide minimal adequacy conditions for causal claims and Wood-

ward acknowledges that further factors come into play when assessing such

claims (cf. Woodward, 2008, 2018). I too will be using these definitions as a

starting point and, as we shall see, the adjustments I will propose align with

suggestions made by Woodward and other interventionists.

9.1 Interventionist causation

Interventionist accounts of causation analyze causation in terms of what

would happen under certain ‘interventions’ on phenomena. The first detailed

philosophical proposal of this kind is offered in Woodward’s (2003) Making

Things Happen, but the essence of such accounts goes back to improvements

in causal modelling (e.g. Pearl, 2000). The central idea is simple and intu-

itive: what it means for phenomenon A to be a cause of phenomenon B is for

it to be possible to affect B’s occurrence or the probability of B’s occurrence

by intervening on A’s occurrence. For example, what it means for smoking

behaviour to be a cause of lung cancer is for it to be possible to affect (the
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probability of) lung cancer occurring by intervening on the occurrence of

smoking behaviour. Aside from its intuitive appeal, interventionism gained

further credibility through its broad applicability in scientific disciplines. The

interventionist framework is used to elucidate the role of causation and causal

claims in psychology (Woodward, 2007), psychiatry (Kendler and Campbell,

2009), biology (Woodward, 2010), neurobiology (Woodward, 2017), decision

theory (Stern, 2017, 2019), thermodynamics (Zwier, 2017), organic chem-

istry (Statham, 2017), information theory (Andersen, 2017) and statistical

mechanics (Leeds, 2010).

The increasing popularity of interventionism holds some promise for non-

reductionism about the mental. Several authors argue that non-reductionist

physicalist mental phenomena can be causes according to the intervention-

ist definition of causation.1 However, these interventionist accounts of non-

reductionist mental causation are not without their opponents.2 In the next

chapter we will assess whether or not there is a plausible interventionist

model of non-reductionist physicalist mental causation and whether or not

this model could accommodate dualist mental causation as well. In this chap-

ter, we take a closer look at the interventionist definitions of causation and

intervention.

The central definition of causation in the interventionist literature reads

as follows (Woodward, 2003, p. 59):3

(M) A necessary and sufficient condition for X to be a type-

level direct cause of Y with respect to a variable set V is

that there be a possible intervention on X that will change

Y or the probability distribution of Y when one holds fixed

at some value all other variables Zi in V .

Informally, (M) states that what it means for one variable X to cause another

variable Y relative to a variable set V is for there to be a change in the value

1Some notable examples are Campbell (2008, 2010); Eronen (2012, 2017); Eronen and
Brooks (2014); List and Menzies (2009); Menzies (2013); Polger et al. (2018); Raatikainen
(2010, 2013, 2018); Shapiro (2010); Shapiro and Sober (2007) and Woodward (2008, 2015).

2Most notably, Baumgartner (2009, 2010, 2013, 2018).
3Woodward’s entire (M) definition is somewhat lengthier as it also aims to cover cases

of indirect causation, which we will set aside here. This abbreviated version will do for our
discussion and is also the starting point of discussions on interventionism in the mental
causation literature (e.g. Baumgartner, 2009, 2010; Woodward, 2008, 2015).
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of Y in some scenario where one ‘intervenes on’ the value of X without

changing the value of other variables in V . We will turn to the definition of

‘intervention’ soon, but for now it suffices to understand that an intervention

on the value of a variable is a manipulation of the value of that variable

that meets some further requirements. For example, changing the number of

smokers in a population is a manipulation of the number of smokers in that

population. Whether or not this manipulation is an intervention will then

depend on some of its further features.4

We can elucidate (M) with an example. According to this definition,

the number of smokers in a population is a cause of the occurrence of lung

cancer in that population if and only if there are changes in the occurrence of

lung cancer in scenarios where one causes a change in the number of smokers

and holds fixed the values of any other variable in the variable set we are

currently considering. Such other variables could be: air pollution, genetic

predisposition, eating habits, etc. All of these other variables need to be

‘held fixed’ at a certain value when intervening on X in order for subsequent

changes in Y to be sufficient for it being the case that X causes Y , as is

represented in Figure 9.1. This is a reasonable requirement, as we would not

S

I

Z

L

Figure 9.1: The intervention (I) changes the value of smoking
behaviour (S) whilst other variables in the system (Z) are held
fixed at a certain value

want to conclude that X causes Y , just because bringing about a change in

X whilst a change in another variable takes place is followed by a change

in Y . To see this, consider another example. We raise the price of apples

without controlling for changes in the smoking behaviour of the population

4From here on, I will use ‘manipulation’ for a change in value that either does not
meet the criteria for being an intervention, or of which it is uncertain that it meets these
criteria. The term ‘intervention’ will be reserved for manipulations that meet the criteria
listed below.
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or the air quality in the area. If we subsequently observe an increase in lung

cancer, we should not conclude that the price of apples causes lung cancer.

For all we know, variations in the smoking behaviour or air quality actually

caused the increase in lung cancer. The ‘holding fixed’-requirement ensures

that the observed changes in Y cannot be due to changes in variables other

than X. As we shall see, this requirement will also play an important role

in our discussions on mental causation and the formal characterization of an

intervention itself. Before turning to these issues, some further remarks on

(M) are in order.

First, a note on the causal relata. As I mentioned in the introduction, I

will pay no special attention to the assumptions about causal relata made in

definitions of causation. I chose to use ‘phenomena’ as the term to denote

causal relata, but emphasized that this term functions merely as a place-

holder. Interventionists make a similar move. They formulate their defini-

tions in terms of ‘variables’ and sometimes ‘values’ and treat these terms

more or less like placeholders. For example, in the introduction to his book

on causation Woodward makes the following disclaimer (Woodward, 2003,

p. 22):5

[Interventionism] is most naturally formulated in terms of vari-

ables — quantities or magnitudes that can take more than one

value. Causal relationships, of course, have to do with patterns

of dependence that hold in the world, rather than with relation-

ships between numbers or other abstracta, but in the interest of

avoiding cumbersome circumlocutions, I will often speak of causal

relationships as obtaining between variables or their values, trust-

ing that it is obvious enough how to sort out what is meant.

In the interest of continuity with standard interventionist definitions, I will

also adopt the convention of sometimes talking as if variables are causal

relata. As is the case with my talk of ‘phenomena’, I assume that translations

in terms of the reader’s preferred causal relata are straightforward.

Second, notice that causation is defined in terms of an ‘intervention’. This

5At this stage, Woodward still uses the term ‘manipulability theory’ rather than ‘in-
terventionism’, which became the more popular term later on. I adjusted the quote to fit
with the rest of this text.
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not only sounds like a causally laden term, but is explicitly acknowledged by

Woodward as denoting a causal notion (e.g. 2003, p. 98). The interventionist

definition of causation is therefore not a reductive one. It does not attempt

to analyze causation in non-causal terms, like transfers of energy, physical

necessitation or distances between possible worlds. Instead, it aims to analyze

causal facts, like whether or not X is a cause of Y , in terms of other causal

facts, such as facts about what happens if one causally affects X whilst

stopping other variables from causing changes in Y . If changes brought about

by an intervention on X still correlate with changes in the value of Y under

such circumstances, then X is a cause of Y . Consequently, the interventionist

does not analyze the causal relation between X and Y in terms of a causal

relation between X and Y , but in terms of the causal relations surrounding X

and Y (cf. Woodward, 2003, p. 104–107). The interventionist concludes from

these considerations that the circularity in (M) is not problematic. After all,

(M) still elucidates the notion of causation to such an extent that we can use

it to evaluate causal claims without assuming or positing anything about the

truth of the causal claim involved.

Third, the definition concerns type-level causes. The account is thus de-

veloped to evaluate type causal claims such as ‘smoking causes lung cancer’

and ‘pain causes wincing’, rather than token causal claims such as ‘Wendy’s

smoking caused her lung cancer’ or ‘my pain caused my wincing’. However,

an account of token-causation naturally follows from this definition of type-

causation (cf. Woodward, 2003, section 2.7). Following (M), we can say that

a type-causal claim, like ‘smoking causes lung cancer’, is true if there is an

intervention on the value of smoking behaviour that is followed in a change of

value of lung cancer risk with all other variables in the variable set held fixed

at some value. A token-causal claim, like ‘Wendy’s smoking caused her lung

cancer’ is true if there is a possible intervention on the actual value of the

variable representing her smoking behaviour that will result in a value change

in the variable representing the risk of her incurring lung cancer, whilst all

other variables in the variable set are held fixed at their actual value.

It follows that token causation and type causation are intimately related.

The truth of a type causal claim, requires (and thus entails) the possibility

of a corresponding token causal claim. In order for smoking to cause cancer,
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there must be some metaphysically possible scenario in which the smoking

behaviour variable taking a certain value causes the lung cancer risk variable

to take a certain value. Entailments in the other direction are harder to

pin down. Type-level causal claims are typically taken to be generic claims,

meaning something like ‘normal tokens of type X typically cause tokens of

type Y ’. We will set aside the intricacies surrounding generic claims and the

meaning of ‘typically’ and ‘normal’ here.6 As before, our examples will focus

on token causation, and we will assume that the relevant kind of generaliza-

tion is available. Even if this should turn out to be false and we establish

only that tokens of dualist mental phenomena can cause tokens of physical

phenomena, we will have attained a significant result.

Fourth, this account of token causation will still face the usual challenge

of accounting for cases of genuine overdetermination, (late) pre-emption and

back-up causes (cf. Björnsson, 2007; Schaffer, 2001b; Yablo, 2002). However

such cases all concern causation in circumstances that are in a significant

sense abnormal, and it is unlikely that cases of (purported) mental causation

are abnormal in that sense (cf. Section 3.1). Consequently, we set these kinds

of counterexamples aside here and in the remainder of the dissertation.7

Finally, (M) concerns direct causes, rather than indirect causes. Indirect

causes of an effect bring about the affect via another cause, whereas direct

causes do not. In its current form, (M) can only model direct causes, because

it requires that all variables in V , except for X and Y , are held fixed when

one intervenes on X. If V were to contain causal intermediaries between X

and Y , this means that even those causal intermediaries should be held fixed.

By holding fixed these intermediaries, one will de facto ensure that there is

no change in Y even if X is an indirect cause of Y . To see this, consider the

following case. We consider a variable set containing the following variables:

buying cigarettes (B), smoking behaviour (S) and lung cancer risk (L). Plau-

sibly B causes S and S causes L, as is represented in Figure 9.2. However,

if we were to intervene on the value of B whilst holding fixed the value of S,

there is unlikely to be a change in the value of L. After all, buying cigarettes

6See Lewis (1973a, p. 558) and Carroll (1991) for some challenges for spelling out the
right kind of typicality in accounts of type-causation

7Moreover, the treatments of such abnormal cases proposed in the above cited sources
are compatible with the model of causation I will defend here.
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SB L

Figure 9.2: Buying cigarettes (B) causes smoking behaviour
(S) which causes lung cancer (L)

only leads to higher cancer risk by causing certain smoking behaviour. Conse-

quently, changes to a population’s cigarette buying behaviour will not result

in changes in lung cancer risk in that population if it does not affect the

smoking behaviour. A representation of the intervention that complies with

(M) is provided in Figure 9.3. This means that (M) does not capture cases

SB L

I

Figure 9.3: The intervention (I) changes the value of buying
cigarettes (B) whilst other variables in the system, namely
smoking behaviour (S) are held fixed at a certain value. No
change in target variable L is expected.

of indirect causation.

We will not be concerned with the difference between direct and indirect

causation in what follows. There are two reasons for setting this difference

aside. First, one can easily adjust (M) to handle cases of indirect causation

as well. One can do so by excepting variables that lie on the causal pathway

from the investigated variable to the target variable from the holding fixed

requirement in (M) (Woodward, 2003, p. 59). As we shall see, the definition

of an intervention does something very similar. Second, note that being a

direct cause is defined relative to a variable set. It will thus depend on the

selection of variables whether a variable X is a direct cause of a variable Y .

A direct cause relative to one variable set can fail to be a direct cause in a

set that includes an extra variable that lies on the causal pathway from this

variable to the effect variable. For example, relative to a variable set that

only contains the variables for cigarette buying, the price of apples and lung
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cancer, it is likely that buying cigarettes is a direct cause of lung cancer.

It will simplify matters somewhat if we focus on the relevant direct causal

claims in what follows by omitting the purported causal intermediaries from

our variable sets. We can safely assume that the corresponding claims of

indirect causation can be captured given some simple adjustments in (M).

With these remarks taken care of, we can turn to the definition of ‘inter-

vention’ and ‘intervention variable’.

9.2 Intervention variables

The change in variable I counts as an intervention on the variable X relative

to a target effect variable Y if and only if this change in I causes the value

taken by X and I is an intervention variable for X with respect to Y . The

central definition of an ‘intervention variable’ reads as follows (Woodward,

2003, p. 98):

I is an intervention variable for X with respect to Y if and only

if I meets the following conditions:

(IV)

I1 I causes X.

I2 I acts as a switch for all other variables that cause X. That

is, certain values of I are such that when I attains those

values, X ceases to depend on the values of other variables

that cause X and instead depends only on the value taken

by I.

I3 Any directed path from I to Y goes through X. That is, I

does not directly cause Y and is not a cause of any causes

of Y that are distinct from X except, of course, for those

causes of Y , if any, that are built into the I-X-Y connection

itself; that is, except for (a) any causes of Y that are effects

of X (i.e., variables that are causally between X and Y ) and

(b) any causes of Y that are between I and X and have no

effect on Y independently of X.
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I4 I is (statistically) independent of any variable Z that causes

Y and that is on a directed path that does not go through

X.

I1 states that an intervention should affect the investigated variable (X)

by causing it. It thereby further emphasizes that interventionism is not a

reductive definition of causation.

The remaining three conditions are designed to avoid scenarios where ma-

nipulations of X do correlate with changes in the target variable Y , but the

change in Y is caused by a change in a distinct variable Z, rather than the

change in X. In such cases, we will say that the correlation between changes

in X and changes in Y is confounded by Z. For example, there is (plau-

sibly) a positive correlation between tar-stained teeth and lung cancer risk

in the global population, but this correlation is confounded by the smoking

behaviour in the global population. This means that the smoking behaviour

is doing the actual causing, whereas the tar-stained teeth are just a symptom

of this actual causing being done.8 The presence of tar-stained teeth in cases

with high lung cancer risk is a mere symptom of the presence of a plausible

cause of high lung cancer risk, namely relatively frequent smoking behaviour.

Similarly, the absence of tar-stained teeth in cases with low lung cancer risk

is a mere symptom of the absence of that plausible cause. Consequently, the

correlation between tar-stained teeth and lung cancer risk is a mere symptom

of the causal relation between a confounder and the target effect.

In such cases of confounded correlations, there could be manipulations of

the symptom that correlate with changes in the target effect. This is because

one can manipulate the symptom by manipulating the confounder. For ex-

ample, one can manipulate the number of tar-stained teeth in a population

by manipulating the number of smokers. Such a manipulation will plausibly

correlate with changes in the lung cancer risk in that population. If interven-

tions on X relative to Y are to be indicative of there being a causal relation

between X and Y , then interventions should be defined such that the corre-

lation between changes in X and changes in Y under an intervention on Z

cannot be confounded by a third variable. There are several ways in which a

8We have discussed such scenarios of confounded correlations as ‘common cause sce-
narios’ in Section 3.2.
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manipulation of X might result in a change in Y due to such a confounder.

I2, I3 and I4 each serve to avoid different kinds of scenarios in which this

happens.

I2 states that the value of X should, in some scenarios, only depend on

the value of I. This means that, for some values of I, other variables that

normally affect X should be able to take whatever value in their domain

without this affecting the value of X. I2 is often summarized by stating that

interventions have to be arrow-breaking ; they disconnect the value of the

investigated variable from the values of other variables, as is represented in

Figure 9.4. The rationale for I2 is the following. If some other variable Z can

X

I

Z

Y

Figure 9.4: Intervention I renders the value of X causally
independent of other variables Z

affect the value of X even when we are manipulating X, we cannot be certain

that the changes in Y we observe are due to the manipulation of X rather

than variations in this further variable Z which also affects X. Consequently,

it is possible, for all we know, that the changes in Z cause both the changes

in X and the changes in Y , thereby confounding the correlation between X

and Y .

Consider the following example. We manipulate the number of tar-stained

teeth in a population, but this number is still dependent on the smoking

behaviour in the population as well. If we decrease the number of tar-stained

teeth by our manipulation, and the population, for independent reasons,

stopped smoking, we will observe a correlation between the decrease in tar-

stained teeth and lung cancer risk. However, we should not conclude from

this that tar-stained teeth cause lung cancer. After all, the decrease in lung

cancer was not due to our manipulation on tar-stained teeth, but due to the

decrease in smoking behaviour. Even though manipulations that fail I2 are
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not by themselves confounding, because they do not directly affect the value

of a confounder, one cannot be certain that there are no other confounders

at work if the manipulation fails I2.

I3 states that I ought not to affect the value of Y independently from its

influence through X. This is to avoid manipulations that are in themselves

confounding ; i.e. manipulations that affect another cause of the target vari-

able when manipulating the investigated variable. Such would be the case,

for example, if we manipulate the number of tar-stained teeth (T) in a popu-

lation to test its effects on lung cancer risk (L) by manipulating the smoking

behaviour (S) in that population, as is represented in Figure 9.5. Even if we

S

M

T

L

Figure 9.5: M on T violates I3

were to observe changes in L, we would not want to conclude that T causes

L. After all, S does the actual causing, and T is just a symptom of this

causing being done.

I4 embodies the interventionist dictum that interventions ought to be ex-

ogenous to the causal system under investigation. In order for manipulations

to be indicative of causal relations in a system, the manipulation must come

from outside the system.

This requirement works in two directions. First, the values of I ought

not to affect the values of any variable that is causally relevant to Y , except

for X or any variable on the causal path from X to Y . This is for the

same reasons that prompted I3; manipulations that fail this requirement are

themselves confounders. Second, the values of I ought not be dependent

on other variables in the system. Suppose we were to manipulate the tar-

stained teeth of only the heavy smokers with a family history of lung cancer

in a certain population. We respect I3 by bleaching their teeth, rather than

changing their smoking behaviour. After such an experiment we are likely to

observe an inverse correlation between tar-stained teeth and the occurrence
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of lung cancer: the research subjects with reduced tar stains on their teeth

ended up having a higher risk of getting lung cancer. Of course, it would be

wrong to conclude that tar-stained teeth are a cause of lung cancer, because

our manipulation is causally dependent on two confounders: heavy smoking

and a genetic predisposition to develop lung cancer. All in all, I4 avoids

manipulations that causally affect or are causally affected by confounders of

the target effect and the investigated variable.

(IV) imposes stringent requirements on interventions. In order for a ma-

nipulation to qualify as an intervention, one must control for possible con-

founding by all causes of the target variable when manipulating the investi-

gated variable. This is because, unlike (M), (IV) is not relativized to some

preselected variable set. Instead, it is relativized to a target effect Y ; it de-

fines an intervention variable for X with respect to Y (cf. Woodward, 2003,

p. 103). Consequently, the requirements comprised in (IV) apply to all cause

variables of Y that do not lie on the causal path from I through X to Y ,

rather than just to those variables one chooses to include in the variable set

under consideration. I should be (statistically) independent of all those vari-

ables (I4), should not affect Y via any of those variables (I3), and should be

able to make the value of X independent of all those variables (I2). By adopt-

ing (IV), the interventionist thus extends the ‘holding fixed’-requirement in

(M) to variables that are not included in the variable set. In particular,

(IV) imposes such a ‘holding fixed’-requirement on any potential cause of the

target variable that is not on the causal trajectory between the investigated

variable and the target variable.

Given the purpose of I2, I3 and I4, this should come as no surprise. These

requirements are supposed to stop us from treating confounded manipulations

as interventions, and a manipulation can still be confounded by a variable

that is not included in the variable set of choice. For example, suppose that

we decide to investigate whether the colour of one’s teeth causes lung cancer

relative to a variable set that only includes those two variables and a variable

representing the price of apples (P ). A plausible causal graph of the scenario

is represented in Figure 9.6. However, if the ‘holding fixed’-conditions com-

prised in (IV) were relativized to our selected variable set, we would conclude

that T is a cause of L. After all, there are manipulations of T that correlate
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T

M

P

L

Figure 9.6: M manipulates T whilst only holding P fixed

with changes in L and do not affect the values of any other variable in the

value set except for T and L. Namely those manipulations that change the

value of T by changing the smoking behaviour. This is obviously the wrong

result. We should still conclude that there is no causation between these two

variables, because the correlation between tar-stained teeth and lung cancer

is confounded by a variable that is not included in our variables set — i.e.

smoking behaviour. If we want interventions to be indicative of causation,

we should hold fixed all potential confounders, not just those that are in our

variable set of choice. Consequently, (IV) is not relativized to variable set,

but rather to the investigated variable and the target variable. I2, I3 and

I4 de facto impose a ‘holding fixed’-requirement on any potential cause of

the target variable that is not on the causal path between the investigated

variable and the target variable. I will refer to these requirements collectively

as the ‘holding fixed’-requirements from now on.

As we shall see, these ‘holding fixed’-requirements will play a central

role in the debates on interventionism and mental causation. Before turning

to these debates, I would like to draw attention to the stringency of these

requirements and what it means for the relation between interventions and

actual manipulations.

9.3 Interventions and actual manipulations

It is quite plausible that the ‘holding fixed’-requirements in (IV) make it prac-

tically impossible for an actual manipulation to qualify as an intervention.

To see this, suppose our toy investigation was in fact executed: a group of

researchers investigates whether, within a certain population, the occurrence
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of tar-stained teeth (T ) causes lung cancer risk (L). Aware of the obvious

potential confounder S, i.e. the smoking behaviour in the population, the re-

searchers diligently hold fixed its value when manipulating T , as represented

in Figure 9.7 Even so, it is practically impossible to control for all potential

S

M

T

L

Figure 9.7: M manipulates T whilst holding S fixed

confounders. Here are four (only moderately far fetched) scenarios.

First, imagine that the mere realization that they are part of a medical

experiment causes some of the research subjects to suffer from extreme stress.

They reason that big pharma cannot be trusted and they are therefore certain

to be treated with toxic substances. This stress decreases the efficacy of their

immune system, which eventually raises the probability of these subjects

incurring lung cancer. The manipulation violates I3 and I4 and therefore fails

to be an intervention. Second, imagine that some of the research subjects feel

S

T

St Im

M

L

Figure 9.8: M manipulates both T and St, thereby affecting L

comforted by the regular medical check-ups that come with the investigation.

They reason that, if they have a health issue, the investigators will pick up

on it immediately and they subsequently stop worrying about their health

altogether. The resulting decrease in stress causes an increase of their immune
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system’s efficacy, which eventually lowers the probability of these subjects

incurring lung cancer. The manipulation violates I3 and I4 and therefore fails

to be an intervention. The causal diagram for both these cases is provided

in Figure 9.8

Third, imagine that the research is state funded. The application for

funding was approved because the committee was aware of a steady increase

in lung cancer risk among the global population. As it turns out, the increased

lung cancer risk is mainly due to air pollution (AP ). The air pollution caused

an increase in lung cancer risk, which caused the approval (A), which caused

the investigation (I), which caused the manipulation (M). Consequently, the

manipulation fails I4, because it is not statistically independent of one of the

causes of its investigated variable L.

S

T

M

L

AP

A

I

Figure 9.9: The manipulation M is indirectly caused by AP ,
which is also a cause of the target variable L

Finally, imagine a different experiment by the same research group. In

order to eliminate stress as a confounder, they investigate the effects of stress

(St) on the efficacy of the immune system (Is). Plausibly, they will have

difficulty finding an actual manipulation that ‘acts as a switch’ or is ‘arrow-

breaking’ in the way required by I2. Personal disposition and history have an

influence on susceptibility to stress that is hard to eliminate. Consequently,

it is hard to imagine a manipulation of stress level that ‘breaks’ these depen-

dence relations. It is even harder to imagine that such a manipulation would
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actually be executable and allowed by any ethical board.

These examples indicate that it is hard to make actual manipulations

meet I2, I3 and I4. Some general considerations support the same conclu-

sion. (IV) demands that interventions are surgical in that they do not affect

any potential confounder, and exogenous in that they are not affected by

any potential confounder. As we have seen, (IV) thereby extends the ‘hold-

ing fixed’-requirement in (M) to all variables that causally influence Y . In

practice, it is impossible to keep track of and control for all potential con-

founders.9 Moreover, it is quite plausible that the phenomena in the actual

world are interconnected in such a variety of complex ways that any ac-

tual manipulation is in fact hamfisted, rather than surgical, in that it affects

multiple variables at once. Similarly, because the world is such a complex

web of causal relations, actual manipulations might inevitably have causes in

common with the target variable, rather than being exogenous to the investi-

gated system. For these reasons, it might very well be practically impossible

to intervene on any variable. At the very least, it appears that actual ma-

nipulations are unlikely candidates for interventions.10

These remarks are important because they counteract a potential confu-

sion. Interventionism does not entail that A causes B if and only if agents

like us can manipulate B by manipulating A. There are accounts in the

causation literature come closer to claiming something like this, such as the

agency account proposed by Menzies and Price (1993), but Woodward ex-

plicitly distances the interventionist account of causation from such proposals

(e.g. Woodward, 2009). The notion of an intervention at work in interven-

tionist theories of causation is a highly idealized one and should not be taken

to pick out our everyday interactions with our environment. As we shall

see in Section 14.3, there is some disagreement about how idealized these

interventions should be. For now, we can think of them as “[. . . ] events

in which the ‘hand of God’ comes down and alters the value of X directly”

(Franklin-Hall, 2016, p. 556–557).

9Recall that, according to contemporary physics, such confounders could be located at
immense distances from the investigated cause and effect. See Section 7.2.

10Pace Woodward, who states that “[. . . ] there will be realistic cases in which manipu-
lations carried out by human beings will qualify as interventions [. . . ]” (2003, p. 103). I
find it hard to imagine such cases. Either way, it should be obvious that it is hard to make
actual manipulations meet these requirements.
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9.4 Summary

We can summarize our first pass at an interventionist account of causation

as follows. Interventionism analyzes causation between two variables X and

Y relative to a variable set V in terms of correlations between changes in X

and changes in Y in scenarios were the causal facts surrounding X and Y

meet the requirements provided in (M) and (IV). In practice, this means that

X causes Y if and only if causing changes in X, whilst holding all possible

causes of Y that do not lie on the causal path from our manipulation of X

through X to Y , correlates with some changes in Y . Much more remains to

be said about (M) and (IV). In the chapters to come, I present some problems

for minimal interventionism and discuss some possible solutions. However,

this rudimentary characterization of interventionism does suffice to explain

how interventionism interacts with the issues of non-reductionist mental cau-

sation and causal exclusion. In the next chapter, I discuss the standard

interventionist strategy to safeguard mental causation for non-reductionist

physicalism, and why this strategy does not work for dualism.



Chapter 10

Interventionism and

Non-Reductionism

In this chapter I investigate how minimal interventionism interacts with the

problem of non-reductionist mental causation by drawing from recent discus-

sions on non-reductionist physicalism and interventionist mental causation.

It can seem that the so-called ‘holding fixed’-requirements in (M) and (IV)

stand in the way of both non-reductionist physicalist mental causation and

dualist mental causation. Upon closer scrutiny, it will appear that these re-

quirements stand in the way of non-reductionist physicalist requirements only

if they are applied more stringently than was intended. By contrast, they do

stand in the way of dualist mental causation when applied as intended.

10.1 Interventionist exclusion

We often manipulate mental phenomena in order to bring about changes in

the physical world. For example, we can make someone wear a coat by telling

them it is chilly outside and we can reduce a person’s risk of depressive be-

haviour by reducing the number of instances in which she feels humiliated.1

It can therefore seem that mental phenomena easily qualify as causes ac-

cording to interventionism. However, it has been argued that intervention-

1I borrow this example from Kendler and Campbell (2009).

133
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ism, rather than redeeming non-reductionist mental causation, generates a

powerful exclusion argument of its own, because manipulations on mental

phenomena cannot meet the qualifications for being an intervention relative

to behavioural effects (Baumgartner, 2009, 2010, 2013; Gebharter, 2017). In

this section I briefly summarize this line of argument. In the remainder of

this chapter I formulate the standard interventionist reply to this argument.

A cursory look at (M) provides an indication of the challenge for non-

reductionists (Woodward, 2003, p. 59):

(M) A necessary and sufficient condition for X to be a type-

level direct cause of Y with respect to a variable set V is

that there be a possible intervention on X that will change

Y or the probability distribution of Y when one holds fixed

at some value all other variables Zi in V .

The definition states that X can be a cause of Y only if some interven-

tion on X which holds the values of all other relevant variables fixed result

in changes in Y . However, manipulations of mental phenomena can result

in behavioural changes only under the supposition that these manipulations

also change some physical phenomena. That is the upshot of Physical Com-

pleteness: there can be no change in physical phenomena without a change

in their physical history. Plausibly, our actual manipulations are followed

by behavioural changes because they also affect the physical phenomena un-

derlying the mental phenomena. For example, manipulating one’s sense of

humiliation will affect their behaviour because it also affects the physical phe-

nomena underlying the sense of humiliation. In general, it seems implausible

that one can influence behaviour by manipulating mental phenomena whilst

keeping all other physical phenomena, among which the physical phenomena

underlying mental phenomena, fixed. This ‘holding fixed’-requirement in (M)

stands in the way of interventionist mental causation for non-reductionists of

both the physicalist and the dualist variety.

Some have remarked that (M) only provides requirements for causation

relative to a set of variables V . Non-reductionists could therefore claim that

mental phenomena are causes of our behaviour relative to variable sets that

do not include their physical bases.2 However, circumventing ‘holding fixed’-

2See Eronen (2012, Section 3), Eronen and Brooks (2014) and Polger et al. (2018) for
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requirements is not that easy. As we have seen in Section 9.2, (IV) is not

relativized to a preselected variable set and de facto imposes a ‘holding fixed’-

requirement on any potential cause of the target variable. Even if one decides

not to represent the nomic or metaphysical base of the mental phenomena

in the variable set, (IV) still requires that one would hold that base fixed

when intervening on the mental phenomenon. Moreover, recall that this

de-relativized ‘holding fixed’-requirement plays an important role in the in-

terventionist account: it prevents us from concluding that tar-stained teeth

cause cancer relative to some creatively constructed variable sets.

So even if (M) on its own might not pose a problem for non-reductionists,

(IV) does seem to pose a problem. Manipulations of mental phenomena that

correlate with behavioural effects appear to violate I3 and I4, which require

that an intervention does not causally affect any cause of the target effect

other than the investigated variable, and that the intervention is statistically

independent from any such other cause. Such manipulations appear to violate

these requirements by causally affecting the physical phenomena that underlie

the purported mental causes, as those physical bases plausibly affect our

behaviour. Therefore, it appears that manipulations of mental phenomena

cannot result in behavioural change without violating the ‘holding fixed’-

requirements that are built into (IV).

We can summarize the interventionist exclusion argument as follows. Ac-

cording to (M), non-reductionist mental phenomena are causes of our be-

haviour if and only if there are interventions on mental phenomena that

result in changes in our behaviour. Even though we frequently manipulate

mental phenomena in order to affect behaviour, (IV) seems to indicate that

no manipulation of mental phenomena can meet the requirements on inter-

ventions relative to the targeted behavioural changes. If there can be no

such manipulations, there are no interventions on mental phenomena that

result in behavioural changes and interventionism results in epiphenomenal-

ism for the non-reductionist. Or so the opponents of interventionist models

of non-reductionist mental causation argue.

a further development of such an approach to interventionism and exclusion. I will not
engage with their proposal directly in the text, as it would deviate the discussion from
my own proposal. Where appropriate, I will address their comments on views like mine in
footnotes.
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10.2 Drainage

Many philosophers do not believe the situation to be so dire. They maintain

that there are good reasons to exempt some phenomena from the holding fixed

requirements and that, once the relevant exemptions are in place, the non-

reductionist physicalist is safe from the interventionist exclusion argument.

In this section, I discuss Woodward’s version of this response and show that

it is of no help to the dualist.3

The ‘holding fixed’-requirements in (M) and (IV) are designed to avoid

picking out confounded correlations as causal. By applying these require-

ments to the phenomena that metaphysically necessitate the values of the

manipulated phenomena, one treats these metaphysical bases as potential

confounders of the correlation between the manipulated phenomena and the

target effects. Woodward (2015) argues that it is a mistake to treat meta-

physical bases as potential confounders in such cases. He traces this mistake

to a misunderstanding about the scope of (M) and (IV). These definitions

were developed to map the causal relations between variables. By represent-

ing metaphysical bases in interventionist models, one represents non-causal

dependence relations like metaphysical necessitation in the models. Conse-

quently, the heuristic use of the ‘holding fixed’-requirements breaks down.

He states (2015, p. 336):

One can’t simply assume that because it is appropriate to control

for ordinary confounders in cases in which no non-causal depen-

dency relations are present, it must also be appropriate to control

for factors like [metaphysical] bases which do represent non-causal

dependency relations.4

Woodward contends that the ‘holding fixed’-requirements should not apply

to metaphysical bases of the investigated phenomena. He provides two ar-

guments for this contention. First, he maintains that treating metaphys-

ical bases as potential confounders by subjecting them to ‘holding fixed’-

requirements has absurd consequences: it eliminates the possibility of higher-

level causation. Second, he argues that the ‘holding fixed’-requirements can-

3See Weslake (2011) and Yang (2013) for similar replies.
4Woodward speaks of ‘supervenience bases’ instead of ‘metaphysical bases’, the differ-

ences between these two do not matter much for our purposes.
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not be meaningfully applied to phenomena that metaphysically necessitate

the purported causes to begin with. I will briefly discuss these two argu-

ments here and explain why they do not apply to nomic bases. The upshot is

that Woodward’s arguments can safeguard non-reductionist physicalist men-

tal causation, but are of no help for dualists.

First, Woodward remarks that applying the ‘holding fixed’-requirements

to metaphysical bases has absurd consequences (2015, p. 336–338). In par-

ticular, it eliminates the possibility of higher-level causation, i.e. causation

by phenomena that are metaphysically necessitated by, but are not identical

to, the physical phenomena underlying them. Phenomena like hurricanes,

terminal diseases and banking crises have many effects, but none of these

phenomena are identical to their underlying physical phenomena. After all,

any hurricane, financial crisis, or terminal disease could have been metaphys-

ically necessitated by a physical phenomenon that contains some greater or

fewer number of electrons than its actual physical metaphysical base. Because

these phenomena can be realized by different physical phenomena, none of

them are identical with any one such physical realization.5 If we apply the

‘holding fixed’-requirements to metaphysical bases, we have to conclude that

there is no such thing as higher-level causation, and there is causation only

at the fundamental physical level. That is a patently absurd conclusion.

This objection to applying the ‘holding fixed’-requirement to metaphys-

ical bases parallels a popular line of argument in the literature on causal

exclusion arguments. Recall that, according to some versions of the causal

exclusion argument, physical causes causally exclude all phenomena that are

numerically distinct from these physical causes (cf. Chapter 5). Block (2003)

argued that if all metaphysically necessitated phenomena are causally ex-

cluded by their metaphysical bases, and (almost) everything is metaphys-

ically necessitated by the physical, (almost) all causation ‘drains away’ to

the fundamental physical level and there can be no psychological, biolog-

ical, economical, meteorological, or any other non-fundamental causation.6

Given that there manifestly is such higher-level causation, something must be

wrong with exclusion arguments.7 The structure of the underlying argument

5This is a familiar point, found in Pereboom (2002) and Paul (2006, 2007) among others.
6A similar thought can already be found in Yablo (1992). See also Anthony (2015).
7Moreover, some doubt that there is any causation at the fundamental physical level
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against exclusion arguments looks as follows:

1. If metaphysically necessitated phenomena are causally ex-

cluded by their metaphysical bases, there is causation only

at the fundamental physical level.

2. It is not the case that there is causation only at the funda-

mental physical level.

3. Therefore, metaphysically necessitated phenomena are not

causally excluded by their metaphysical bases.

This causal drainage argument is easily translated to an argument about the

‘holding fixed’-requirement:

1. If the ‘holding fixed’-requirements apply to metaphysical

bases, there is causation only at the fundamental physical

level.

2. It is not the case that there is causation only at the funda-

mental physical level.

3. Therefore, the ‘holding fixed’-requirements do not apply to

metaphysical bases

Unless one is willing to deny 2, the ‘holding fixed’-requirement needs to be

adjusted. Denying 2 results in universal causal drainage and thereby flies

in the face of common sense and scientific practice. This provides a strong

incentive to restrict the scope of the ‘holding fixed’-requirements. Moreover,

denying 2 is particularly unattractive for those who maintain that mental

causation is a problem specific to non-reductionism about the mind, be it of

the physicalist or the dualist kind. After all, if there is no causation at any

level except for the fundamental physical level, it can hardly be held against

the non-reductionist that she cannot allow for causally effective mental phe-

nomena. Non-reductionist mental phenomena would share their epiphenom-

enalist fate with banking crises, hurricanes and infections. Most of our causal

at all, see Russell (1912) and Field (2003). See Frisch (2014) for a counter-point. Conse-
quently, causal drainage might entail that there is no causation at all. I engage with the
question of causation and fundamental physics briefly in Chapter 14.
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judgments would be wrong anyway, and it would therefore be unclear why

Mental Causation should be maintained.

Even if one is willing to embrace causal drainage, there is another reason

not to apply ‘holding fixed’-requirements to metaphysical bases. Applying

the ‘holding fixed’-requirements to metaphysical bases requires us to consider

metaphysically impossible scenarios. Given that phenomenon A is meta-

physically necessitated by phenomenon B, it is metaphysically impossible to

change A without changing B. Consequently, any scenario in which one inter-

venes on A whilst holding B fixed is metaphysically impossible. Woodward

(2015, p. 335) argues that we cannot derive any useful causal information

from such metaphysically impossible scenarios because we cannot coherently

conceive such scenarios.8 For example, we cannot coherently conceive of a

world that is physically identical to ours, but hurricane Katrina or the 2008

banking crisis never occurred. Consequently, we cannot derive any causal

information from considering such a scenario. Or so the reasoning goes. The

upshot is that applying the ‘holding fixed’-requirements to metaphysical bases

not only results in causal drainage, it would require us to consider scenarios

that are inconceivable.

Woodward takes these two considerations to apply to any dependency

relation that is stronger than mere nomic or causal dependency (e.g. 2015,

p. 308). The relations that he has in mind appear to be of the kind we have

called ‘tight’ earlier in this text. Recall that tightness was defined as follows:

Tightness For any two phenomena A and B, A is tightly related

to B if and only if there is some set of background conditions

c that includes neither A nor anything that metaphysically

necessitates A, such that B and c together metaphysically

necessitate A.

I remark on two such tight relations which fall short of metaphysical neces-

sitation.

First, Woodward discusses definitional relations between the variables:

8The non-reductionist physicalist replies to causal exclusion worries proposed in Bennett
(2003, 2008) and Shapiro (2010) also explicitly rely on the metaphysical impossibility
of such scenarios. Note however, that the conceivability of metaphysically impossible
scenarios is a strained issue. Lewis (1973b, Section 1.6) and Williamson (2016) appear to
share Woodward’s contention. Nolan (2017) and Berto and Jago (2019) disagree.
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Total Cholesterol is defined as the sum of High Density Cholesterol and

Low Density Cholesterol (Woodward, 2015, p. 327). The values of none

of these variables metaphysically necessitates the value of any of the other

individually, but the values of any two of these variables taken together do

metaphysically necessitate the value of the third. For example, in all worlds

where my Low Density Cholesterol is 100 mg/dL and my Total Cholesterol

is 200 mg/dL, my High Density Cholesterol is 100 mg/dL. Suppose now

that the risk of heart disease is causally dependent on all three of these vari-

ables. This should at least be a possible scenario. However, if we apply

the holding fixed conditions to definitionally related variables, there is no

possible intervention on the total cholesterol level that results in changes in

heart disease risk. It is metaphysically impossible to change the value of the

total cholesterol level without changing the value of the high density choles-

terol level or the low density cholesterol level. It would thus be impossible

for all three of these to cause heart disease risks. On the assumption that

many definitionally related variables cause the same effects, it follows that

applying the ‘holding fixed’-requirements to such variables would result in

considerable drainage and will require us to derive causal information from

metaphysically impossible scenarios.

Second, a similar case can be made for the realization relation we discussed

in Chapter 5. We distinguished between the core realizer, the total realizer

and the realized phenomenon. The realized phenomenon is metaphysically

necessitated by the total realizer, but not by the core realizer, which is a

salient part of the total realizer. Even so, it seems natural to exempt core

realizers as well when intervening on realized phenomena. Given that we are

allowed to bring about changes in the total realizer when intervening on the

realized property, we should be allowed to bring about changes in the parts of

the total realizers as well. It would be unprincipled to exempt the total real-

izer from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements, whilst imposing these requirements

on its parts.9 Consequently, I will follow Woodward and take the consider-

ations about metaphysical necessitation and ‘holding fixed’-requirements to

apply to other tight relations as well. For clarity, I will attempt to restrict

9One guesses imposing such a requirement on a whole without imposing it on its parts
would result in inconsistencies, but I take it that the rationale is intuitive enough without
further argument.
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my examples of tight relations to cases of metaphysical necessitation in what

follows.

10.3 (M*) and (IV*)

Based on the above drainage objection and considerations about conceiv-

ability, Woodward argues that variables that stand in tight relations like

metaphysical necessitation to the investigated variable and target variable

should not be treated as ordinary confounders. They should be exempted

from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements. That is to say, variables whose values

cannot be fixed independently from the values of the investigated variable or

the target variable because they are related by a tight relation ought not to

be held fixed when one manipulates the investigated variable. In this section

I discuss the relevant adjustments to the interventionist definitions in light

of these findings, and explain why they are of no help to the dualist.

In light of the findings in the above section, we can reformulate the inter-

ventionist definition of causation as follows:10

(M*) A necessary and sufficient condition for X to be a type-

level direct cause of Y with respect to a variable set V is

that there be a possible intervention on X that will change

Y or the probability distribution of Y when one holds fixed

at some value all other variables Zi in V except for those

that stand in a tight relation to X or Y .11

This definition requires some unpacking. In particular, we require an account

of what it means for two variables to stand in a a tight relation to one an-

other. We can start by looking at a standard example of a tight relation:

metaphysical necessitation. Being auburn metaphysically necessitates being

red. Consequently, we can say that a variable A that represents a piece of

cloth being auburn (a1) or not (a0) metaphysically necessitates a variable R

10Cf. Baumgartner (2010) and Woodward (2015).
11Strictly speaking, it is not required to adjust (M) to allow for higher-level causation,

because one can choose to omit bases from the relevant variable set. However, (M*) allows
us to model causal relations in variable sets that contain non-causal and non-nomic depen-
dency relations. This adjustment is therefore helpful for modelling higher-level causation,
but not necessary.
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that represents that cloth being red (r1) or not (r0). Note that this does not

mean that all values of A metaphysically necessitate some value of R. After

all, not being auburn does not metaphysically necessitate not being red; scar-

let pieces of cloth are red as well. In the context of the drainage problem and

the ‘holding fixed’-requirement we should require that only some values of a

variable metaphysically necessitate some of the values of another variable in

order to exempt the former from ‘holding fixed’-requirements when interven-

ing on the latter.12 This is because, when intervening, we should be allowed

to make those changes that make a change in the investigated variable meta-

physically possible. Consequently, even variables that can take some values

that metaphysically necessitate a certain value of the investigated variable

deserve exemption from the ‘holding fixed’-requirement. From here on, I will

call such variables ‘metaphysical base variables’, and variables whose val-

ues are metaphysically necessitated by another variable under consideration

‘metaphysically necessitated variables’. Metaphysically necessitated variables

and their respective metaphysical base variables are thus tightly related vari-

ables in virtue of the metaphysical necessitation relation between some of

their variables.

We can extend on this example to include other cases of tightly related

variables as well. If some values of variable A stand in a tight relation to some

values of variable B, then variables A and B are tightly related, where a tight

relation is understood as defined in the previous section. As we have seen,

examples of tight relations in addition to metaphysical necessitation include

realization, definitional relations, and (partial) grounding. For simplicity, we

will focus on cases of metaphysical necessitation in what follows, but I take

my arguments to generalize to other cases of tight relations as well.

With these remarks taken care of, we can turn to the adjusted definition

of an intervention. The change in a variable I counts as an intervention on

the variable X relative to a target effect variable Y if and only if this change

in I causes the value taken by X and I is an intervention variable for X with

respect to Y . We can define ‘intervention variable’ as follows:

12I follow an explicit proposal found in Woodward (2015, p. 315) and Woodward (2018,
p. 15), although he prefers the terms ‘logical’ and ‘conceptual’ over ‘metaphysical’. Based
on the examples he uses, I take it there is nothing more than a terminological difference
here.
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I is an intervention variable for X with respect to Y if and only

if I meets the following conditions:

(IV*)

I1 I causes X.

I2 I acts as a switch for all other variables that cause X. That

is, certain values of I are such that when I attains those

values, X ceases to depend on the values of other variables

that cause X and instead depends only on the value taken

by I.

I3* Any directed path from I to Y goes through X. That is, I

does not directly cause Y and is not a cause of any causes

of Y that are distinct from X except, of course, for those

causes of Y , if any, that are either tightly related to X or Y ,

or built into the I-X-Y connection itself; that is, except for

(a) any causes of Y that are effects of X (i.e., variables that

are causally between X and Y ) and (b) any causes of Y that

are between I and X and have no effect on Y independently

of X.

I4* I is (statistically) independent of any variable Z that (a) is

not tightly related to X or Y , (b) causes Y and (c) is on a

directed path that does not go through X.

In order to capture these adjustments in the causal diagrams, we will repre-

sent tight dependence relations like metaphysical necessitation with double

lined arrows and reserve single lined arrows for causal relations. A simple rep-

resentation of a higher-level causation relation is provided in Figure 10.1.13

13Eronen and Brooks (2014) argue that (M*) and (IV*) and their corresponding diagrams
are in fact incapable of representing non-causal dependence relations and incapable of
distinguishing between the causal roles of higher-level phenomena and their bases. I will
not engage with their first objection in this text, but as I understand it, interventionist
models were never supposed to capture non-causal dependence relations and it is worth
noting that their own proposal bans non-causal dependency relations from interventionist
models altogether. My adjustments to minimal interventionism will go some way towards
addressing their second criticism. See Section 15.3.
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Lo

Hi

E

I

Figure 10.1: Hi is metaphysically necessitated by Lo; both cause
E

According to the resulting account of causation, there is causal inheritance

instead of universal causal drainage. That is to say, higher-level phenomena

inherit causal powers from the lower-level phenomena that metaphysically ne-

cessitate them, rather than having their causal powers draining away towards

their metaphysical bases. After all, any intervention on a metaphysically ne-

cessitated phenomenon will also be an intervention on its metaphysical base

(cf. Woodward, 2015, p. 331). Whatever effects such an intervention on the

physical base might have on a target variable, will, according to (M*) and

(IV*), be an effect of the metaphysically necessitated phenomenon as well.

In Chapter 11, I will argue that this resulting picture is too generous in as-

cribing causal power to higher-level phenomena. For now however, it is worth

pointing out how this minimal account allows for non-reductionist physicalist

mental causation, but not for dualist mental causation.

Non-reductionist physicalists can benefit from the resulting model of cau-

sation. After all, they maintain that mental phenomena are metaphysically

necessitated by physical phenomena, as is represented in Figure 10.2. Mental

causation is just a variety of higher-level causation according to their view.

Consequently mental phenomena can inherit causal powers from their phys-

ical metaphysical bases, because all interventions on mental phenomena are

also interventions on their underlying physical phenomena. By adopting the

more perspicuous definitions (M*) and (IV*) the non-reductionist physicalist

can convincingly respond to mental causation worries.

However, these clarifications are of no help to the nomic naturalist du-

alist. As we have seen in Chapter 5, she typically maintains that there are

no tight relations between mental phenomena and their underlying physical
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Figure 10.2: Mental phenomenon M is metaphysically necessi-
tated by P ; both cause E

phenomena. The former are merely nomically necessitated by the latter, and

nomic bases are not exempted from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements. It thus

appears that minimal interventionism, which consists of only (M*) and (IV*),

remains inhospitable to dualist mental causation.14

Moreover, Woodward’s arguments for exempting metaphysical bases from

holding fixed requirements do not carry over to nomic bases. Requiring that

nomic bases are held fixed when one intervenes on nomically necessitated phe-

nomena does not result in universal causal drainage.15 Furthermore, changes

in nomically necessitated phenomena without changes in their nomic bases

are metaphysically possible and informative according to the dualist.16 We

have not yet seen any reason to maintain that scenarios in which one inter-

venes on a nomically necessitated phenomenon whilst holding its nomic base

fixed are uninformative. Applying the ‘holding fixed’-requirements to nomic

bases does not lead to absurd consequences, nor is it absurd to begin with.

So not only is the current model inhospitable to dualist mental causation, it

appears that the measures that make it inhospitable are well-motivated.

It is worth making one further remark on the ‘holding fixed’-requirements.

Having taken a closer look at how these requirements interact with the issue of

non-reductionist mental causation, we can see how minimal interventionism

still pays lip service to heavyweight accounts of causation (cf. Chapter 4). In

particular, minimal interventionism pays lip service to the idea that causes

14Woodward (2008, p. 253–254) also suggests that his adjustments will be of no help
for the ‘minority position’ that takes the relation between mental properties and their
underlying physical properties to be causal, i.e. dualism.

15Or at least, that is the case if one accepts the Physicalism about the Non-Mental claim
that is characteristic of nomic naturalist dualism.

16That is the whole point of conceivability arguments for dualism (cf. Chalmers (1996)).
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are physically sufficient for their effects. Even though (M*) and (IV*) do

not require that all causes are sufficient for their effect, they do require that

all causes are tightly related to the strictly physically sufficient phenomena

for the target effect. After all, being tightly related to that phenomenon

is the only way to exempt it from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements, and if

one changes a purported cause variable whilst holding fixed the physically

sufficient phenomenon for the target effect, there will be no change in the

target effect. Consequently, causes must be tightly related to the physically

sufficient phenomena of their effects according to (M*) and (IV*).

This requirement supports the exclusion arguments against dualism. That

is to say, Physical Exclusion is true according to minimal interventionism. Re-

member the crucial premise in the exclusion argument as formulated earlier:

Physical Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if

A occurs at t and physically necessitates B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is not tightly

related to A and is not tightly related to any of A’s parts is a

cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination.

This premise states that non-overdetermining causes must be tightly related

to a physically sufficient phenomenon for the target effect. As we established

in Chapter 3 and 5 allowing for dualist mental causation will probably require

denying principles like Physical Exclusion. It should thus come as no surprise

that minimal interventionism does not allow for dualist mental causation.

10.4 Summary

The purpose of this chapter was to discuss how minimal interventionism

interacts with the issue of non-reductionist mental causation. We can sum-

marize the situation as follows. Unless one exempts the physical phenomena

underlying mental phenomena from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements in (M)

and (IV), minimal interventionism appears inhospitable to mental causation.

The current literature contains convincing arguments for exempting these

underlying physical phenomena if they stand in a tight relation to the pur-

ported mental causes. These arguments motivate some adjustments to (M)
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and (IV). However, these arguments do not apply to nomic bases. Given

that the dualist maintains that mental phenomena are merely nomically ne-

cessitated by their underlying physical phenomena, minimal interventionism

provides no model for dualist mental causation.

It is up to the dualist to argue that nomic bases deserve an exemption

from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements as well. I believe that the most con-

vincing way to do so is to focus on the original motivation for the ‘holding

fixed’-requirements. These requirements are designed to control for poten-

tial confounders. Cases of higher-level causation have indicated that certain

restrictions on the ‘holding fixed’-requirements are in order. For example,

applying the ‘holding fixed’-requirements to metaphysical bases can wrong-

fully treat them as confounders of the correlations between the phenomena

that are metaphysically necessitated by these bases and the target effect.

The dualist should argue that the same holds for nomic bases: applying the

holding fixed conditions can wrongfully treat them as confounders of the

correlation between the nomically necessitated phenomenon and the target

effect. It would follow that nomic bases ought to be exempted from ‘holding

fixed’-requirements as well.

The rest of this dissertation will develop an argument for extending the

exemption of ‘holding fixed’-requirements to nomic bases. This will require a

serious amount of patience and effort. As we have seen, nomic bases certainly

seem like prime examples of confounders (cf. Section 3.2), interventionists

emphasize that the relation between the exempted variables and the pur-

ported cause variables should be non-nomic and non-causal (e.g. Woodward,

2015, p. 308), and the two motivations for believing that bases cannot be

confounders of the phenomena they metaphysically necessitate do not carry

over to nomic bases.

Dualists will thus have to present other arguments to motivate exempting

nomic bases as well. I will argue that there are considerations from general

philosophy of causation that support such an exemption. In particular, I

will argue that some of the problems that philosophical accounts of causa-

tion generally, and interventionism specifically, meet prompt solutions that

support the exemption of nomic bases. These problems, arranged in the or-

der we will discuss them are: the problem of spurious higher-level causation,
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the dilemma of negative causation, and the problem of making causation

compatible with physics. Once the solutions to these problems are in place,

applying the holding fixed requirement to nomic bases will appear redundant

and undermotivated. The upshot is that a brand of interventionism that is

resistant to these three problems should exempt nomic bases from ‘holding

fixed’-requirements. At the very least, it will lack the resources to motivate

applying these requirements to nomic bases. In the next chapter, I address

the problem of spurious higher-level causation.



Chapter 11

Spurious Higher-Level

Causation

In the previous chapter, we saw that the interventionist replaced her origi-

nal definitions (M) and (IV) with (M*) and (IV*) to avoid confusion when

modelling higher-level causation. On the resulting account, metaphysically

necessitated phenomena can inherit the causal powers of their metaphysical

bases, rather than being causally excluded by them. In this section, I will ar-

gue that minimal interventionism allows for too much causal inheritance and

thereby spuriously ascribes causal powers to higher-level phenomena. This

is because (M*) and (IV*) exclude the possibility that metaphysical bases

are confounders for the correlation between their effects and the phenomena

that are metaphysically necessitated by these bases. However, there is strong

evidence that metaphysical bases sometimes do confound such correlations.

Consequently, metaphysical bases sometimes threaten the causal status of

the phenomena they metaphysically necessitate, and minimal intervention-

ism is not equipped to deal with this possibility. I propose a solution to this

problem, briefly compare it with proposals by Woodward (2008, 2015) and

List and Menzies (2009), and draw some conclusions for our overall project.

149
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11.1 The problem

According to minimal interventionism, a phenomenon A can inherit the

causal powers of another phenomenon B relative to a target effect E by

meeting two criteria. First, phenomenon A needs to stand in tight relation

to phenomenon B. Second, there has to be an intervention on A that, by

affecting the occurrence of B, results in a change in the target effect. Struc-

turally, the scenarios should correspond to the representation in Figure 11.1.

It is easy to find phenomena that meet these criteria for a given effect, but do

B

A

E

I

Figure 11.1: A is metaphysically necessitated by B; both cause E

not seem to be causes of that effect. Consider the following three examples.

First, consider Yue. Yue died because he ingested half a gram of cyanide

and that is exactly the lethal dose for a human of his constitution. His

ingesting half a gram of cyanide metaphysically necessitates his ingesting a

milligram of cyanide. Moreover, any intervention that stopped him from

ingesting a milligram of cyanide would have saved his life. Nevertheless, we

would not want to say that Yue died because he ingested a milligram of

cyanide. After all, if he had merely ingested one milligram of cyanide, he

would have survived.1

According to minimal interventionism, Yue’s ingesting a milligram of

cyanide is a cause of his death. To see this, consider the following vari-

able set.2 The variable mg represent Yue’s ingesting a milligram of cyanide,

the variable 0, 5g represent his ingesting half a gram of cyanide, and the vari-

1Cf. List and Menzies (2009, p. 483) and Walter (2010).
2In this example and the two that follow it, the variables are selected to bear out the

spurious higher-level causation problem. One should not assume however, that selecting the
variables differently will make the problem go away. After all, the conditions comprised
in (IV*) apply equally to variables outside of the variable set under consideration (cf.
Sections 9.2 and 10.1).
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able D represent Yue dying (roughly) at the time he did. For simplicity’s

sake, we can say that all of these variables only have an ‘on’ value and an

‘off’ value. The I variable represents an intervention as usual. The relevant

causal graph is provided in Figure 11.2. Relative to this variable set, there

0, 5g

mg

D

I

Figure 11.2: ingesting mg is metaphysically necessitated by in-
gesting 0, 5g; both cause the death D according to minimal inter-
ventionism

is an intervention on mg that meets the requirements in (IV*) and results

in a change in the value of D. In particular, suppose that all variables are

at their ‘on’ value. In such a scenario, all interventions on mg will affect D.

Consequently, minimal interventionism spuriously treats mg as a cause of D.

Second, consider Sarah. Sarah is a pigeon trained to peck exclusively at

auburn objects. She is presented with an auburn pebble, which causes her

to peck. The pebble being auburn metaphysically necessitates its being red.

Moreover, any intervention on the pebble’s being red would have stopped

Sarah from pecking at it, because all non-red pebbles are non-auburn as well.

Nevertheless, we would not want to say that Sarah pecked because the pebble

was red. After all, she would not have pecked if the pebble had been red but

not auburn.3

According to minimal interventionism, the redness of the pebble is a cause

of Sarah’s pecking. To see this, consider the following variable set. The vari-

able R represents the pebble being red, the variable A represents the pebble

being auburn, and the variable P represents Sarah pecking. For simplicity’s

sake, we can say that all of these variables only have an ‘on’ value and an

‘off’ value. The I variable represents an intervention as usual. The relevant

causal graph is provided in Figure 11.3. Relative to this variable set, there

3Cf. List and Menzies (2009, p. 494), Yablo (1992, fn. 23) and Zhong (2019, p. 4).
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A

R
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I

Figure 11.3: Redness (R) is metaphysically necessitated by
Auburn (A); both cause the pecking (P ) according to minimal
interventionism

is an intervention on R that meets the requirements in (IV*) and results

in a change in the value of P . In particular, suppose that all variables are

at their ‘on’ value. In such a scenario, all interventions on R will affect P .

Consequently, minimal interventionism spuriously treats R as a cause of P .

Third, consider the copper wire connecting my keyboard to my computer.

This wire is opaque. The exact physical realization of the wire metaphysi-

cally necessitates the wire’s opacity. Moreover, there is an intervention on

the opacity of the wire that would have stopped this ‘p’ from appearing on

this screen, namely one that changes the opacity of the wire connecting my

keyboard to my computer by replacing it with a transparent plastic wire.

Nevertheless, we would not want to say that the wire’s being opaque caused

this ‘p’ to appear on my screen. After all, if the wire was opaque but did not

conduct electricity, no ‘p’ would have appeared on my screen.4

According to minimal interventionism, the opacity of the wire causes the

occurrence of the ‘p’. To see this, consider the following variable set. The

variable O represents the wire being opaque, the variable EP represents the

wire having its exact physical realization, and the variable p represents the

occurrence of a ‘p’ on my screen. The I variable represents an intervention

as usual. For simplicity’s sake, we can say that all of these variables only

have an ‘off’ value and an ‘on’ value. The relevant causal graph is provided

in Figure 11.4. Relative to this variable set, there is an intervention on O

that meets the requirements in (IV*) and results in a change in the value of

p. In particular, suppose that all variables are at their ‘on’ value. In such

4Cf. Jackson and Pettit (1990a, p. 204).
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Figure 11.4: The opacity of the wire (O) is metaphysically ne-
cessitated by its exact physical realization (EP ); both cause the
occurrence of ‘p’ (p) according to minimal interventionism

a scenario, many interventions on O will affect the probability of p taking

its ‘on’ or its ‘off’ value. Consequently, minimal interventionism spuriously

treats O as a cause of p.

These examples bear out a general problem for (M*) and (IV*). By allow-

ing all phenomena to inherit the causal powers of their metaphysical bases,

minimal interventionism allows for too much causal inheritance. Sometimes,

phenomena are metaphysically necessitated by causes without inheriting their

causal powers. Minimal interventionism fails to distinguish between such

spurious cases of higher-level causation and good cases of higher-level causa-

tion. In order to provide the right fix for this problem, we need to pin down

what distinguishes the spurious cases of higher-level causation from the good

cases. In the next section, I propose that the relevant difference lies in the

correlation patterns that are involved in these cases. These patterns indicate

that the metaphysical bases are confounders in cases of spurious higher-level

causation, whereas in good cases of higher-level causation they are not.

11.2 The screening off pattern

In this section, I propose to analyze the spurious higher-level causation prob-

lem in terms of correlation patterns. In particular, I argue that the relevant

difference between spurious cases of higher-level causation and good cases can

be explained in terms of screening off relations holding between the variables
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involved.5 First, I introduce the screening off relation and show how it sheds

light on some simple cases of spurious higher-level causation and good higher-

level causation. Second, I show how more complex cases can be explained

by a more specific variety of this relation. Third, I conclude that the rele-

vant screening off pattern indicates that metaphysical bases can in fact be

confounders for correlations between their target effects and the phenomena

that are metaphysically necessitated by these bases. In the next section, I

propose a solution to the spurious higher-level causation problem based on

this analysis and briefly compare it to some other solutions.

A variable is often said to threaten the causal status of another variable

relative to a certain effect by screening off the correlation between the other

variable and the target effect. First, let us stipulate that there can be a

correlation between changes in C and changes in B only if there can be

changes in B and C. The screening off relation can now be defined as follows:

Screening Off For any three non-identical variables A, B and

C, A screens off the correlation between B and C if and

only if, for every value x of A, if A is held fixed at x, then

there is no correlation between changes in the value of C and

changes in the value of B.6

Put less formally, this means that, if A screens off the correlation between B

and C, then the correlation between changes in B and changes in C disap-

pears if we restrict our population to cases where A has one fixed value. For

example, if one controls for smoking behaviour by restricting the population

to cases with identical (or very similar) smoking behaviour, the correlation

between changes in the colour of one’s teeth and variations in lung cancer

risk disappears. In this situation, it is natural to conclude that smoking be-

haviour confounds the correlation between tar-stained teeth and the risk of

5Woodward has recently proposed an account in some ways similar to the one developed
here. See Woodward (2018). I postpone until a later occasion a comparison between the
two accounts. Relative to the current project, the most relevant difference between our
two accounts is that mine focuses more on the parallel between confounding by a common
cause and confounding by a metaphysical base, whereas Woodward’s focus is on selecting
the right level of abstraction for causal explanations.

6In the interest of continuity with (M*) and (IV*), I stick to the interventionists’s
preferred terminology of ‘variables’ and ‘values’ when defining these terms as it is more
natural to formulate claims about correlations in terms of variables and their values.
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incurring lung cancer. That is to say, smoking behaviour does the actual

causing, whereas the correlation between tar-stained teeth and lung cancer

is spurious. Perhaps we can analyze cases of spurious higher-level causation

in the same way.

In many cases of spurious higher-level causation, the relevant variables

exhibit the same screening off pattern. In particular, the correlation be-

tween the metaphysically necessitated phenomenon and the target effect is

often screened off by the metaphysical base in such cases. For example, re-

call Sarah, the pigeon trained to peck exclusively at auburn objects. She is

presented with an auburn pebble, and subsequently pecks at it. The causal

graph is provided in Figure 11.5. Even though the pebble being red is meta-

A

R

P

I

Figure 11.5: Redness (R) is metaphysically necessitated by (A);
both cause the pecking (P ) according to minimal interventionism

physically necessitated by its being auburn, it seems wrong to say that the

pebble being red caused her to peck at it. In this case, the pebble being

auburn screens off the correlation between redness and Sarah’s pecking: if

the being-auburn variable is held fixed at one particular value, changes in

the redness no longer correlate with changes in the pecking. This is easy to

demonstrate. Suppose that the being-auburn variable is held fixed at ‘on’:

the pebble is auburn. In this scenario, changes in the redness do not correlate

with changes in the pecking because there can be no changes in the redness.

After all, the pebble being auburn metaphysically necessitates its being red.

Alternatively, suppose that the being-auburn variable is held fixed at ‘off’:

the pebble is not auburn. In this scenario, changes in the redness do not cor-

relate with changes in the pecking either, because Sarah pecks at red objects

only if they are auburn. Consequently, being auburn screens off the corre-

lation between being red and Sarah’s pecking, just like smoking behaviour
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screens off the correlation between the colour of one’s teeth and one’s risk of

getting lung cancer. In both cases, the screened off correlation is spurious,

and the actual causing is done by the variable that does the screening off —

the ‘screen variable’ for short.

Compare this to a simple good case of higher-level causation. Suppose

Sophie is a pigeon trained to peck at exclusively red objects.7 She is presented

with an auburn pebble, and subsequently pecks at it. It seems right to

say that the pebble being red caused Sophie to peck. In Sophie’s case, the

correlation between the metaphysically necessitated phenomenon and the

target phenomenon is not screened off by the metaphysical base. True, if the

being-auburn variable is held fixed at the ‘on’ value, changes in the redness

do not correlate with changes in the pecking because there can be no changes

in the redness. However, if the being-auburn variable takes value ‘off’, there

is still a strong correlation between changes in the pebble’s being red and

Sophie’s pecking. Therefore, it is not the case that correlations between

changes in the value of the metaphysically necessitated variable disappear for

any fixed value of the metaphysical base variable. The correlation between

changes in the metaphysically necessitated variable and changes in the target

variable is to some extent independent of the value of the metaphysical base

variable. To speak in terms of phenomena, we can say that, in good cases

of higher-level causation, the occurrence of the metaphysically necessitated

phenomenon affects the occurrence of the target phenomenon independently

of the occurrence of the metaphysical base phenomenon. Whereas in cases

of spurious higher-level causation, it does not.8

Based on these two simple cases, one might be inclined to conclude that

the difference between good cases of higher-level causation and spurious cases

boils down to the difference between correlations that are screened off and

correlations that are not. This would provide us with a convenient similarity

between spurious higher-level causation cases and standard cases of confound-

ing by a common cause. After all, in both cases the spurious correlation is

7This example has become commonplace in philosophy of causation and is originally
due to Yablo (1992, p. 257).

8It is worth noting that some authors say that metaphysical bases always screen off
their metaphysically necessitated phenomena from target effects (e.g. Jackson and Pettit,
1990b, p. 111). However, they appear to operate on another notion of ‘screening off’ that
is closer to ‘pre-emption’.
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screened off by a third variable that appears to do the actual causing. Con-

sequently, we would have a general explanation at our disposal to dismiss

both kinds of spurious correlations as non-causal: the correlation is spurious

because it is screened off by a third variable.

However, a brief look at some more complex cases demonstrates that the

situation is not that simple. There are spurious cases where the relevant

correlation is not screened off by the metaphysical bases, and there are good

cases where the relevant correlation is screened off by the metaphysical base.

I will discuss these cases in that order, and show how they can be handled

by relying on the screening off relation as well.

First, consider the case of the opaque wire again. I press the ‘p’-key

on my keyboard and a ‘p’ occurs on the screen (p). The wire connecting

my keyboard to my screen is opaque (O) and the opacity of that wire is

metaphysically necessitated by its exact physical realization (EP ). For sim-

plicity’s sake, we can say that all of these variables only have an ‘off’ and

‘on’ value. The relevant causal graph is provided in Figure 11.6. Now, let us

EP

O

p

I

Figure 11.6: The opacity of the wire (O) is metaphysically ne-
cessitated by its exact physical realization (EP ); both cause the
occurrence of ‘p’ (p) according to minimal interventionism

stipulate that there is a strong correlation between the opacity of materials

and their conductivity.9 If this is indeed the case, it is not obvious that the

exact physical realization of the wire screens off the correlation between the

opacity of the wire and the appearance of the ‘p’. If we hold EP fixed at its

‘off’ value, the correlation between changes in the opacity and changes in the

occurrence of ‘p’ does not disappear.

Explaining such cases requires a slight adjustment to our analysis. Af-

9Even if this stipulation is false, I take there to be similar cases.
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ter all, the metaphysical base of the wire’s opacity does not screen off the

correlation between the opacity and the appearance of ‘p’. However, the

metaphysical base does metaphysically necessitate the values of a variable

that does screen off this correlation: the conductivity of the wire. After all,

in scenarios where the wire conducts electricity, changes in its opacity do

not correlate with changes in the occurrence of ‘p’, nor do they correlate in

scenarios where the wire does not conduct electricity. The conductivity of

the wire screens off the correlation between the opacity of the wire and the

occurrence of the ‘p’. The relevant causal graph is provided in Figure 11.7.

EP

CO

p

I

Figure 11.7: The opacity of the wire (O) and the conductivity
of the wire (C) are both metaphysically necessitated by its exact
physical realization (EP ), (C) and (EP ) cause the occurrence of
‘p’ (p), but (O) does not.

We can thus extend our analysis of spurious higher-level causation cases as

follows. The correlation between a metaphysically necessitated phenomenon

and a target effect is spurious, and therefore not indicative of causation if

and only if, the metaphysical base screens off the correlation between the

metaphysically necessitated phenomenon and the target effect or the meta-

physical base metaphysically necessitates a screen variable for that correla-

tion.10 This adjustment allows our analysis to capture more complex cases

of spurious higher-level causation. It now remains to extend our analysis to

capture outstanding cases of good higher-level causation.

Consider a variation on Sophie’s case. There are several pebbles scattered

10Perhaps this is still too strong. Perhaps the metaphysical base could simply be tightly
related to the screen variable without metaphysically necessitating it. I do not see why
that should be impossible. However, I cannot come up with an example either. For this
reason, and because the relevant fix is straightforward, I leave the definition as is.
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around Sophie. All of these pebbles have one of the following four colours:

scarlet, auburn, cyan and turquoise. Recall that Sophie exclusively pecks at

red objects. Suppose now that she pecks at an auburn object. It seems right

to say that she pecks at this pebble because it is red. Nevertheless, there

is a metaphysical base variable that screens off the correlation between the

redness variable and the pecking variable. To see this, consider the following

variable set. R represents redness, and takes two values ‘on’ and ‘off’. S

represents the specific shade of the pebble, and takes four values: ‘scarlet’,

‘auburn’, ‘cyan’, and ‘turquoise’. P represents Sophie’s pecking behaviour

and only takes two values ‘on’ and ‘off’. The relevant causal graph is rep-

resented in Figure 11.8. In this scenario, the values of S metaphysically

S
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Figure 11.8: Redness (R) is metaphysically necessitated by the
specific shade (S); both cause the pecking (P ).

necessitate the values of R. Moreover, S also screens off the correlation be-

tween R and P . After all, if one holds S fixed at any one value, there can

be no change in the value of R. Consequently, there can be no changes in

R that correlate with changes in P when one holds S fixed at any particu-

lar value. This seems to be a good case of higher-level causation where the

metaphysical base does screen off the correlation between the metaphysically

necessitated phenomenon and the target effect.

Upon closer scrutiny, it appears that such cases can be analyzed in terms

of the screening off relation as well. Even though it is the case that S screens

off the correlation between R and P , it is also the case that R screens off the

correlation between S and P . This is easy to demonstrate. First, consider

scenarios in whichR takes the ‘on’ value. The values of S are now restricted to

‘scarlet’ and ‘auburn’, and changes between these two values do not correlate

with changes in P . Second, consider scenarios in which R takes the ‘off’ value.
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The values of S are now restricted to ‘cyan’ and ‘turquoise’, and changes

between these two values do not correlate with changes in P . Therefore, R

screens off the correlation between S and P . Given that S was also shown

to screen off the correlation between R and P , we can say that R and S

symmetrically screen off one another from P .

Compare this to cases of spurious higher-level correlation. In Sarah’s case,

we established earlier that the variable A, which represents the pebble being

auburn, screens off the correlation between R and P . It is not the case that

R in return screens off the correlation between A and P . If we hold R fixed at

‘on’, changes in whether or not the pebble is auburn will still correlate with

changes in the value of P . Consequently, it is not the case that holding R

fixed at any value will stop the correlation between changes in A and changes

in P . We can say that the correlation between R and P is asymmetrically

screened off by A:

Asymmetric Screening Off For any three non-identical vari-

ables A, B and C, A asymmetrically screens off the corre-

lation between B and C if and only if (i) A screens off the

correlation between B and C, and (ii) B does not screen off

the correlation between A and C.

This, I submit, marks the relevant difference between cases of spurious higher-

level causation and good cases of higher-level causation: in spurious cases,

the correlation between the metaphysically necessitated phenomenon and

the target effect is asymmetrically screened off by either (i) its metaphysi-

cal base, or (ii) a phenomenon that is metaphysically necessitated by that

base. In good cases, the correlation between the metaphysically necessitated

phenomenon is not asymmetrically screened off by either (i) its metaphysical

base, or (ii) a phenomenon that metaphysically necessitated by that base.

Two disclaimers about this analysis are in order. First, the situation is

likely to be less black and white than is captured in the definition of As-

symmetric Screening Off. We might in fact allow for causation by a meta-

physically necessitated variable that is screened off by its metaphysical base,

but does not screen off changes between all of the values of that base. For

example, suppose that Aubrey the pigeon is trained to peck exclusively at
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red objects, except for those that are a very specific shade of auburn.11 There

are several pebbles scattered around Aubrey. These pebbles have a variety of

different colours, including many shades of red, and there is one pebble that

is the very specific shade of auburn that Aubrey does not peck at. If Audrey

pecks at one of the red pebbles, it seems right to say that the redness of the

pebble caused her to peck. However, the variable that takes all the shades of

the pebbles in their full specificity as its values will asymmetrically screen off

the correlation between changes in redness and Audrey’s pecking behaviour.

After all, if the redness variable is held at ‘red’ there are still changes in the

specific shade variable that correlate with changes in the pecking behaviour.

In particular, changing the value from any shade of red other than the specific

auburn to that specific auburn (or vice versa) will correlate with a change in

the pecking behaviour. Hence, redness does not screen off the specific shade

variable. However, the specific shade variable screens off redness for reasons

that are by now familiar: once one fixes the variable at one value, there can

be no changes in the redness variable.

In such cases, we can say that redness mostly screens off the specific shade

variable. For most of the values of the metaphysical base variable, it is the

case that changing from or to that value does not correlate with changes in

Audrey’s pecking if one holds fixed the redness variable at any of its values.

It will no doubt be hard to pin down exactly how much a metaphysically

necessitated variable should screen off its metaphysical base to maintain its

causal status. For instance, it is possible that the strictness we impose on the

screening off behaviour of metaphysically necessitated variables varies with

the context. If, for example, we cannot manipulate at such a fine-grained

level as is represented in the metaphysical base variable, we might be more

forgiving with regards to the screening off behaviour of the metaphysically

necessitated variable. The interaction between context, variable selection and

causation deserves further discussion. I postpone this discussion to Chapter

13, where we will discuss cases where omissions are causes, because such

negative causation cases better bear out the intricacies of that interaction.

For the sake of simplicity, I ignore grey-area cases like Aubrey’s in what

follows. I expect that accounting for all of these cases will be very difficult,

11See Woodward (2018, p. 20–22) for similar examples from thermodynamics and fluid
flow modelling.
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but I also expect that the screening off pattern will play an integral role in

accounting for them. It still seems to be the case that the metaphysically

necessitated variable counts as a cause in virtue of mostly screening off the

metaphysical base variable. So even with this first disclaimer in mind, I do

think that the asymmetric screening off correlation patterns mark the relevant

distinction between spurious cases and good cases of higher-level causation.

The second disclaimer concerns gerrymandered variables. As is demon-

strated by Franklin-Hall (2016), one can gerrymander a variable that does

asymmetrically screen off the correlation between the metaphysically neces-

sitated variable and the target effect in most good cases of higher-level cau-

sation. For example, one could do so by constructing a variable that the

takes the disjunction of all the sufficient phenomena for the target effect as

its ‘on’ value, and the disjunction of all the sufficient phenomena for the non-

occurrence of the effect as its ‘off’ value. The resulting variable will screen off

the correlations between most plausible cause variables and the target effect.

After all, there has to be some change in the value of that gerrymandered

variable in order for there to be a change in the occurrence of the target

effect. And changes in the value of that gerrymandered variable that corre-

spond to a change in the target effect do not require a change in the plausible

cause variable.12 In order for the analysis in terms of screening off patterns

to work, there have to be some restrictions on variables that prevent gerry-

mandering. I postpone a discussion of gerrymandered variables until Section

15.2, because such variables pose a problem for interventionism in general,

and thus deserve a separate treatment.

With these two disclaimers in place, we can turn to the upside of my

proposed analysis. The asymmetric screening off pattern still provides a con-

venient similarity between spurious higher-level causation and standard cases

of confounding by a common cause. Consider again the case of smoking, tar-

stained teeth and lung cancer. Plausibly, the correlation between tar-stained

teeth and the risk of incurring lung cancer is asymmetrically screened off by

smoking behaviour: if one holds smoking behaviour fixed, correlations be-

tween changes in tar-stained teeth and changes in the risk of incurring lung

cancer disappears, if one holds fixed the tar-stainedness of the teeth, cor-

12For example, if Sophie is presented with a red pebble, but shot in the neck before she
gets a chance to peck, she will not peck.
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relations between changes in smoking behaviour and changes in the risk of

incurring lung cancer do not disappear. Based on these correlation patterns,

we conclude that smoking behaviour confounds the correlation between tar-

stained teeth and lung cancer. The correlation between the latter two is just

a symptom of the causal relation between smoking and lung cancer. I propose

a similar analysis for cases of spurious higher-level causation: the metaphys-

ical base confounds the correlation between the metaphysically necessitated

phenomenon and the target phenomenon.

We can summarize the problem of spurious higher-level causation as fol-

lows. Minimal interventionism controls for confounders in the form of com-

mon causes, but not in the form of metaphysical bases. It did so because con-

trolling for metaphysical bases in the same way as one does for confounders

in the form of common causes is inherently problematic and results in causal

drainage. A closer look indicated that metaphysical bases can in fact threaten

the causal status of the phenomena they metaphysically necessitate. They

can do so in the same way that common causes can, namely by asymmetrically

screening off the correlation between those phenomena and the target effect

(or by metaphysically necessitating another phenomenon that asymmetrically

screens off the correlation between those phenomena and the target effect).

In such cases, it appears that the metaphysical base (or the threatening phe-

nomenon it gives rise to) does the actual causing, whereas the metaphysically

necessitated phenomenon appears to be a mere symptom of this underlying

causal relation. Consequently, the correlation between the metaphysically

necessitated phenomenon and the target effect is confounded by the meta-

physical base (or another phenomenon that is metaphysically necessitated

by that base) in such cases. Minimal interventionism is not adapted to this

possibility and consequently requires an adjustment.

Of course, the proposed adjustment cannot be to give metaphysical bases

the standard treatment for potential confounders. Subjecting them to the

‘holding fixed’-requirements will still result in causal drainage. We thus re-

quire another method to control for confounders that are not common causes.
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11.3 The robustness solution

In this section I propose my ‘robustness’ solution to the spurious higher-

level causation problem for minimal interventionism and briefly compare it

to earlier proposals by Woodward (2008, 2015) and List and Menzies (2009).

I argue that, while my solution is similar in spirit to these earlier proposals,

it is more precise than Woodward’s and avoids some of the criticism that

is levied against List and Menzies (2009). I conclude that solutions to the

spurious higher-level causation problem will have to track the robustness of

the relevant correlations.

As we have seen, minimal interventionism takes correlations between two

variables X and Y to be causal if these correlations persist in scenarios that

meet the conditions contained in (M*) and (IV*). That is to say, if a correla-

tion persists when one holds fixed at some value all other potential causes of

Y that are not tightly related to X or Y , then that correlation is causal. The

problem of spurious higher-level causation arises because some correlations

that meet these criteria do not strike us as causal. In particular, those cor-

relations that are asymmetrically screened off by the metaphysical base (or

some phenomenon metaphysically necessitated by that base), do not strike

us as causal.

One can solve the spurious higher-level causation problem by imposing

extra requirements on those correlations that we count as causal. In particu-

lar, one can solve the problem by requiring that such correlations are ‘robust’

in the following sense:13

Robustness If there is a correlation between variable A and vari-

able B, and variable C is a base variable of A, then the

correlation between A and B is robust relative to C, if and

only if, the correlation between A and B is not asymmetri-

cally screened off by (i) C or (ii) any variable metaphysically

necessitated by C.

13Terms like ‘robust’ and ‘robustness’ are frequently used in the causation literature
in ways that differ subtly from mine. For example, Usher (forthcoming) uses them to
denote insensitivity to changes in the background conditions — a property which I will
call ‘stability’ in Chapter 13. Overall, terms denoting insensitivity, such as ‘stability’
and ‘robustness’, are often used interchangeably. My use of those terms aims to make
distinctions of a finer grain.
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By ‘base variable’ I mean either a metaphysical base variable or a nomic

base variable, i.e. a variable that underlies A and the values of which either

metaphysically or nomically necessitate the values of A. As we shall see,

robustness relative to nomic bases will play an important role in our overall

project. Given that we are concerned with metaphysically necessitated causes

here, we can focus on robustness relative to metaphysical bases in this section.

Now we can adjust our definition of causation accordingly. We can do so

by simply adding a robustness requirement to (M*) and keeping (IV*) as it

was. Call the adjusted definition of causation (M**):

(M**) X is a type-level direct cause of Y with respect to a

variable set V if and only if

(i) there is a possible intervention on X that will change

Y or the probability distribution of Y when one holds

fixed at some value all other variables Zi in V that do

not stand in a tight relation to X or Y .

(ii) the correlation between X and Y under such interven-

tions is robust relative to X’s base variables.

(i) avoids treating correlations confounded by common causes as causal. (ii)

avoids treating correlations confounded by metaphysical bases of the investi-

gated variable as causal. The resulting account of causation avoids spurious

higher-level causation.

Before discussing the consequences of this robustness proposal for our

overall project, I briefly compare it to two other proposed solutions to spu-

rious higher-level causation from the literature on higher-level causation. I

discuss two proposed treatments of the problem: one by Woodward (2008,

2015) and one by List and Menzies (2009). I argue that my robustness pro-

posal captures the idea underlying both of these treatments and avoids some

of the objections raised against the proposal by List and Menzies.

Woodward (2015, p. 320–321) briefly considers the problem of spurious

higher-level causation. He introduces a problem case that is similar to the

three problem cases we considered above and concludes that there must be a

“a relatively stable pattern of non-zero correlation” between (metaphysically

necessitated) causes and their effects. He does not provide any further expla-
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nation of what he means by a ‘stable pattern’, nor does he adjust his definition

of causation to cope with such cases. However, there is an intuitive sense in

which the correlation between the metaphysically necessitated phenomenon

and the target effect is unstable in spurious higher-level causation cases: it

breaks down under natural changes in the metaphysical base. For example,

Sarah will no longer peck if the pebble were any other shade of red, whereas

Sophie would. In other texts, Woodward uses the term ‘stable’ applied to

correlations to mean that these correlations do not break down under natural

changes in background conditions (e.g. Woodward, 2006, p. 13–14). However,

his specific examples when talking about higher-level causation suggests that

what he has in mind is resistance to natural changes in metaphysical bases

when using the term in that context.14

I take robustness to capture this kind of insensitivity to natural changes

in the metaphysical base. Suppose that the correlation between a metaphysi-

cally necessitated phenomenon A and a target effect E is robust and thus not

asymmetrically screened off by metaphysical base variable B. This means

that, if there are changes in B that are compatible with keeping A fixed,

the correlation between A and E will not break down under these changes.

Consequently, the fact that certain values of A are followed by certain values

of E is not contingent on B having any particular value. Conversely, suppose

that the correlation between A and target effect E is not robust and thus

is asymmetrically screened off by A’s metaphysical base variable B. This

means that the fact of particular values of A resulting in particular values of

E is contingent on these values of A being realized by a particular value of

B. Once B is fixed at any particular value, there is no correlation between

changes in A and changes in E, and if A is fixed at a particular value, the

value of E is still dependent on the value of B. In other words, if a correlation

is not robust, particular values of the metaphysically necessitated variable A’s

being followed by particular values of the target effect E is sensitive to the

value of metaphysical base variable B.

List and Menzies (2009) provide a similar proposal. They argue that

higher-level causation must be realization-insensitive:15 the presence of the

14See also Woodward (2008, p. 242–243), where he emphasizes the importance of resis-
tance to natural changes in metaphysical bases in cases of higher-level causation.

15It is worth noting that their discussion is restricted to cases of metaphysical necessita-
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metaphysically necessitated phenomenon resulting in the target effect should

not be dependent on the presence of the former’s actual metaphysical base.

For example, the redness of a pebble can only be the cause of a pigeon pecking

if the pigeon would still have pecked in a variety of scenarios where the redness

of the pebble had a different metaphysical base. Its redness does not count

as a cause if the pigeon would not peck in a variety of scenarios where the

redness has a different metaphysical base. Or in the terminology used above:

the metaphysical base should not asymmetrically screen off the correlation

between the metaphysically necessitated phenomenon and the target effect.

However, List and Menzies’s proposal also bears some relevant dissimilar-

ities to mine. First of all, they support their proposal with a counterfactual

test for causation, whereas my proposal relies on the interventionist account

and correlation patterns.16 Second, they propose to use their counterfactual

test to exclude some metaphysical bases as well as some metaphysically neces-

sitated phenomena. I will not discuss List and Menzies’s counterfactual test

here,17 but it is worth briefly elaborating on their proposal to exclude meta-

physical bases in favour of the phenomena they metaphysically necessitate

— if only to distance my proposal from such a commitment.

List and Menzies claim that metaphysically necessitated causes causally

exclude their metaphysical bases.18 They maintain that, in the good cases,

metaphysically necessitated causes are better difference-makers for their ef-

fect. In Sophie’s case for example, it seems reasonable to say that if a red

pebble had not been red, she would not have pecked at it. However, it is

less certain that if an auburn pebble had not been auburn, Sophie would not

have pecked at it. After all, the pebble could have been crimson rather than

auburn in this counterfactual scenario. In such a scenario, Sophie would still

have pecked at it. Consequently, redness is a better difference-maker than

tion. It is therefore unclear whether they take ‘realization’ to include the relation between
core realizers and realized properties as discussed in Chapter 5.

16Nonetheless, they express that they are sympathetic to interventionist accounts of
causation (List and Menzies, 2009, p. 481).

17Some have argued that it requires the problematic assumption that the metaphysically
necessitated phenomenon is still present in the closest possible world where the base is
absent(e.g. Woodward, 2015, fn. 1). See also Williamson (2000, Ch.3) for reasons to prefer
correlation across different scenarios over counterfactual dependence as a guide to causal
relevance. I will not pursue this line of criticism here. The evaluation of counterfactuals
and their relation to causation are tricky matters that would take us far afield, and we
have our hands full with the interventionist account of causation.

18Zhong (2019) uses a similar line of reasoning to deny the causal closure of the physical.
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any of its metaphysical bases in Sophie’s case. In terms of the correlation

patterns involved, we can say that the metaphysically necessitated variable

screens off the correlation between the metaphysical base and the target ef-

fect. According to List and Menzies, this means that the metaphysically

necessitated variable is a cause, but the metaphysical base is not.

Many have objected that List and Menzies’s proposal to causally exclude

metaphysical bases clashes with our causal judgments (e.g. McDonnell, 2017;

Shapiro and Sober, 2012). Their reasoning goes as follows. First, they note

that we readily accept causal claims such as (McDonnell, 2017, p. 1468):

(1) Socrates’s drinking hemlock caused him to die.

Second, they note List and Menzies’s proposal cannot accommodate such

causal claims. In the case of (1), for example, there is a phenomenon that

is metaphysically necessitated by Socrates’s drinking hemlock and screens

off the correlation between his drinking hemlock and his dying (roughly)

when he did: Socrates’s drinking poison. After all, if Socrates had drunk

poison that was not hemlock, he would still have died (roughly) when he

did. Even so, we would not want to say that (1) is false just because there

is a phenomenon that is metaphysically necessitated by Socrates’s drinking

hemlock and that screens off the relevant correlation. Objectors conclude that

List and Menzies’s account of causation does not provide the right results,

and that it cannot be the right way to secure higher-level causation or (non-

reductionist) mental causation (McDonnell, 2017).

Our robustness proposal does not encounter this kind of problem. After

all, Robustness does not allow metaphysically necessitated variables to ex-

clude their metaphysical bases from being causes of certain effects. Even if

a metaphysically necessitated variable would asymmetrically screen off the

correlation between its metaphysical base variable and the target effect, this

does not exclude the metaphysical base from causing that effect. Or at least,

not according to Robustness. Consequently, (1) is true according to (M**),

which thus avoids a central objection raised against List and Menzies pro-

posed treatment of the spurious higher-level causation problem.

We can conclude that the difference between robust correlations and non-

robust correlations marks the relevant distinction between spurious cases of
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higher-level causation and good cases of higher-level causation. This is not to

say that my robustness proposal is the best solution to the problem. Perhaps

there are solutions that are simpler or more general in that they solve several

problems about causation all at once. However, these alternative solutions

had better track the difference between robust and non-robust correlations if

they are to solve the problem of spurious higher-level causation.

11.4 The upshot

We now have an analysis of, and a solution to, the problem of spurious higher-

level causation. It is worth taking some time considering the importance of

these findings for our overall project.

We found that metaphysical bases can in fact act as confounders for the

relevant higher-level correlations by asymmetrically screening off these corre-

lations. It is only when the higher-level correlation is robust that it qualifies

as causal. We adjusted our definition of causation accordingly and on the

resulting picture metaphysically necessitated phenomena can be causes in

virtue of exhibiting robust patterns of correlations with their target effects.

The need for a robustness requirement on causation raises a question that

is of particular interest for both the interventionist and the dualist. If what

matters for higher-level causation is exhibiting a robust pattern of correla-

tion, then why should nomically necessitated phenomena, such as dualist

pain, be excluded from being causes by their nomic bases? Put differently: if

metaphysically necessitated phenomena can be causes in virtue of exhibiting

robust patterns of correlations with their target effects, then why shouldn’t

nomically necessitated phenomena be allowed to be causes by exhibiting ro-

bust patterns of correlation with target effects?

To make the questions more tangible, consider the following example.

Suppose that we are considering a purported case of mental causation: my

pain is necessitated by phys, and phys causes me to wince. We find that the

correlation between pain and wince is indeed robust relative to phys. How-

ever, we are not in a position to know whether the necessitation relation is of

metaphysical or nomic strength. The situation, as far as we know it, is repre-

sented in Figure 11.9. It is hard to see of what use further information about
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Ph

Pa

W

I

?
R

Figure 11.9: Pain (Pa) is necessitated by Phys (Ph) with undis-
closed modal strength; there is a robust correlation (R) between
Pa and my wincing (W )

the modal strength of the necessitation relation would be. Given the robust-

ness of the pain-wince correlation, we know that pain is not asymmetrically

screened off from wince. That is to say, the pain-wince correlation persists

across changes in the pain’s base. This pattern of correlation is therefore

similar to higher-level causal correlations, such as the correlation between

redness and Sophie’s pecking, and markedly different from confounded corre-

lations, such as the correlation between tar-stained teeth and lung cancer risk

or the correlation between red objects and Sarah’s pecking. Given that the

interventionist proposes to analyze causation in terms of patterns of correla-

tion, it is hard to see how she can motivate attaching any further importance

to the modal strength of the necessitation relation.

This line of reasoning is particularly pressing given the rationale driving

interventionism. The interventionist account is not only advertised as provid-

ing a metaphysically lightweight account of causation (e.g. Woodward, 2015,

p. 312–313); one of the motivations for its development and the proposed

adjustments is to isolate those correlations that are exploitable for reliable

prediction, manipulation and control (e.g. Woodward, 2007, p. 76–77). In

particular, the rationale for the ‘holding fixed’-requirements is exactly to iso-

late such correlations, and adjustments to these requirements are motivated

by that goal. Woodward states (2014, p. 710):

In other words, the role of or rationale for such control for off-path

variables is to enable us to distinguish cases in which a correla-

tional relation can be reliably exploited for purposes of manipu-

lation and those cases in which it cannot and to prevent us from
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being misled, by the presence of confounders, into thinking that

a correlational relation can be so used when it cannot. In this

sense there is an obvious functional justification for controlling

for off-path or potentially confounding variables.

This rationale motivates a robustness requirement on causation. Ceteris

paribus, robust correlations can be more reliably exploited for the purposes

of manipulation than non-robust correlations. In the case of Sophie, for

example, we can reliably make her peck by presenting her with red objects.

In the case of Sarah, we cannot.19 Plausibly, these observations generalize

to other higher-level correlations. As Woodward notes, this rationale does

not motivate applying ‘holding fixed’-requirements on metaphysical bases,

as this would exclude many correlations that can be reliably exploited for

manipulation from being counted as causal. However, it does not motivate

applying the ‘holding fixed’-requirements to nomic bases either. For example,

figuring out the modal force of the necessitation relation in scenarios such as

the one sketched in Figure 11.9 will not provide us with any extra information

about the availability for manipulation or control of the relevant correlation.

Based on these considerations, it appears that allowing for causation by

nomically necessitated phenomena is more in keeping with the spirit of in-

terventionism than excluding it.20 This means that standard interventionist

models such as (M**) and the models provided by List and Menzies (2009)

and Woodward (2008, 2015) go beyond the spirit of interventionism. That

is to say, these models impose more requirements on correlations than their

just being available for reliable manipulation and control, thereby suggesting

that there is more to causation than just patterns of correlations that are

thus available for manipulation and control. In particular, standard inter-

ventionist models de facto demand that causes are tightly related to those

phenomena that are physically sufficient for their target effects (cf. Chapters

4 and 10). The result is an account of causation that is lightweight, but not

thoroughly lightweight: it does not demand that causes produce or physically

necessitate their effects, but it does demand that causes are tightly related

19Unless all the red objects available to us are also scarlet; we should be so lucky.
20Or at least, it accords with the spirit of interventionism in as far as Woodward (2014)

reliably represents that spirit.
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to the phenomena that physically necessitate those effects.21 However, if

one focuses on the original motivation for the ‘holding fixed’-requirements,

a thoroughly lightweight account is more appropriate. The above quotation

suggests that we should treat correlations that are available for manipulation

and control regardless of how intimate the relation between the purported

cause and the relevant physically sufficient phenomena turn out to be. If

we were to follow this suggestion, we should not impose the ‘holding fixed’-

requirements on nomic bases. Instead, one should exempt nomic bases as well

as metaphysical bases and impose a robustness requirement on causation. It

seems to be worthwhile for the interventionist to investigate whether or not a

model of causation that is more in line with the rationale driving her account

can credibly be defended.

In the next chapter, I will develop an interventionist account of causation

that follows the above line of thought. As opposed to standard interven-

tionist models such as (M**) and the models provided by List and Menzies

(2009) and Woodward (2008, 2015), the model I propose does not attach any

importance to the modal force of the necessitation relation when evaluating

purported cases of higher-level causation. On this account, pain is a cause of

wince in the case represented in Figure 11.9 regardless of the modal strength

of the vertical necessitation relation. It would be a significant step forward for

the dualist if such an account of causation can indeed be credibly defended.

21On the assumption that these physically sufficient conditions also produce their effects,
this means that causes should also be tightly related to phenomena that produce their
effects (cf. Ney (2009, 2012) and Chapter 4).



Chapter 12

Interventionism for

Dualists

In this chapter I present a first approximation of my interventionist model

of dualist mental causation, which I dub insensitive interventionism. First,

I formulate the central definitions of insensitive interventionism (IM), In-

sensitive Token Causation, and (IIV). Second, I show how insensitive in-

terventionism allows for dualist mental causation in worlds where Physical

Completeness is true and briefly discuss under which conditions there is du-

alist mental causation in physically complete worlds according to insensitive

interventionism. I then show how insensitive interventionism also provides a

principled answer to both the exclusion worry and the common cause worry.

I conclude that, in as far as insensitive interventionism provides adequate

sufficient conditions for causation, it is plausible that there is mental causa-

tion in the actual world even if dualism is true. I then give a brief preview

of the following three chapters, in which I provide further support for those

sufficiency conditions. In particular, I will argue that they are supported by

recent developments in debates on causation by absences and the relation

between causation and physics.
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12.1 Insensitive interventionism

As we have seen, standard interventionist definitions of causation, such as

(M**) do not allow for dualist mental causation in physically complete worlds.

This is because they impose ‘holding fixed’-requirements on nomic bases. If

we take (M**) as a starting point, we can motivate exempting nomic bases

from these requirements and the resulting model of causation straightfor-

wardly allows for dualist mental causation in worlds where Physical Com-

pleteness holds. Or so I will argue. Let us first look at the account of

causation itself, which I will call ‘insensitive interventionism’.

We can start with the definition of type-causation, call it (IM):

(IM) X is a type-level direct cause of Y with respect to a variable

set V if and only if

(i) there is a possible intervention on X that will change

Y or the probability distribution of Y when one holds

fixed at some value all other variables Zi in V that do

not stand in a synchronic nomic necessitation relation

or a tight relation to X or Y .

(ii) the correlation between X and Y under such interven-

tions is robust relative to X’s base variables.

As with (M), (M*), and (M**), (IM) is a definition of direct type-level cau-

sation. However, definitions of both indirect causation and token causation

follow naturally from this definition. I will provide a definition of indirect

causation, but it is well worth it to work out a definition of token causa-

tion based on (IM). This will allow us to evaluate token causal claims, such

as the claim that my pain causes my wincing. We can define insensitive

interventionist token causation as follows:

Insensitive Token Causation X taking value x is a direct to-

ken cause of Y taking value y relative to variable set V if

and only if, X meets (IM) relative to Y and V , and there

is a possible intervention on x that would be followed by a

change in y.
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For example, my actual pain is a cause of my actual wincing, if and only if,

there is an intervention on my pain that results in a change in my wincing,

and the correlation between my pain and my wincing is robust. That is to

say, the correlation between my pain and my wincing is not asymmetrically

screened off by the base — be it nomic or metaphysical — of my pain.

We can now define the notion of an intervention variable as follows:

I is an intervention variable for X with respect to Y if and only

if I meets the following conditions:

(IIV)

I1 I causes X.

I-I2 I acts as a switch for all other variables that cause X. That

is, certain values of I are such that when I attains those val-

ues, X ceases to depend on the values of other variables that

cause X (but do not stand in synchronic nomic necessitation

relation to X) and instead depends only on the value taken

by I.

I-I3 Any directed path from I to Y goes through X. That is, I

does not directly cause Y and is not a cause of any causes

of Y that are distinct from X except, for those causes of Y ,

if any, that either stand in a synchronic nomic necessitation

relation or tight relation to X or Y , or are built into the

I-X-Y connection itself; that is, except for (a) any causes

of Y that are effects of X (i.e., variables that are causally

between X and Y ) and (b) any causes of Y that are between

I and X and have no effect on Y independently of X.

I-I4 I is (statistically) independent of any variable Z that (a)

does not stand in a synchronic nomic necessitation relation

or tight relation to X or Y , (b) causes Y and (c) is on a

directed path that does not go through X.

(IIV) is just an adaptation of (IV) with the exemption clause for tight rela-

tions extended to include synchronic nomic necessitation relations as well.
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(IM), (IIV) and Insensitive Token Causation together provide a first ap-

proximation of an account of causation that I will call insensitive interven-

tionism from here on. Insensitive interventionism aims to pick out as causal

those correlations that are insensitive, in the sense that they persist across a

variety of scenarios. In particular, it picks out a correlation between changes

in X and changes in Y as causal if and only if that correlation persists in

scenarios where one changes the value of X and the causes of Y that do not

stand in a tight relation or nomic necessitation relation to X (or any other

potential cause of Y ) are held fixed at a certain value, as per (i), and in sce-

narios where there are variations in X’s base variable, as per (ii). Condition

(i) serves to avoid treating correlations that are confounded by variables that

do not stand in tight relation or nomic necessitation relation to the purported

cause variable as causal. Condition (ii) serves to avoid treating correlations

that are confounded by variables that do stand in a nomic necessitation re-

lation or tight relation to the purported cause variable as causal. In light of

the observations in the previous chapters, I take insensitive interventionism

to do what interventionist accounts were supposed to do: pick out as causal

those correlations that are available for manipulation and control.

As we shall see in the following chapters, the current formulation of in-

sensitive interventionism will require some adjustments to deal with coun-

terexamples. However, this first approximation will suffice to illustrate how

a model of causation along these lines can allow for dualist mental causation.

By exempting variables that stand in a mere nomic necessitation relation to

the purported cause from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements, the model pro-

vides a thoroughly lightweight account of causation in the sense outlined in

Chapter 4: it does not require that causes stand in tight relations to the

phenomena that physically necessitate or produce their target effects. As we

shall see in the next section, this thorough lightness will make insensitive

interventionism amenable to dualist mental causation. It then remains to

be argued that insensitive interventionism, or some adjusted variety that is

equally lightweight, can in fact provide a plausible account of causation.
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12.2 Dualist mental causation

According to insensitive interventionism, it is plausible that dualist mental

phenomena cause behavioural phenomena. Consider again the example of my

pain and my wincing. My being in pain (Pa) is nomically necessitated by

some physical condition (Ph), and I subsequently wince (Wi). Let us start

with a simple version of this case and assume that all three variables only

have an ‘on’ value and an ‘off’ value. Assume further that they are all turned

on in the actual scenario: I am in pain, phys occurs, and I subsequently

wince. The relevant question is whether or not my pain is a token cause of

my wincing.

According to insensitive interventionism, the answer is likely to be yes.

Pa having its ‘on’ value, is likely to come out as a cause of Wi having its

‘on’ value, because the correlation between Pa and Wi meets both condition

(i) and condition (ii) imposed by insensitive interventionism. The causal

relations between these variables are likely to be as is represented in Figure

12.1. Let us look at condition (i) and condition (ii) in turn.

Ph

Pa

Wi

I

Figure 12.1: The thick full arrow represents the nomic necessita-
tion relation between Pain (Pa) and (Ph); both of which cause my
wincing (Wi)

First, it is plausible that there are logically possible manipulations of my

pain that meet (IIV) and result in changes in my wincing. In particular, there

are manipulations that stop me from wincing by stopping me from being in

pain. Such manipulations would also affect the nomic base of my pain, but

(IIV) allows for that. Prima facie, my pain meets (i) relative to my wincing.

Second, the correlation between my pain and my wincing appears to be

robust. That is to say, the correlation between my pain and my wincing is not
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asymmetrically screened off by its nomic base. After all, if I hold fixed Ph at

its ‘off’ value, there are still changes in Pa that correlate with changes in Wi.

For example, changing the value of Pa from ‘off’ to ‘on’ will still correlate

with changes Wi, because there are pains that are not nomically necessitated

by phys and that are typically followed by my wincing.1 Consequently, Ph

does not screen off the correlation between Pa and Wi and a fortiori does

not asymmetrically screen off the correlation between Ph and Wi. Prima

facie, my pain meets (ii) relative to my wincing.

There are two further remarks worth making on (ii) for cases of dualist

mental causation. First, the above reasoning is contingent on pain actually

being multiply realizable by physical nomic bases and pain’s being followed by

wince not being contingent on just any one of those nomic bases. It has to be

the case that my being in pain results in my wincing across variations in the

physical nomic bases of my pain. I am not in a position to claim that such a

correlation pattern actually exists. However, the existence of such patterns is

taken to be plausible in mental causation debates, and plays an essential role

in establishing mental causation for non-reductionist physicalists (e.g. Yablo,

1992; Campbell, 2008, 2010; Woodward, 2008, 2015). I see no reason why

the dualist should not be allowed to assume the same correlation patterns.

Second, the situation becomes less straightforward once we start consid-

ering more complex variables. Consider a scenario that is structurally the

same as in Figure 12.1, but in which Ph can take the following four values:

{phys1, phys2, phys3, phys4}. phys1 and phys2 are physical phenomena that

nomically necessitate pain and result in wincing. phys3 and phys4 are physi-

cal phenomena that nomically necessitate a feeling of bliss and do not result

in wincing. In this scenario, Ph plainly screens off the correlation between Pa

and Wi. Once one fixes Ph at any of its values, there is no more correlation

between changes in Pa and changes in Wi. Pa would maintain its robust-

ness relative to Wi if it were to screen off the correlation between changes

in Ph and changes in Wi, but it is not immediately clear that it does. If we

consider nomically impossible scenarios, Pa clearly does not screen off the

correlation between Ph and Wi. If we hold Pa fixed at any of its values, we

can still change freely between the values of Ph by breaking the nomic ne-

1As the reader will have noticed, the case is structurally the same as Sophie’s case with
simple variables in Chapter 11.
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cessitation between its values and the value of Ph. The correlation between

such changes in Ph and changes in Wi is likely to persist. By contrast, if we

ignore nomically impossible worlds, Pa screens off the correlation between

Ph and Wi, and therefore maintains its robustness. We can say that the

correlation between Pa and Wi is robust across nomically possible worlds,

but not across nomically impossible worlds.

This second remark might be taken to raise a worry for dualist mental

causation. All the good cases of higher-level causation we discussed in the

previous chapter are robust across nomically impossible worlds. Why should

we take peace with robustness across nomically possible worlds? I think there

are two things the dualist should say in response to this worry. First, de-

pending on how the mental-physical correlations turn out to be in the actual

world, the restriction to nomically possible worlds might not be required.

Second, such a restriction to nomically possible scenarios need not be prob-

lematic. It is in fact not uncommon to restrict one’s the scope to nomically

possible scenarios in accounts of causation, and such a restriction is likely to

be less restrictive than one would expect (cf. Albert, 2000, 2015; Dorr, 2016;

Loewer, 2007a, 2008, 2012). I discuss both responses in turn.

First, take a look at the variable we have used to formulate this worry.

We have not qualified the four values of Ph any further than their repre-

senting physical phenomena and their relation to the values of Pa and Wi.

Indeed, we reverse-engineered these values such that we could construct a

screen variable for the Pa–Wi correlation. As we have briefly discussed in

the previous chapter, it is easy to reverse-engineer such a screen variable for

almost any correlation. However, there is no saying whether or not there is a

non-gerrymandered variable that can play this role. Or at least, it is an em-

pirical question whether or not there is a type of physical phenomenon that

can play the role of Ph as spelled out in our example and I am in no position

to assess the plausibility of there being any such phenomenon. Even so, it

is worth noting that it is a non-trivial commitment to state that there are

such non-gerrymandered screen variables for all or even most mental-physical

correlations. It might still be the case that no non-gerrymandered screen vari-

ables can be found for mental-physical correlations, and there consequently is

no need for mental variables to screen off the correlations between such screen
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variables and their target effects. It would thus not matter whether they

would do this screening off only across nomically possible scenarios rather

than across nomically impossible scenarios as well.

Moreover, note that the threat of potential physical screen variables is

not unique to dualism. The non-reductionist physicalist too should worry

that there are no non-gerrymandered screen variables for mental-physical

correlations that are not in turn screened off by the relevant mental variable.

Suppose for example that there is a non-gerrymandered Ph variable with

four values. phys1 and phys2 metaphysically necessitate pain, whereas phys3

and phys4 metaphysically necessitate a state of bliss. If it turns out that

phys1 and phys3 are typically followed by wincing, and phys2 and phys4

are typically not followed by wincing, the pain-wincing correlation is not

robust across nomically impossible worlds either. If there is such a vari-

able, the causal status of pain relative to wincing would be in peril for the

non-reductionist physicalist as well.2 As mentioned, we will address issues

surrounding variable selection and gerrymandered variables in the upcoming

chapters. It is worth bearing in mind that these issues interact with the issues

surrounding robustness.

Second, it is unclear why robustness across nomically possible worlds will

not do. Insensitive interventionism aims to pick out the correlations that are

available for reliable prediction, manipulation and control as causal. With

that purpose in mind, it is justified to ignore nomically impossible worlds

when evaluating robustness.3 If the correlation between Pa and Wi is robust

across nomically possible worlds, we can predict and control occurrences of

my wincing by manipulating my pain. It is not the case that the correlation

between Pa and Wi will suddenly disappear if I manipulate Pa in a different

way than before, as would be the case for the correlation between tar-stained

teeth and lung cancer (cf. infra). We can safely ignore nomically impossible

scenarios when assessing robustnes. In fact, restrictions on the scenarios we

consider when assessing the insensitivity of a correlation are quite common.

We will discuss some such restrictions in the next chapter as well. Here I

2See also Woodward (2008, p. 259–261).
3One could protest that such nomically impossible worlds play an indispensable role in

distinguishing correlations due to common causes from correlations that are causal. This
is a version of the common cause worry, which I address soon.
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would just like to address the restriction to nomically possible scenarios.

Notable accounts of causation and counterfactuals require us to ignore

nomically impossible scenarios. According to the thermodynamical accounts

of causation and counterfactuals, proposed by Albert (2000, 2015) and Loewer

(2007a, 2008, 2012), we should restrict ourselves to nomically possible scenar-

ios when using counterfactual scenarios to evaluate causal or counterfactual

dependence. In a similar vein, Dorr (2016) argues that we should not rely on

nomically impossible scenarios when evaluating counterfactuals, but should

instead consider scenarios where the initial conditions were different, such

that they evolved according to the nomic laws in the counterfactual scenario.

For example, to evaluate ‘if I were left-handed, I would not use these scis-

sors’, we should not consider a scenario where I turn out to be left handed

because the nomic laws are different. Instead, we should consider a scenario

in which the initial conditions of the universe are different in such a way that

they, following the same nomic laws, evolve into me being left-handed. Or

so Albert, Dorr and Loewer argue. I will not elaborate on their arguments

here, but one point that is highlighted by these authors is worth illuminating:

more is nomically possible than one would expect.

The laws that we are asked to obey in considering counterfactual scenarios

allow for scenarios that we intuitively feel to be counternomic. For example,

consider the following scenarios provided by Albert (2015, p. 1)

Suppose the world consisted entirely of point masses, moving in

perfect accord with the Newtonian law of motion [. . . ]. And con-

sider a rock, traveling at constant velocity, through an otherwise

empty infinite space [. . . ]. And note that nothing whatsoever in

the Newtonian law of motion, together with the laws of the in-

terparticle forces, together with the stipulation to the effect that

those interparticle forces are all the forces there are, is going to

stand in the way of that rock’s suddenly ejecting one of its tril-

lions of elementary particulate constituents at enormous speed

and careening off in an altogether different direction, or (for that

matter) spontaneously disassembling itself into statuettes of the

British royal family, or (come to think of it) reciting the Gettys-

burg Address.
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A rock that spontaneously transforms into something that recites the Get-

tysburg Address certainly strikes us as nomically impossible. However, it

appears that it is allowed by at least one candidate for a set of fundamental

laws: the Newtonian laws. Albert goes on to argue that such seemingly im-

possible scenarios are in fact possible according to any fundamental physical

account of the world that is currently taken seriously (2015, p. 2–3). At most,

we can say that such scenarios are vastly improbable according to such theo-

ries. Robustness across nomically possible scenarios alone therefore provides

us with a robustness across more scenarios than one would expect. Scenarios

containing smokeless fires, suddenly levitating trains, and honest politicians

are all nomically possible, even though they break many generalizations we

like to call ‘laws’. We should bear in mind that the laws we typically con-

sider, such as economical, biological or social laws, are not nomic laws in the

sense that we outlined in Chapter 2. Nomic laws are fundamental, in that

they are not explained by any further laws or matters of fact,4 but rather

explain further matters of facts and certain ceteris paribus laws. By contrast,

economical, biological and social laws are exactly the kind of ceteris paribus

laws that are (at least partially) explained by these fundamental nomic laws.

It turns out that those laws which are general enough to be fundamental, are

also so liberal as to allow for scenarios that we typically regard as violating

the laws of nature. A restriction to scenarios that are allowed by those laws

is therefore not as restrictive as one would think.

Now that we have dealt with these remarks, we can conclude that our

current approximation of insensitive interventionism at least allows for dual-

ist mental causation. It does so by exempting nomic bases from the ‘holding

fixed’-conditions and instead demanding that causal correlations be robust.

Whether or not this means that there actually is dualist mental causation

in the actual world will depend on whether or not dualism is true and on

how the mental-physical correlations turn out to be. I do not address ei-

ther of these issues in this dissertation. However, I did remark that, even

if these correlations are only robust across nomically possible worlds, this

need not interfere with their causal status. It remains to be argued that such

thoroughly lightweight accounts of causation can in fact deliver adequate suf-

4Unless one is a Humean about laws, in which case they are explained by further matters
of fact, but not by other laws.
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ficiency conditions for causation. Before turning to this task, I briefly discuss

how insensitive interventionism provides a response to both the exclusion

worry and the common cause worry.

Exclusion worries

According to insensitive interventionism, the Physical Exclusion-premise of

the exclusion argument is false. Insofar as insensitive interventionism is a

well-motivated account of causation, it provides a well-motivated reply to

the exclusion argument.

Recall the exclusion argument that threatens the dualism we are currently

considering:

Nomic Dualism Mental phenomena are merely nomically ne-

cessitated by physical phenomena.

Physical Completeness For any actual physical phenomenon

P and any time t, there is a purely physical phenomenon

that occurs at t and physically necessitates the occurrence

of P .

Physical Exclusion For any three phenomena A, B and C: if

A occurs at t and physically necessitates B’s occurrence at

t + x, no phenomenon C occurring at t that is not tightly

related to A and is not tightly related to any of A’s parts is a

cause of B, unless it is a case of genuine overdetermination.

Non-Overdetermination There is no systematic genuine overde-

termination of physical effects with mental causes.

No Mental Causation Mental phenomena cannot systemati-

cally cause physical phenomena.

Mental Causation and Nomic Dualism together entail that physical phenom-

ena are systematically caused by phenomena that are merely nomically neces-

sitated by physical phenomena. Physical Completeness and Physical Exclu-

sion together entail that there are no phenomena that are merely nomically

necessitated by physical phenomena and cause physical phenomena, unless
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it is a case of genuine overdetermination. Finally, Non-Overdetermination

states that genuine overdetermination is not an option. One of these five

propositions has to go.

Denying Physical Exclusion appears to be the only option within our

project. We decided to treat Physical Completeness as non-negotiable at the

outset of our project. Our dualist starting position is plausibly committed to

Nomic Dualism — and even if it turns out not to be, there is an only slightly

stronger exclusion principle that will affect our dualist starting position (cf.

Section 7.4). The aim of our project is to secure Mental Causation, and deny-

ing Non-Overdetermination seems to require a substantial ad hoc postulate.

We thus require a motivation to reject Physical Exclusion to respond to the

exclusion argument.

If the sufficiency conditions comprised in insensitive interventionism are

adequate, Physical Exclusion is false. As we have seen, dualist mental phe-

nomena can be causes of physical effects in a world where Physical Com-

pleteness is true according to insensitive interventionism. On the plausible

assumption that those dualist mental phenomena are merely nomically ne-

cessitated by the physical phenomena that are physically sufficient for those

effects, this means that Physical Exclusion is false. Some effects do have

(non-overdetermining) causes that are merely nomically necessitated by their

physically sufficient conditions; namely the effects of dualist mental phenom-

ena.

Denying Physical Exclusion seems radical. This should come as no sur-

prise, as it is a direct consequence of exempting nomic bases from the ‘holding

fixed’-requirements, which also seemed radical. However, as was the case with

exempting nomic bases, denying Physical Exclusion is in line with the moti-

vations driving interventionism: it allows us to select those correlations that

are available for prediction, manipulation and control as causal.
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Common cause worries

Prima facie, it is plausible that any dualist mental phenomenon and its pur-

ported effect have a cause in common; namely the nomic base of the mental

phenomenon. This poses a challenge for accounts of dualist mental causation.

Such accounts should allow for the correlations between dualist mental phe-

nomena and their purported effects to be causal, without counting spurious

correlations between effects of common causes as causal. I argue that insensi-

tive interventionism addresses this challenge, because it provides a principled

distinction between standard cases of correlations that are confounded by a

common cause and cases of dualist mental causation.

According to insensitive interventionism, dualist mental phenomena and

their purported effects do exhibit a standard common cause structure. The

nomic base is plausibly a cause of the dualist mental phenomenon and its

purported effect. For example, phys is plausibly a cause of my pain and of

my wincing, because there are interventions on phys that result in changes in

my pain and my wincing. Recall the relevant causal diagram as represented

in Figure 12.2. Insensitive interventionism thus counts some correlations that

Ph

Pa

Wi

Figure 12.2: The thick full arrow represents the nomic necessita-
tion relation between Pain (Pa) and (Ph); both of which cause my
wincing (Wi)

are due to a common cause as causal.

However, insensitive interventionism does not count this correlation as

causal just because the relata have a common cause, but because the cor-

relation is robust. One has to bear in mind the real problem with counting

all correlations due to common causes as causal: it results in counting con-

founded correlations as causal. Insensitive interventionism is designed to not

count confounded correlations as causal and does deliver the right results
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in standard cases of confounding like correlations between tar-stained teeth

and lung cancer risk. Even though insensitive interventionism counts some

correlations due to common causes as causal, it does provide a principled

distinction between confounded correlations and causal relations.

The common cause worry for dualist mental causation is thereby an-

swered. Even though the nomic bases of dualist mental phenomena plausibly

cause both the dualist mental phenomena and their purported effects, this

only threatens the causal status of dualist mental phenomena if the nomic

base asymmetrically screens off the correlation between the dualist mental

phenomena and their purported effects. This is exactly what insensitive in-

terventionism predicts.

We can conclude the following. Insensitive interventionism provides a

model of dualist mental causation in a world where Physical Completeness

and Nomic Dualism holds. It provides a response to to exclusion worries

by motivating the rejection of Physical Exclusion and it provides a response

to the common cause worry by drawing a principled distinction between

cases of dualist mental causation and spurious correlations due to common

causes. In as far as the sufficiency conditions in insensitive interventionism

are adequate, it is plausible that dualist mental causation is possible in a

physically complete world. It now remains to be argued that these sufficiency

conditions are in fact adequate.

12.3 Looking forward

Our first approximation of insensitive interventionism provides a thoroughly

lightweight account of causation. By exempting nomic bases from the ‘hold-

ing fixed’-requirements, it allows phenomena that are merely nomically ne-

cessitated by the physically sufficient phenomena for a certain effect to cause

that effect. In particular, it allows mental phenomena to cause physical

phenomena in a nomic naturalist dualist ontology. In the following three

chapters, I defend such a model against some objections. In this section, I

provide a brief summary of these chapters.

First, a remark on the scope of my defense is required. Given that I aim

to provide a credible model of causation that allows for dualist mental cau-
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sation, I will focus on defending the sufficient conditions provided by models

like insensitive interventionism. In particular, I will defend the thorough

lightweightness of these sufficient conditions. After all, it is this thorough

lightweightness that renders insensitive interventionism hospitable to dualist

mental causation This means that I will allow revisions to our first approxi-

mation of insensitive interventionism in the light of the upcoming objections

as long as these revisions do not interfere with the thorough lightweightness

of its sufficiency conditions.

Broadly speaking, there are two ways to object to the sufficiency con-

ditions provided by our first approximation of insensitive interventionism.

First, one can object that there is an essential feature of causation that these

conditions fail to capture. Second, one can argue that they systematically

overascribe causation. In the following three chapters, I address objections

of both kinds.

In Chapter 13, I address the objection that causation must be productive.

Insensitive interventionism does not require causes to produce their effects.

For example, it allows pain to cause wincing in a nomic naturalist dualist

ontology. Given that pain cannot transfer physical energy on wincing, and

that is how production is understood in these debates, pain does not produce

wincing. Consequently, insensitive interventionism must be mistaken. So the

objection goes.

I will respond to this objection by relying on cases of causation by ab-

sences. In short, I argue that the prevalence of such negative causation pro-

vides a powerful reply to the objection from production. However, by allowing

for negative causation insensitive interventionism runs the risk of overascrib-

ing causation. I critically evaluate some of the solutions to this problem from

the literature and conclude that we could adopt any of these without giving

up on the thorough lightweightness of insensitive interventionism.

In Chapter 14, I address the objection that causation must be closely

related to physical necessitation. More precisely, I address the objection that

causes must physically necessitate their effects given background conditions.

Our first approximation of insensitive interventionism does not capture this

requirement. As we have seen, this model allows for dualist pain to cause

wincing, but one’s pain will not meet the physical necessitation requirement
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relative to wincing according to nomic naturalist dualism. After all, the only

background conditions relative to which pain physically necessitates wincing

will be the occurrence of physical phenomena that on their own physically

necessitate wincing. Thoroughly lightweight models like insensitive interven-

tionism allow for pain to cause wincing, and must therefore be mistaken. So

the objection goes.

I will respond to this objection by relying on recent work on the relation

between causation and physics. In short, I argue that a closer look at this

relation reveals that most familiar causes do not physically necessitate their

effects given background conditions. This finding provides a powerful reply

to the objection from physical necessitation. However, the discussion on

causation and physics bears out a further challenge for our model of causation.

There is some risk that it will spuriously ascribe backwards causation: it

predicts that phenomena cause target effects that lie in their past. I argue

that it is at least unclear that this is a problem that is specific to models like

insensitive interventionism and point out that many of the solutions in the

literature are compatible with a thoroughly lightweight account of causation.

In Chapter 15, I address some remaining objections that require less ex-

tensive treatments. Let us now turn to the objection from production and

cases of negative causation.



Chapter 13

Negative Causation

Some philosophers maintain that lightweight accounts of causation such as

(insensitive) interventionism are false because causation must be productive.

Production is understood as a transfer of energy and interventionist accounts

do not require causes to transfer energy on their effects. Therefore, such

accounts of causation must be mistaken. So the objection goes. This is a

commonplace reductionist objection to non-reductionist accounts of mental

causation. For example, Kim holds that any notion of causation that does not

require production is unable to underwrite our sense of agency in purported

cases of mental causation (Kim, 2005, p. 17–18); (Kim, 2007, p. 235–236).

If this is correct, our mental phenomena must produce our behaviour in

order for our sense of agency to be accurate. Any correct account of mental

causation must thus be a heavyweight account of causation, according to

Kim.

In this chapter, I focus on a popular kind of counterexample to production

requirements on causation: causation by absences or omissions. My discus-

sion of such ‘negative causation’ cases can be divided in two parts. In the

first part, I rehearse the arguments made by Schaffer (2004) and Russo (2016)

to the extent that accounts that track our causal judgments, and in partic-

ular our causal judgments about mental causation, must allow for negative

causation and therefore cannot impose a production requirement on causes.

In the second part, I discuss the problem of spurious negative causation.

189
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Lightweight models like insensitive interventionism run the risk of allowing

too many absences to be causes of a given effect. This poses a considerable

challenge for our model of dualist mental causation, as we do not want our

model to be too permissive. I critically survey four solutions to this problem

and I argue that the correct solution relies on a particular kind of sensitivity

of correlation patterns that I will dub ‘stability’. I conclude the chapter by

discussing the relevance of these findings for our overall project.

13.1 Negative causation and mental causation

I take cases of negative causation to be cases where an absence causes an

effect. I take absences to be phenomena whose essence is the non-occurrence

of another phenomenon (cf. Beebee, 2004, p. 291). For example, my not

watering my plants is an absence. Its essence is the non-occurrence of another

phenomenon, i.e. my watering my plants.1 Cases of negative causation are

cases where the non-occurrence of a phenomenon causes an effect.

If negative causation is possible, there can be no production requirement

on causation. Production is understood as the transfer of energy, but ab-

sences have no energy, so they cannot transfer any. Schaffer (2004, p. 204)

makes the same point in terms of persistence. If causation requires produc-

tion, there must be a line of persistence between the cause and the effect that

allows for the transfer of energy. Given that absences are non-occurrences,

there can be no line of persistence from (or via) absences to effects.2 Given

that the production requirement is a popular objection to lightweight ac-

counts of causation, and therefore also threatens our insensitive intervention-

ism, it would be good news for us if negative causation was indeed possible.

In this section, I discuss the evidence in favour of negative causation and

its relevance to mental causation debates. It will appear that the truth of

a substantial subset of our causal judgments requires possibility of negative

1This characterization is likely to have its defects, and serves mostly as a placeholder.
Characterizing absences is notoriously difficult (see Bernstein (2015, section 2)), but I take
the above characterization to be clear enough for our purposes.

2Schaffer refers to a passage by Fair (1979, p. 246) that makes this point. Fair goes on
to acknowledge the possibility of negative causation. Dowe (2000, 2001) makes a similar
point in terms of conserved quantities rather than energy. In contrast to Fair, Dowe does
maintain that negative causation is impossible.
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causation. In particular, it will appear that our judgments that mental phe-

nomena cause behaviour require that there can be negative causation.

We can start with a familiar observation. We often talk as if negative cau-

sation is possible. Suppose I neglected to water my plants over the summer

and they consequently withered. The following statement seems straightfor-

wardly true

(1) My not watering my plants caused them to wither.

Hence, it seems true that an absence caused an effect. Similar examples are

easy to provide. Father’s absence ruined the picnic. Jeffrey weeps because

Clarice did not bring pudding. We often take ourselves and others to cause

effects by not doing something.

Furthermore, cases of negative causation are not restricted to human

omissions or negligence. Consider the following mechanism. The ‘early bird

feeder’ mechanism is designed to feed those birds that are up at sunrise. It

consists of saucer underneath a closed food container with a trapdoor at the

bottom. The trapdoor opens when the first rays of sunlight hit a solar panel,

which uses the solar energy to remove the blockage that held the trap door

shut. In the evening one closes the trapdoor and fills the container with bird

food. At the break of day, the sunlight causes the trapdoor to open and

thereby causes the food to fall down on the saucer. The causal structure is

presented in Figure 13.1.

Absences play a central role in this causal mechanism. When sunlight

hits the solar panel, it causes the blockage of the lock to be removed, thereby

preventing the lock from preventing the trapdoor from opening. The absence

of the blockage causes the trapdoor to open, and the food falls down on the

saucer. The mechanism is thus organised such that the sun rays result in the

food being on the saucer via a double prevention mechanism, and hence via

two absences: the absence of the blockage and the trapdoor not stopping the

food from falling down. The following claim sounds true:

(2) The sunlight caused there to be bird food on the saucer.

Like (1), the truth of (2) presupposes the possibility of negative causation.

Opponents of negative causation often propose that the sensed truth of

claims like (1) and (2) is due to a confusion between causation and something
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Blockage

Sunlight

Gravity

Trapdoor

closed

Food

falls down

Food on

saucer

Figure 13.1: The early bird feeder. Arrows ending in a dot repre-
sent a prevention relation, empty neurons or arrowheads represent
non-actualized phenomena, causings or preventions. The sunlight
causes the absence of the blockages, which causes the trapdoor not
to be closed. The trapdoor not being closed (in combination with
gravity) causes the food to fall down.

like causal relevance (Gibb, 2013b), causal explanation (Beebee, 2004; Tang,

2015), or quasi-causation (Dowe, 2001). Even though such causation-like

notions serve us well in everyday communication, planning, and prediction,

they do not amount to real causation, because real causation cannot take

absences as its relata. Or so the opponent of negative causation argues.

Such strategies of dealing with negative causation meet with a serious

challenge. Schaffer (2000, 2004) demonstrates that many causal claims that

we confidently take to be true and do not appear to involve absences in

fact require the possibility of negative causation. For example, standard gun

mechanisms operate via absences: pulling the trigger causes the absence of

an obstruction to a seared-up spring uncoiling. When the spring uncoils, it

compresses the gun powder. The consequent explosion will then launch the

bullet. Such gun mechanisms work by a double prevention structure: pulling

the trigger prevents a blockade from preventing the spring to uncoil. The

relevant mechanism is represented in Figure 13.2.3 Therefore, any killing

that involves a shooting with such a gun also involves negative causation.

3Cf. Schaffer (2004, p. 200)
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Sear-up

Pulling

Cocked

Spring

blocked

Spring

uncoiling

Fire

Figure 13.2: Double prevention structure underlying a gun firing

Denying the possibility of negative causation thus amounts to denying that

one can cause someone’s death by pulling the trigger of a gun that relies on a

double prevention structure. More generally, plenty of causal relations turn

out to be negative causal relations in disguise. Schaffer (2004) furnishes his

argument with examples from legal systems, psychology, biology, chemistry

and physics. If negative causation is impossible, then all these disciplines

systematically make mistaken causal claims. Accounts that cannot allow for

negative causation therefore systematically contradict our causal judgments

and scientific causal claims. Schaffer concludes that no theory of causation

that is so dismissive of our causal judgments deserves to be considered a

theory of causation (2004, p. 205).

We can refrain from making such bold statements here. Nonetheless, the

prevalence of negative causation cases provides a powerful response to the

production objection against (thoroughly) lightweight accounts of causation.

As it turns out, there are very good reasons not to impose a production

requirement causation, as a substantial number of respectable causal claims

require the possibility of negative causation. As examples of such cases mul-

tiply, this line of response gains in force. For now, I take it that these cases

defend the credibility of insensitive interventionism from the production ob-

jection.
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Even if I am mistaken in doing so, these cases are still of significant inter-

est to the dualist. Recall that our causal judgments are the main motivation

for believing Mental Causation (cf. Chapter 3). This means that insisting

that causes must produce their effects undercuts the motivation for Mental

Causation, and therefore relieves some of the pressure on the dualist in the

mental causation debate. After all, if our causal judgments are indeed sys-

tematically mistaken, it is less clear why it tells against the dualist that she

cannot allow for mental causation. The dualist can reasonably demand for

an explanation why not allowing for mental causation is more objectionable

than not allowing for negative causation.

In fact, negative causation cases might improve the dualist’s dialectical

position even further. Russo (2016) provides a a simple argument for the the-

sis that all models of mental causation need to allow for negative causation.4.

If this argument is sound, a production requirement on causation not only

undercuts our motivation for Mental Causation but straightforwardly con-

tradicts the possibility of mental-to-behavioural causation in creatures with

our physical make-up. Here is a (simplified) version of Russo’s argument:

1. All cases of mental-to-behavioural causation involve causa-

tion via some causal chain connecting nerve signals coming

from the brain and muscle contractions.

2. All causal chains involving a double prevention structure in-

volve negative causation.

3. All causal chains connecting nerve signals coming from the

brain and muscle contractions involve a double prevention

structure.

4. All cases of mental-to-behavioural causation involve negative

causation.

The argument is valid. If all cases of mental-to-behavioural causation involve

causation via a causal chain that involves double prevention structures, and

all causal chains that involve double prevention structures involve negative

4See also Kroedel (2020, section 3.6) for a similar argument
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causation, then all cases of mental-to-behavioural causation involve negative

causation. The soundness of the argument thus falls squarely on the truth

of the premises. 1 seems straightforwardly true: all our physical behaviour

requires muscle contractions, consequently mental-to-behavioural causation

requires nerve signals coming from the brain to cause muscle contraction. 2

seems straightforwardly true.5 In order to conclude that 4. is true, we only

need further justification for 3.

Russo derives his justification for 3 from an example provided in Schaffer

(2004). Schaffer describes the causal chain connecting nerve signals coming

from the brain and muscle contractions. The chain looks as follows. The

nerve signal coming from the brain prevents tropomyosin from preventing

myosin-actin binding in the muscle fiber. The nerve signal thereby allows

myosin to bind with the actin in the muscle fiber. This binding partially

constitutes a muscle contraction. The nerve signal thus serves as a double

preventer for the muscle contraction. The causal diagram takes the familiar

form of a double prevention structure, as is presented in Figure 13.3.6 If this

Tropomyosin

Nerve signal

Myosin

Binding sites

blocked

Actin-myosin

binding

Muscle

contraction

Figure 13.3: Double prevention structure underlying intentional
muscle contraction

model is apt, it appears that we have a sound argument for 4. It follows

5Or at least, it seems straightforwardly true on the uncontroversial assumption that all
steps in a causal chain are causal.

6Cf. Schaffer (2004, p. 200)
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that any model of mental-to-behavioural causation has to allow for negative

causation.

Consequently, physicalists should be careful not to rely on production

requirements when arguing against dualist mental causation. True, if real

causation is productive, our attempt at providing a credible model of dualist

mental causation has failed. However, the dualist’s position in the mental

causation debate would improve considerably. If there can be no mental-to-

behavioural causation for creatures like us regardless what ontology of the

mind turns out to be true, the mental causation objection to dualism does

not carry much force. This would be a Pyrrhic victory that the dualist should

be happy to grant.

For now however, I will assume that the negative causation cases pro-

vide a convincing response to the production objection against insensitive

interventionism. This means that insensitive interventionism is still in the

running as a credible model of dualist mental causation. However, there is

more to be said about negative causation. Allowing for absences to be causes

has a flip side. Opponents of negative causation often argue that one cannot

allow for absences to be causes without permitting too many causes for every

effect. Given that our model of dualist mental causation allows for negative

causation, it is vulnerable to this objection. In the remainder of this chapter,

I spell out this problem in more detail and argue that the correct solution

relies on the insensitivity of the relevant correlation patterns.

13.2 Spurious negative causation

Leniency towards negative causation comes at a cost. On the face of it, a

potentially infinite number of absences will meet insensitive interventionism’s

requirements for any effect. In the example of my withering plants, it is not

only the case that I did not water them; nobody or nothing watered them. The

reader did not water them, my kitchen utensils did not water them and the

prime minister of Belgium did not water them. For all of these absences, it

is the case that if one intervenes on them such that the relevant watering did

take place, my plants would not have withered. Once one allows an absence

to cause an effect, it is hard to draw a line between the causally effective
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absences and absences that do not cause that effect. In this section, I spell

out this ‘spurious negative causation’ problem for insensitive interventionism

in greater detail and critically evaluate four solutions from the literature.

We can illustrate the spurious negative causation problem with causal

claims like the following:

(1*) The Belgian prime minister not watering my plants caused

them to wither.

(2*) The Belgian prime minister not holding the trapdoor closed

caused the food to land on the saucer.

(3*) The Belgian prime minister not blocking the spring caused

it to uncoil.

All three of these claims seem false and accounts of causation that allow for

negative causation have a hard time explaining these data. For example,

our own insensitive interventionism predicts that (1*)–(3*) are in fact true.

There is a possible intervention on the Belgian prime minister not watering

my plants that would have resulted their not withering; namely an interven-

tion that makes it the case that he actually did water my plants. Mutatis

mutandis, the same goes for (2*) and (3*). Productive accounts of causation

spuriously treat negative causal claims as false, but insensitive intervention-

ism spuriously treats negative causal claims as true.

The robustness requirement in insensitive interventionism does not allevi-

ate the problem. Generally speaking, the correlations between absences and

target effects are robust. For example, if we take the metaphysical base of my

not watering my plants to be whatever I am doing instead, it is not the case

that the correlation between me not watering my plants is asymmetrically

screened off by its metaphysical base. It does not matter in virtue of what

underlying phenomenon I do not water my plants. I could be out traveling,

hospitalized, watching reruns of Seinfeld,. . . My not watering my plants ro-

bustly correlates with them withering. The same holds for the unblocked

spring. It does not matter how the blockage is absent, its mere absence will

make the spring uncoil. Typically, the correlation between absences and their

target effects are not screened off or exhausted by their metaphysical bases.

Unfortunately, these observations generalize to spurious cases as well: the
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correlation between the Belgian prime minister not watering my plants and

my plants withering is robust relative to the metaphysical base of the rele-

vant absence, as is the correlation between his not blocking the spring and

the spring uncoiling, etc. Our current interventionist model of causation thus

allows the absences in (1*)–(3*) to be causes.

Arguably, this is as serious an infringement of our causal judgments as

treating (1) and (2) as false. For example, Beebee (2004, p. 293) argues that,

since both accepting and denying negative causation results in contradicting

a substantial subset of our causal judgments, our causal judgments cannot

provide convincing evidence for or against accepting negative causation. She

further complicates the challenge for the proponent of negative causation by

pointing out that our judgments about negative causation are sensitive to

factors that are unlikely to be of causal significance. For example, she uses

the following case to argue that these judgments are affected by moral norms

(Beebee, 2004, p. 294):7

Z’s dog is bitten by an insect, contracting an eye disease as a

result, which Z ignores. The dog loses its sight. Intuitively, Z’s

negligence caused the dog’s blindness.

We seem to agree that Z causes the blindness because she ought to have

looked after her dog. After all, we do not take the failure of Z’s neighbour,

who does not have the moral responsibility to take care of Z’s dog, to cause

the blindness. Beebee adds that this judgment remains stable even if we

stipulate that Z’s neighbour was more likely to take the dog to the vet than

Z. This sensitivity to seemingly causally irrelevant factors can be taken to

indicate that one cannot provide a principled distinction between spurious

cases and good cases of negative causation.

Before discussing the possible replies to this challenge, it is worth making

a comment on the relevance of this problem for the dualist. Suppose that

Beebee is right, and there is no approach to negative causation that comes

close to respecting our causal judgments. Given the prevalence of purported

7In fact, sensitivity to norms has been shown to be a feature of causal judgments
in general, rather than being specific to negative causal judgments (e.g. Hitchcock and
Knobe, 2009; Willemsen and Kirfel, 2019). I think this finding undermines the relevance
of Beebee’s observation, but postpone a detailed discussion of this point to the section on
what I will call the ‘abnormality response’ to spurious negative causation.
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cases of negative causation reported by Schaffer (2000, 2004), this would

mean that our causal judgments must be systematically unreliable. Once

again, this would take the pressure off the dualist in the mental causation

debate, as it undermines our evidence for Mental Causation. Consequently,

it would not be disastrous for the dualist’s position in the mental causation

debate if there is no appropriate response to spurious negative causation.

Moreover, even if we focus on a model of dualist mental causation, rather

than just defusing the mental causation objection to dualism, the dualist’s

demands on responses to spurious negative causation are relatively modest.

Implementing the solution in insensitive interventionism should not impede

with its thoroughly lightweight character. As we shall see when discussing

different responses from the literature, none of these impose any heavyweight

restrictions on causation. The dualist could thus adopt any of the following

solutions without endangering the model of dualist mental causation we pro-

posed in the previous chapter. Eventually, I will argue that the dualist can do

better than just responding to spurious negative causation. The most promis-

ing response to the problem crucially relies on the insensitivity of the relevant

correlation patterns. I take the viability of this approach to further demon-

strate the importance of insensitivity for causation. Rather than merely not

being endangered, our overall approach to causation would thereby be cor-

roborated. If my arguments succeed, insensitive interventionism, and thereby

the dualist, would thus be in a comfortable position. However, even if my

arguments fail and my proposed solution in terms of insensitivity remains

unconvincing, spurious negative causation would not put the dualist in any

serious peril.

13.3 Replies to spurious negative causation

In this section, I discuss four replies to the spurious negative problem from

the literature: Lewis’s (2000) proposal in terms of conversational pragmat-

ics, Schaffer’s (2005) proposal in terms of salient contrast phenomena, the

proposal inspired by McGrath (2005) in terms of abnormality, and Wood-

ward’s (2006) proposal in terms of the stability of the dependencies involved.

While the first three strategies correctly predict that our causal judgments
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are sensitive to seemingly irrelevant factors, they do not predict the correct

truth values for (spurious) negative causation claims. The fourth reply by

Woodward fares better with regards to predicting the correct truth values,

preserves the promising aspects of the other three proposals, and respects

some of the ideas driving these proposals. Or so I will argue.

Inappropriateness

Lewis (2000) denies that proponents and opponents of negative causation

are equally challenged by our causal judgments. True, both positions conflict

with a substantial subset of our causal judgments. But whereas the opponent

has to deny seemingly true claims, the proponent of negative causation has

to insist that seemingly false claims are in fact true. According to Lewis,

this puts the proponent in an advantageous position, as she can maintain

that the seemingly false claims are merely inappropriate rather than actually

false. After all (Lewis, 2000, p. 196):

[t]here are ever so many reasons why it might be inappropriate

to say something true. It might be irrelevant to the conversation,

it might convey a false hint, it might be known already to all

concerned. . .

For example, when you ask me why my plants died and I answer ‘France is

a republic’, I have not said anything false, but my claim will still be deemed

inappropriate. Whether or not France is a republic is irrelevant to the death

of my plants. Lewis proposes that the seeming falsity of (1*)–(3*) could be

explained by their inappropriateness.

The advantage of this explanation is that it predicts that our negative

causation judgments can appear unprincipled. That is to say, it predicts

that the acceptability of negative causal claims will be sensitive to factors

that one would not have thought to be of causal significance. Conversational

pragmatics is unpredictable territory. As Lewis mentions, there are many

reasons why a claim might be inappropriate, and we are a long way from fully

mapping the interactions between states of affairs, conversational contexts

and appropriateness. It would come as no surprise that our moral norms, or

other factors that seem irrelevant to the causal relations in question, affect
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the appropriateness of negative causal claims.

The drawback of Lewis’s proposal is that it treats claims like (1*)–(3*)

as true. This conflicts with some salient data about such claims. First of all,

such spurious negative causation claims strike us as all-out false rather than

inappropriate but true. Even though claims can be inappropriate but true,

we do distinguish between such merely inappropriate claims and all-out false

claims. For example, we recognize that my claim that ‘France is a republic’

is in fact true, even though it is inappropriate in a conversation about my

withering plants due to its irrelevance. By contrast, (1*)–(3*) relate directly

to the topic at hand; they just happen to make a false claim about that topic.

At the very least, we feel that these claims are false. But we have more than

just our intuitions to go on here. Spurious negative causation claims exhibit

two further tell-tale signs of being false rather than merely inappropriate.

First, as argued by McGrath (2005, p. 128–129), we are quite confident

in asserting negations of spurious negative causation claims. As opposed to

(1*) and (2*),

(1-neg) The Belgian prime minister not watering my plants did not

cause them to wither.

(2-neg) The Belgian prime minister not blocking the spring did not

cause it to uncoil.

strike us as true. Whereas,

(4*) France is not a republic.

strikes us as false. We take the denial of spurious negative causation claims

to be true, this indicates that the spurious claims themselves are false (cf.

DeRose, 2002).

Second, the inappropriateness of spurious negative causal claims cannot

be cancelled. Sometimes, true claims are inappropriate because they suggest

the truth of a further claim that is false. For example, consider a letter of

recommendation that only appraises the applicant’s excellent command of

English and regular seminar attendance (cf. Grice, 1975). The letter writer

claims that the applicant has an excellent command of English and attends
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seminars regularly, but further implicates that the applicant is not a fit can-

didate. After all, if the letter writer considered the applicant fit for the

position, she would supply more relevant information. In such cases, the

inappropriateness of the claim can be ‘cancelled’ by explicitly denying the

implicated claim. Such a cancellation does not strike us as contradictory and

the conjunction of the irrelevant claim and the cancellation does not strike

us as false. Consider the following example.

(5) The applicant has an excellent grasp of the English language

and attends seminars regularly. But I do not want to suggest

that she is a bad philosopher. Her term papers are brilliant

without exception and her contributions to seminar discus-

sions are invaluable. I am confident that she will prove an

asset to any philosophy department.

(5) would not strike us as contradictory or, assuming the candidate is in fact

as excellent as promised, false.

If we object to spurious negative causation claims because, despite be-

ing literally true, they suggest the falsity of more relevant omission claims,

we should be able to cancel this inappropriateness accordingly. However,

‘Both the Belgian prime minister’s negligence and my negligence to water

my plants caused them to wither’ does not strike us as true any more than

(1*) does.8 Spurious negative causation claims do not behave as inappropri-

ate true claims, but as all-out false claims.

Based on these considerations, it appears that we cannot simply rele-

gate the problem of spurious negative causation to conversational pragmat-

ics. However, I would like to note here that intuitions differed among readers

of the above discussion. Some are not convinced that (1*)–(3*) are false and

take them to be merely irrelevant. Overall, this would be good news for insen-

sitive interventionism. Even so, it would improve our position even further if

we can provide an explanation why claims like (1*)–(3*) are systematically

irrelevant and thus inappropriate, whereas (1)–(3) are acceptable. If Lewis’s

8There are likely to be other candidates for claims that are suggested as false by (1*),
such as ‘The Belgian prime minister was responsible for the withering of the plants’ or ‘I
am not to blame for the withering of my plants’. However, denying these claims does not
cancel the inappropriateness either.
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response to spurious negative causation indeed works, the remaining three

proposals can be interpreted as providing such an explanation.9 For now

however, we will assume that spurious negative causal claims are false. Con-

sequently, our account of causation should predict that (1*)–(3*) are false,

rather than merely inappropriate.

Contextualism

Schaffer (2005) provides a proposal that can do just that. Like Lewis, Schaffer

suggests that the sensed falsity of spurious negative causation claims could

be due to pragmatic considerations (2005, p. 332). Unlike Lewis, Schaffer

proposes that pragmatic considerations could set the context of causal utter-

ances such that spurious negative causal claims are in fact false. It might be

the case, he argues, that the relevant contrasts are not contextually salient.

This approach holds some promise of retaining the advantages of Lewis’s

response whilst avoiding its drawbacks.

Schaffer’s proposal starts from the idea that causal claims make sense only

against the background of contextually salient contrast phenomena for the

cause as well as the effect.10 For example, (1) makes sense only because there

is a contrast class for my not watering my plants as well as for my plants with-

ering, namely my watering my plants and their thriving. Most often, these

contrast classes remain unexpressed and are provided by the conversational

context instead. Consequently, they can differ between speakers that utter

the same sentence to refer to the same phenomena in virtue of these speak-

ers having different background assumptions. For example, Schaffer (2012,

p. 37) argues that, in a conversation between two firefighters discussing a

raging forest fire, the following claim is likely to be false:11

(6) The presence of oxygen caused this forest fire.

After all, firefighters do not hold the absence of oxygen around forests to be

a relevant alternative possibility. That is to say, even though the presence of

oxygen and the forest fire exhibit the right pattern of dependence, an absence

9I am grateful to Gunnar Björnsson for this suggestion.
10Schaffer assumes events rather than phenomena or variables as the causal relata, but

the difference is irrelevant to the matters at hand.
11Schaffer borrows this example from Putnam (1982, p. 150).
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of oxygen surrounding the forest is not a live possibility in the firefighters’s

conversational context. It would be pragmatically obtuse for the firefight-

ers to consider such an alternative. Two Venusians however, who think the

presence of oxygen is quite remarkable and find its absence a salient alter-

native, could look at the same forest fire and utter (6) in good faith. Even

though both the firefighters and the Venusians refer to the same phenomena

when uttering (6) it is false when the firefighters utter it, but true when the

Venusians utter it. This is because the absence of oxygen is a salient contrast

phenomenon for the Venusians, but not for the firefighters.

According to the resulting picture, sentences like (6) are incomplete ex-

pressions of more complex propositions. In order to provide a more complete

expression of causal propositions one needs to add a contrast class for both

the purported cause and the purported effect. For example, a more complete

expression of the proposition expressed by the Venusians would read:

(6-V) Oxygen being present, rather than absent, caused this forest

to be on fire, rather than not being on fire.

We rarely use such complete expressions of causal propositions. The rele-

vant contrast classes often remain unexpressed and are instead delivered by

the conversational context. That is why (6) is true in the context of two

Venusians discussing the forest fire, but not in the context of two firefighters

discussing that same fire: in the case of the Venusians, the conversational

context delivers the apt contrast classes, in the case of firefighters it does

not.

Perhaps, Schaffer suggests, the context-dependence of contrast classes can

help solve the spurious negative causation problem. It seems reasonable to

posit that spurious negative causation claims are false because the causally

relevant contrast phenomena are not contextually salient. Neither the Belgian

prime minister watering my plants nor his blocking the coiled spring in a

gun mechanism are contextually salient contrasts in most natural scenarios.

Moreover, the relation between context and the content of propositions is

notoriously difficult to systematize.12 Consequently, Schaffer’s proposal also

predicts that the line between good cases of negative causation and spurious

12See for example Nowak (forthcoming) for an overview of the difficulties of mapping
the relation between contexts and the content of demonstratives.
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cases will appear to be unprincipled. For example, Z being the dog’s owner

is likely to set the context such that her taking the dog to the vet is a salient

contrast phenomenon, whereas Z’s neighbour taking the dog to the vet is not

a salient contrast phenomenon, even if the latter was more likely to occur

than the former and both of these would have prevented the dog from going

blind. At a first pass, Schaffer’s proposal delivers the right results.

However, the opponent of negative causation will have no problem making

spurious negative causation reappear. Even if Schaffer’s contrastive account

of causation is correct, one can still decouple the truth value of causal claims

from the contextual salience of the contrast phenomena. One can do so by

explicitly mentioning the relevant contrast phenomenon, rather than leaving

it up to the conversational context. Consequently, the following negative

causation claims come out as true on Schaffer’s account:

(1*’) The Belgian prime minister not watering my plants rather

than watering them, caused them to wither.

(2*’) The Belgian prime minister not blocking the spring rather

than blocking it, caused it to uncoil.

But this cannot be correct, as we are confident in asserting their negations

in good faith:

(1-neg’) The Belgian prime minister not watering my plants rather

than watering them, did not cause them to wither.

(2-neg’) The Belgian prime minister not blocking the spring rather

than blocking it, did not cause it to uncoil.

Consequently, this proposal still gets some cases wrong.

Schaffer acknowledges that our willingness to assert the negation of spu-

rious negative causal claims requires explanation (2005, fn. 10). He suggests

that the relevant contrast phenomena might just be too outlandish to serve

as contrast phenomenon.13 We naturally imagine the Belgian prime minister

13Perhaps I am taking my liberties with Schaffer’s footnote here. He talks of the ‘irrel-
evance’ of the queen watering his flowers. Surely he cannot mean the causal irrelevance,
as that would be a circular explanation. He goes on to say that we naturally imagine
the queen to attend a banquet rather than watering flowers. I take it he means that the
contrast phenomenon (the queen watering his flowers) is too irrelevant to really serve as a
contrast phenomenon.
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sitting in meetings and giving press conferences, rather than watering my

plants or blocking springs in gun mechanisms. Even though this much is

plausible, there are two pieces of evidence that weigh against such an expla-

nation.

First, when I state (1*) or (1*’), I do immediately imagine the Belgian

prime minister watering my plants, however outlandish that scenario might

seem. I even acknowledge that my plants would be thriving if he in fact had

watered my plants. Nevertheless, I still think that the negative causal claim

in question is false.

Second, it does not take care of spurious negative causation claims where

the contrast phenomena are not outlandish. For example, there seems to

be nothing outlandish about Z’s neighbour taking her dog to the vet, or my

neighbour watering my plants. Even so, the following claims seem false:

(7*) Z’s neighbour not taking her dog to the vet, rather than

taking her dog to the vet, caused the dog to go blind.

(8*) My neighbour not watering my plants, rather than watering

them, caused them to wither.

The proponent of negative causation (and with her, the insensitive interven-

tionist), is therefore still in need of a response to spurious negative causation.

Abnormality

A third solution that has recently gained traction is to appeal to the ab-

normality of the absences involved. This solution was initially proposed by

McGrath (2005) and was further supported with empirical evidence by Henne

et al. (2017), Henne et al. (forthcoming), Willemsen and Reuter (2016), and

Willemsen and Kirfel (2019). Whereas Beebee specifically argued that its sen-

sitivity to norms is a sign that something is wrong with negative causation,

proponents of this solution argue that this sensitivity provides a principled

distinction between spurious cases and good cases: in spurious cases, the

absences are (in some significant sense) normal, in good cases they are (in

that sense) abnormal. These proponents are liberal about what the relevant

kinds of norms are. Here is a characterization by McGrath (2005, p. 138):
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The notion of the normal I have in mind is highly abstract and

applies very generally: to actions, the behaviour of artifacts, and

the behaviour of both biological and non-living systems. It may

be illustrated by means of examples. It is normal for x to φ iff

x is supposed to φ. People are supposed to keep their promises

(it is normal for them to keep their promises); alarm clocks are

supposed to ring at the set time (it is normal for them to ring at

the set time); hearts are supposed to pump blood (it is normal

for them to pump blood); the rain is supposed to come in April

(it is normal for it to come in April); water is supposed to flow

downhill (it is normal for it to flow downhill).

According to the resulting account, absences can be causes only if they devi-

ate from the norm, where norms are understood in the liberal sense described

above. That is to say, they can cause only if their corresponding presences

were supposed to occur. I will call this approach to spurious negative causa-

tion the ‘abnormality’ approach.

This approach has several advantages. First, there is empirical evidence

that our causal judgments on negative causation in fact track the difference

between normal and abnormal absences. For example, Henne et al. (2017)

performed experiments which indicate that we operate with an account of

causation according to which “[. . . ] unselected [i.e. spurious] omissions are

not simply irrelevant, but they are denied causal status because they do not

violate a norm” (Henne et al., 2017, p. 12). Indeed, some of our own examples

seem to fit this pattern: my not watering my plants is abnormal and a cause

of their withering, whereas the prime minister not watering my plants is

normal and not a cause of their withering. Z’s not taking her dog to the vet

is abnormal, and a cause of the dog’s blindness, Z’s neighbour not taking Z’s

dog to the vet is normal, and not a cause of the dog’s blindness.

Second, there is independent evidence for the central role of norms in

our causal selection procedures. For example, Hitchcock and Knobe (2009,

p. 594) used the following vignette to demonstrate that we typically single

out abnormal phenomena as the cause from a set of (seemingly) sufficient

conditions:

The receptionist in the philosophy department keeps her desk
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stocked with pens. The administrative assistants are allowed to

take pens, but faculty members are supposed to buy their own.

The administrative assistants typically do take the pens. Unfor-

tunately, so do the faculty members. The receptionist repeatedly

e-mails them reminders that only administrators are allowed to

take the pens.

On Monday morning, one of the administrative assistants encoun-

ters Professor Smith walking past the receptionist’s desk. Both

take pens. Later that day, the receptionist needs to take an im-

portant message. . . but she has a problem. There are no pens left

on her desk.

The lack of pens is counterfactually dependent on both of the pen-takings.

However, it seems like we take professor Smith’s action to be the cause be-

cause it breaks a norm, whereas we do not take the administrator’s action to

be the cause because it does not break the norm.14 Indeed, recent empirical

research indicates that he abnormality of a cause plays a more decisive role

in our judgments than the cause being an absence rather than a presence

(Clarke et al., 2015; Willemsen and Reuter, 2016). This indicates that our

negative causation judgments and our non-negative causation judgments are

not as different as they might have seemed. If, as Beebee suggests, sensitivity

to norms is a reason to dismiss our causal judgments, we should dismiss our

causal judgments wholesale. Which, as we have repeated time and again, is

not an attractive option for the dualist’s opponent.

The abnormality approach appears to be in good shape. It provides a

principled distinction between good cases and spurious cases of negative cau-

sation and, in doing so, relies on a guiding principle for causal selection more

generally, Consequently, it counteracts the contention that negative causa-

tion is some anomalous form of causation. However, this proposal can only

be successful if all absences that are causes are abnormal and this is not the

case. Normal absences frequently cause effects as well. This is especially

salient in mechanisms whose proper functioning relies on a double prevention

structure. For example, the blockage not blocking the spring after one pulls

14See also Willemsen and Kirfel (2019) for further evidence of for the central role of
norms in our causal judgments.
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the trigger is normal, and so is the absence of the blockage of the trapdoor

when the first rays of sunlight hit the sensor of the early bird feeder. These

absences are supposed to occur and the occurrence of the corresponding pres-

ences would have been abnormal. Even so, these absences still cause the

target effects, i.e. the uncoiling of the spring and the opening of the trap-

door. On the assumption that such double prevention mechanisms are quite

prevalent, the abnormality proposal leaves a substantial number of negative

causation cases unexplained.

Moreover, causation by normal absences is not unique to double preven-

tion mechanisms. To see this, consider the causal work done by so-called

‘electron holes’ in semi-conductors, which play a central role in the function-

ing of transistors and LED lights. P-type semi-conductors rely on so-called

electron holes, i.e. absences of electrons, to generate light. These electron

holes move across the semi-conductor by attracting electrons. When we turn

on the light switch of a LED light, the electron holes start moving which

causes the room to be lit. Once again, these absences are supposed to occur

and their occurrence is essential to the normal functioning of LED light. The

causal work done by these electron holes thus makes for the proper function-

ing of transistors and LED lights.15 Here as well, the relevant absences are

both normal and causal.

At this point, the proponent of the abnormality approach can choose to

rely on her liberal notion of norm. Being abnormal only requires the breaking

of some norm, and certainly all of these absence must be breaking some

norm. For example, the absences of the trapdoor blockage and the spring

blockage are normal according to the proper functioning norms, but perhaps

they are statistically abnormal: more often than not, these blockages are in

place. However, this is not a particularly promising way forward. Even if

the blockage only stops the spring when the gun is cocked, and most of the

guns are in a non-cocked state more often than a cocked state, the pulling the

trigger would still cause the gun to fire in virtue of causing the absence of the

blockage.16 To look for some way to categorize these absences as abnormal

15Schaffer (2005, p. 202–203) also makes note of the causal work attributed to electron
holes in physics.

16Some superficial internet research suggests that this is more or less how some guns
work. For double-action revolvers, pulling the trigger causes both the cocking and the
releasing of the hammer, which suggests that the absence of the blockage is statistically
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would be to miss the point that these examples bear out. It does not seem

like the absences in normally operating double prevention mechanisms are

causal because they are breaking a norm. Quite to the contrary, it seems as

if they are causal in virtue of doing exactly what they should be doing. Even

if we find a way to classify them as abnormal, this would not explain their

being causal.

Moreover, the problem of spurious negative causation will simply reap-

pear if we are too liberal in ascribing abnormality. To see this, consider

my church-going behaviour. Every Sunday at 11 AM sharp, I am not go-

ing to church. My not going to church at that time certainly breaks some

norm. Nevertheless, intervening on my not going to church at 11 AM sharp

on any given Sunday would prevent the occurrence of many effects that are

not caused by my not being in church at that time. If I cycle over an ice

patch and subsequently break my arm at 11 AM on a Sunday, my not being

in church is not the cause of my breaking my arm. Only religious fanatics

would deny that. Similarly, if I stumble upon a briefcase containing a million

dollars at 11 AM on a Sunday, my not being in church is not the cause of my

instantaneously becoming a millionaire. Only anti-religious fanatics would

deny that. The underlying point is quite general; we are breaking norms by

not doing things all of the time. We are not pursuing our dreams, we are

not writing on our thesis, we are not living according to a maxim that we

could reasonably will to be a universal law, etc. For all of these breakings of

norms, there are effects that would not have occurred if we did follow those

norms, but which are not caused by those breakings of norms. Not just any

old breaking of a norm makes for negative causation.

Perhaps there are elegant ways of meeting the above challenges. Once

again, it would probably be good news for our overall project if there are.

After all, it could provide the insensitive interventionist with a solution that

prima facie does not require it to give up on its thoroughly lightweight charac-

ter. However, I think that there is a more promising approach in the vicinity.

Both the normal and abnormal absences result in their target effects against

a broad variety of normal changes in the background conditions, whereas the

effects would not a occur given some natural changes in the background con-

normal in such revolvers.
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ditions of spurious cases of negative causation. Introducing some new jargon,

we can say that the correlation between the purported cause and the target

effect is stable in the good cases, and unstable in the spurious cases. In the

next section, I argue that this feature allows us to draw a principled dis-

tinction between good cases of negative causation and spurious cases, whilst

respecting the intuitions driving the above three proposals.

Stability

Woodward (2006) points out an important difference in the dependencies

involved in spurious negative causation cases as opposed to good negative

causation cases.17 The dependencies underlying good cases of negative cau-

sation are stable in a way that the dependencies underlying spurious cases

are not.18 This notion of stability can provide the right truth values for

negative causation claims and can predict the seeming unprincipledness of

negative causation claims. The subsequent solution thus provides a signifi-

cant improvement over the three proposals discussed above. Given that the

stability of dependencies can be cashed out in terms of stability of correla-

tion patterns, this solution can also be neatly implemented in our insensitive

interventionist model of causation.

To say that a causal claim is unstable is to say that the counterfactual

dependency underlying it would break down under natural variations in the

background conditions. Recall our example cases of spurious negative causa-

tion:

(1*) The Belgian prime minister not watering my plants caused

them to wither.

(2*) The Belgian prime minister not holding the trapdoor closed

caused the food to land on the saucer.

17Whilst Woodward explicitly remains neutral on the question whether spurious causal
claims are in fact false or merely inappropriate in this text, he appears more inclined
to treat spurious negative causal claims as false elsewhere (e.g. Woodward, 2003, p. 91).
Moreover his frequently repeated dictum that causal relations ought to be ‘available for
manipulation and control’ suggests that stability plays a central role for interventionist
causation (e.g. Woodward, 2007, 2014, passim).

18Woodward uses ‘insensitive’ rather than ‘stable’. However, I will reserve the term
‘insensitive’ for a more general feature of correlation patterns.
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(3*) The Belgian prime minister not blocking the spring caused

it to uncoil.

In the case of (1*), for example, it is true that19

(i) NOT WATERING �→ WITHERED

(ii) vNOT WATERING �→ vWITHERED

However, very slight and quite natural changes in the background circum-

stances would have interfered with the truth of (i). Imagine, as is not too

unnatural, that I actually did water my plants. In such a case, the Bel-

gian prime minister not watering my plants would not have resulted in their

withering. Consequently, (i) would have been false.

Similarly, for (2*) it holds that

(iii) NOT BLOCKING �→ UNCOIL

(iv) vNOT BLOCKING �→ vUNCOIL

However, very slight and quite natural changes in the background circum-

stances would have interfered with the truth of (iii). Namely, if the trigger

had not been pulled and the mechanisms blockage had remained in place,

then the prime minister’s not blocking it would not have resulted in the un-

coiling of the spring. Consequently, (iii) would have been false. In both cases,

the positive counterfactual is true, but very unstable.

Woodward argues that this instability explains the sensed falsity of the

corresponding negative causal claim. He goes on to remark that causal claims

whose negative counterfactuals are unstable are often less objectionable, but

cases in which both the positive and the negative counterfactual are unstable

are often extra objectionable. In what follows, we will focus mostly on the

stability of the positive dependency. The stability of the positive dependence

in negative causation claims tracks the truth of those claims. In good cases

of negative causation, like (1)–(3), the positive dependency relation is stable.

The absence results in the target effect against a broad variety of background

conditions. This contrasts with clearly spurious cases like (1*)–(3*), which

19I assume a Lewisian reading of these counterfactuals, but nothing turns on this. They
are used to bear out a general point about these dependencies, similar tests would do just
as well.
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we used to illustrate the spurious negative causation problem. In all of these

cases, the Belgian prime minister not performing the relevant action would

not have resulted in the target effect given some natural variations in the

background conditions. If I had watered the plants, if the sun had risen a

few minutes later, and if the shooter had not pulled the trigger, the prime

minister not performing those actions would not have resulted in any of these

effects. The stability of the dependence relation thus predicts the correct

truth values for negative causation claims.

We can also see the tracking relation between stability and the truth of

negative causation claims in action by considering grey-area cases of negative

causation. There are certain cases where we feel torn about whether or not

a dependency relation involving an absence amounts to causation or not. In

such cases, the perceived stability tracks our readiness or reluctance to accept

the relevant causal claim. Consider Hall’s example of double prevention (Hall,

2004, p. 241):

Suzy is piloting a bomber on a mission to blow up an enemy

target, and Billy is piloting a fighter as her lone escort. Along

comes an enemy fighter plane, piloted by Enemy. Sharp-eyed Billy

spots Enemy, zooms in, pulls the trigger, and Enemy’s plane goes

down in flames. Suzy’s mission is undisturbed, and the bombing

takes place as planned. If Billy hadn’t pulled the trigger, Enemy

would have eluded him and shot down Suzy, and the bombing

would not have happened.

Hall notices that we feel torn about the following claim (2004, p. 242):

(9) Billy’s pulling the trigger is a cause of the bombing

On the one hand, we certainly feel that Billy is in some sense responsible

for the bombing, and it is unclear how he could be responsible if he did not

cause the bombing. On the other hand, we are reluctant to state that Billy

is involved in the causal process leading up to the bombing, as this process

seems to initiate in Suzy’s aircraft and for all we know the air battle between

Billy and Enemy has no effect on her. (9) appears to land in the grey area

of negative causal claims.
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Information affecting the perceived stability of the dependence between

Billy’s shooting and the bombing affects our intuitions on (9). Suppose that

Enemy is in fact an unreliable fighter pilot, and would only have intercepted

Suzy out of sheer luck. Suppose also that the air battle between Billy and

Enemy took place 1000 miles from Suzy’s position, and Enemy was in fact

likely to get lost along the way. These qualifications make us reconsider Billy’s

causal contribution to the bombing. A lot can happen to an unreliable enemy

pilot crossing 1000 miles and a lot can happen to Suzy during several hours.

That is to say, both the positive and negative dependence relation between

Billy’s shot and the bombing now appear less stable. Conversely, Halpern and

Pearl (2000) pointed out that we are likely to consider Billy’s contribution

more favourable if the involved air fighters were automata whose workings

we perceive to be predictable and reliable. That is to say, if we have good

evidence that the dependence relation between Billy’s shot and the bombing

is stable, we are more likely to accept (9). The stability of negative causation

relations thus tracks our judgments in good cases, bad cases and those cases

in between.

The stability proposal fits well with our model of causation developed

in the previous chapter. Stability is a kind of insensitivity, and insensitive

interventionism was supposed to isolate insensitive correlations as causal. To

some extent, stability is the analogue of robustness applied to background

conditions instead of base variables. What it means for a dependency be-

tween two phenomena A and B to be stable is for the correlation between

occurrences of A and occurrences of B to persist across scenarios that con-

tain normal changes in the background conditions. What it means for the

correlation between the values of variable B and variable A to be robust, is

for it to persist across scenarios that contain changes in A’s base variables.

In both cases, this property of the correlation patterns informs us that the

positive correlation is not restricted to scenarios where very specific or un-

natural circumstances hold. Instead, information about stable and robust

correlations are applicable to a broad variety of scenarios we deem natural.

Consequently, stable and robust correlations are, all else equal, more avail-

able for prediction, manipulation and control than unstable and non-robust

correlations. If, for example, someone wants to see my plants withered, she
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will be more effective in her fiendish plans by preventing me from watering

them, than by preventing the Belgian prime minister from watering them.

After all, preventing me from watering them results in their withering against

a variety of normal variations in the circumstances, whereas preventing the

prime minister from watering them only does so in a very specific circum-

stance. Moreover, the stability of correlations are used to explain that we

tend to causally select abnormal phenomena (Hitchcock and Knobe, 2009,

p. 607–608). Stability therefore provides a unified explanation of negative

causation by abnormal as well as normal absences. Aside from this affinity

with our model of causation and the explanation of our interest in abnor-

mal absences, the stability proposal also respects the ideas driving the three

proposals from the previous section.

First of all, normality and abnormality play an important role in the sta-

bility proposal. Correlations are stable if and only if they hold up under

natural changes in the background conditions. On the plausible assumption

that naturelness is normative according to the liberal notion of normativity

that is used in the abnormality proposal, it follows that, just like in the abnor-

mality proposal, norm-breaking plays a central role for (negative) causation

in the stability proposal. The stability proposal just locates the proper role

of norm-breaking with the background conditions rather than with the ab-

sences itself. Consequently, normal absences can be causes, but only if they

result in their effect across normal changes in the background conditions.

Second, the stability approach reserves an essential role for context and

pragmatic considerations. As was borne out by the case of the Venusians

and the forest fire, the conversational context and pragmatic considerations

can affect which variations in background conditions are considered to be

natural. Earthly firefighters hold the absence of oxygen to be an abnormal

change in the background conditions, whereas Venusians do not. Woodward

provides a more realistic example of the same phenomenon. Economists and

psychologists make different assumptions about which background conditions

should be held fixed and which should be allowed to vary (Woodward, 2006,

p. 13–14):20

[F]or the purposes of doing economics, “abnormal” changes in

20Note that Woodward himself uses the term ‘stability’ rather than ‘insensitivity’ here.
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neurological processing are taken to involve irrelevant or ignorable

departures from actuality while changes in information or relative

costs are regarded as highly relevant to the assessment of stability.

Consequently, a dependency that is stable in the context of economics might

not be stable in the context of psychology or pharmacology, and vice versa. It

thus appears that which background conditions we consider alterable or fixed

tight is often context-dependent. Given that the stability of a causal claim

depends on which background conditions one considers alterable or fixed

tight, the stability of causal claims is thus context-dependent. Consequently,

the seeming unprincipledness of negative causation claims can be explained

by relying on the capriciousness of conversational context and pragmatic

considerations.

Before concluding this chapter on negative causation, it is worth address-

ing one potential worry for the stability approach. If accounts of causation

are to respect our causal judgments, they must allow for seeming cases of

unstable causation. That is to say, they must allow for cases of causation

where the cause only resulted in the effect given very specific background

conditions. Consider the following example. A marksman tries to shoot a

practice target from a long distance on a gusty day. He hopes to get the shot

in there between the gusts and succeeds in hitting the target. It is highly

salient to the marksman — and to us — that the chances of success are

minimal and the slightest change in the weather conditions could affect the

outcome. Nevertheless, it is true that, if the bullet hits, the marksman’s shot

is the cause of the target shattering.21 One might worry that, by adopting

the stability response to spurious negative causation, one cannot allow for

such cases of unstable causation. I think there are two compatible lines of

response to this worry.

First and foremost, allowing absences to be causes in virtue of exhibiting

stable patterns of correlations does not require us to maintain that stability

is a necessary condition on causation. There could be other ways of causing

effects than exhibiting a stable pattern of correlation with that effect. For

example, perhaps one phenomenon can cause another in virtue of producing

21I am grateful to Gunnar Björnsson for providing this example.
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or physically necessitating the effect.22 This point is of particular relevance

for our overall project. Recall that we need to deny that production or

physical necessitation are necessary for causation, but that we do not need

to deny that they suffice for causation. We do not have to provide necessary

conditions for causation in order for our overall project to succeed, only

sufficient ones. Consequently, we can hold that absences can cause effects in

virtue of exhibiting stable patterns of correlation with these effects without

requiring that all causes do so.

Second, the context-dependence of stability provides some leeway in ex-

plaining seeming cases of unstable causation. Even when cases are explicitly

presented as unstable, as in the case of the marksman, there might still be

cues that make us ignore the sensitivity to background conditions. For ex-

ample, the use of words like ‘marksman’, ‘shooting’ and ‘target’ paint the

picture of a competent agent undertaking an action to achieve a goal. These

cues might prompt us to ignore even slight and natural variations in the

background conditions and focus on the actions of the agent instead. Hence,

setting the context thus that there are no relevant changes in the background

conditions and only changes in the marksman’s actions are considered. In

general, intervening on the intentions of competent agents is an effective strat-

egy of manipulation, and it would not be surprising if this fact is reflected in

our conversational contexts.

13.4 The upshot

In this chapter, we discussed the case of negative causation and its relevance

for insensitive interventionism. This discussion bore out two points that are

crucial to our project.

First, production requirements on causation systematically contradict our

causal judgments. Many respectable causal claims require the possibility of

negative causation. In particular, mental-to-behavioural causation in crea-

tures like us requires the possibility of negative causation. It does so even on

a physicalist ontology. The prevalence of negative causation provides us with

22Or by exhibiting a stable pattern of correlation with a phenomenon that produces or
physically necessitates the effect. A proposal along these lines can be found in Schaffer
(2001b) and Loew (2019).
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a powerful response to the production objection against our model of dualist

mental causation.

Second, one can respond to the spurious negative causation worry by re-

lying on a particular kind of insensitivity of the correlation patterns involved

in good cases of negative causation. In particular, one can rely on the sta-

bility of the relevant correlation pattern. If we insert this extra condition

in our definition of insensitive interventionism, we arrive at the following

formulation:

(IM-Stability) X is a type-level direct cause of Y with respect

to a variable set V if and only if

(i) there is a possible intervention on X that will change

Y or the probability distribution of Y when one holds

fixed at some value all other variables Zi in V that do

not stand in a nomic necessitation relation or a tight

relation to X or Y ,

(ii) the correlation between X and Y under such interven-

tions is robust relative to X’s base variables, and

(iii) the positive dependency of Y on X is stable.

Save for the addition of the stability clause (iii), (IM-Stability) is identical to

(IM), the central definition in insensitive interventionism.

(IM-Stability) is a definition of direct type-level causation. However, def-

initions of both indirect causation and token causation follow naturally from

this definition. I will not provide a definition of indirect causation, but, as

most of the cases in the negative causation debate concern token causation, it

is well worth it provide a definition of token causation based on (IM-Stability).

Here is an initial proposal:

Insensitive Token Causation - Stability X taking value x is

a direct token cause of Y taking value y relative to variable

set V if and only if, X meets (IM-Stability) relative to Y and

V , and there is a possible intervention on x that is followed

by a change in y.

This initial proposal might give rise to a problem. Perhaps there are stable
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correlations between token absences and their target effect across the rele-

vant alternative scenarios, without there being a stable correlation between

the relevant types. This would be the case if there are background conditions

that are specific to a certain scenario and that, for whatever reason, are con-

sidered normal in this scenario but not in general. Suppose for example, that

everyone in the family knows that Amber always throws a tantrum when fa-

ther cannot make it to family events. Any change in that behaviour would be

considered abnormal and therefore not a contextually salient option. Suppose

also that father cannot make it to the picknick and Amber throws a tantrum

impressive enough to ruin the entire day. In this case, father’s absence can

be said to ruin the picknick, even if there might not be a stable correlation

between the ‘paternal absence’-type and the ‘ruined picnic’-type. Perhaps

cases like these can be solved by finding a better level of abstraction when

selecting the relevant type variables, but finding a better level of abstraction

is likely to be a complicated and arduous task in many cases.

Another solution is to impose the stability condition at the token-level

for token causation and at the type-level for type-causation. (IM-Stability)

would thus remain identical, but (Insensitive Token Causation - Stability)

would be reformulated as follows:

Insensitive Token Causation - Stability X taking value x is

a direct token cause of Y taking value y relative to variable

set V if and only if, X meets (IM) relative to Y and V , and

there is a possible intervention on x that stably correlates

with a change in y.

Here, (IM) is identical to (IM-Stability), modulo the type-level stability con-

dition contained in (iii). Given this, token absences can be causes if they

exhibit a stable pattern of correlation with the target effect, even if there is

no stable correlation between the respective types. There might be further

complications to address, but I take it that a proposal of roughly this form

can address the problem of spurious negative causation.

The viability of the stability solution to spurious negative causation demon-

strates the importance of insensitivity for causation. This is good news, as

insensitivity plays a central role in our account of causation. Moreover, it does

not appear to interfere with insensitive interventionism’s promise to model
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dualist mental causation. As said however, the addition of stability might

not be essential to our model of dualist mental causation. All we require is a

solution that does not impose heavyweight requirements on causation. Con-

sequently, I will not defend the stability approach any more than I have done

already. Nonetheless, I would like to make a final note on the implications of

adding stability to insensitive interventionism.

By inserting the notion of stability in our definition of causation, we are

committed to causal statements being context-dependent. The stability of a

correlation is a measure of its sensitivity to natural changes in background

conditions, and which changes in background conditions we consider natural

depends on the context. Some might see a commitment to contextualism

about causal statements as a cost (e.g. Montminy and Russo, 2016), others

are convinced that such a causal contextualism is plausible anyway (e.g. Schaf-

fer, 2005, 2012). Given limitations of space I cannot satisfactorily address the

advantages and drawbacks of contextualism about causal statements here. A

more perspicuous formulation of the stability version of insensitive interven-

tionism would probably make this context-dependence more explicit. Given

that we will not crucially rely on stability here, I leave such a formulation for

another occasion. Note however, that causal contextualism does not appear

to conflict with our overall project.

In fact, Maslen (2005) argues that contextualist accounts of causation hold

a particular promise for non-reductionist accounts of mental causation.23 If

the relevance of alternative scenarios depends on the conversational context,

and the conversational context is determined (at least partially) by the in-

terests of the participants, then scenarios in which the necessitation relation

between mental phenomena and their physical bases are severed should plau-

sibly be ignored when evaluating mental causation claims. For example, we

can ignore cases where my pain is absent but its physical base is present, as

such cases are of no practical importance to us. Even though Maslen primar-

ily focuses on non-reductionist physicalist accounts of mental causation, she

appears to be at least open to the possibility of such an approach to dualist

23To be more precise, Maslen makes a claim about causal relevance rather than cau-
sation simpliciter. I ignore the distinction here because A being causally relevant for B
presupposes that A causes B on interventionist accounts of causation and causal relevance
(Woodward, 2008, p. 227).
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mental causation.24

I am sympathetic to such considerations and they could be used to bol-

ster my case for dualist mental causation. As mentioned in our discussion on

robustness in the case of dualist mental causation, it would strengthen our

case if we can ignore nomically impossible scenarios. However, I do not want

to put too much weight on the relevance of causal contextualism for mental

causation here. As mentioned, what sets conversational context is an unpre-

dictable matter, and these issues are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Moreover, I take it that even if this approach works, a robustness condition

on causation will still have to be in place.

This concludes our discussion of negative causation. In the next chapter,

we discuss the relation between causation and fundamental physics.

24As opposed to the proposals by Woodward (2015) and Shapiro (2010), Maslen does
not take the impossibility of such scenarios to be the relevant feature, but focuses on their
contextual irrelevance instead.
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Chapter 14

Causation and Physics

In this chapter, I discuss recent work on the relation between causation and

fundamental physics.1 The purpose of this discussion is twofold. First, it

will indicate that the physical necessitation requirement on causation con-

flicts with everyday and scientific causal judgments. A proper understanding

of physical necessitation teaches us that the phenomena that are causes ac-

cording to our ordinary and scientific causal judgments rarely, if ever, phys-

ically necessitate their effects (against background conditions or not). Con-

sequently, the physical necessitation objection to insensitive interventionism

is mistaken. In relation to this first point, I will argue that some of the at-

tempts to explain the occurrence of causation in the light of the inhospitality

of fundamental physics result in accounts of causation that resonate well with

insensitive interventionism. In particular, so-called ‘Neo-Russellian’ views on

causation agree with the insensitive interventionist’s view that causation con-

sists of robust and stable patterns of correlation available for manipulation

and control.

Second, this chapter will bear out a further worry for insensitive inter-

ventionism. Given the time-symmetry of the laws of physics, accounts of

causation have a difficult time explaining why causes typically precede their

effects. Our model of causation runs the risk of predicting that many actual

1I will often drop the qualifier ‘fundamental’ throughout the rest of this chapter. I
understand fundamental to mean the same thing here as in Chapter 2: The laws and facts
in fundamental physics are fundamental in the sense that they are not explained by any
further laws or facts, but rather explain other laws or facts.

223
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phenomena have causes that lie in their future. If our model predicts this

result, its sufficiency conditions for causation are most probably too permis-

sive, and its credibility as a model of dualist mental causation is therefore

threatened. I survey some solutions to the time-asymmetry problem from

the literature and argue that these solutions are compatible with insensitive

interventionism.

The structure of this chapter looks as follows. First, I introduce the

three central mismatches between causation and physics that were discussed

by Russell (1912): the mismatch in size, grain and time-asymmetry. I also

show how they can be used to argue against the (sophisticated) physical

necessitation requirement on causation. Second, I discuss the Neo-Russellian

approach to reconciling these three mismatches with a realist account of

causation, and I argue that the resulting view of causation resonates well

with insensitive interventionism. Third, I discuss how, in the light of the

first two sections, the mismatch in time-asymmetry might still pose a worry

for insensitive interventionism and survey some of the solutions from the

literature.

14.1 Mismatches between causation and physics

For the past century, it has been a vexed issue whether or not causation can

be reconciled with fundamental physics. Russell (1912) famously held that

it cannot be done. In this section, I discuss the three mismatches between

causation and physics that Russell took to underlie the incompatibility of

causation and physics,2 and argue that these mismatches undermine phys-

ical necessitation requirements on causation, rather than establishing the

incompatibility of causation and physics.

We take causation to relate relatively local and coarse-grained phenom-

ena, such as smoking behaviour and lung cancer. Moreover, we take the

causal relation to be asymmetrical: smoking behaviour causes lung cancer,

but not the other way around. Russell (1912) pointed out that fundamen-

tal physics makes no reference to causes, but instead provides exceptionless

2Russell’s text raises further objections to the notion of causation, but these are irrele-
vant to the matters at hand.
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symmetric laws that exclusively relate maximally fine-grained total states of

the universe at different times. The leading theories of fundamental physics

of his day thus appeared particularly inhospitable to the notion of causation.

Russell famously concluded that (1912, p. 1):

The law of causality, I believe, like much that passes muster

among philosophers, is a relic of a bygone age, surviving, like

the monarchy, only because it is erroneously supposed to do no

harm.

Though physics has developed considerably since 1912, the mismatches

between causation and fundamental physics persist (cf. Field, 2003). As we

have seen in Chapter 7, a phenomenon has to be maximally fine-grained and

span the entire cross-section of the backwards light cone of a target effect in

order to physically necessitate that effect. Physically sufficient phenomena

are therefore radically different from the local coarse-grained phenomena we

consider to be causes. There is a clear mismatch between the size and grain

of typically recognized causal relata on the one hand, and the phenomena

covered by the laws of fundamental physics on the other.

Furthermore, the laws of fundamental physics are time-symmetric.3 Ac-

cording to contemporary fundamental physics, future phenomena necessitate

past phenomena to the same extent that past phenomena necessitate future

phenomena.4 By contrast, we take there to be a salient time-asymmetry in

causation: causes typically precede their effects. The above considerations

thus provide us with three mismatches between causation and the fundamen-

tal laws of physics: one in the size of the relata, one in the grain of the relata,

and one in the time-asymmetry of the relation. If Russell was right that these

mismatches render causation and physics incompatible, and we want to hold

3This is not uncontroversial. Collapse interpretations of quantum mechanics, such as
the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber interpretation and the Copenhagen interpretation, do have
time-asymmetric laws. See Albert (2000, Ch. 7) for a proposal of how the fundamental
laws of GRW can play a role in underwriting the time-asymmetry of causation. Given
that the purported time symmetry of the fundamental laws of physics will spell trouble for
us rather than helping us out (cf. Section 14.3, there is no cheating involved in following
Field (2003) and Albert (2000, 2015) here in assuming that the laws are time-symmetric.

4This is not the same as the laws being time-reversible. In order for laws to be time-
reversible laws any process that is possible in one temporal direction is possible in the other
temporal direction as well. Both Field and Albert remark that laws can be time-symmetric
without being time-reversible.
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on to physics, we should let go of causation.

Cartwright (1979) turned Russell’s argument on its head. She argued

that the notion of causation plays an indispensable role in underwriting the

objective distinction between effective and ineffective strategies. It is true

that to stop smoking is an effective strategy to decrease one’s risk of incurring

lung cancer. It is also true that to bleach one’s teeth is an ineffective strategy

to decrease one’s risk of incurring lung cancer. There is a simple explanation

for this difference in effectivity. To stop smoking is an effective strategy

because smoking causes lung cancer. To bleach one’s teeth is an ineffective

strategy because the colour of one’s teeth does not cause lung cancer. If

fundamental physics cannot allow for causation, it cannot allow for such

explanations. Moreover, the fundamental laws of physics appear to be in a

poor position to provide alternative explanations. After all, coarse-grained

and local phenomena, such as smoking and lung cancer, do not physically

necessitate their effects. So if, as Russell appeared to maintain, all physics

cares about are lawful necessitation relations, it cannot capture the relevant

distinctions. Cartwright concluded that, if the laws of physics cannot allow

for causation, then the laws of physics must be defective in some sense.

Note that if the laws of physics are indeed incompatible with causation,

this dialectic poses a considerable problem for the dualist’s opponent. After

all, if, as Russell would have it, there is no causation, then Mental Causation

is false regardless of the status of dualism. Alternatively, if, as Cartwright

would have it, the laws of physics are defective, then it is at least unclear what

motivates Physical Completeness.5 Either way, one of the central premises

of the exclusion arguments against dualism turns out to be false, or at least

questionable.

Even so, I do not think these are the right lessons to draw from the

mismatches between causation and physics. Both Russell’s approach and

Cartwright’s approach are radical. Giving up on causation means giving up

on the objective distinction between effective and ineffective strategies for

manipulation and deliberating actions. Giving up on fundamental physics

means giving up on the leading scientific theory of our universe. All else

equal, one should prefer a less radical solution and a less radical solution is

5And indeed, Cartwright herself is skeptical of Physical Completeness. See Cartwright
(2010).
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available: one can deny that physical necessitation is necessary or sufficient

for causation. As we have seen in Chapters 4 and 7, such a denial is quite

standard in contemporary philosophy of causation and, as I will argue below,

it allows us to acknowledge the three mismatches between causation and

physics without concluding that we have to give up on either one.

When arguing for the incompatibility of causation and physics, Russell

crucially relies on the assumption that causes must physically necessitate

their effects. The argument Russell provides based on the mismatches in size

and grain can be reconstructed as follows:

1. All causes physically necessitate their effects.

2. If fundamental physics is correct, anything that physically

necessitates an effect is enormous and maximally fine-grained.6

3. If our notion of causation is correct, some causes are not

both enormous and maximally fine-grained.

4. Either fundamental physics is incorrect or our notion of cau-

sation is incorrect.

According to the conclusion, we must choose between rejecting fundamental

physics and rejecting our notion of cause. However, the conclusion only

follows if 1 is true. If 1 is false, causes are allowed to be local and coarse-

grained phenomena, because they do not have to physically necessitate their

effects. Many have thus concluded that 1 is false (e.g. Blanchard (2016,

p. 257); Eagle (2007, p. 171)).

One can formulate a further argument for the incompatibility of causation

and physics by focusing on the mismatch in time-asymmetry. It follows from

physics that every phenomenon is physically necessitated by enormous and

fine-grained phenomena that occur at some later point in time. However,

causes always precede their effects in our world. Therefore, the existence of

causation is in contradiction with physics. Here is a rendering of the second

argument:

6In fact, the phenomenon in question need not be enormous if it were to take place at a
miniscule time-interval before or after the effect. However, we rarely if ever are interested
evolutions over such minuscule time-intervals, so I ignore that possibility here.
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1.* For any two distinct phenomena A and B, if A physically

necessitates B, then A causes B.

2.* If fundamental physics is correct, then for any physical phe-

nomenon A, there is a physical phenomenon B such that: A

precedes B in time, and B physically necessitates A.

3.* If our notion of causation is correct, then for any two actual

physical phenomena A and B: if A causes B, then B does

not precede A in time.7

4. Either fundamental physics is incorrect or our notion of cau-

sation is incorrect.

Once again, the conclusion only follows if 1* is true. If not all physically

sufficient conditions for an effect are causes of that effect, there can be phys-

ically sufficient conditions for an effect that occur after that effect without

causing it. Even though 1* is probably more contentious than 1, I believe the

time-asymmetry argument for 4 poses a more serious challenge than the ar-

gument that relies on the mismatches in size and grain. However, I postpone

this point to Section 14.3. What matters for now is that one can avoid giving

up on either physics or the notion of causation by dissociating between cau-

sation and physical necessitation. One can defuse the argument from grain

and size by denying that physical necessitation is necessary for causation and

one can defuse the argument from time-asymmetry by denying that physical

necessitation is sufficient for causation.

Consequently, there can be no physical necessitation requirement on cau-

sation. Recall that we characterized the sophisticated variety of such a re-

quirement as follows in Section 4.1:

The Sophisticated Physical Necessitation Requirement For

any two phenomena A and B, A causes B only if there is

some set of background conditions c that includes neither B

nor anything that physically necessitates B, such that A and

c together physically necessitate B.

7I restrict this claim to actual physical phenomena, because our notion of causation
arguably allows for science fiction cases of backwards causation, such as time travel or
precognition (cf. Lewis (1973b, p. 566), Lewis (1976, p. 148), and Mackie (1974, p. 161)).
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If we take the mismatch in grain observed by Russell seriously, we can see

that such a requirement effectively excludes coarse-grained phenomena from

being causally effective. After all, coarse-grained phenomena cannot physi-

cally necessitate their target effects even if one is allowed to add background

conditions.

To see this, consider again the case of Yue from Chapter 7. Yue threw a

rock at a window, causing it to shatter. Now take the background conditions

against which Yue’s throw caused the window to shatter and assume, for the

sake of the argument, that we are allowed to individuate these background

conditions in a maximally fine grain. The occurrence of Yue’s throw will not

physically necessitate the shattering of the windows against these background

conditions. There are all kinds of physically possible scenarios in which both

the throw and the background conditions occur, but the window remains in-

tact. For example, the fundamental particles making up the rock might be

arranged such that it suddenly emits a particle at an immense acceleration

that is orthogonal to the rock’s anticipated trajectory, causing the rock to

make a sudden turn and therefore miss the window. The chance of the rock

being realized in this way is vanishingly small, and none of the actual rock

throws will ever involve a mid-air turn due to the immensely accelerated ejec-

tion of a fundamental particle. However, such trajectories are not physically

impossible. Consequently, Yue’s rock throw does not physically necessitate

the shattering when taken togeher with its background conditions.

The underlying point generalizes. Typical causes like hurricanes, banking

crises and infections are not fine-grained enough to physically necessitate their

target effects, even given the background conditions against which they occur.

Consequently, if one imposes this requirement on causation, one is forced to

conclude that either our causal judgments are systematically mistaken or

fundamental physics is mistaken. I take it that neither of these options is

attractive to the dualist’s opponent.

I will consider two ways of objecting to this this line of reasoning. Both

of these argue that there is an understanding of ‘background conditions’ that

does allow coarse-grained phenomena to physically necessitate their target

effects against background conditions.

First, one can argue that there is a set of background conditions against
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which Yue’s throw physically necessitates the shattering of the window, but

that this set includes disjunctive conditions. Such an objection can be de-

veloped as follows. Yue’s throw metaphysically necessitates a disjunction of

maximally fine-grained physical realizers, {PR1, . . . , PRn}. For any one of

these physical realizers PRi, there is a physical background condition BCi,

such that Pri and BCi together physically necessitate the target effect. For

example, the thermodynamically abnormal realization of Yue’s throw where

the ejection of a particle throws the rock off course, will still physically ne-

cessitate the shattering of the window if taken together with a background

condition where Yue’s right shoe is physically realized in such a way that it

emits a particle at the exact acceleration and angle required to knock the

rock back on course. The underlying idea is that for any thermodynamically

abnormal realization of Yue’s throw that would prevent the target effect given

thermodynamically normal background conditions, there will be a thermo-

dynamically abnormal realization of the background conditions that will as-

certain that the effect occurs after all. If we allow our background conditions

to consist of a disjunction of all the members of {BC1, . . . , BCn}, coarse-

grained phenomena can, and plausibly quite often do, physically necessitate

target effects.8

I take it that such an understanding of background conditions is atyp-

ical. Necessitation requirements on causation are naturally understood as

demanding that the cause necessitated the effect given its actual background

conditions, rather than a disjunction of the actual background conditions and

some further alternatives. It is unlikely that such an understanding of back-

ground conditions captures what those who posit necessitation requirements

on causation have in mind.

Note further that such a reading of ‘background conditions’ renders the

Sophisticated Physical Necessitation Requirement particularly weak. True,

dualist mental phenomena will not meet this requirement. Non-physical phe-

nomena cannot be non-redundant parts of physically sufficient conditions for

target effects if Physical Completeness is true (cf. Section 4.1). However,

almost all physical phenomena, coarse-grained or fine-grained, in the back-

ward or forward light cone of the target effect will meet this requirement. For

8I am grateful to Pär Sundström for formulating this objection.
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example, the physical realization of Yue’s shoes will meet this requirement

relative to the shattering of the window.9 Of course, Sophisticated Physical

Necessitation Requirement is only a necessary requirement, and one could

exclude Yue’s shoes by adding further conditions on causation. Nevertheless,

this necessary requirement would tell us impressively little about causation

and its only purpose appears to be excluding non-physical phenomena like

dualist pain. In the absence of independent motivation for such a require-

ment on causation, we can reasonably insist that this is an ad hoc objection

to our model of dualist mental causation.

Second, one can argue that there is a set of background conditions against

which Yue’s throw physically necessitates the shattering of the window, but

that this set includes some normality conditions. If we ignore thermodynam-

ically abnormal scenarios, Yue’s throw does physically necessitate the shat-

tering of the window when taken together with the other physical phenomena

in the backwards light cone of the shattering. Plausibly, this observation will

generalize. If we allow our background conditions to include normality condi-

tions, coarse-grained phenomena can, and plausibly quite often do, physically

necessitate target effects.10

However, if we allow a normality condition in our background conditions,

it is no longer clear why dualist mental phenomena are excluded from being

causes. Normally, occurrences of pain are accompanied by a physical nomic

base phenomenon. Occurrences of pain without such a physical nomic base

are not allowed by the nomic naturalist dualist ontology. Plausibly, there

are sets of normal physical conditions that do not physically necessitate my

wincing on their own, but do physically necessitate my wincing, when com-

bined with me experiencing a normal occurrence of pain. Of course, there are

ways to characterize normality that excludes thermodynamically abnormal

scenarios but allow for nomically impossible scenarios — the term ‘thermo-

dynamically normal’ seems explanatory enough. But here again the question

is whether there is an independently motivated way of doing so. One way of

motivating normality conditions is that we can ignore the relevant abnormal

9Field (2003, p. 439) makes a similar point: “ [. . . ] there would be a big deal if we had
to conclude that if c1 and c2 are both in the past light cone of e then there is no way of
regarding one of them as any more a cause of e than the other.”

10I am grateful to Torfinn Huvenes for suggesting an objection along these lines.
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scenarios for all intents and purposes, but this holds for nomically impos-

sible scenarios as well as for thermodynamically abnormal scenarios. This

is not to say that normality conditions cannot have a place in accounts of

causation. Indeed, they will play a central role throughout the remainder of

the chapter. It is just hard to see how normality can be characterized in a

non-ad hoc way such that it excludes thermodynamically abnormal scenarios

but includes nomically impossible scenarios.

I take these considerations to effectively address the physical necessitation

objection against insensitive interventionism. Together with the findings from

the previous chapter, this provides powerful evidence against heavyweight ac-

counts of causation. The apparent prevalence of causation by absences and

coarse-grained phenomena is strong evidence that causation requires neither

production nor physical necessitation. However, our discussion on physical

necessitation gives rise to a further question. Given that the laws of funda-

mental physics do not give us much by way of explanation of how there can

be causation in the actual world, one wonders what does explain causation.

How come we are able to manipulate future phenomena by manipulating

local coarse-grained phenomena? Given Physical Completeness and Phys-

icalism about the Non-Mental,11 one expects there to be some explanation

that is properly grounded in physics. One could worry that that explanation

will not allow for dualist mental causation.

In the next section, I discuss one influential account of how physics allows

for causation and argue that it does not provide us with reasons to abandon

insensitive interventionism, and hence allows for dualist mental causation.

14.2 The Neo-Russellian project

Even though it is now shown that causation and physics are not incompat-

ible, the three mismatches between causation and fundamental physics still

demand an explanation. If the laws of physics are so inhospitable to causation

and almost all phenomena are in the end determined by physics, then how

11As the reader might recall, this principle states that all occurrences of non-mental
phenomena are metaphysically necessitated by physical phenomena.
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can coarse-grained and local phenomena cause effects?12 The Neo-Russellian

project aims to explain how causal relations between local and coarse-grained

phenomena can occur in a world with physical laws like ours. In this section,

I discuss the central tenets of such Neo-Russellian strategies and demonstrate

how a central step in such strategies is to equate causation with robust and

stable patterns of correlation.

It is worth setting aside one central aspect of the Neo-Russellian project

before continuing. Neo-Russellians maintain that there is no causation at

the fundamental physical level. However, Frisch (2014, Ch. 6) has forcefully

argued that causal reasoning plays a central role in fundamental physics.

For our purposes we do not need to take a stance on this issue. Instead we

will focus on the Neo-Russellian explanation of causal relations between local

coarse-grained variables. Let us now turn to these issues.

Different developments of the Neo-Russellian project can be found in Al-

bert (2000, 2015), Blanchard (2014), Field (2003), Fernandes (2017), Ismael

(2016a), Loewer (2012), and Price and Weslake (2009). These accounts can

differ considerably in their eventual models of causation, but they all rely

heavily on findings from thermodynamics discussed by Albert (2000, 2015).

For our purposes, it suffices to understand how these findings from thermody-

namics allow us to explain the mismatch in size, grain and time-asymmetry.

According to the Neo-Russellian, thermodynamics presupposes the follow-

ing principles: the statistical postulate and the past hypothesis. The statistical

postulate provides us with the likelihood of a certain micro-phenomenon oc-

curring given that a certain macro-phenomenon occurred. This postulate

allows us to explain difference in grain between causal relata and the phe-

nomena covered by the laws of fundamental physics. The past hypothesis

states that our universe was in a particular global low entropy macrostate in

the distant past. This hypothesis allows us to solve the asymmetry problem

for causation. Let us take them in turn.

In order to understand the statistical postulate, we need to understand

the relation between macro-phenomena and micro-phenomena. Very roughly

12Eagle (2007, sect. 7.3) remarks that the situation is somewhat similar to the case of
causal exclusion. According to the exclusionist, physical causation leaves no room for non-
reductionist mental causation. When one takes a closer look at the fundamental laws of
physics, it can appear as if these laws leave no room for causation.
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speaking, macro-phenomena are coarse-grained, whereas micro-phenomena

are maximally fine-grained. Furthermore, the former are multiply realizable

by the latter. Macro-phenomena are individuated in terms of macroscopic

properties and objects. For example, Cyril’s stubbing his toe is a macro-

phenomenon, because it is individuated in terms of macroscopic objects and

macroscopic properties like toes and being stubbed. Consequently, macro-

phenomena are relatively coarse-grained, because their occurrence imposes

relatively mild requirements on what is the case. Micro-phenomena are max-

imally specific phenomena individuated in the terms of objects and properties

studied in fundamental physics, like leptons, quarks, and spin. For example,

the fundamental physical particles realizing Cyril’s toe-stubbing having their

exact position, spin, etc. is a micro-phenomenon. Such micro-phenomena are

maximally fine-grained, as their occurrence imposes very strict requirements

on what is the case. There is of course, consistent with Cyril’s stubbing his

toe, a wide variety of micro-phenomena that could have occurred at the time

and place of Cyril’s stubbing his toe. Consequently, macro-phenomena are

multiply realizable by micro-phenomena.

The statistical postulate maps that realization relation. It does so by

ascribing an equal probability to all the micro-phenomena consistent with

a given macro-phenomenon. It thereby provides us with the probability of

a certain micro-phenomenon occurring, given the occurrence of a certain

macro-phenomenon. For example, it provides us with the probability that

a certain micro-phenomenon occurs at a certain time and place, on the as-

sumption that Cyril stubs his toe at that time and place. This allows us to

move from claims about the occurrence of coarse-grained phenomena, like

Cyril’s stubbing his toe, to claims about the probability of the occurrence

of a maximally fine-grained phenomena. Consequently, we can move from

claims about phenomena with the coarse-grainedness of everyday causes to

claims about phenomena with the fine-grainedness of phenomena that can

physically necessitate an effect.

Of course, the necessitating phenomenon should also be of the right size.

However, this size problem has a natural solution. When evaluating causal

claims, we hold fixed the conditions surrounding the purported cause. In

particular, the Neo-Russellian strategy is to hold the actual background con-
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ditions, individuated macroscopically, fixed when making causal claims. By

doing so, we can move from claims about local phenomena to claims about

global phenomena.

We can now see how local, coarse-grained phenomena can exhibit regulari-

ties without being physically sufficient for one another. The statistical postu-

late, together with the fundamental laws of nature, will allow us to calculate

how likely a certain macro-phenomenon MP1 at time t1 is to evolve into cer-

tain other macro-phenomenon MP2 at time t2: we just look at how many of

the micro-phenomena realizing MP1 will evolve into micro-phenomena that

realize MP2 at t2. If, by using this method, one could discover regularities

between the occurrence of local macro-phenomena, these regularities could

be effectively exploited for manipulation and prediction.

As an empirical matter of fact, such regularities do exist. For example,

it is likely that the vast majority of global micro-phenomena that realize the

macro-phenomenon of Cyril’s stubbing his toe, will, together with the fun-

damental laws of nature and some background conditions, entail the occur-

rence of a micro-phenomenon that realizes the macro-phenomenon of Cyril’s

wincing some time later. There is a tiny minority of the micro-phenomena

realizing Cyril’s stubbing that entail abnormal futures when combined with

fundamental laws of nature. Perhaps Cyril stubs his toe and goes on to

transform into a book that describes the life of Richard Nixon, or perhaps

he goes on to walk out of the room, backwards and undisturbed; but such

micro-phenomena really make up but a tiny minority of the set that realizes

Cyril’s stubbing his toe. It is highly irregular for toe-stubbings to result in

such phenomena — so irregular that they will never result in such phenomena

in the actual world. Toe-stubbings do regularly result in wincing. Similar

regularities can be found for all familiar causal relations. Or at least, that is

what the Neo-Russellian maintains.

It is worth noting what it means for such a regularity to exist. If Cyril’s

stubbing his toe exhibits a strong regularity with his wincing, this means

that the correlation between the stubbing and his wincing is both robust and

stable in the sense we have outlined earlier. For a wide variety of micro-

realizations of both the stubbing and the macroscopic background conditions

of his stubbing, it is the case that Cyril will be wincing sometime later.
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Similarly, for a wide variety of micro-realizations of both people smoking

and their macroscopic background conditions, it is the case that they will

incur lung cancer sometime later. These regularities allow us to manipulate

future phenomena by manipulating local and coarse-grained phenomena in

the present. In Albert’s terminology, such regularities provide us with ‘causal

handles’ on the future.

There are no such causal handles on the past. This asymmetry remains

unexplained by the conjunction of the fundamental laws and the statistical

postulate. If we were infer what most likely preceded Cyril’s stubbing his

toe based on the global macro-phenomenon at the time of the stubbing, the

statistical postulate and the fundamental laws, we would have to conclude

that Cyril was most likely wincing. Based on just these three data, it would in

fact be highly unlikely that Cyril just walked in the room without a semblance

of physical discomfort. In fact, it would be just as unlikely as Cyril walking

out of the room backwards after he stubbed his toe. If we are to explain why

we can manipulate the future but not the past, we require a time-asymmetric

restriction on what the world is like.

The past hypothesis provides such a restriction. It postulates that some

particular global low-entropy macro-phenomenon occurred in the distant

past, but that no such phenomenon occurs in our future. Given that en-

tropy is extremely unlikely to decrease in closed systems, and our universe is

a closed system, this means that entropy steadily increases towards the fu-

ture in our universe, whereas it is on a steady decrease in the future-to-past

direction. If we restrict the possible scenarios we consider to those that are

compatible with the past hypothesis and, using the statistical postulate and

the fundamental laws, try predict what would happen if we manipulate local

coarse-grained phenomena, it will transpire that, as an empirical matter of

fact, such manipulations will exhibit robust and stable regularities with local

and macroscopic changes in the future, but not in the past.13 Or, put simply,

there are causal handles on the future, but not on the past.

We now have a rough outline of the Neo-Russellian project. It starts with

the fundamental laws of nature and aims to explain the occurrence of causal

13Frisch (2007) argues that Albert overestimates the asymmetry that is provided by the
past hypothesis. There might still be flukes in other possible worlds that affect macro-
phenomena in the past. I postpone this worry to the next section.
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relations. It proposes to resolve the grain problem by adding the statistical

postulate as a given. It proposes to resolve the symmetry problem by adding

the past hypothesis as a given. It proposes to resolve the size problem by

holding background conditions fixed — but that was hardly original. There

are different strategies to develop this rough outline into a full-blown account

of causation, but they all require this fundamental set-up. The fact that

there is causation in our world is, according to the Neo-Russellian, ultimately

explained by the statistical postulate and the past hypothesis, as well as the

fundamental laws of nature.

Note however, that the success of this strategy is contingent on causation

consisting of robust and stable patterns of correlation. The Neo-Russellian

set-up does not provide us with an asymmetry of physical necessitation or

flow of energy. It provides us only with a time-asymmetry in the correlation

patterns between local and coarse-grained phenomena. These patterns of

correlation are taken to explain how I can cause the occurrence of a flame by

striking a match: given my current macroscopic background conditions, the

fundamental laws of physics, the thermodynamical postulate, and the past

hypothesis, my striking a match is most likely to be realized in such a way

that it will result in a flame. According to the Neo-Russellian resolution of

the mismatches between causation and physics, that is what it means for the

striking of a match to cause the flame. It is also what allows us to manipulate

occurrences of the latter by manipulating occurrences of the former. Ismael

summarizes the situation as follows (2016b, p. 136):

[T]he way in which the dilemma created by the Russell/Cartwright

exchange was resolved is that causal structure turns out not to

be fundamental but part of a user interface. Causal Pathways

highlight emergent regularities, robust enough to support hypo-

thetical reasoning, that can be used as strategic routes to action

for appropriately situated agents.14

Effective strategies are thus available to us despite the fact that the laws of

physics make no mention of the kind of phenomena we are in a position to

manipulate.

14Ismael’s does not use ‘robust’ in my technical sense here, but appears to have a more
general insensitivity to changes in mind.
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In the light of this dialectic, it seems ill-conceived to demand more from

causes than to exhibit such patterns of correlations with their target effects.

In particular, it would be undermotivated to deny the possibility of dualist

mental causation. Prima facie, our world is such that the occurrence of my

pain will, against a wide variety of background conditions, most certainly

be instantiated in such a way that it is followed by the presence of a wince.

This will be true according to the nomic naturalist dualist ontology we have

assumed as well as according to physicalist ontologies.15 On the plausible as-

sumption that insensitive interventionism picks out such patterns as causal, it

seems that a closer study of physics does not motivate us to reject insensitive

interventionism. Consequently, a closer study of physics does not motivate

the standard assumption that nomic naturalist dualists cannot have mental

causation.

Of course, the Neo-Russellian project is just one candidate for providing

an account of causation that is properly grounded in physics. Other pro-

posals might not be as friendly towards insensitive interventionism or dualist

mental causation. Although I cannot provide an extensive treatment of the

alternatives here, I would like to note that some of these are of no help to the

dualist’s opponent either. For example, Dowe’s Physical Causation (2000)

proposes a productive account of causation, which, as we have seen in Section

13.1, spells trouble for those who want to reject dualism on the grounds of

mental causation problems. Others, like Norton (2007) and Kutach (2007),

agree with Russell that a proper understanding of physics motivate a skep-

tical attitude towards causation in general and if there is no such thing as

causation, it should not be held against the dualist that she cannot allow

for mental causation. So even if the Neo-Russellian project turns out to be

misguided, there are other ways to resolve the tension between causation

and physics that might be of help to the dualist. For now, I take the rela-

tively broad support for Neo-Russellianism to provide support for insensitive

interventionism as well.

15Although it remains an open empirical question whether or not the relevant correlation
patterns are robust (cf. Chapter 12).
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14.3 Spurious backwards causation

The Neo-Russellian strategy explains the mismatches between causation and

fundamental physics without giving up on either one of them. At first

sight, this strategy meshes well with an interventionist conception of cau-

sation. Both Neo-Russellians and interventionists conceive of causation as a

metaphysically lightweight relation available for manipulation and control.16

Moreover, robustness and stability, which play a crucial role in the Neo-

Russellian strategy to explain the occurrence of causation, helped interven-

tionism avoid two spurious causation problems (cf. Chapters 11 and 13).

However, there is a remaining issue. Frisch (2005, 2007, 2014) has argued

that the Neo-Russellian strategy does not provide the strict asymmetry in

correlation patterns required to back causal asymmetry. In light of this, our

insensitive interventionism runs the risk of resulting in spurious backwards

causation; i.e. the thesis that many effects have causes that lie in their fu-

ture. In this section, I briefly expound Frisch’s criticism and demonstrate

how it might pose a problem for insensitive interventionism. I conclude by

surveying some of the strategies to avoid this problem.

We discussed how the Neo-Russellian proposes to back the causal asym-

metry with a thermodynamical asymmetry. By relying on the statistical

postulate and by maintaining that a particularly low entropy state lies in our

past but not in our future we can conclude that local coarse-grained changes

in the present reliably correlate with local, coarse-grained changes in the fu-

ture, but not with local, coarse-grained changes in the past. However, the

asymmetry in correlation patterns provided by the statistical postulate and

the past hypothesis might not be strict enough to back causal asymmetry.

We should be extraordinarily lucky if the correlations provided by the fun-

damental laws of natures and our two posits from thermodynamics line up

neatly with our causal judgments.17 Can it really be the case that there are

no stable and robust correlations between changes in local, coarse-grained

phenomena in the present and changes in local, coarse-grained phenomena in

16And indeed, many interventionists are also Neo-Russellians: Blanchard (forthcoming);
Hitchcock (2007); Pearl (2000) and Woodward (2007).

17Albert argues that, if the Neo-Russellian picture is right, it is very likely that we are
evolutionarily adapted to picking up on the right patterns and consequently consider these
as causal. On such a proposal, the above comment gets things the wrong way around. I
set this possibility aside here, as a discussion on evolution would take us too far afield.
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the past?

To see the worry more clearly, consider the following example provided by

Frisch (2007, p. 383). We are asked to consider a system of moving billiard

balls on a table. We know that all the balls were neatly racked in a triangle

some ten seconds ago; our knowledge of this past low entropy state will serve

as our stand-in for the past hypothesis. Further, we know the state of all the

billiard balls right now. In particular, we know that the 5 ball is currently

in position p and has velocity v. Now imagine that we are asked what would

have happened five seconds earlier if our stand-in past hypothesis was held

fixed and everything the current situation was held fixed as well, except that

the 5 ball was in a different position and had a different velocity. In other

words, we are asked what the past would have looked like given a change

in a local, coarse-grained phenomenon. Intuitively, our knowledge of the

dynamics of billiard balls — we have knowledge of that as well — would

force us to conclude that there were some local, coarse grained differences

between the past in the hypothetical situation and the actual situation. Of

course, this change would have to occur in a thermodynamically abnormal

way, but it is unclear why that abnormal change should have left the past

ten seconds unmeddled with but for a brief and sudden change immediately

before the current moment. Frisch formulates the problem as follows (2007,

p. 383) :

I take it that Albert’s intuition is that something thermodynam-

ically ‘odd’ must have happened to the balls in order for ball 5 to

end up at a macroscopically distinct present location and quite

plausibly this intuition is correct. But what is difficult to see is

why the most plausible past evolution of the counterfactual sys-

tem of billiard balls is supposed to be one that exactly matches

the actual macro-evolution until immediately before the present

and only then diverges in some thermodynamically unexpected

way.

That is to say, in this system, there appear to be patterns of correlations

between changes in the present and changes in the past.

Frisch’s example does not discuss robustness or stability, but it is at least

unclear that these restrictions will be of help. If stability is what will counter
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this case, it seems like there will be an easy work-around. Instead of con-

sidering a system of billiard balls, we can consider a ball rolling through a

solid steel tube, where the tube protects the trajectory of the ball against any

external influences. It seems plausible that the correlations between changes

in the present state of the ball and its past are sufficiently stable to qualify

as causal. The robustness requirement is not as obvious to accommodate,

but it is equally unclear that it will solve the issue. Perhaps there will in-

deed be no robust correlations between present and past phenomena in such

systems, but this will be up to the underlying physics and there appears to

be no strong reason to believe that things will go our way. Here is Frisch’s

assessment of the situation (2007, p. 384):

Now, ultimately the question whether or not it is a consequence

of the dynamics, the statistical postulate, and the past-hypothesis

that worlds that differ from the actual world locally and macro-

scopically are overwhelmingly likely to have had exactly the same

macroscopic past as the actual world should not be a question

that is settled through a battle of intuitions. Whether Albert’s

thesis is right is a question for the relevant physics.

The upshot is that allowing correlations to be causal in virtue of being stable

and robust might result in allowing for backwards causation. Only further

research in physics will tell.

This poses a challenge for proposals to analyze causation in terms of

patterns of correlations. In particular, it poses a challenge for insensitive

interventionism. In the absence of further restrictions on causal correlations,

we might be committed to the conclusion that some causes have effects that

precede them. To see this, consider how insensitive interventionism would

treat the case of billiard ball 5. Let us take the variable P1 to represent its

position at the current time and variable P0 to represent its position five

seconds ago. For simplicity, we can say that all of these variables only have

an ‘on’ value and an ‘off’ value. The I variable represents an intervention as

usual. The relevant causal graph is provided in Figure 14.1. In the actual

scenario, both variables take the ‘on’ value. The question is what would

happen to the value of P0 if there had been an intervention on P1. Following

the above reasoning, it would seem that we have to conclude that there
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P0 P1
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?

Figure 14.1: Did the 5 ball being in its actual position at t = 1
(P1) cause it to be at its actual position at t = 0 (P0) ?

could very well be robust and stable correlations between interventions on

P1 and changes in P0. Consequently, our insensitive interventionism runs

the risk of spuriously treating P1 as a cause of P0. In as far as systems

sufficiently similar to our billiards case exist in the actual world, insensitive

interventionism runs into the problem of spuriously backwards causation: it

spuriously treats phenomena as causes of phenomena that preceded them.

There are several proposals to deal with this problem. Some are specific to

interventionism, others are more general. It is unclear to me which of these (if

any) should be preferred. The main obstacle for selecting the correct response

is that the proof will be in the pudding, and figuring out what the pudding is

like requires a thoroughly applied understanding of physics. Frisch is skeptical

that the thermodynamically abnormal processes will turn out exactly like

we would want them to, whereas Albert (2000, 2015) and Loewer (2007a)

appear to be more optimistic. Others have proposed extra constraints on

causal correlations to deal with time-asymmetry problems. I briefly survey

some of these extra constraints below and note that these do not conflict

with the thoroughly lightweight aspirations of insensitive interventionism.

Implementing any of those strategies would therefore not threaten our overall

project.

First, there are two interventionist-specific responses worth considering.

Some have proposed that the technical notion of an intervention resolves the

problem. Interventions are causal interactions with the purported cause vari-

able, and we know that if we were to interact with the position of the billiard

ball causally, it would affect its future position but not its past position. In

general, we know that causal interactions robustly correlate with phenomena
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in their relative future, but not with phenomena in their relative past. This

proposal relies on the idea that interventions should model actual physical

interactions with the purported cause. However, as we have seen in Section

9.2, interventions are highly idealized in order for them to meet the ‘holding

fixed’-requirements in (IV), and it is unclear why such highly idealized in-

tervention that causes a change in P0 and holds all else fixed would behave

like any physical interaction we are familiar with. Even so, some believe

interventions should be thought of as stand-ins for actual physical interac-

tions (e.g. Blanchard, 2015; Polger et al., 2018),18 and if this can be made

to work, the spurious backwards causation worry disappears indeed. Note

also, that if this is how one should think of interventions, our (IIV), which

exempts nomic bases, is plausibly a better definition than the standard (IV)

definition, which does not exempt nomic bases. After all, actual physical

interactions on nomically necessitated phenomena always require changes in

the nomic bases of these phenomena.

Another common response is that interventionism avoids spurious the

backwards causation problem because it requires interventions to be exoge-

nous. The exogoneity requirement on interventions states that interventions

must come from outside the causal system one is investigating. Some have ar-

gued that intervening on variables that would exhibit the required correlation

with phenomena preceding it is therefore impossible. The motivation for this

kind of response appears to come from Pearl’s frequently quoted statement

that (2000, p. 349–350):

If you wish to include the entire universe in the model, causality

disappears because interventions disappear — the manipulator

and the manipulated lose their distinction. [. . . ] In most cases

the scientist carves a piece from the universe and proclaims that

piece in — namely the focus of investigation. The rest of the

universe is then considered out or background and is summarized

by what we call boundary conditions. This choice of ins and outs

creates asymmetry in the way we look at things, and it is this

18Woodward himself can be hard to pin down on how idealized interventions in fact
should be, but he does believe that some actual manipulations might qualify as interven-
tions (2018, p. 15), which suggests that they are not as idealized as we have assumed here
(cf. Section 9.3).
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asymmetry that permits us to talk about ‘outside intervention’

and hence about causality and cause–effect directionality.

The underlying idea is that, whilst the laws governing the entirety of

the universe may be symmetric, asymmetry arises if one focuses on correla-

tions under interventions in local systems. Replies of this kind can be found

in Eagle (2007, p. 171), Hitchcock (2007, p. 53–54), and Woodward (2007,

p. 92–93). However, it remains unclear how this response deals with cases

like billiard ball 5, where the system under investigation appears to be lo-

cal and intervention from outside seems patently possible. Moreover, even

if the only variables that exhibit backwards correlations of the kind Frisch

wants to bear out with his example are indeed so enormous as to span, say,

the entire cross-section of the forward light cone of the target effect, then

outside intervention would still be metaphysically possible (cf. Frisch (2014,

p. 94), Reutlinger (2013, sect. 2) and Schaffer (2010)).19 This reply as well,

seems to rely on the idea that interventions should not be so idealized as to

be physically impossible. Without such a restriction on interventions, the

exogeneity requirement on intervention cannot fix the spurious backwards

causation problem.

Aside from these interventionist-specific responses, there are several Neo-

Russellian responses to such problems. All of these come with their own

advantages and drawbacks and many authors choose to combine different

strategies. This issue deserves closer attention, but I lack the space to prop-

erly defend or evaluate these proposals and will restrict myself to an all too

brief discussion of three strands of proposals in the literature.

First, one can rely on other asymmetries aside from the thermodynamic

asymmetries. For example, Fernandes (2016) proposes to rely on evidential

asymmetries, where an intervention on a cause by a properly deliberating ide-

alized agent is required to constitute evidence for the occurrence of the effect.

Blanchard (2016) and Price and Weslake (2009) build on agential asymme-

tries, where the causal asymmetry derives from the fact that actions by agents

like us robustly correlate with changes in the future, but not with changes

in the past.20 The latter proposal comes close to the first interventionist-

19Reutlinger concludes that interventionists cannot be Neo-Russellians. As is apparent
from this chapter, I think the two do not exclude one another.

20Albert hints at something in this direction when he states that anything that would fit
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specific approach discussed earlier; it relies on the asymmetry of correlations

that are due to actual causal interactions, rather than the highly idealized

interventions that we have used in this text.

Second, one can rely on the asymmetry of typical causal systems. Menzies

and Price (1993); Price (2007) and Price and Weslake (2009) argue that

the causal direction is based on the more pervasive asymmetry in patterns

of correlations under interventions. Even though there might be specific

systems, like our billiards system, where the patterns of correlation are not

asymmetric, such systems are uncommon. Once one takes the perspective of

agents like us in a world with such pervasive asymmetric patterns, the causal

direction is set from past to present even for the occasional system where the

actual asymmetry in correlations is absent. Consequently, causal asymmetry

is the result of both a pervasive asymmetry in correlation patterns and our

perspective as agents.21

Third, one can rely on the context-dependence of causation. For example,

Eagle (2007, p. 166–167) proposes that those variables that exhibit spurious

backwards correlations might be contextually irrelevant. Consequently, due

to the context-dependence of causation, there is time-asymmetry between

cause and effect. Field (2003) appears to make a similar suggestion when

he argues that causation goes forward if we restrict our attention to salient

variables.22 It is not clear however, why seemingly innocent variables like P1

and P0 should be barred from salience or contextual relevance. Field suggests

that variables that do exhibit a robust and stable pattern of correlation with

variables that precede it are too fine-grained to be salient and Albert makes

a similar suggestion when stating that opportunities to affect the past are “

[. . . ] rare or impractical or invisible or in some other way beside the point”

(Albert, 2015, p. 52). Once again, the answer seems to be up to the underlying

physics.

Note that none of these five proposals would require us to give up on the

idea that causation is a thoroughly lightweight phenomenon. If anything,

the extra requirements they impose provide more grist for the mill of the

our concept of an agent could systematically influence the future, but not the past (Albert,
2015, p. 44).

21Ismael (2016a) also seems friendly to such a response.
22Field can also be read as proposing that causation in fact goes backwards between

certain non-salient variables.
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dualist. For example, if causation is tightly connected to our capacities as

agents, then our capacity to manipulate behaviour by manipulating mental

phenomena would speak strongly in favour of mental causation, regardless

of one’s ontology of mind. That is to say, if the question ‘does C cause E?’

corresponds (very roughly) to the question ‘could a situated agent that is rel-

evantly like us manipulate E by manipulating C?’,23 then mental phenomena

stand a good chance of being causes, even if dualism is true. Of course, a

lot of the hard work will be to spell out ‘relevantly like us’ in the right way.

Even if agents like us cannot affect the celestial movements, we want these

movements to still be causal; some abstracting away from our capacities as

agents will be necessary. Nonetheless, the tendency towards making causa-

tion part of ‘the user interface’ rather considering it a heavyweight relation

that drives the universe is more promising than it is ominous for insensitive

interventionism, and hence for the dualist.

Finally, we should note that the spurious backwards causation problem is

not specific to insensitive interventionism. Any attempt to analyze causation

in terms of patterns of correlation will encounter this problem; it is not trig-

gered by the exemption of nomic bases from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements.

So although spurious backwards causation might pose a challenge for our

model of causation, it does not pose a problem that is specific to our overall

project.

14.4 The upshot

The goal of this chapter was twofold. First, it was supposed to counter the

physical necessitation objection. A closer look at the mismatches between

causation and physics demonstrated that causes are typically too coarse-

grained to physically necessitate target effects, even given a fixed set of back-

ground conditions. Consequently, thoroughly lightweight accounts of causa-

tion, like insensitive interventionism, have a forceful reply to such physical

necessitation objections.

23And indeed, that is how Price and Corry summarize their edited volume on causation
and physics: “The connecting theme in these essays is that to reconcile causation with
physics, we need to put ourselves in the picture: we need to think about why creatures
in our situation should represent their world in causal terms” (Price and Corry, 2007,
dustcover).
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Related to this first point, I also presented the Neo-Russellian picture of

the relation between causation and physics. This provided us with a rough

outline of how there can be causation in the actual world, despite the apparent

inhospitality of fundamental physics. Crucially, the explanation provided by

the Neo-Russellians provides us with nothing more than robust and stable

patterns of correlation between local, coarse-grained phenomena. It does

not appear that a closer study of physics reveals a feature of causation that

insensitive interventionism fails to capture.

Second, this chapter discussed the potential worry of spurious backwards

causation. Although I did not defend a particular solution to this problem, I

remarked that it is not specific to insensitive interventionism, nor due to its

thorough lightweightness. Further, I surveyed some of the solutions proposed

in the literature and argued that these can be implemented without threat-

ening the thoroughly lightweight character of insensitive interventionism.

Before turning to the conclusion of this dissertation, I address some re-

maining objections to insensitive interventionism.
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Chapter 15

Objections and Replies

The previous two chapters in effect addressed the objection that causation

must be heavyweight. The subsequent discussions drew us into issues sur-

rounding negative causation and the relation between causation and physics.

In this chapter I address some further objections against insensitive interven-

tionism that require a less extensive treatment.

15.1 Physical equivalence

Even if one sympathizes with the thoroughly lightweight aspirations of in-

sensitive interventionism, one might worry that they are bound to lead the

account astray in some cases. Physics contains examples of equivalences be-

tween metaphysically distinct physical phenomena with distinct causal roles.

These physical equivalences can appear to generate counterexamples to in-

sensitive interventionism. In this section, I provide two candidates for such

counterexamples and sample four possible replies.

Consider the following two scenarios. In the first scenario, the pressure of

an ideal gas G steadily increases until its container explodes. Plausibly, the

pressure of the gas caused the container to be destroyed. According to the

ideal gas law, the gas having a given pressure P in this situation physically

necessitates it having a certain temperature T , and vice versa. That is to say,

in this situation there is a physical equivalence between the pressure and the

249
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temperature of the gas. However, we would not want to say that the heat of

gas caused the container to be destroyed. The pressure did the causal work

and the heat is a side-effect.

In the second scenario, a light switch is turned on and the light bulb

emits light because of the electric current in the copper wire connecting the

switch to the light bulb. In order to make the causal relation between the

current and the emitted light more salient, we can even imagine that the

intensity of the emitted light is a measure of the electric current. According

to Ampère’s law, the electric current flowing through the copper wire in this

situation physically necessitates a magnetic field in the surface surrounding

the copper wire, and vice versa. That is to say, in this situation there is

physical equivalence between the magnetic field in a given area surrounding

the copper wire and the electric current in the wire. However, we would not

want to say that the magnetic field caused the emitted light. The current

did the causal work and the magnetic field is a side-effect.

Such cases pose a challenge for our account of causation. Insensitive

interventionism runs the risk of counting the magnetic field and the temper-

ature of the gas as causes of the emitted light and the exploding container

respectively. Prima facie, these cases correspond to the familiar schema rep-

resented in Figure 15.1. Moreover, the equivalence ascertains that there can

B

S

E

I

Figure 15.1: Phenomenon (S) is nomically necessitated by its
nomic base (B), both cause target effect (E)

be no changes in one variable whilst the other is held fixed. Consequently,

the relevant correlations are automatically robust. Such problem cases are

likely to multiply, as physics is filled with laws that equate metaphysically

distinct phenomena.

There might not be a catch-all response to these kinds of cases. I sample
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some of the responses available to the insensitive interventionist when meeting

physical equivalence-styled objections. Some of these might work better for

some cases than for others, but I take this sample to be varied enough for it

to provide a solid line of defense against such objections.

First, we can rehearse our remarks on the restrictive use of ‘nomic’ we

are operating under (cf. Chapters 2 and 12 ). The ‘nomic’ we have used to

qualify the necessitation relation between mental and physical phenomena

posited by the dualist refers to a very specific kind of relation. A relation

is nomic in this sense only if it is a necessitation relation according to the

fundamental laws of the universe. That is to say, a relation R qualifies as

nomic if and only if aRb entails that worlds containing a but lacking b (or

vice versa) would require a lapse in the fundamental laws of the universe.

Even though there are many laws, in physics and elsewhere in science, these

are rarely of such nomic modal strength. For example, the ideal gas laws are

merely statistical. That is to say, even though one can safely bet one’s life on

the pressure of a gas increasing when heated in an enclosed rigid container, it

is nomically possible for the pressure to remain constant.1 Although physics

is probably the right place to look for nomic laws, there are plenty of laws

that are physical but not nomic.

Even with this caveat, there will be some physical equivalences left stand-

ing. Perhaps Ampère’s law is in fact a good candidate of a nomic law in our

restrictive sense. If this is indeed the case we will need a different line of

response against the second counterexample. In order to test our three re-

maining responses, I will assume that both Ampère’s law and the ideal gas

law in fact express a nomic relation. This assumption has the further advan-

tage that, if the first reply turns out to be inadequate for other reasons, we

can still rely on one of the replies below.

For the second line of response, we need to take a closer look at the

physical laws underlying these examples. Even though these laws state that

there is a physical equivalence between two variables in a given situation, they

do not state that these two variables are physically equivalent simpliciter.

That is to say, these equivalences only hold across scenarios where some

further factors (other than the fundamental laws of physics) are held fixed.

1In fact, one should still be careful betting one’s life, as the law breaks down in cases
with very high pressures. I set this complication aside here.
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For example, here is a more detailed formulation of Ampère’s law:

∮
C

−→
B · d

−→
` = µ0 µr I

The left hand side refers to the integration of the magnetic field (
−→
B ) along a

closed curve (C). The right hand side refers to the product of the permeability

of a vacuum (µ0), the permeability of the surface area (µr), and the electric

current (I). It follows from Ampère’s law that the magnetic field of that

surface is nomically necessitated by these three factors. However, this does

not mean that the magnetic field is nomically necessitated by the electric

current of the copper wire. There can be changes in the magnetic field in

virtue of changes in the medium surrounding the wire rather than changes to

the electric current inside the wire. For example, if the wire were surrounded

by water or enclosed in rubber, the same current would have given rise to a

different magnetic field. The electric current plays a non-redundant part in

the nomic base of the magnetic field, but it is, so to speak, not the full nomic

base of the magnetic field.

Similar observations hold for the ideal gas law. According to this law,

the heat of an ideal gas is equivalent to the the pressure of the gas across

situations where the volume and the amount of substance of the gas. A more

detailed formulation of the ideal gas law looks as follows:

T =
P V

nR

Aside from pressure (P ) and temperature (T ) it also involves the volume

(V ), the ideal gas constant (R) and the amount of substance of the gas (n),

i.e. the number of atoms or molecules. According to this law, there can

be changes in the temperature in virtue of changes in the volume or the

amount of substance, without changes in the pressure if the gas.2 All in all,

the pressure of the gas plays a non-redundant part in the nomic base of its

temperature, but it is not the full nomic base of the temperature.

2Moreover, ideal gasses are a theoretical entity that is composed of point particles,
rather than molecules or atoms. Even though one can treat many gasses like an ideal gas
for most purposes, one needs to use the Van der Waals equation, which contains further
terms that are gas-specific, for better accuracy. Consequently, the temperature of the gas
also depends on what kind of gas it is.
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These equations indicate that the analogy between the counterexample

and purported cases of causation by dualist mental phenomena is not per-

fect. When modelling the dualist case, we have assumed that the underlying

physical phenomenon is the full nomic base of the nomically necessitated

mental phenomenon. However, this difference does not directly resolve the

issue. For one thing, it would be unprincipled to impose the ‘holding fixed’-

requirements on non-redundant parts of nomic bases whilst exempting full

nomic bases from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements.3 Moreover, imposing the

‘holding fixed’-requirements on non-redundant parts of nomic bases will de-

liver the wrong results. For example, it would inhibit us from exempting

the magnetic field from the ‘holding fixed’-requirements when intervening on

the electric current. Consequently, the electric current would not count as a

cause of the emitted light. That is obviously the wrong result.

Nevertheless, these observations reveal an important feature of the coun-

terexamples in question. In particular, they allow us to demonstrate that

the correlation between the bad candidate for a cause and the target effect is

sensitive in a way that the correlation between the good candidate for a cause

and the target effect is not. Consider again the case of the electric current

and the magnetic field. If we were to change the magnetic field by changing

the medium rather than the current, there will be no change in the light in-

tensity. Conversely, if we change the electric current, but hold the magnetic

field fixed by bringing about changes in the medium, there will be a change in

the light intensity. The result is a correlation pattern that contains features

of both asymmetric screening off patterns and unstable correlation patterns:

the current of the wire asymmetrically screens off the correlation between the

magnetic field and the light intensity across scenarios that contain changes in

the medium. Mutatis mutandis, the same holds for the correlation between

the temperature of the gas and the explosion of the container: the pressure

of the gas asymmetrically screens off the correlation between the tempera-

ture of the gas and the explosion across scenarios that contain changes in the

background conditions.

The insensitive interventionist can exploit this contrast in correlation pat-

terns. For example, the correlation rate between the magnetic field and the

3Remember that we exempted non-redundant parts of metaphysical bases for similar
reasons in Chapter 10.
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emitted light is sensitive to changes in the medium whereas the correlation

rate between the current and the emitted light is not. Consequently, measur-

ing or manipulating electric current provides a more reliable and easy way

to predict and manipulate bulbs emitting light than measuring and manipu-

lating the magnetic field. Given that the (insensitive) interventionist aims to

isolate insensitive correlation patterns, i.e. those patterns that are available

for reliable manipulation and prediction, it is in line with the motivations

of her account to exclude correlations that are asymmetrically screened off

across changes in the background conditions. One can do so by adjusting the

robustness condition accordingly or by adding an extra condition addressing

this kind of correlation pattern separately. I do not provide a worked out fix

here, but a reply along these lines is likely to deal with a good share of cases.

A third reply is to point out that our judgments in such cases are sensitive

to how one frames the relevant manipulations. When sketching the case of the

light bulb and the copper wire, I said that the electric current was activated

by the flicking of a switch. This sketch invites the following interpretation:

the switch turning on activated an electric current, which gives rise to a

magnetic field in the area surrounding the copper wire and causes the light

to turn on. The magnetic field seems causally irrelevant to the light turning

on. Now consider this scenario: the switch works by creating a magnetic

field in the surface along the copper wire. By grace of Ampère’s law, this

magnetic field results in an electric current that causes the light to turn on.

Now it seems right to say that the magnetic field is a cause of the light bulb

emitting light. In this situation, the electric current does not causally exclude

the magnetic field.

Note that this framing effect appears to be quite general. With some scene

setting, we also accept claims like ‘the heat of the gas caused the container

to explode’. Suppose for example that someone had left the gas container in

a car on a hot day. The heat in the car gradually increased the temperature

of the gas and hence the pressure it exerted on the container. When filling

out the car insurance form, the car owner states that the heat of the gas

caused the container to explode, hence causing the damage to his car. It

seems wrong to say that the car owner misdescribes the situation. Or to

put the same point in a different way, even if the car owner were a physics
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professor, it seems wrong to say that she lies when stating that the heat of

the gas caused the damage in the car.

Note further that this framing effect is present in mental-physical cases

as well. Suppose that Caroline, a brilliant neuroscientist, implants electrodes

in Henry’s brain. With the use of a remote control, she can make him utter

whatever words she wants. For example, if she types ‘I am in pain’, the

electrodes activate the relevant neurons, which cause Henry to say ‘I am in

pain’ and generate a pain sensation along the way. In this case, the neuronal

activity seems to cause him to say ‘I am in pain’, and the actual pain seems

to be a side effect. If however, Caroline resorts to simply pricking Henry with

a needle to make him say ‘I am in pain’, we are more inclined to agree that

the actual pain was a cause of the utterance, even if the neural phenomena

leading up to the utterance are the same as in the electrode case.4

The insensitive interventionist can choose to exploit these framing effects

in either of the following ways. She can posit that we should make the

truth of causal claims sensitive to the nature of the manipulation. Perhaps

the manipulation sets the context in a way that allows variations in certain

variables but fixes others. Alternatively, she can say that we are easily fooled

by framing manipulations differently, but the causal facts remain constant

across variations in the nature of the manipulation. Perhaps the first option

is more in keeping with suggestions made earlier, but I leave both options

open here.

Finally, the insensitive interventionist can bite the bullet. If there are

some physical equivalence cases left that cannot be answered in any of the

three ways just outlined, the insensitive interventionist can insist that, in

such cases, the nomically equivalent phenomena do cause the same effects.

This of course, is the least elegant of the four strategies, but one hopes it will

be required for only a limited number of cases.

4In fact, the parallels between mental cases on the one hand and the gas and magnetism
cases on the other might even be useful to the dualist. In the case where the heat of the
car caused the temperature (and pressure) of the gas to go up, it seems true to say that the
temperature of the gas caused the container to explode even though the nearest possible
world where the temperature was lower would still have resulted in the explosion. After all,
it is metaphysically possible to lower the temperature whilst keeping the pressure constant
and all else is held fixed. Given that it is in fact even nomically possible to do so, one
might be inclined to think that insensitive interventionism is too restrictive to deal with
such cases. I do not address the worry that insensitive interventionism is not lightweight
enough here, as it does not pose a threat for our overall project.
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15.2 Gerrymandering

As noted by Franklin-Hall (2016), one can always gerrymander a variable

that hits the sweet spot on robustness and stability. One could do so by

constructing a variable that takes the disjunction of all the sufficient phe-

nomena for the target effect as its ‘on’ value, and the disjunction of all the

sufficient phenomena for the non-occurrence of the effect as its ‘off’ value. For

example, if we focus again on Sophie, the pigeon who pecks at red objects,

we can construct a variable that takes ‘being presented with a red object in

the right circumstances, or being tickled in the right circumstances, or being

hungry in the right circumstances, or . . . ’ as one value, and takes a suitably

reverse-engineered value for her not pecking as the only alternative.5 Inter-

ventions on such a variable will stably and robustly correlate with changes

in the target effect (cf. Section 11.2).

Such gerrymandered variables can threaten the causal status of plausible

cause variables. For any given target effect, one can plausibly gerrymander a

variable that asymmetrically screens off the correlation between any plausible

cause variable and that effect. For example, the correlation between redness

and Sophie’s pecking will be asymmetrically screened off by such gerryman-

dered variables. If this is the case, the robustness requirement we introduced

in insensitive interventionism will result in some form of causal drainage from

plausible cause variables to gerrymandered variables.

Woodward (2018) and Blanchard (forthcoming) respond to such chal-

lenges. They argue that, far from being within the spirit of interventionism,

preferring such overly abstract gerrymandered variables over more specific

variables like redness violates the central motivation of interventionism. The

interventionist strives to provide an account of causation that isolates those

relations that are exploitable for manipulation and control. Gerrymandered

variables in fact hide such relations by including irrelevant information. For

example, by lumping together redness, tickling and hunger, the gerryman-

dered variable in Sophie’s case hides the fact that there are (at least) three

independent causal routes to Sophie’s pecking.6 By doing so, it hides the

5Of course, ’the right circumstances’ will require more spelling out, but one gets the
general idea.

6This is not to say that the presence of these causal routes could not in principle be
derived from a model that represents the dependence of pecking on the gerrymandered
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fact that one can simply manipulate redness in order to ensure that Sophie

pecks, independently of any facts about tickling our hunger. Consequently,

relying on overly abstract gerrymandered variables would “ [. . . ] do a less

than satisfactory job at achieving what interventionists regard as the funda-

mental goal of explanation, namely, identifying explanandum-changing inter-

ventions” (Blanchard forthcoming, p. 20).

Woodward and Blanchard respond to the challenges from gerrymandered

variables by referring back to the central motivation of interventionism. One

of the reasons for developing insensitive interventionism is that it is more in

line with that central motivation. The insensitive interventionist can thus

safely avail herself of the same response.

15.3 On the Woodward-Baumgartner debate

My account of dualist mental causation relies heavily on Woodward’s (2008;

2015) interventionist account of higher-level causation. However, this ac-

count has been subject to a series of criticisms. The most vehement critic of

interventionist higher-level causation is probably Baumgartner (2009; 2010;

2013; 2018). His objections also inspired others to criticize Woodward’s pro-

posals. We can distinguish two objections that spawned from this literature.

According to the first, interventionist accounts fail to distinguish between the

different causal roles of phenomena that stand in a tight relation. According

to the second, such accounts fail to distinguish between epiphenomena and

higher-level causes. One could worry that insensitive interventionism will be

subject to the same objections. I briefly outline a response two both of these

objections.

First, Eronen and Brooks (2014) argue that higher-level phenomena will

have exactly the same causal role as their metaphysical bases according to

(M*) and (IV*). Recall that (M*) and (IV*) are variations of the standard

interventionist definitions, with exemption clauses to the ‘holding fixed’-

requirements for variables that stand in tight relations. We dubbed the

variable, but rather that such a model would not represent these three distinct causal
routes. Just like economics might in principle be derivable from fundamental physics, but
fundamental physics does not represent the causal dependency of banking crises on real
estate prices (cf. Woodward, 2018, p. 21–22).
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interventionism that consists of just these two definitions Minimal Inter-

ventionism. Eronen and Brooks remark that, given that all interventions on

higher-level phenomena are interventions on their metaphysical bases as well,

the two will have identical causal roles according to Minimal Intervention-

ism. For example, redness and being auburn will have the same causal role

on this account. As we have seen in the cases of Sophie and Sarah, that is

implausible. Sometimes being auburn is a cause when redness is not.

I take this problem to be solved by adding a robustness requirement to

Minimal Interventionism. If we require that higher-level phenomena result

in the target effect across changes in the base variables, then the causal roles

of those higher-level phenomena will not be identical to the roles of their

metaphysical bases (pace Kim (2005)). For example, if an object’s being red

results in a target effect only if it is also auburn, being auburn will be a cause

of that effect, but redness will not. Given that insensitive interventionism

contains a robustness requirement, it is not affected by this objection.

Second, Baumgartner (2009, 2010) argues that Minimal Interventionism

fails to distinguish between epiphenomena and higher-level causes. However,

this criticism is clearly misguided. Minimal Interventionism makes a clear

distinction between which higher-level phenomena are causes, i.e. those that

satisfy the (M*) and (IV*) requirements, and which are not, i.e. those that

do not satisfy (M*) and (IV*). We can see that there is a significant differ-

ence between the two, because dualist mental phenomena are epiphenomena

according to Minimal Interventionism, whereas non-reductionist physicalist

mental phenomena are not. True, the difference between nomic necessitation

and metaphysical necessitation is empirically untestable, because in practice

subjecting nomic bases to holding fixed requirements and subjecting meta-

physical bases to such requirements are equally unfeasible. However, all this

means is that some questions about the metaphysical relations between vari-

ables need to be solved before an informative causal graph can be devised.

Figuring out whether the relation between variables is tight before draw-

ing conclusions on what causes what is consistent with the interventionist

account of causation. The empirical untestability of epiphenomenalism is a

well-known fact (e.g. Smart, 1959, 155–156), but it is not the interventionist’s

problem.
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One could worry that insensitive interventionism meets a revised ver-

sion of this objection. After all, we eliminated the difference between nomic

bases and metaphysical bases from the interventionist account. However,

the robustness requirement still provides clear guidelines for distinguishing

higher-level causes from epiphenomena. If the correlation between a higher-

level phenomenon and a target effect is asymmetrically screened off by a

base variable, that higher-level phenomenon is an epiphenomenon relative

to that effect. If the correlation between a higher-level phenomenon and all

effects is asymmetrically screened off by its base variables, that higher-level

phenomenon is an epiphenomenon simpliciter. Consequently, insensitive in-

terventionism does provide a principled distinction between epiphenomena

and higher-level causes.

15.4 Conclusion

Now that we have considered some objections to insensitive interventionism’s

sufficiency conditions on causation, we can assess the credibility of this model.

I submit that insensitive interventionism is worth taking seriously. None of

the objections we considered provided us with strong reasons to reject this

model and its plausibility equals that of standard interventionist models of

causation.

First, note that the only objection to insensitive interventionism that

specifically addressed the thorough lightweightness of its sufficiency condition

was the physical equivalence objection. As we have seen, there are several

responses to this objection that do not endanger the model’s hospitality to

dualist mental causation.

Second, the remaining objections also affect reasonably well-accepted the-

ories of (mental) causation. In particular, they affect the standard interven-

tionist models defended by Campbell (2008, 2010); List and Menzies (2009);

Woodward (2008, 2015), and others. These models deny that causation is

productive and that causes must physically necessitate their effects. Further,

they require a response to the problems of spurious negative causation and

spurious backwards causation. We have surveyed some of the responses from

the literature, and it appeared that none of these critically rely on causation
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not being thoroughly lightweight. That is to say, to the extent that these

standard accounts can provide convincing replies to such objections, the in-

sensitive interventionist has convincing replies at her disposal as well. Similar

remarks apply to the problem of gerrymandered variables and Baumgartner’s

criticism of interventionist higher-level causation.

In summary, insensitive interventionism performs as well as standard in-

terventionist models. Given that such standard interventionist models are

well-respected in philosophy of causation and a closer look at negative cau-

sation and the relation between causation and physics spelled problems for

heavyweight accounts of causation, insensitive interventionism appears to be

in good shape. If there are good reasons to accept standard interventionist

models, there are equally good reasons to accept insensitive interventionism.

Aside from the good reasons we all have to accept insensitive interven-

tionism, the dualist has a strong additional incentive to prefer this model

over other accounts of causation. By providing a non-ad hoc solution to the

exclusion worry and the common cause worry, insensitive interventionism

makes for a significant improvement over previous models of dualist mental

causation. Consequently, it provides the dualist with a plausible reply to the

most pressing objection against her position.

This is not to say that the dualist’s claim to mental causation is as secure

as the physicalist’s. As we have seen in Chapter 10, the exclusion principles

that affect non-reductionist physicalist mental phenomena result in universal

causal drainage, but there is no similar drainage worry for those who deny

dualist mental causation. And as we have seen in Chapter 5, nomic dual-

ist mental causation is not supported by Lewisian counterfactuals, whereas

non-reductionist physicalist mental causation is supported by such coun-

terfactuals. There is no denying that the physicalist has more tools at her

disposal when addressing mental causation worries. Even so, the dualist does

not need to acquiesce when being pushed in the epiphenomenalist’s corner.

She can stand her ground and reasonably maintain that a credible account

of causation allows mental phenomena to be causes of our behaviour within

her ontology.
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Conclusion

Now that we have responded to some objections, we have time for a brief

summary and a few concluding remarks.

I presented and defended a model of causation that allows for dualist

mental causation in worlds that are physically complete. In Part I of this

dissertation, I explained why such a model is remarkable. The standard

view in philosophy of mind is that there cannot be (non-overdetermining)

mental causation in worlds where both Dualism and Physical Completeness

is true. A model of causation that allows mental phenomena to be causes in

such worlds must deny at least one of the seeming truisms about causation

that make up the exclusion argument and will be hard pressed to provide a

principled distinction between causation and spurious correlations between

effects of a common cause.

In Part II, I argued that the current proposals to establish dualist mental

causation leave room for improvement. The objections raised against the

exclusion argument can be countered with relative ease (Chapters 5 and 7),

and Lowe’s models of dualist mental causation do not explain how phenomena

that do not stand in tight relations to the physically sufficient conditions of

their target effects can (non-overdeterministically) cause those effects (Chap-

ter 8). Kroedel’s supernomological dualism does provide such an explanation:

if the dualist posits that psychophysical laws are modally stronger than regu-

lar nomic laws but weaker than metaphysical laws, then the relevant counter-
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factuals support the conclusion that mental phenomena cause our behaviour

(Chapter 6). However, Kroedel’s proposal requires an ad hoc posit about the

relative distances between possible worlds. The dualist would be better off if

she could allow for mental causation without relying on an ad hoc posit.

In Part III, I turned our attention to the notion of causation. I pre-

sented a minimal version of interventionism and argued that this minimal

version needs to be supplemented with a robustness condition on causal cor-

relations in order to avoid spurious higher-level causation. The upshot is

that higher-level phenomena can be causes in virtue of exhibiting a robust

correlation with their target effects. Such a view of higher-level causation is

reasonably well-accepted. However, if one assumes this view on causation,

it is hard to motivate why merely nomically necessitated phenomena (such

as dualist mental phenomena) cannot be causes in virtue of exhibiting such

robust correlations with their target effects. Arguably, allowing for causation

by nomically necessitated phenomena would be more in keeping with the in-

terventionist party line that those correlations that are available for reliable

prediction, manipulation and control are causal. I developed an intervention-

ist model that does allow for causation by nomically necessitated phenomena

called ‘insensitive interventionism’ and showed how it provides a response to

the exclusion worry as well as the common cause worry.

Finally, I considered some objections to the sufficiency conditions on cau-

sation imposed by insensitive interventionism. If we set aside the objection

from physical equivalence (Section 15.1), the objections we considered affect

standard varieties of interventionism as well as insensitive interventionism.

That is to say, these objections do not specifically target insensitive interven-

tionism’s hospitality to dualist mental causation, but concern interventionist

accounts more generally. Consequently, the insensitive interventionist can

avail herself of the same strategies as standard interventionists when address-

ing such objections. I surveyed some of the responses from the philosophical

literature on causation, argued for my preferences among these if I had some,

and showed that insensitive interventionism can incorporate these responses

whilst remaining hospitable to dualist mental causation. The upshot is that

the standard view on dualism and mental causation is undermotivated, and

perhaps even false.
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I do not expect to have convinced the dualist’s opponent. The idea that

there cannot be non-physical causes in a world that is physically complete

has an overwhelming intuitive appeal. I too feel the pull of saying that, if

dualism is true, the physical nomic bases of mental phenomena must be doing

the actual causing in purported cases of mental causation. Even so, I submit

that this idea is undermotivated given the current state of philosophy of cau-

sation. For comparison, consider the attitude of many physicalists towards

the intuition of distinctness we have about mental phenomena and physical

phenomena. Physicalists will often admit that they do feel the pull of saying

that pain is metaphysically distinct from any physical phenomenon. They

then go on to argue that, given some considerations about how phenomenal

concepts operate or about the limits of our knowledge, it is undermotivated to

maintain that they actually are metaphysically distinct.1 I think the dualist

can make a similar move. She can admit that there is an intuitive thought

that her position must result in epiphenomenalism, but that, upon closer

scrutiny, these intuitions are not supported by the philosophical studies of

causation.

At the end of the introduction, I promised to briefly consider the possi-

bility that my model of mental causation is inadequate. Perhaps a damning

objection is around the corner and dualist mental causation will have to be

abandoned. Even if this turns out to be the case, the considerations put

forward in this dissertation will be of interest to the dualist. It transpired

that our causal judgments are at odds with our intuition that causation is

heavyweight. Accounts of causation will thus have to sacrifice one or the

other. If one chooses to sacrifice our causal judgments, mental phenomena

will be in the good company of other phenomena we took to be manifestly

causal. If one gives up on the intuition that causation is heavyweight, then

the difference between causal correlations and the patterns of correlation ex-

hibited by dualist mental phenomena and their target effects is probably not

substantial. Either way, there is no substantive feature that manifest causes

have and dualist mental phenomena lack. The dualist could still rest easy.

It is not the end of the world.

1See Papineau (2002) for a defense of the phenomenal concept strategy. See Stoljar
(2008b) and Sundström (2018) for defenses of the ignorance strategy.
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Sammanfattning

Syftet med avhandlingen är att utveckla och försvara en först̊aelse av kausalitet

enligt vilken mentala fenomen kan orsaka fysikaliska fenomen ocks̊a givet du-

alism om det mentala och givet att den fysikaliska domänen är fysikaliskt

komplett.

I den första delen definierar jag den dualistiska teori som avhandlingen

utg̊ar ifr̊an och identifierar tv̊a problem för mental kausalitet som teorin

behöver hantera: uteslutningsproblemet och problemet med gemensamma

orsaker. Vidare argumenterar jag för att en lösning av dessa problem kräver

ett fullständigt lättviktigt kausalitetsbegrepp: ett som till̊ater att en orsak

till en effekt kan vara skild fr̊an fenomenen som producerar eller fysikaliskt

nödvändiggör den aktuella effekten.

I den andra delen utvärderar jag i litteraturen förekommande svar p̊a

dessa utmaningar: (i) List och Stoljars svar p̊a utelutninsgproblemet, (ii)

Kroedels alternativa dualistiska ontologi, (iii) en utbredd kritik av idén om

’kausal tillräcklighet’, och (iv) Lowes modeller av dualistisk mental kausalitet.

Jag argumenterar för att inget av dessa förslag är helt tillfredsställande.

I de första fyra kapitlen av tredje delen utvecklar jag sedan en fullständigt

lättviktig kausalitetsmodell som bygger p̊a interventionistiska modeller av

kausalitet. Först förklarar jag hur s̊a kallade ’konstanskrav’ i gängse inter-

ventionism utesluter dualistiskt mental kausalitet. Därefter argumenterar

jag för att interventionistiska modeller bör inkludera ett ’robusthetskrav’ p̊a

kausala korrelationer, och att det finns skäl att göra undantag för de aktuella

’konstanskraven’. Jag kallar den interventionistiska modell som detta utmyn-

nar i ’okänslig interventionism’. Modellen löser b̊ade uteslutningsproblemet

och problemet med gemensamma orsaker, och medger att dualistisk mental
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kausalitet kan förekomma under vissa omständigheter, vilka s̊avitt vi vet kan

r̊ada i v̊ar värld.

I de tre avslutande kapitlen försvarar jag okänslig interventionism mot

invändningar. Jag granskar invändningen att kausalitet m̊aste vara pro-

duktiv, invändningen att orsaker m̊aste nödvändiggöra sina effekter, och

invändningen att okänslig interventionism är för till̊atande. Mina svar baseras

p̊a tidigare forskning om hur fr̊anvaron av ett fenomen kan orsaka n̊agot

och om förh̊allandet mellan kausalitet och fysik. Sammanfattninsgvis p̊ast̊ar

jag att okänslig interventionism kan ge lika tillfredsställande svar p̊a de tre

invändningarna som gängse interventionistiska modeller. Jag drar slutsatsen

att okänslig interventionism är en lovande modell för kausalitet.
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